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This volume is a major breakthrough for
the history of the Sa-skya period of Tibet,
the art treasures of the Gyantse region, and
the evolution of a distinctive Tibetan style
from the multiple strands of Indian iconographic elements, Chinese tendencies in
larger compositions and the Khotanese
manner in statuary.
So far it had been held that Buddhism
went to Tibet through Nepal and Kashmir,
but this volume points out for the first time
how it also traversed the Sikkim-Gyantse
way. It details the historical monasteries on
the road to and in the city of Gyantse,
which are of unique value for the development of the Tibetan visual arts. T h e small
temple of Bsam-grub Iha-khan near Phari
has frescoeb of the XV century and a statue
of Avslbkitesvara and two book covers of
possible Indian origin. This book treats of
the extraordinary flourishing of art d u e to
the
enlightened
patronage
of
the
Sa-skya-pas during the long tenure of their
powel-. T h e princes of Zhalu and Gyantse
followed their example. Chinese influences
came to be felt during the hegemony of the
Sa-skyas who maintained cultural and political relations with China for two centuries.
T h e volume reviews the disappearance of
ancient historical records because of the
suppression of all rivals by the emerging
chronicles
Gelukpa sect. T h e
and the Eulogy of Nenying monastery,
which have escaped, are unique sources for
the 'history of the artistic heritage of the
region. Along with them, htstorical geography, the chronologies of the Sa-skya
, abbots aod of the princes of Zhalu and of
Gyantse, and their relations with the Mongol court are discussed.
T h e monastery of Kyangphu at Samada
was founded in the XI century, but was
restored in the XIV under the Sa-skyas. I t
has statues and stopas of Indian origin. Its
surviving murals betray Central Asian style.
Several mandalas of Vairocana from different tantras are dealt with.

an-chun

T h e Gyani monastery in the Salu village
has capitals of the XIV century. T h e
monastery at Iwang was constructed before
the arrival of Sakya~rithe Great Pandit of
Kashmir in the XI11 century. An inscription on its mural says that it was painted in
Indian style. Another inscription points out
that Amitayus was done in the Khotanese
way. T h e ancient monasteries of Shonang
and Nenying have been restored and
repainted, though at rNenying splendid
fragments
of the best epoch of
Indo-Nepalese art survive.
T h e ~ u p e r b monastery of Gyantse is
described in all scientific details for the first
time in 'this book. T h e most outstanding
monument of the region is the Kumbum of
Gyantse,: also known as Dpal-hkhor
chos-sde, important ' both for its arch~tecture and for its paintings. It is a gigantic
complex of several mandalas, a veritable
summa of tantric revelations. T h e inscriptions name its painters and sculptors:
unique in the history of Tibetan art. They
give summary descriptions of the frescoes
which serve as remarkable iconographic
guides. T h e paintings can be dated to a
well-determined period, namely the XV
century, when an independent idiom of
Tibetan art developed.
Part 1 details the iconography of the
Kumbum which is an architectonic mandala,
where progressive ascending from one
floor to the other corresponds to an ascension from a lesser order of tantras to ever
higher ones. T h e 73 major temples and
minor chapels on its four floors and dome
are described at length. An astounding
number of 27,529 deities are represented
in the Kumbum. This book is a mine of
information and perceptions of 'the great
master Giuseppe Tucci, and invites further
researches on the vast tantric iconography
and its symbolism detailed herein. Part 2
gives the text and translation of the, inscriptions in the temples and chapels of the various monasteries. Part 3 is devoted to the
mural paintings in them.
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FOREWORD
T h e transmission of Buddhism to Tibet had so far been held
,to be through Nepal and Kashmir, but this volume points out
that it had also traversed the Sikkim-Gyantse way. Near Phari is
a small temple Bsam-grub lha-khan which has frescoes of the
XV century and a statue of Avalokiteivara and two book covers
of possible Indian origin.
T h e most outstanding monument of the region is the Kumbum of Gyantse, also known as Dpal-hkhor chos-sde, important
both for its architecture and for its paintings. It is a gigantic
complex of several mandalas, a veritable summa of tantric revelations, compiled in encyclopaedic works like the Sgrub-thubsrgya-mtsho o r Spb-thabs-kun-btus. T h e inscriptions name the
painters and the sculptors who are unique for the history of
Tibetan art. They give summary descriptions of the frescoes
which serve as remarkable iconographic guides. T h e paintings
can be dated to a well-determined period, namely, the XV
century when an independent idiom of Tibetan art developed.
Chinese influences can be felt during the Sa-skya hegemony,
who maintained cultural and political relations with China for
two centuries. T h e Chinese manner is evident in scenes of
paradise, landscapes, palaces, floral plays, clouds hanging in
the air. T h e Indian style is strong in the mandalas. Central
Asian style from Khotan, the Li-lugs, is evident in the statues of
Iwang. T h e Indian elements in the iconography and the
Chinese tendencies in the larger'compositions mature into a
Tibetan aesthetic sensibility.
T h e flourishing of art was due to the enlightened patronage
of the Sa-skya-pa during the long tenure of their power. T h e

princes of Gyantse followed their example. In course of time,
the Dge-lugs-pa sect became predominant. The chronicles of
the earlier rival sects and of families in whom these lands
vested, disappeared gradually. The Dge-lugs-pa suppressed the
historic works that were not to their liking. Thus the Eulogy of
Gnas-rfiin has survived only in personal libraries, and the
Myan-chun annals are very hard to find. Both these texts provide precious and extensive data on the monuments at Gyantse.
The chapels are described in detail; all the books and statues in

the disposition of figures in the mandala. This Tibetan word is
an equivalent of vyziha in the Mahavyutpatti. It occurs as early
as the Sukhavati-vytiha which may be assigned to the first century A.D. T h e concept of vyuha or a large number of
Tathagatas and beings in the congregation of the main deity is
an ancient idea. In the smaller Sukhavati-vyuha, in the east are
other blessed Buddhas, led by the Tathagata Aksobhya, the
Tathagata Merudhvaja, the Tathagata Mahameru, the
Tathagata Meruprabhasa, and the Tathigata Maiijudhvaja. In
the south are: the Tathagsta Candrastiryapradipa, the
Tathagata Yaiahprabha, the Tathagata Maharciskandha, the
Tathagata Merupradipa, the Tathagata Anantavirya. In the
west: the Tathagata Amitayus, the Tathagata Amitaskandha,
the Tathagata Amitadhvaja, the Tathagata Mahaprabha, the
Tathagata Maharatnaketu, the Tathagata S u d d h a r a ~ m i ~ r a b h a .
In the north: Tathagata Maharciskandha, the Tathagata Vaiivanara-nirghosa, the Tathagata Dundubhisvara-nirghosa, the
Tathagata Duspradharsa, the Tathagata Adityasambhava, the
Tathagata Jaleniprabha Uvaliniprabha ? ) the Tathagata
Prabhakara. In the nadir: Tathagata Simha, the Tathagata
Yaias, the Tathagata Yaiahprabhava, the Tathagata Dharma,
the Tathagata Dharmadhara, the Tathagata Dharmadhvaja. In
the zenith: Tathagata Brahmaghosa, the Tathagata Naksatraraja, the Tathagata Indraketudhvajaraja, the Tathagata Gandhottama, the Tathagata Gandhaprabhas, thk Tathagata
Maharciskandha, the Tathagata Ratnakusuma-sampuspitagatra, the Tathfigata Salendra-raja, the Tathagata Ratnotpalairi, the Tathagata Sarvarthadaria, the Tathagata
Sumerukalpa (Max Miiller, SBE.49, 1894: 100- 10 1). T h e uyziha
is the initial stage in the emergence of the mandala.

T H E TEMPLES OF SAMADA
Two monasteries of Kyangphu and Riku situated at Samada
deserve notice. The first monastery is famous in tradition as
the oldest. The present structures however date to the XIV
century. Entering through a narrow gate we we see small cellas,
one is the mgon-khari and the other on the right is dedicated to
Lha-mo. In the court the first chapel is Sakyamuni's victory
over Mara. In the atrium of the main temple are frescoes that
I
remind of the style of India. The temple was founded by
Chos-kyi-blo-gros, a disciple of Rin-chen-bzan-po. T h e first
chapel of the main temple is called the southern chapel. Its
altar has statues of Indian origin (p.100). T h e magnificent
stupa behind the altar is of gilded bronze with the Vajradhatu-mandala in high -relief. Executed with extreme finesse
it can be a work of the late Pala period. T h e other chapel to the
left is the big northern chapel which has statues of the Buddhas of the past, future and present: Dipankara, Maitreya and
Sakyamuni. The most important objects herein are the pediments of three statues of the three protectors: Avalokiteivara,
Vajrapani and Mafijughosa. The extant image of Avalokiteivara is of Indian origin. The metrical inscription indicates that
it was ordered by Chos-kyi-blo-gros, a disciple of
Kin-chen-bzan-po. He in fact was the founder of the Kyangphu
monastery in the XI century but it was restored during the
Sa-skya period in the XIV century. On the first floor there are
two chapels. The right chapel is dedicated to Sarvavid Vairocana (p. 106). Professor Tucci dilates upon the several cycles
of Vairocana to determine the mandala in this chapel. He
comes to three main figurations of the mandala of Vairocana,
based on the Tattva-sangraha, Vairocanabhisambodhi and Durgati-pariiodhana. The mandala in the right chapel is derived
from the Tattva-sangraha. T o the left is the chapel of Praj,iiaparamita (p. 120). T o the left of the door is the image of
Hayagriva and to the right that of Acala (p. 121). The mural

paintings surviving'here and there on the second floor betray
Central Asian style.
Leaving the village of Samada, half a kilometer down, is the
monastery of Riku o r Dregun. Some of the Paintings can be ascribed to the XVI century. Its most ancient part is the
Mgon-khari, with Gur mgon the protective deity o f . the
~ a - ~ k i a - ~surrounded
as,
by the divinities of his cycle, Pu-tra
min-srin (p. 123).
Prof. Tucci details the various mandalas of Vairocana from
seven texts. He begins with the Tattva-sangraha, whose first
section pertaining to abhisamaya has six mandalas classified as:
(1) detailed, (2) intermediate, and (3) concise. There are four
detailed mandalas, and one mandala in each of the other two.
T h e intermediate caturmudra-mandala is one cycle with Vairocana in the centre and the four Tathagatas in the four cardinal. points. T h e four Tathagatas are not accompanied by other
deities. Tucci assigns a mandala to each of them (6-9) which
has to be corrected.
T h e first four mandalas are :
1. Mahamandala : Vairocana in badhyagri-mudra, pare and
crowned, sits on seven lions, Gobu 1.
2. Guhya-d harani-madala with figures, or samaya-mandala
with emblems : Vairocana is replaced by Vajrini or Vajradhatviivari, crowned, seated on a lotus, holds a caitya on a
pediment, Gobu 39.
3. Dharma-mandala, or sfiksma-mandala, Vairocana in
bodhyagri-mudri, pare and crowned, addorsed by vajras,
sits on a lotus, Gobu 72.
4. Karma-piija-mandala, Vairocana as a monk (neither pare
nor crowned), sits on a lotus, Gobu 105.
In these four mandalas, the attributes of the 37 deities change
and also their names. For a detailed study the introduction, to
my edition of the Sanla-tathgata-tattva-sangrahu(STTS) has to
be consulted, in conjunction with my A Ninth Century ScrolI of

the Vajradhdtu-mandala. T h e latter work illustrates the six
mavdalas of the first abhisamaya section of the STTS by Subhakarasimha (A.D. 637-735) in a scroll termed Gobu-shinkan.
T h e central deity of the first four mandalas is reproduced
here from this scroll to show the variation pattern.
All the mandalas enumerated by Prof. Tucci from the STTS
and other texts have to be re-defined, and their entourage
clearly enumerated from the original tantra, from Classical
commentaries, and from later reworkings. Thus, the nos. 15-19
is one caturmudra-mandala and has to be assigned one
number.
GYANI MONASTERY IN T H E SALU VILLAGE
T h e Gyani/Rgya-gnas monastery was controlled by the
Sa-skya-pas. Capitals in its atrium belong to the XIV century.
MONASTERY O F IWANG
T h e monastery at Iwang is one of the important monuments
of the region, as it had been constructed by Chos-byan a
pre-incarnation of Sakya6ri the Great Pandita from Kashmir
who arrived here in the XI11 century. It is divided into three
chapels. T h e central chapel is dominated by Amoghadariin,
flanked by six Tathagatas, constituting the Seven BuddhasIRabs-bdun. T h e mural paintings have preserved an in:
scription which says that Rgyal-mtshan-grags has painted in the
Indian manner. T h e right chapel has Amitayus, with ten
statues around. From the dresses, ornaments and shoes to the
delicate colours, techniques of drawing and painting, all remind of Central Asia. T h e whole cycle has been transported
from there. An inscription confirms that it has been done in
the Khotanese way (Li-lugs). T h e left chapel represents the assault of demons ' o n meditating Sakyamuni (p. 139). These
works of art predate the emergence of the Tibetan style which
can be seen at Kumbum with the most extensive pictorial

Vairocana in the
Vajradhatu-mahamadala
Gobu-shinkan no. 1

Vairocana in the
Su ksma-mavdala,
bobu-shinkin no. 72

Vajradhatvisvari or Vajrini
in the Guhyadharani-mandala
Gobu-shinkan no. 39

Vairocana in the
Karma-poja-mandala
Gobu-sh'inkan no. 105

panels of the XV century.
MONASTERY OF SHONANG
The local chronicles speak of it as one of the most ancient
monasteries of the area. It has been restored and repainted. It
has two floors : the lower chapel has nothing of interest. The
upper chapel has the Seven BuddhasIRabs-bdun, of impressive
grandeur.

It is one of the oldest monasteries founded by Rgya Hjamdpal-gsan-ba, royal chaplain to King Khri-Ral-pa-can. It has
been hailed as the Bodhgaya of Tibet whence Buddhism
spread to the entire country. It was destroyed in the
Anglo-Tibetan War and has been rebuilt thereafter. Splendid
fragments of Indo-Nepalese art of the best epoch survive.
THE GREAT MONASTERY OF GYANTSE (p. 146f.)
The great monastery to the north of the bazar and the Kumnowabum within its sacred precincts are superb monuments,
days known by the name of Dpal-hkhor chos-sde 'the Sricakra
monastery; and as Dpal-hkhor bde-chen in the Myan-chun
chronicles. On the lower floor is the hall of congregation with
three minor chapels that open on the back and the two sides.
An immense statue of the Buddha 'dominates the hall. It represents the Jo-bo of Lhasa. It is flanked by the images of
Maiijughosa and AvalokiteSvara, as well as Dipankara and
Maitreya of the past and of the future.
The left chapel is dedicated to the Vajradhatu-mahamandala.
The statues are of painted stucco, jutting out from the wall.
They are works made during the highest flourishing of Tibetan art, with echoes of the Indian tradition. This chapel was
built during the time of Chos-rgyal Hphags-pa-dpal-bzan-po. It
has a superb copy of the Astasahasrika in golden letters on in-

digo-paper. The walls are covered with the '1-'housarlcl Hut1tlh;rs:
249 figures
white
Vajrasattva
249 figures
red
Vajraratna
249 figures
red
Vajradharma
249 figures
greed
Vajrakarma

Alongwith the four Tathigatas of the pentad, they make a
Thousand Buddhas. This is a very important observation of
Prof. Tucci. It helps us to identify the 504 statues at the
Barabudur as the Thousand Buddhas (504 x 2 = 1008).
The right chapel is dedicated to Maitreya. In ancient times
the central deity was Eleven-headed AvalokiteSvara according
to the system of Nagarjuna. He is flanked by statues of stucco
with an admirable realism. On his right are Manjughosa, Padmasambhava, Kamalasila and Atisa. On his left are the three
great kings of Tibet: Sron-btsan-sgam-po, Khri-sron-lde-btsan,
and Ral-pa-can.
On top of the congregation hall, the upper floor is a vast
courtyard. T o its left and right open two chapels and at the back
is the central chapel (dbu-rtse). The left chapel is the
Lam-hbras-lha-khan. It has stucco images of the masters of the
Sa-skya-pa revelation : Vajrad hara flanked by NairatmP (r.) and
Virupa (1.) and the incarnations of Sa-skya-pa Lamas. The
centre of the chapel is occupied by a wood-and-stucco mandala
of Samvara. There are frescoes of the eightyfour siddhas, done
with extraordinary finesse. Episodes from the life of the
Sa-skya Pan-chen are represented on the left wall, and those of
the life of Chos-rgyal on the opposite right wall.
The central chapel is very high and represents the most sacred part of the monastery. It reproduces several mandalas. The
central mandala is that of Kalacakra on the back wall. Mandalas
abound on all the walls and they are identified by the

Myan-chun. Around the chapel runs the path for circumarnbulation, frescoed with the l'housand Buddhas.
T h e right chapel has stucco images of the sixteen arhats.

KUMBUM O F GYANTSE
T h e Kumbum is an architectonic mandala, with four doors
opening in the four directions. T h e central principle of the
temple is symbolised in its highest cella by Vajradhaia. T h e
building is a visual dharma-kaya: progressive ascending from
one floor to the other corresponds to an ascension from a lesser order of tantras to ever higher ones. We start with the
KriyP-tantras and reach the Anuttara-tantras on top of the
building. T h e Kumbum has four floors, surmounted by a
dome and a campana. In the centre of each floor are major
temples with minor chapels in the projections. T h e r e are 73
chapels in all:
I floor
I1 floor

4 major temples
16 minor chapels
no major temples
16 minor chapels
(their space corresponds to the upper
portion of the.temples of the first floor)
111 floor
- 4 major temples
16 minor chapels
IV floor
12 minor chapels
4 major temples
V dome
VI campana Image of Vajradhara

20
16

20
12
4
1

O n the top of every page, we have indicated the floor by
Roman numbers I-VI and the temples and chapels by
Indo-Arabic figures 1-20. T h u s 1.1 is the first temple of the
first floor. This indication is not given in the original work. It
has been done to provide a context to the description of the
chapels, so that one is not lost in the detailed narrations. According to the calculation of the Myan-chun 27,529 deities are

represented in the four floors a n d dome of. the K u r ~ i l ~ ~ r n .
T h e main deities of the several temples and chapels of the
Kumbum are as follows :
!hkyamuni
Marici
Bhiitadamara
Sme-l~rt
segs
Sitatapatra
Sukhavati of Amitayus
Parnaiabari
Hayagriva
Acala
Grahamatrka
Dipankara
Vasud hara
Natha
Mahabala
Dhvaj~grakeyiira
Maitreya
VaiSravana
Entrance to .stairs
Pafijara-Natha
Vijaya
Amitayus
Khadiravani TSra
Simhanada
AmoghapaSa
Hayagriva
Kuru kulla
Rajalila-Mafijughosa
Vidarana
!hkyamuni
White Tars

11.11
11.12
11.13
11.14
11.15
11.16

Samantabhadra
Jagadbhadra Vajrapsni
Aksobhya
No statue
Vadisirinha.
Avalokiteivara

III.1T
Amitayus
111.2
Vajrasattva
111.3
Jvalanala
111.4
Praj Aiparamiti
111.5
Vairocana
III.6T
Ratnasambhava
111.7
Jtianasattva Mai?juiri
111.8
Bodhisattva-vajra
111.9
Phyag-na-rdo-rje-hchi-bdag
111.10
Sakyasimha
III.11T
Amogha
111.12
Sarva-durgati-pariiodhana Vairocana
111.13
Amitayus
111.14
? VajraSekhara
111.15
Saris-rgyas-sna-tshogs
III.16T
Aksobh ya
111.1'7
completes the preceding chapel
111.18
vestibule
III.,19
Sri-~ararnad~a
111.20
Sukhavati-Vajrasattva
Series of masters divided in schools
IV. 1-20
Vairocana, Vajrasasa, Sakyamuni, ~ r a j n a ~ a r a m i t a .
Dome 1 - 4
Miirici. Prof. Tucci (p. 174) is right in connecting MHrici
with the Sun and with marici 'ray'. T h e word marici means 'a
particle of light, shining mote or speck in the air' RV, AV, 'a
ray of light (of the sun or moon)' RV etc. Maricimat 'having
rays, radiant or shining with' MBh, 'the sun' Kathasaritsagara.

Mirica is the namenof Kasyapa in the Mahabharata. T h e masculine plural KaSyapah denotes a class of semi-divine genii connected with o r regulating the course of the sun, AV. 13.1.23,
TAr. 1.8, ParGr.2.9.13. T h e connection of the KiSyapas with
the sun is beyond doubt. T h e demon Mirica transforms himself into a golden deer in the Ramayana to attract Sita's attention, and to take away Rama from her side. T h u s Marici can be
the golden goddess of the Dawn, as already hinted at by B.C.
Bhattacharyya. Pigs can be seen scavenging around Indian villages early in the morning. They herald the dawn. Boars are
male uncastrated pigs. So the seven boars draw the chariot of
Marici as the goddess of the Dawn. She occurs in the hymn to
Sarasvati in the Suvarna-prabhasa (ed. Joh. Nobel 1937) cicin'
Siri miri Mirici, where the donsonants of Marici are mangled
into ciri (backward) miri.(forward with ri omitted) Siri (=chi: in
Tamil c=S).
T h e words for dark o r black are also used for beautiful.
They denote the enchanting beauty of negritude. T h e word
r i m a means 'dark, dark-coloured, black (compare r a r i ) , r&rnah
Sakunih 'a black bird, crow' Kathaka-grhya. Later it denoted
'pleasing, pleasant, ,charming, lovely, beautiful' in the
Mahabharata, 'pleasure, joy, delight' in the Bhagavata-purina.
T h e feminine form r i m i is a beautiful woman, any young and
charming woman, mistress, wife, Ay woman in Katha-upanisad, Mahabh~rata;etc, a dark woman i.e. a woman of low
a k a We may
origin, Taittiriya-sarhhita, ~ a i t t i r i ~ a - ~ r a n ~(MW.).
also compare the word abhirima 'pleasing, delightful, agreeable,
beautiful' (MW). Likewise masi should mean a lovely o r charming woman. Masi as the attendant acolytes of Marici have to be
resplendent like Usas the Goddess of Dawn who is the model
for Marici. 'Usas is the most graceful creation of Vedic poetry
and there is no more charming figure in the descriptive religious lyrics of any other literature. Clothed in light the maiden
appears in the east, and unveils her charms, 1.123.3-4 (Mac-

donell, Vedic Mytl~olo~gy,
45-47).
T h e sun is the eye fixed in heaven (RV.1.22.20). Sun is the
eye of the Gods: Usas brings the eye of the gods and leads on
the beautiful white horse (KV.7.77.3). Sun is the eyes of Mitra
and Varut!a (KV. 1 . 1 15.1 etc.). When the Suli = eye, why not
the acolytes be the masi, the collyi-ium t o ernbellish the eve.
T h e collyriurn adds char111 t o the eyes arld extends them. ViiiilGk+i'large-eyed', q(~tfik.!r '11;lvillg longish eyes', ayakipai~gi'having long-cornered eyes' ;ire svn~bolsof' feminine beauty. Masi
o r collyriun~which is .r)ligtllttr ' ~ ~ r ~ c t u oresplendent,
us,
soft, tender, af'fectionate', enhances the seductive attraction of the eyes.
As snigdhn-iyiinia, masi is the terltler agreeable dark complexion.
Masi stands for a charming arlcl sensuous belle. In Indian artistic anatomy, the restless eyes of women are elongated in expressive ~v;ivs b y applying collyrium. Masi, the 'black powder
used t o paint the eyes', is one of the sixteen elements of the
makeup of ;I woman (.!odaSa-Srngira, Bharatiya Samskrti KoSa,
Poona 1976:506). T h u s mnsi at the end of the names of attendant deities means a beauty, a goddess.
T h e first four goddesses Arka-, Marka-, Antardhana-,
Tejo-masi represent the four stages preceding sunrise: the sun
is invisible (arka),it is concealed (marka), it becomes dimly visible (antardhana 'invisibility' MW), and it glows out (tejas).
Marka is eclipse of the sun in RV.10.27.20 (MW). T h e next
four goddesses occupy the intermediate points: Udaya-, GulmaVana-, Civara-masi. Udaya- is sun-rise, Gulma- is a thicket o r
bush, Vana- is forested area, and Civara- is the robe. Early in
the morning, Indian villagers go to ease themselves to a thicket
in the nearby wooded region, get u p and move a bit to fasten
the dress.
T h e twelve goddesses in the second circle are:
Mahacivara-masi
Varahamukhi
E
S
Padzkrama-masi
Varali

W

Pars krarna-masi
Vadali
N
U raga-masi
Varahi
Intermediate points: VartGli, Vadali, Varali, Varihamukhi. As
otle l i f ~ u
s p the long-hanging dress (mahacivara), and is about t o
leave (padakrama), a snake (uraga) appears and courage has to
be summoned (parakrama). T h e four names suffixed with masi
represent the morning scene. T h e other eight names seem to
be connected with ~ a ; - ~ hT ih.e names Varali and Vadili can be
v ~ r i a n t sof Bharali < Bhatari. They are repeated in reverse
order in the intermediate points.
T h e four jingling words naming the door-goddesses defy interpl etation:
Alo
ankuia 'hook'
compare aloka 'light'
Tilo
pisa 'noose'
compare tara 'star'
Kilo
sphota 'chain'
compare kala 'dark, blue'
aveia 'bell'
matsara 'envious, jealous'.
Matsaro
Tucci does not enumerate the last goddess Matsaro.
T h e suggestion of Tucci that-masi is from uduyam asi instead
of rrlln~o'.\I is grammatically untenable, as he himself doubts as
to how a masculine has become a neuter.
T h e temple 111. 6 dedicated to Ratnasambhava is considered
to be outstanding for the magnificence'of its paintings and the
richness of its decoration.
T h e treasures of the vast tantric lore unravelled in this volume by Prof. Tucci invites a detailed study of each and every
mandala, along with their schematic sketches. They have to be
compared with the Sanskrit texts for their original nomenclature. For the moment the pilgrim to the Kumbum has completed his ascent to the sanctum and phenomenic existence has
been transcended into the absolute consciousness whose symbol
Vajradhara smiles mysteriously in the dark cella at the summit
of the sanctum.
Lokesh Chandra

PREFACE

In 1937, I left for a new expedition in Tibet, which was
sponsored by Prassitele Piccinini, who had already sponsored
that of 1935. As it can be seen from these pages, the results we
obtained are superior to those of the previous travels. It is
therefore right that I express my thanks to Mr. Piccinini who
has favoured this new expedition of the Academy of Italy in
the harsh lands of Tibet, and has allowed me to discover such
remarkable monuments of that Indo-Tibetan culture which
day by day reveals itself worth studying.
Prof. Piccinini, leaving aside his major field of research in
the medica.1 sciences, continues with his generosity the
humanistic tradition of our people. It is but natural that Italy
deals with Tibet, because the Italians first made known to
Europe, and not in a superficial way, the soul and the beliefs of
these people so profoundly devoted to religious ideals (1).

.....................................................................................
( 1 ) See G. Tucci, Italy and the exploration o f Tibet, Asiatic~1938.

A book like that of Desideri does not become dated.

I must also thank Doctor Fosco Maraini who has been an intelligent collaborator and a good travel companion. H e has
done the entire photographic work, and the plates of this book
are all by him.
I d o not publish the diary of the expedition. Others have
g o n e to Gyantse before me and have described the land. I
could not add new things. But I have discussed in this book the
art monuments found along the roads and the reflections that
can be made and the conclusions to be drawn for the study of
the political, religious and artistic history of Tibet. This hook
includes many new things and much material investigated for
the first time.
From Western Tibet I have gone to Central Tibet: but the
geographical distance does not make a difference in culture.
We are always faced by the same religious and artistic world
and by the same spiritual unity.
This series of Indo-Tibetica which I slowly keep on writing
and in which I describe the material collected in my scientific
missions, has ndw come to its fourth volume, after six years of
its starting.
Since I am working on a virgin ground and I am going on
exploring day by day new sectors of the vast Tibetan literature,
which still can be reached with great difficulty, i t is right

.

to look back and to ask ourselves if the work already done
would not require a revision of some points. To this effect I
have read again i n d attentively the volumes of Indo-Tibetica
already published and 1 have found that by and large I have
not much to add o r to modify. I noticed, however, some inaccuracies o r incomplete details. And because this series of
Indo-Tibetica has to remain a unity they should be corrected.
T o those who have read the previous vojumes I recommend to
look at the appendix published herein where whatever should
be considered wrong o r imperfect, d u e to carelessness o r to defect of information, has been completed or corrected.
Thus, the previous work has been revised by the Zhu-che, and
I am glad to have been the Zhu-che of myself.

12 Dec. 1938

GIUSEPPE
TL~CCI

POSTSCKI PT
T h e date of the Sku-hbum is registered in two chronological
lists, namely in that published by Csoma d e ~ o r o sand taken
from the Vaidurya-dkar-po and in the other redacted by
Sum-pa-mkhan-po and edited by Sarat Chandra Das: both of
them give the date of building as 1438, namely 1440 after the
correction to be done in the dates of Csoma and in those of'the
Rehu-mig. It seems that the sources studied by me d o not give
rise to the slightest doubt about the date 1427. Sans-rgyas-rgyamtsho and Sum-pa-mkhan-po have either used another source
o r are referring to the date of its final completion. T h e first
hypothesis is validated by what we read in the cited guide of
the Kumbum that the date sa-lug (1439) contained in the ancient dkar-chag of the temple is mistaken oi-ge nor-ba).

CHAPTER I

IMPORTANCE O F T H E MONUMENTS STUDIED I N T H E T R I P OF 1937

9 1. The Sikkim-Gyantse road and its monuments. 'I-he road
Gangtok-Gyantse (1) has been traversed many times. Books
have described it. But the information they give is so scanty as
to make one think that this portion of Tibet is almost without
any monuments of great historical o r archaeological interest,
worthy of being of the same standard as those discovered in
Western Tibet. Therefore, when I left for the travel in 1937 I
did not have much hope to make archaeological discoveries. I
hoped to collect only bibliographical materials, but I did not
think that this new expedition would solve the many doubts
that I still had on the development of Tibetan art. Much less
would I have imagined the things 1 would find along this road,
certainly o n e of the best known roads in Tibet.
\

I knew already that Sikkim, where the caravan route starts, is a
land recently conquered by Lamaism, and that, before Lha-btsun

-------------------------------------

( 1 ) For the geographical names, 1 follow the spellings o f the maps of the
Grop(~phlrt11
Sunly)' of India when there are no erl-01-s. T h e correct fol-111sare
given in chaptel- I I I dedicated to I~istoric.;~l
gc.og~.;~~>Iiv.

(?(\.'I I century), the apostle in these 1-egion~,
there had been no
direct exchange between Tibet and India through this way.
(:hronicles and biographies indicate that Kashmir and Nepal
\vet-e'the two regions through which Buddhisln and Indian culture with i t , penetrated into Tibet, and through which spiritual
contacts between India and Tibet were maintained for a long
tirne. But my travel has shown that in these places between Sikkim and Gyantse too, although f'ar away from the road
traversed in ancient times, the civilising wave of Buddhism had
spread. T h e moasteries, which were built here soon and which
are now mainly in ruins, had a great splendour of art and had
a prime importance in the formation and evolution of the
t h o i ~ g h and
t
of the cult of Lamaism.
'I'here are monuments that demonstrate it. We will see that
some of the sources discovered by me and which have been
studied here allow us to reconstruct, I d o not claim the entire
history of these lands but at least to better know some events
and to enlighten the fortune of the Sa-skya school a n d the
grandeur of some of the main monasteries that the piety of princes has erected in the province of Gtsan.
Urlfortunately the place explored is not very vast, but much
and well cannot be done at the same time.

I will cleem compensated for my labours if this investigation
can be a guide to future researchers who following my steps
will have more time and more funds to pursue further and
deeper resear.ches. This will he possible only when the Tibetan
government will open the cloors o f its lancl : providecl it will n o t

.be too late, because to be frank, the way in which these monuments are kept is awful. Neither the authorities nor the lamas
have any idea of their great importance, and already a lot has
been destroyed during the Anglo-Tibetan War in 1904.
Although the frescoes have resisted many centuries in the.
.chapels and in the temples which have escaped destruction, yet
they run the risk of being covered with lime and to give way to
the pictures of the new rough craftsmen, encouraged by the
mania of the new which starts also in Tibet.
Out of the many monasteries of which there are traces in his-.
torical documents,. I shall speak especially of Samada, Iwang,
Shonang (1) and Gyantse: that is to sav of those more worthy
-of study. I will not study the new o r very new monasteries that
t h e traveller finds on his wav and which are best known. They
are the first which 2re found on Tibetan land and, because
nearer to India, have less difficulties to accept visitors (2).

(1) And not Shomang as in the maps of the Survey.
(2) There is, for instance, the one marked in the map as Kaju Gompa, but
it should be called Trommo me (Gro-mo smad ' I n f e r i ~ rTrommo') to distinguish it from the other convent Trommo to (Gro-mo stod 'Superior
Trommo') to the north-west of Yatung. That first part of Tibet, known also
by the name of Chumbi. is called Gro-mo by the Tibetans. T h e sects to which
the two monasteries belong are different. Trommo me belongs to the
Bkah-rgyud-pa, rather to a special sect of that school, the one from the name
of its fouuder is called Hbar-ras-pa (The biography of this monk including
the chants attributed to him has this title: Rje-btsun Hbar-ras-pa rgyalmtshan-dpal-bzan-pohi rnam-thar mgur-hbum dan-bcas. This work is divided
into four sections; the author of the biography is Rgyal-mtshan-dpal). T h e
other monastery belongs to the "Yellow Sect" and owes its renewed prestige

All this portion, Chumbi or Trommo, belongs to Tibet only
from recent times. It is foreign to it even geographically. The
real Tibet with the vastness of its plains, starts from Phari
(Phag-ri) where, nevertheless, traces of ancient contructions are
lacking, except for a small temple located about 300 meters before reaching the village known by the name of Sandub
Lakhang (Bsam-hgrub lha-khan). At present this chapel belongs to the Hbrug-pa sect which has its custody. Tradition ascribes it to Than-ston-rgyal-ba, a renowned Hbrug-pa ascetic,
well known in this part of Tibet. The shrine, poor and badly
kept, has frescoes that perhaps go back to the XV century and
it has some objects of possible Indian origin: a statue of AvalokiteSvara in bronze, and two book covers (glegs-iin).
The proper archaeological terrain is found after Tuna; the
map is covered by names which recall persons, things or events
that a scholar of Tibet or of its religion cannot ignore. We have
entered the province of Gtsa~iwhich, together with Dbus, is the
most famous in Tibet. Both in fact represent the geographical
and historical centre of Tibetan culture.
The borders of this province of Gtsan are difficult to determine also because possibly they have changed during centuries.
Nevertheless, accarding to the geographical treatises the province

......................................................................................
to a celebrated ascetic who lived here for a long time and passed away only
recently with the fame of being a realized soul. I mean Trommo Geshe whom
I met in 1935 at Poo, since he used to enter into meditation in a hermitage
near Lippa in the state of Bashahr. T h e real name of the monastery is
~ u n - d k a which
r
means "the white conch". Its name comes from the shape of
the rock which lies above the convent and over which run curious lines which
from afar resemble a conch. T h e conch is, as known, an auspicious symbol
,according to Indo-Tibetan ideas.

of Gtsan borders on Gtsan-po i.e. Brahmaputra, to the north;
to the east it reaches till Trigu Tso; to the south confines with
Bhutan, Sikkim and Nepal; and in the west includes more or
less the entire territory that would be to the right of a hypothetic line that running from south, from Kyirong (Skyid-sron),
through the border of Nepal, would reach the Gtsari-po to the
north.
I have maintained this time too the same standard as followed in the previous volumes and have given a detailed description of every chapel I met on the road, so that these lines
may serve as a guide for those who want to visit intelligently
the places studied by me, and it may serve to give those who
cannot go to Tibet a rough idea of the things one may see
there.

$2. The importance of these monuments for the histoy of Tibetan
art. T h e accurate study of these temples and of the art objects
in them brings a remarkable contribution to the iconography of
MahPyPnic Buddhism. The many thousands of images carved
or sculpted and painted which we shall describe represent
either new forms of known divinities o r cycles on which we d o
not have any information as yet. Moreover, we have a clear advantage over the iconographic collections published till now: in
these collections we have a series of images without relation to
one another. But an image thus isolated is often an abstraction,
i.e. it loses its value as a symbol and loses that ideal connection
that inserts it in given religrous experiences. In our case, instead, since every chapel is dedicated to a particular tantric
cycle and therefore represents the visible expression of a mystic
experience, every image belongs to an organic complex of
symbols with which it is strictly and necessarily connected.

From the images, o r rather from the wholeness of the represented images we can go back to those liturgical texts which
inspired them and which have served the statues to translate in
visible forms some given psychological and mystical states of
mind o r peculiar ritual moments. This is clearly seen by studying the most important of these monuments in which these figures are painted, that is the Kumbum (Sku-hbum) of Gyantse.
It puts us in direct contact with the religious psychology of the
esoteric schools of Indo-Tibetan Buddhism and leads us to see
how art is dominated and directed by that psychology alone.
This Kumbum is famous all over Tibet and is considered the
:biggest stiipa of the Land of Snows. Whether this boast of the
Gyantse people has some truth in it or not, I cannot say for
certain. But I must recognize that the same opinion is shared
by many lamas and many pilgrims of other regions who have
travelled all over Tibet and are in a position to draw parallels
with other monuments at other places.
T h e importance of Kumbum is double: both for its architecture and for its paintings.
From the architectonic point of view the Kumbum is a stiipd
mchod-rten of the type known under the name of Bkra-Sis-sgoman "the auspicious stiipa of many doors" i.e. one of the eight
types of stiipas numbered and described in Indo-Tibetan treatises. After what has been said on the stiipdmchod-rten of
'Tibet in the first volume of Indo-Tibetica and of what has been
said at the same time by Paul Mus on Earabudur (I), it is useless

( 1 ) In a study published in the Bulletin de 1'Zhole Francaise d'Extr2me Orient
1935ff.

to recall the symbolic value of similar constructions. I will not
dwell on the origins of this symbolism which P. Mus has
studied in its phases, but I will rather refer to the psychological
value and to the religious meaning attributed to these buildings
during the latest Buddhist period by those tantric schools to
which this remarkable monument of Tibetan architecture belongs.
T h e Tibetan buildings have interest not only for the beauty
of their architectonic lines, that they sometimes continue the
shape of the rock and sometimes remind us of the sacred
character of the earth with the symbolism of their structure.
They are rendered more solemn and great by the land around
them, by the rocks which seem made out of gold, by the silent
plains that run even till the horizon so as to give them relief, by
the loneliness that surrounds them as a prayer, and by a sky
that has the transparent luminosity of gems.
In the West to construct d a n s to imagine and to enrich the
work of nature with un-considered creations of the imagination. Only music means to re-live cosmic life and it is an immediate participation in the eternal course of things.
For the Tibetans instead, to build -- and I speak of course of
religious art -- means to re-do the world. H e who has built the
Kumbum has re-created the universe, not in its material structure, which does not matter, but in its ideal construction, in the
moulding of the forces animating it, in the play of psychical
energies lending it variety and change of aspects. This universe
is an idea germinating from the primordial conscience, from
that uncoloured and elemental light which, by an intrinsic
;necessity transforms itself into concrete images, so that the One

becomes many, refracts and reflects itself in the infinity of
things to become at the end negation and prison of itself, that
is to say matter.
In this building, visiting the chapel according to the ritual
round from left to right, we are so to speak introduced to the
mystery of creation: the thousands of gods who now look at us
with serenity, and now hang over us with terrifying faces,
translate in the symbol of figures the coilfused tumult of the
cosmic forces.
In other words, the Kumbum is a gigantic mandala which
contains, painted on the walls of its cellas, infinite other mandalas in which are expressed through equivalent symbols particular systems of mysticism. These systems teach us how the
universe evolves, and they also point out to us how it can again
dissolve itse1.f in the primigenous essence.
Liberation in fact rpeans to consrlbstantiate oneself with the
cosmic conscience and this consubstantiality happens through
an elimination of the infihite play of m i y i , the realm of "becoming", naturally opposed to that of "beingw.This elimination
is awareness of the universal process, because through awareness there is purification: to know the complex mechanism
through which the primoidial consciousness hides itself behind
the infinite play of its magic freedom ( m q a ) means to overcome it and therefore to transcend from the world of becoming to that of being. This is the religious psychology which has
determined the building of the Kumbum, where the primordial consciousness, symbolised by the image of VajradharalRdo-rje-hchan located in the upper chapel, projects itself
in infinite lightnings which are its vibrations and which is manifesting itself in the world of contingency, and at the same time

they are also the way of redemption for the initiated who have
understood the arcane ways of its operating. O n e has also not
to be surprised that the means of salvation are manifold: infinite are the emanations of the absolute and numberless its
epiphanies. Every being o r category of beings has secret and
.inexorable affinities with one o r the other of these ways
through which the One becomes manifold. Each of us belongs
to a mystic family which lezds to the first separation of the One
into the pentads symbolicaliy represented by the five Buddhas.
T h e further we go away from the source of the Whole, the
more complex becomes this apparent reality in which we live.
Therefore also more complex becomes the scheme of intellectual and psychical forces which, moulding themselves on such a
source, have to nullify it by purifying it by the light of the supreme gnosis. T h e Buddhist law therefore also varies in its aspects, as various are +cosmic manifestations as different are
individuals from one another. Every mandala represents the
diagram of a given evolution and of a particular system, which
revealing to us the evolution of the cosmos gives us the hint to
overcorrle it and to transcend it.
T h e Kumbum is therefore the scheme of the world and a sylloge of tantric experience, i.e. of the principal esoteric revelations that tradition attributed to the Buddha, that is to the supreme truth become accessible to men.
When, in the first half of the XV century, the Kumbum was
built on commission by a pious prince, Tibet had already felt
the nec.:ssity to collect the mystical science of MahPyPna in organic treatises. Various masters had tried to compile a Summo
of the various experiences able to rescue creatures from the
domain of births and deaths and to raise them to higher planes

of existence. With this in view the Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho ( 1)
had beer] written already. It remains even today the fundamental ritualistic work of the Sa-skya-pa schools. In this book the
Mahayanic olympus is interpreted in its inner symbolic meaning and was taken as basis for meditation which had to transhumanize the initiated ones. Shortly before the building of this
Kumbum one of the greatest figures of Lamaism, Bu-ston, had
written his digest of the mandalas included in the most important tantric cycles. This work of the great master ha: surely
served as guide to him-who built the Kumbum. This is not an
hypothesis of mine, but an indisputable fact demonstrated
beyond doubt by the inscriptions we read in the chapels. In
these inscriptions not only the name of Bu-ston is mentioned
often, but entire passages of his works are quoted thereby giving proof that those who designed the Kumbum got inspiration
from his treatises.
T h e Kumbum, as already the tenlple that Bu-ston had constructed at Zha-lu, is the visible synthesis of this liturgy. just as
the texts were its verbal expression. Each of his planes had a
syrribolic interpretation, immediately perceived by the eyes, of
the many ways that the religious psychology of tantrism had
imagined for the redemption of man. It is a kind of Kanjur or
T a n j u r where the symbol of figures and of colours has been
substituted by the symbol of words.
......................................................................................
( 1 ) T h e Kumbum guide says: "this beautiful heavenly palace whose essential nature is the same as that of the sutras, of Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho, of
KriySsamuccaya etc." (p. 18). This work corresponds to that included in the
Tanjur (LXXI nos. 95-340) with the title Sgrub-tha6.5 kun-las-btus-pa. This
name Spb-thabs-kun-btus is now given to another collection of sadhanas in 1 1
vols. plus 2 supplements, published at Sde-dge but with affinity to Sa-skya by
inspiration, and strictly similar to it. Supplement, ibid. LXXXV.14-86
(Taranatha).

These mmmae and this Kumhum, like the temple of Zha-lu of
which Bu-ston dictated the explanatory inscriptions, come from
,one and the same impluse and from the same desire of the
'lamaistic community to put some order into the often discordant doctrines of the masters and of the exegetes. Bu-ston at
,the same time listed the Buddhist works and gave a definite
of sacred scriptures the Bkahform to the two main collectio~~s
hgyur and the Bstan-hgyur. He also tried to draw u p a kind of
liturgical code that, besides giving the plurality of divergent
opinions, would establish an orthodox point of view based on
the authority of a sure tradition. Art also was influenced by i t ;
in these esoteric schools the truth, represented in symbolic expressions, is necessarily translated in the schemes and diagrams
of mandalas. Therefore the number of divinities who make u p
every mandala is determined with great precision, their colours
and their attributes are stated, and at the same time the opinions not corroborated by authoritative evidence are eliminated.
Therefore, in the times of Bu-ston when literature becomes
more sure and the tradition more reliable, the symbolicerepresentation too was partially renewed, by rejecting all that was
arbitrary or uncertain and by moulding it again on surer
Indo-Tibetan traditions.
Thus so framed in a given historical moment of the lamaistic
religious evolution, the ~ d m b u macquires a new significance,
to which corresporlds also the value of its paintings. These
paintings give us a clear idea of the living art streams operating
in the XIV ,and XV centuries in Gtsan; they give us an idea of
the centres in which they flourished, of the traditions followed
by them and of the most celebrated masters. In fact for the

first time we find here in Gyantse long lists of painters that give'
us a first class document to reconstruct the history and the
vicissitudes of the Tibetan pictorial art.

93. The lists of sculptors and painters in the inscriptions of Gyantse.
These lists are found in the inscriptions which not only mention the names of the deities to whom the chapels are dedicated, but give us much other information of great interest.
They form a very authoritative guide which allows us to identify with surety which divinity is represented in the statues and
in the paintings and give us the tradition by which the artists
have been inspired. I have translated them completely in order
to ease the task for him who is not able to read Tibetan correctly and also because they are good examples of Tibetan
epigraphy about which we know very little as yet. They give an
accurate description of the cycles represented in every chapel
and are composed according to a common scheme, partly in
prose and partly in verses. They start with an invocation, followed by the list of statues which are at the centre of the mandala, to which every chapel is dedicated and which therefore
gives the chapel its name; after this there follows a summary
description of the frescoes, wall by wall. T h e position of the
walls is determined with respect to the axis of Kumbum, each
of them being put in correspondence with the four sides of the
monument and they follow the four cardinal points (1). When
the list of divinities ends, then usually comes the name of the

-----------------------------------------------------.---------------------------------

( 1 ) For instance, the east of a chapel corresponds exactly to the eastern side
of Kumbum, and so on.

donor o r of the donors and then the name of the artists who
have done the statues o r painted the frescoes.
T h e inscription very often closes with the expression of a
vow (pranidhana, smon-lam) generally in verses; it is prayed
that the donors with their own relations and all the creatures
may obtain salvation or consubstantiality with mystic planes.
This scheme is generally followed also in the metrical inscriptions whose artifices of language and style, often of bad taste,
show how their authors, at rare times expressly mentioned,
were familiar with the rules of rhetoric that the work of
Dandin, much studied even today in the great monasteries, had
made known to the Tibetans (1).
T h e importance of these inscriptions is therefore remarkable
from many points of view: not only as mere epigraphic documents o r because they are first class iconographic guides, but
especially for indications of historical and artistic character that
they contain. From these inscriptions we find out as to when
the Kumbum has been built. If the exact date is missing in
theni, although maintained in the eulogy of the monument
found out by me (2), they maintain that the inspiration of this
great work was a king of Gyantse, who lived in the XV century,
-namely the Chos-rgyal Rab-brtan-kun-bzan-hphags-pa. I have

......................................................................................
( 1 ) This is a constant scheme which we see followed, for instance, also in
the inscriptions o f the monastery o f Zha-lu, which was caused to be built by
the feudatory prince o f that district, Crags-pa-rgyal-mtshan; these inscriptions, dictated by Bu-ston, are preserved in the collection o f his work in
vol.TSA.

(2) Year: me-lug, fire-sheep. See chapter 1V.

collected more details about him in the chapter dedicated to
chronology. But the Kumbum is a collective work; the entire
ecclesiastical and lay nobility of the territory, where the
Chos-rgyal was the recognized chief, had a hand in it: both the
great monks and the major dignitaries of the court, and the
local nobility of the small villages were not deaf to the invitation of the king and every one had contributed, according to,
the measure of his means, to the definite embellishment of this
work to which was d u e the ornament of the kingdom of the.
Chos-rgyal and which was to hand down his fame through the
centuries.
Sometimes in the inscriptions the king himself is recalled as
the donor, in some cases high dignitaries of the state are the
donors, o r a Lama of high rank, o r civilian a n d military officials of a more modest rank. Sometimes even the inhabitants of
an entire village are the donors.
Even more important is the list of the sculptors and of the
painters which we can make out from these inscriptions. T h e
history of Tibetan art was anonymous till today. We did not
know the ailthors of the paintings embellishing the temples we
knew. We had a series of works, some of them remarkable, as
those discovered by me in Western Tibet, but without any indications about the artists who made them. For the first time we
know now the names of the authors of these paintings and
therefore we begin to have an idea of the styles, of the schools
and of the masters who had major diffusion of influence during the first half of the XV century in Central Tibet and especially in Gtsan.
Here is the list of painters whose names and places of origin
are recorded in the inscriptions:
At Iwang: Rgyal-mtshan- hgrags.

*

In the Gtsug-lag-khan of Gyantse: Gan-bzan (fig.72);
Rin-chen-hgrags of Bzan-ri in Siie-mo; ~ ~ a l : h b ~ o r .
T h e longer list is found in the Kumbum:
1. Kun-dgah-ba of Rgya (1.3) (1).
2. S e ~ - r a b - d ~ a l - b z a n (pa)
- ~ o (monk) of Rgyal-khan in Rug
(1.4, 11.5, 6, 111.12, 13).
3. Thar-pa-pa of Lha-rtse (1.5, 6, 11.16, 111.20, IV.5, campana, lower cella, 11).
4. Sans-rgyas-bzan-po, monk (I .5).
5. Ses-rab-dpal, perhaps same as no.2 (1.8).
6. Don-grub-bzann-po of Lha-rtse, the master of Don-ri (1.9,
10, 14, 111.10, 14, 15).
7. Monk of Lha-rtse (1.9).
8. Bkra-Sis-bzan-po (I. 10).
9. Ses-rab-rgya-mtsho of Bzan-ldan (I. 12, 11.10).
10. Bkra-Sis of Sag-tshal (2) in Lha-rtse, perhaps same as no.8
(I. 15).
1 1. Rgyal-mtshan-pa of Gnas-riiin (1.20).
12. Nam-mkhah-hod-zer of Bde-chen in Lha-rtse (11.1).
13. Dge-ba of Bde-chen in Lha-rtse (11.2, IV.6).
14. Blo-gros-rab-gsal of Dge-ma in Bde-chen of Lha-rtse
(11.3, IV.6).
15. Dge-siien of Lha-rtse (=no.7?) (11.3, IV. 12, cupola 1).
16. Dkon-mchog-bzan-po of Jo-nan (11.4, 111.7, cupola 1,
campana, lower cella 1, 6, 9, 10).
17. Bsam-tan-bzan-po of Lcags-than (11.4).
18. Ban-chen-skabs-pa of Bzan-ri in Sfie-mo (11.7, 111.9, 11).

.....................................................................................
( I ) Roman numbers indicate the floor, while the Arabic the chapel.

(2) Compare no.29 BSags-tshal.

Tsan-nes, Btsan-ne of Gnas-rfiin (11.9, 1 1, 12).
Bla-ma-mgon (11.1 1).
Nam-mkhah-dpal (11.12).
Btsan of G.yag-sde in Sfie-mo (11.13).
Dpal-hbyor-rin-chen of Gnas-rfiin (monk) (11.15, IV.l
Rin-chen-dpal-hbyor).
Rin-chen-dpal-grub (IV.2, dome 1).
Bsod-nams-dpal-hbyor (11.15, dome 4).
Dpal-chen of Rdzon-Sos in Lha-rtse (111.3).
Khro-rgyal-dban-phyug of Khab-gsar in Lha-rtse (111.4).
Chos-skyon-bkra-Sis of BSags-tshal (I I I. 15).
Bkra-Sis-bzan-po of BSags-tshal in Lha-rtse,(III.17).
Perhaps the same as no.10.
Legs-pa of Bsah-lun in Lha-rtse (111.19).
Lhahi-rgyal-mtshan, son of no.23 (IV. 1, dome 2).
Don-grub-skyabs of Mkhar-kha (IV.2, 8, 1O ) , elsewhere
said of D p a l - l d a n - h a - a h (dome 3), campana, upper
cella 1, 2, 4, 5, 11).
Dpal-hphel of Gnas-rfiin (dome 2, campana, upper cella
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11).
Sans-(rgyas-)rin-pa of H khar-dgah (campans, lower cella
5).
This desire of the artists to enter into history and to be mentioned in the inscriptions is not nsw in the Indo-Tibetan world.
In India we know statues which have the names of their
sculptors engraved on them. We d o not have paintings and
therefore we cannot say for sure whether the custom of these
temples of Central Tibet had been anticipated by Indian artists.
But if Taranatha has preserved the names of some painters of
India, it is possible that his sources were based, not only on ancient
tradition, but also on inscriptions that once existed in the temples

and monasteries of India. In any case the coming u p of the
names of artists in such great numbers points to a humanistic
efflorescence that perhaps did have a long duration in Tibet.
Painting is no longer understood as an act of mere devotion;
the artist acquires the conscience of being not only an instrument but a creator. He knows that the work he is working at
bears the signs of his soul and of his intelligence. This means
that we have here not only an artistic revolution, but a
psychological one. It is the sign of personality which we hail in
these inscriptions. Man was committing without doubt a sin, because he violated that principle of renunciation of every vanity
imposed by religion, he had forgotten for a moment that he is
only a dream and a phantom, by taking pride in his own creation through which he wanted to go on living.
$4. Importance and character of the paintings in these documents.

Such a numerous school of painting could rise only in a period
of great creative activity. Buddhism was surely already diffused
among the Tibetan people. T h e dynasty of the monks of Sa-skya,
after having obtained the investiture by Mongolian princes, had
the illusion to have given back to Tibet its political unity, which
had declined since the apostasy of Glan-dar-ma, and the trouble derived from it had made the power and the force of expansion of
the country, which it had at the time of Sron-btsan-sgam-po and of
his immediate successors, collapse. Masters and ascetics of great
fame had inspired new religious ardours. Princes and comunities
had competed in enriching the land with monasteries and temples

and in embellishing them with pieces of art. During the XIV and
XV centuries, namely when many of the temples that interest us
were constructed, the Sa-skya school was still the most powerful. T h e Hbri-gun-pa and the Kar-ma-.pa did not succeed in
undermining its supremacy completely. T h e other sects were
represented by particular directions. They were proud of very
noble figures of thinkers and ascetics but did not succeed in
creating a veritable church. The'ir communities were based on
the spontaneous adhesion of religious and lay disciples to the
fascination roused by some personalities of great relevance. But
the Sa-skya-pa had founded a church which held temporal
power, more o r less effectively. T h e religious authority of its
high officials was supported by their political power and by the
prestigious investiture given to them by the Mongolian kings.
Furthermore, many of these high officials were spending great
part of their life in China and from these long visits to the
Mongolian court they took impulse to build in their own land.
works that although at a great distance, wanted to compete
with the Chinese monuments. T h e Sa-skya abbots, therefore,
greatly helped the arts. T h e princes and the vassals, to whom
the abbots made the Mongolians give the investiture o n special
territories, f'ollowed their example of building art. Due to the
atmosphere of the moment, to erect a monastery o r a temple
amounted to d o a work of religious devotion and of political
shrewdness. If we examine the lists reproduced above we find
out that the artists mentioned in the inscriptions are almost all,
from the surt.oundings of Sa-skya, of L h a - r t ~ eand of Jo-nan;
only a few of' them are from small towns near Gyantse, especially from Gnas-rnin which, as we shall see later, was one of
the major centres of Tibetan culture till the coming of the Yellow Sect. Sa-skya was then the major religious and political authority of Tibet: it is but natural that around its court were
\

prospering the schools of craftsmen and of artists.
But, as I have told already, this multiplying of sacred buildings so rich in works of art could not have hippened without
everybody cooperating in it, not only with the tlan of its religious fervour, but also with the desire of doing beautiful things
and to see expressed in art its faith and its taste, or without the
entire people having had the capacity of admiring what the artists were producing o r of appreciating the works of art with
intimate participation.
This painting, no longer anonymous, but which could be attributed to known authors and to a chronologically well determined period, namely the first quarter of the XV century, has
its great importance because it is the first manifestation of
Tibetan painting proper. It has more character compared to
the more ancient works. It has acquired an appropriate
physiognomy and a style in design, in colours and in composition which give to Tibetan painting a special aspect. While
studying the frescoes of Western Tibet I had already pointed
out how the first painting in those provinces was inspired by
Indians; some chapels as that very remarkable of Man-nan,
have maintained wonderful masterpieces of Indian artists, most
probably Kashmiri. Man-nan was not, certainly, the place
where these artists have worked. That other examples of Indian mural paintings are not yet known in Tibet does not mean
much. Many of them have been destroyed when the primal
chapels were renewed by the generosity of the kings of Guge.
T h e little temple of Man-nan had the great fortune of being
neither ar Tsaparang, nor at Tholing, the two principal centres
of the state of Guge. T h e capitals are generally subjected to
major remodelling than the small villages.

We have seen in the previous volume how the most ancient
painting of Guge both mural and that on cloth of thanka was
inspired by Indian motifs. It has very different characteristics
from those of the more recent paintings .which seem to have
been largely influenced by Chinese style. T h e first one is an art
so particular and so near to the Indian model that I would
propose to call it by the name of "School of Guge" pointing out
by this a way of art geographically limited (with that approximation allowed for such cases) to the area of that kingdom,
which had its duration from the times of Rin-chen-bzari-po till
the fall of the kingdom of Guge at the hands of
Sen-ge-rnam-rgyal (1580?-1640 circa). Evidently it was a school
which had evolved, though with the slowliness of all Tibetan
things, but which assumed by gradual degrees a character more
and more Tibetan in itself, yet never went too far from the
prime Indian inspiration. This inspiration remained present in
the colour, in the general composition of the painting and in
the framing of scenes.
Did the researches of the present year and the study of pictorial monuments found in the monasteries of the province of
Gtsan modify the conclusions to which I had arrived at in the
preface to the second part of the third volume of the
Indo- Tibetica?
It is but natural that a definitive answer cannot be given till
all thegtemples between Gyantse, Shigatse and Sa-skya have
been studied accurately. But it is also true that Samada, Iwang,
the Gtsug-lag-khan and the Kumbum of Gyantse have already
given such abundant material so as to render a certain number
of conclusions rather probable. The paintings these monuments

......................................................................................
(1) See L. Petech, A Study on the Ch~onicbsof LduRh, Calcutta 1939, p.137ff.

have preserved for us represent beyond doubt a school having
its peculiar characteristics. They have, no doubt, many elements in common with the art of Guge, but on the whole they
represent an independent direction which had developed
under other influences and in a milieu rather different. In this
case too Indian inspiration can be found out easily, but it is not
the only one. There is not the direct continuity of development
of an original impulse from India. Other elements can be
noticed that show a much different conception of art and a
much different technique in design.
05. Chinese influences on these paintings. We have not to forget
that this type of art has been born around Sa-skya, a monastery
which tried it is true to maintain relations with India, but which
tried to establish cultural and political relations with China as
well that lasted for almost two centuries. While Chinese influence did not reach Guge. the same cannot be said fbr Central
Tibet. Tibetan paintings, beginning with the time of the fifth
Dalai Lama, have had ever-increasing influence of Chinese
paintings. This influence became very strong after K'ien-lun
(1736- 1796) had practically made Tibet a Chinese province.
But already before this there were exchanges with China and
these must have exercised a remarkable influence on Tibetan
culture. This happened at the time of the Sa-skya abbots. We can
even document the actual presence of Chinese artists in Tibet;
this information is found in,a passage of the'Myan-chun (I),

L-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( 1 ) p.257b: Sar-rgya-hor-gyi yul-tlas bzo-bo mkhas bos. Compare in the'biography o f Bu-ston, Chos-je tham-cad-mhhyen-pa Bu-ston lo-k-bahi
mum-par-thar-pasiiin-pohi me-tog, in his complete works, Vol.SA fol. 14a.

which says that the princes of Zha-lu had invited Mongolian
and Chinese artists to build and to embellish the temple which
they had projected on the advice of Bu-ston. T h e Tibetan
schools then studied and imitated the Chinese manner, both by
inviting masters, as in this case, to Tibet for the Sa-skya court,
and by sending Tibetan artists to learn the art there. At any
rate, there is no doubt that China made its influence felt on
some of the works we are dealing with in this volume. As examples I will recall the frescoes of the chapels of the
Gtsug-lag-khan of Gyantse where the principal events of the
life of Sa-skya Pandita have been reproduced, or the chapel of'
arhats in the same temple, or the sixteenth temple of the first
floor of the Kumbum.
Normally the Chinese manner is especially evident in the
great scenes of Paradise, where monks and Bodhisattvas are
passing through ethereal landscapes, harmonious and rich pictorial projection of the heavenly beatitude that the faithful imagined as comfort for their poor earthly life and as compensation for their virtuous deeds. Although the figures are numerous and the artist has left too much of free space between a figure and another, which he fills with floral motifs and with
light clouds moving with whimsical spiral turns, the different
groups of persons are npt superimposed, put one near the
other, static in their heiratic posture, but they move, they kneel
down, pray, adore, discuss; an unusual breath of life blows
through these frescoes. Sometimes the painter is so skilled as to
succeed in breaking the conventionalism of iconographic rules
with the delicacy of his design. T h e gods he paints have no
longer the faint uniformity of the serial pictures where the
symbol or the colour has the unchangeable value of a mystic

alphabet, but they acquire the composed serenity of those creatures whom the richness of their interior life transforms and
transhumanises the flesh. Sometimes the form is so pure and
angelic that it seems that the artists wanted to depict spirits and
not bodies at all. When they descend from the heavenly planes
to the human world, life offers them infinite types, which they
try to reproduce. There are not abstract figures representing
only a man or a monk, but concrete persons showing us this or
that particular man alive, revealing with only a few lines not his
physical characteristics but his interior personality as well. And
sometimes they overstress the feelings so as to create most efficacious caricatures (see figures 204 and 205).
The difference between these paintings and those of Western Tibet is noticeable especially in the representation of the
heavenly kingdoms and of the depicted legends and cannot be
missed by those who observe these scenes with some attention.
When the artists want to represent the life of the Buddha they
put a Tibetan landscape as background: small white houses
with the ever present red line running under the roof, close to
one another, rare little trees and pastoral scenes. It is a local
art, grown under the first push from India, nourished by more
or less continuous (according to the places) relations with Indian centres and then developed independently, confined to
the kingdom of Guge far away from those streams of culture
felt in Central Tibet at the time of the great power of Sa-skya.
In Gtsan, instead, the background of these great compositions
-- I do not speak of the mandalas proper -- is Chinese or a ,reminiscence of Chinese motifs: landscape, mountains, palaces,
floral plays, plays of clouds hanging in the air. One cannot help
thinking of scenes of paradise painted at Tun-huang with
which our frescoes of Sukhavati have a lot of analogies.

$6. Paintings in Indian style. T h e influences came from China
and encouraged by the Sa-skya monks could not silence the
schools which follow the primary Indian inspiration. These did
not compete in great compositions; they did not deal with them
at all. They remained faithful to the purely religious tradition
of paintings, keeping away from every profane contamination
and -avoiding any element which would not have an icono graphic and symbolic value. These schools painted mostly
mandalas, both by representing them in their liturgical scheme
and by dissolving them in their own elements and they spread
along the walls in long parallel lines the gods that had their determined and particular places in the mandalas.
In these paintings, scrupulously following the iconographic
rules, the artist has no freedom of choice. He can modify nothing out of the inspiration of his genius. He can at the most
cover the spaces with stylized small trees or with scattered flowers; but also these are few and shy. And yet these frescoes have
their special value, although the single figures may be empty of
expression and although the endless series of the gods depicted
on the walls may appear monotonous. They have a vitality and
a richness of colours wisely combined, a fantastic synchromy
that shines at the light of the sun with iridiscent luminosity.
Some inscriptions rightly compare them to the rainbow, of
which they have the main colours: red, green, yellow and blue;
as they avoid almost completely the half tints and half tones.
These paintings demand of the artists a perfect knowledge of
liturgy; that is why around every main Tantra various schools
of interpretation have arisen and the ritualistics derived from

them often followed different ways when finding expression in
particular mandalas. That is why the painters, who were lay
persons, often could not do better than reproduce the schemes
of the mandalas prepared specially for them by monks very
skilled in the technicisms of mystic liturgy. These monks, in
fact, sketched the order in which the various figures had to
succeed one another and they designed the schemes which the
artists had to follow scrupulously. This scheme is called bkod-pa,
a word that means also the disposition of figures in the
mandala. The inscriptions that Bu-ston dictated for the paintings in the temple of Zha-lu bear almost always the name of the
monk who had drawn this scheme, or at least who had guided
and supervised the artists, so that they would respect the
iconographic rules of the liturgic treatises.
In some cases these tantric systems were so complex and the
theories about the proportions of the mandalas and about their
characteristics so different that counsels of specialized monks
were absolutely necessary. The inscription of the first chapel in
the dome of the Kumbum dedicated to Vairocana is very instructive: there was need, as in this particular case, to choose
and to follow a school better than another. The doubt could
not be resolved by the artist, but by a person to whom doctrine
and realization would give an indisputable authority. As the
matter related to the Kumbum the task somehow became easy
as it is clear that the king and his religious advisers had decided
to follow the canons given by Bu-ston.
T h e paintings in the inscriptions are generically termed ri-mo
which rather means design, while the action of painting proper

o r better of fixing the series of mandala in the painting and
therefore the symbols of the liturgy is called li-mohi bkod-pa,
11'-mor bkod-byed-pa.
T h e painting on a wall on the whole is named logs-kyi ri-mo!li
zltiil-khomr, o r simply zltin-khams which literally means "kingdom" i.e. "kingdom of the Buddha" o r "paradise". T h e paintings in fact, were considered as the projection of a superterranean sphere o r of a plane of transcendental existence, to which
the mystic was climbing in the absorption of his meditation, by
partaking in the vision of secret beatitudes and by transferring
himself to an ineffable world whose symbols become intelligible
and revealed to him the mystery.

$7. Poixters and paintings.

T h e painter, to whom the inscriptions arve great praise, is called ri-mo-mkhas-pa, but sometimes
also per-lhog ( 1 ), bbri-phrug, lag-bde-mkhas (Bu-ston). T h e painting
proper is called lag-pahi-hdu-byed, and the art generically
hzn-sbyai~s:only at Iwang is the painting called snum-htsher which
pl-obably indicates the mural painting polished with resinous
substances, according to the technique generally used in these
rnural paintings.
As one can see from the list reproduced above not all the
painters were monks, but for the most part they seem to have
been lay persons, because any indication about possible
ecclesiastical title is missing and it would have not been so with
respect to a monk. It is to say that art in Tibet had also gone
out of the monasteries and was spread among laymen. Some
families were handing down their tradition from father to son
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(I)

According to Laufer the word is derived from Chinese

g.

giving thereby special fame to the village in which they lived.
Some of these families practised this art for centuries as it has
happened for instance to one family in Gnas-riiin, near
Gyantse, to which belongs the most skilled painter alive today
in the region of Gtsan.
From the inscriptions it also appears that the painter seldom
worked alone, because the master was always helped by his disciples. T h e guru would impart his teaching to the students by
training them to work with him, to follow him daily in his work
and through experience and direct confrontation with art to
train the sensibility that only direct participation in the master's
work could refine. In these cases the disciple remains anonymous: in the entire East the respect for the master is too great
for anyone to dare add one's name to that of the person who
gave oneself the initiation in an art o r in a discipline. T h e merit
of the work, if any, goes to the master and the disciple is satisfied to- have assisted him. Sometimes, we find father and son
united in the work, o r two brothers, sku-mched: but these are
rather vague expressions, because in the mystic schools the
lineage d ~ e snot only follow relations by blood, but rather
spiritual affinities; every disciple becomes a son of his master,
and his colleagues brothers in the received instruction.

$8. The diverse elements by whose fwion Tibetan painting is born.
At Gyantse we find two dominating artistic tendencies, the
Indian mostly iconographical, and the Chinese specially followed in the large compositions. But at the same time we are
already faced with the first maturity of an art which, though
following such influences, has a well defined character.

This character marks this painting with a precise manifestation
of the Tibetan aesthetic sensibility. T h e Indian and Chinese
elements which had already forged the religious spirit and the
culture of Tibet are present also in art. It is relatively easy to
discover in this art how much it derives from the Indian manner and how much from the Chinese: sometimes the two elements coexist in the same painting. But this does not mean that
they are simply juxtaposed, materially transplanted by the
Tibetan artist in his own work. He rather tries to transmute
them through his different aesthetic sensibility and through his
very peculiar manner to express his religious fantasies in art.
These paintings in Gyantse are then a very remarkable document of the first moulding o f ' ~ i b e t a nart: the schools were no
longer drawn after the Indian or Chinese o r Khotanese manner, as it was in earlier times, but they show that they have acquired a peculiar taste, and that they have created an artistic
type of their own. In other words, a truly Tibetan manner was
born, which dispensed with the old schools that followed Indian, Chinese or Khotanese manners rigidly. In fact, these
three were the manners' that had influenced Tibetan artists and
that the latter had faithfplly followed exactly to a T in a manner in which less cultivated people putwhen they imitate their
masters. This art, furthermore, was sacred and reproduced
only religious matters'; therefore it could not deviate from
these rules. T h e disciple followed with care the teachings of the
master in order to be able to transmit them, in his own turn,
unaltered to his disciples. T h e religious art had - so it was
thought - a divine origin: man could not change it at his will.
For this it needed a great flourishing of civilisation and one

had to wait for a fervid exchange of cultures with other countries, as it happened with the Sa-skya coming to power. In this
way the tradition could lose its rigidity and could open the way
either to new ideas o r to new streams from which Tibetan art
could arise with a particular individuality of its own. That in
eArlier times this could not happen is documented not only by
the literary tradition, but also by some monuments I shall
speak about later in this volume. In the statues of Samada and
of Iwang the influence of the Chinese style transplanted in
Central Asia is evident: in these cases the Tibetan artists -- in
case they were all Tibetans -- did nothing but to copy Centro-Asian patterns. T h e n if we come from the statues to the
paintings in the entrance to Samada and in tHe central chapel
of Iwang from one side and in the right chapel of Iwang from
the other we find two very different styles: the first Indian, the
second Centro-Asian. I use the word Centro-Asian to point out
that Chinese provincial art that spread all over Central Asia
and which, although never reaching the greatness of Chinese
creations proper, nevertheless continued its traditions.
T h e derivation of the paintings o r of the statues of' Iwang
from the Centro-Asian is so evident that there is no need to adduce comparisons in minute details; in any case, even if the
analogies in drawing and in colours and in expressions would
not be enough, we could always have the authority of the inscriptions, where the painter affirms that he has followed the
way of "Li" (Li-lugs) namely Khotan, to distinguish his work
from that of the Indian chapel, made by an artist who followed
the Indian way (Rgya-lugs).
Therefore, while in Western Tibet painting was formed
under the influence of Kashmii-i artists, in Central Tibet we
find a double influence since the earliest times: the Indian
which came through Nepal, and the Centro-Asian especially

Khotanese, replaced by Chinese proper after the corning of the
Sa-skya. T h e Tibetan tradition has maintained in various ways
memory of the importance of the role of Khotan in the dissemination of the thought and culture of Buddhism in Tibet.
This was not only d u e to the contacts by the conquests of the
first Tibetan kings; but to a penetration p:-oper of Khotanese
monks whose reminiscences are recorded both in the
Rgyal-rabs and in some works of prophetic character, as for instance the prophecy of Sanghavarman, the prophecy of the
country of Li, and some other records recently studied and
translated by Thomas (1).
In convents, as we know, not only were dogmatism and
ritualism taught, but also schools of art were flourishing where
novices could learn painting and sculpting. With the coming of
the Khotanese monks to Tibet and with the penetration of
Buddhist culture from Khotan through them, it is natural that
pure artistic trends could also enter, and these have given birth
to special schools, as we see from the inscriptions of Iwang. But
these influences did not occur only in the period specified by
the above-mentioned prophecies (VII-VII1 centuries) : modern
researches and new discoveries are now inclined to consider
that Tibetan political influence and .Buddhist religion remained
in Khotan longer than it was thought of earlier (2). T h e contacts between the two countries, therefore, would have lasted
through several centuries.

......................................................................................
(1) Thomas F. W., Tibetun Literaty Texts concerning Chinese Turkeslan, p.43,
46, 49, 76.
( 2 ) Thomas, op.cit.p.76 who cites Grenard, Dutreil d e Rhins, La haute Asie,
I I. 49-50; Stein, Ancient Khotan, 181- 182.

We find clear evidence of these contacts at Samada and
Iwang even if the inscriptions would have not been there; the
paintings and even more the statues would have told us in clear
terms that the art fashions of Central Asia had complete
dominion over the guilds of skilled workers out of which they
all emerged. It is not a case to insist more on this point because
the figures show it in the clearest way; we would however come
back to them when we talk about these very chapels in greater
detail.
T h e Chinese trend instead did come but later, surely not before durable political relations between Sa-skya and the Mongolian empire started.
O u t of these different inspirations the schools of Tibetan art
proper were born, and these were well est. ished in the temple of Zha-lu, in the Gtsug-lag-khan and u ; , ~the Kumbum of
Gyantse.

$9. The statues. Along with the paintings Tibetan plastic art
was also being formed. T h e temples of Central Tibet, which I
visited, are rich in stucco statues of all kinds and proportions.
Stone sculptures have never been attempted, while examples of
wooden sculptures are many, especially in more ancient times.
I d o not think that it was for lack of workable stone; rather it
was that foreign masters were lacking who could initiate the
Tibetans into this art. Whatever be the reasons for this fact,
sculptures in stone are replaced either by those in wood, or in a
greater measure by the statues of stucco, by those of papier
machk, o r by those in bronze. T h e term "statues of stucco" is
imprecise. Normally they made a wooden framework of the figure, on which they moulded the image by using a mixture of

earth and straw, over which a thin layer of plaster was spread
ready to receive colour. T h e technical term in use today for
such statues is bzo-sku; but the inscriptions of the Kumbum almost always use : lde-sku, sku-gmgs hbur-du gtod-pa, while the artist who makes them is called lha-bzo-mkhas-pa, lde-sku-mkhas-pa.
T h e inscriptions have preserved the names of many of these
sculptors.
At Samada: Mati the Indian.
In the Kumbum:
Brtson-pa (1.4).
Tshan-pa (Tsan-pa) (1.8, 11.1, 11).
Bsod-nams-rgyal-mtshan of Lha-rtse (1.9).
Lhahi-rgyal-mtshan (I. 14, 11.4, 15, 16).
Dge-bSes Rgyal-se (I. 15).
He from Stag-na (11.8).
He from Rgyan-mkhar in Lha-rtse (11.10).
Nam-mkhah-bzan-po of Lha-rtse (11.12, 111.14, 15, 16, 19,
20, IV.5, 6, 8, 10).
Dpal ... of Mtsho-po in Lha-rtse (111.3).
Lhahi-rg);al-mtshan is known as a painter, besides being a
moulder of statues.
T h e sculptors as well came from schools that, as those of
painting, were formed around Sa-skya, encouraged by the
munificence of that nlonastery and by its political power. However,

generally .the statues of Kumbum are by far inferior to its
paintings; thay lack expression and vitality. T h e iconographic
scheme has totally bound the artist, who almost is never able to
reproduce that serenity which we have admired in some statues
of Tsaparang. Some exceptions, however, are there; for instance, in some images of Samada the obedience to the iconographic rules does not harm the grave majesty of the figures.
They are deities colder and farther off than those of
Tsaparang, less partaking of human life, but in their concentration, not disturbed by any passion, there is a silent invitation
to prayer and an austere call to daring renunciation. T h e richly
carved thrones, the dresses and the ornaments, on which the
smallest details are represented with the greatest care, increase
the regal majesty of these figures inspiring timorous devotion.
In the chapel of the arhats, then, in the great temple of
Gyantse, or in that dedicated to the Sa-skya-pa sect we find the
more interesting statues: the three kings of Tibet or the masters who had transmitted to one another the spiritual revelation
of VajradharaIRdo-rje-hchan are represented with more adherence to life; in them can almost be seen the effort to impress
on the images a realistic character, which the iconographic
rules did not make possible in other cases. T h e tendency to the
portrait now starts which the influence of Chinese art has
brought to the Tibetans. This art tried to reproduce with
realistic efficacy the figures of masters, by imparting individuality to each of them. It is no longer the symbol, which points
out and designates the saint represented there: each of the
saints has his own unmistakable physiognomy which differentiates
him from others and which is enough to make him recogruzable.

$10. Architecture. T h e architecture of temples does not allow
special observations. Certainly, with respect to the most ancient
chapels of the type of those built by Rin-chen-bzan-po, those
which have dominated the sacred architecture in Western
Tibet, a certain progress can be noted. Not only are the proportions bigger, although without much alteration in the plan,
new architectonic elements enrich the sacred buildings. T h e
primitive chapel was made u p by a single square room, with or
without an atrium; sometimes the back wall had a niche for the
main statue. This niche was surrounded in some cases by a passage for ritual circumambulation. Here in Central Tibet, the
temples have a tendency to become larger: that of Iwang is
simpler: made of a central chapel and of two lateral ones. T h e
others however are enlarging and adding atria, court-yards and
elevations.
Already at Samada the temple has two storeys, each divided
in two chapels. T b e atrium becomes spacious and solemn; the
sanctuary is preceded by a large court-yard, along side is a covered verandah on whose walls open u p minor cellas. T h e
Gtsug-lag-khari of Gyantse repeats this pattern, but the courtyard disappears while the entire building rises massive as a
fortress. T h e atrium of Samada is changed here into the main
hall, for the meetings of the monks (Ww-khan);- the second
floor (dbu-rtse) arises majestic over the rest of the building and
dominates the open verandah, which enlarges on the roof of
the lower temple and dominates the side-chapels that surround
it on the sides. In this particular case it is the civil architecture
of Tibet which has influenced the religious. T h e style of
palaces has modified that of the temples.

Q 1 1. Importance of the Sa-skya-pa sect. We may attempt another
conclusion from the study of these religious monuments of
Central Tibet. Today these regions are totally dominated by
the school of Dge-lugs-pa, the Yellow Sect. Lhasa, wherefrom it
reigns all over Tibet through the person of the Dalai Lama, is
not far from here. Tashilhumpo, which Dge-hdun-grub made
into a stronghold of the new school, is three or four days of
walk. But the Yellow Sect has inherited the temples of the sects
which have preceeded it. But it could not build anything new
or great in the places 1 am speaking about. 'The monasteries
which I visited and which I studied in this volume, were once
flourishing very much, but nowadays. they are in a most deplorable state of abandonment, and of decay; of abandonment
because it seems that nobody takes care of them, of decay because they no longer spread the light of thought and of
spiritual nobility for which they were once renowned. In most
cases they were built by the Sa-skya-pa and embellished by
them. T h e statue of the patron Gur-mgon in the Mgon-khan,
although in the convent where monks of the Yellow Sect celebrate today, as in the great Gtsug-lag-khari of Gyantse, it is
enough to reveal to us the Sa-skya origin of the temples. During the long period in which the Sa-skya-pa had the lead, art
flourished greatly and many works were accomplished which
testify to their enlightened patronage. It is but natural that the
princes of Gyantse followed the example of the Sa-skya; they
were not only their vassals, but also had parental relationships
with them, through the Lords of Zhu-lu, who were connected
to them and to the abbots of Sa-skya through marriages.

CHAPTER I1
SOURCES

6 12. Disappearance of ancient h,istorical documents. T h e sources
on the history of the province of Gtsan are poor and fragmentary. When the various regions were unified under the dornination of the church of Lhasa, the local chronicles disappeared
little by little, together with the families who had privileges and
investitures on these lands. And the chronicles of' the convents
had n o better fortune than the former. They were destroyed in
wars and invasions, o r have been burnt in the fires which have
often ravaged the sacred buildings of Tibet. Moreover, the rise
of new sects and the increase of their fortune has helped to let
the annals of rival schools fall into oblivion more or less voluntariry, together with the documents recording these sects. An
example of this can be seen in the chronicles of the monastery
of Nenyisg (Gnas-rfiin), near Gyantse, which was once o n e of
the main centres of diffusion of Riiiri-ma-pa schools; when this
place changed to the Yellow School, perhaps in the past century, its chronicles were deprived of their first chapter where
the history of Tibet was narrated in a manner perhaps n o t totally orthodox o r at least in a way not acceptable to the dominant sect. For this reason complete copies of this very interesting
book are found today only in private libraries and no longer in
the mollastery where they were written anti printed. Prot~ably

the matrixes themselves of this very chapter have been destroyed.
Another example of this attempt by the Dge-lugs-pa to supress the historic literature they did not like can be seen in the
vicissitudes of the Myan-chun, the most important chronicle of
the entire region we are studying now. Today it is very difficult
to find copies of it. T h e officers sent by Lhasa to rule over the
region, be they the Khampo o r the prefects, Zon-pon
(Rdzon-dpon), made it a duty to withdraw them all (1); only
two o r three copies are left, which belong to some noble
families who are very reluctant even to show them. T h e reason
is clear. T h e Myan-chun has been written by an author who
had great sympathy for the Riiin-ma-pa, Bkah-brgyud-pa and
Zha-lu-pa schools, that is how the followers of Bu-ston are called. Hut this author does not mention almost at all the
Dge-lugs-pa, although he had lived after Tson-kha-pa and
Dge-hdun-grub. T h e book is a glorification of the ancient sects,
and it ascribes the vicissitudes and the annals of the region to
schools that the dominant sect did tolerate but did not like. We
have to look for their notices in the general chronicles, like the
Rgyal-rubs gsal-bahi me-lon, which is very poor in information on
the province we are smdying. We have to look for this also in
the biographies of the saints and monks who did live in these
regions, in the inscriptiens I have transcribed and translated,
and also in the chronicles of the monasteries, o r in popular
legends.

. ..................................................................................
( 1 ) That this has happened since several years and by order of Lhasa is already clear from what S.Ch.Das says in his Journey to Lhasa (ed. Rockhill).
p.88.

8 13. The Myan-chun. Leaving aside the Rgyal-rubs gsal-bahi
me-lon which is known by all the scholars in Tibetan matters
and where some very brief information about Gtsan can be
gleaned here and there, and not considering for a moment the
inscriptions, even if they provide us precious data on the persons who built in Gyantse the remarkable monuments studied
in these pages, we have to mention here specially the
Myan-chun. Myan-chun is the short name by which is commonly called, even by the Tibetans, a work whose title is much
longer: Myan-yul stod smad bar gsum-gyi no-mtshar gtam-gyi
legs-biad mkhas-pahi-hjugs nogs. Myan-chun means "the little
Myan (or better "Aan" as we will explain in the following chapter when speaking about the historical geography of this region) is the name the Tibetans give to a great portion of the
Gtsan province. T h e name "Little Myan" is given in order to
distinguish this work from its larger version. This work is
perhaps
among
the
handwritten
works
of
king
Rab-brtan-kun-bzan-hphags-pa, zealously preserved in the library of the Ri-khrod above Gyantse which I could not see, although insisted a lot. Surely for the reasons adduced above.
T h e author of the book is not known. T h e colophon too is
missing. T h e work is surely not finished, because both the
copies 1 have, end at the middle of the description of
Bsam-sgrub-rtse (Shigatse).
About the date of its composition it is difficult to say anything certainly it is later than the first half of the XVII century if the
Lha-btsun of the Hbrug-pa school quoted o n page 2 13 is the
apostle of Buddhism in Sikkim.
T h e author, whoever he be, did not belong to any particular
school, and does not show any preference for any sect. He

narrates all the legends, believes in all the miracles and venerates equally all the masters. And yet in his book the
Bkah-brgyud-pa, with their ramifications, amd the Riiin-ma-pa
have the upper hand. Remarkable, although not as rich, are
the details about the Sa-skya-pa. Completely lacking, as stated
above', are references to the Yellow sect.
I have two copies. O n e belonged to a high officer whose family lives near Gyantse. It is written in dbu-med script: it is not
very old, but correct enough. T h e other is a copy I got done
from a rather ancient original. which was carefully revised.
Also this one is in dbu-med, and belongs to another officer.
T h e Myan-chun is enriched here and there with glosses written
in red ink, where difficult passages are explained or histories
simply hinted at in the text are narrated with greater richness
of details. It is not divided into chapters. Historical facts, myths
and legends are fused together. But to an attentive reader of
the text the book reveals first class information, which could
not be found elsewhere.
T h e r e is not a village or a monastery about which the book
does not speak extensively. T h e main chapels are described in
every detail, and the books and the statues which they contain
are fully enumerated. In a word, this work is a proper guide to
antiquities and to the glories of the region, and is a precise evocation of the great figures, both Indian and Tibetan, who gave
impulse to religion, and who passed their lives in these convents.
Evidently, the compiler of the Myan-chun had at his disposal
very rich material, which he could use with wisdom, material
which is mostly lost today or traceable with great difficulty, speA
cidlly the chronicles of the various monasteries he is speaking
about. Comparing, for instance, the guide of Gnas-rfiiri with

the chapter the Myan-chun has devoted to this very convent, it
is clear that the author has not missed any important fact and
that he has chosen with sense and shrewdness the more important things which he has then rightly framed in the organic
plan of his work. T h e only fault in it is that he wanted to collect
too many things; and that he often speaks at length about topics which d o not specifically enter insthe sphere of his subject.
This fact is sometimes prejudicial to the clarity of the text.

5 14 The eulogy of

Gnm-rfiin. There is then the guide, o r as it is
called dkar-chag, of Gnas-rnin. This guide has the following
title: Skyes-bu dam-pa-rnarns-kyi rnam-par-thar-pa nn-Po-cheh,i
gter-mdzod, namely, "the precious treasure of the lives of supreme creatures". In fact, the history of the convent is narrated
through the story of the 'lives of the abbots who lived in them
and who ruled over their fate.
T h e book is divided into two chapters o r sections ka and kha:
the first, of 16 folios, contains a summary of Tibetan history
from the beginning to the first kings of the Guge dynasty, and
dwells considc~ablyon Padmasambhava. T h e other, having 88
folios, contains the chronicle of the convent and the biographies of its abbots. T h e first part that stops at page 40, was
written by Bde-legs Ga-pa-dbon-po-nam-mkhah and represents
the first and more ancient core of the work (1). T h e n it was

......................................................................................
( 1 ) This section ends with the biography o f Rin-chen-blo-gros-dpal
b ~ a n - ~ Since
o.
he was chosen as master o f Tai bsvi-tu (Tai si-tu) Hphagsdpal, the grand-father of Chos-rgyal ~ab-brtan-kun-bzan-hphags-pa,the cyclical years given for his birth and his death, namely chu-bya and chu-glan must
correspond to 1333-1373. This means that this portion' of the book, which
ends with his biography, must be a little later.

brought u p to date and completed by lama Bde-legs-hjamdpal-rgya-mtsho and by the Dpon-po Nam-mkhah-bzan-po in
the year water-horse (1).
$15. Seconda~Sources. Scanty but useful information is found

in geographical compilations which though late are very important because the authors have really travelled through the,
country with intelligence and have recorded the most interesting traditions.
I quote for instance the Dbw Gtsan gnus-rten rags-rims-gyis
mtshan byan mdor-bsdus dad-pahi sa-bon by the Lama of Khalns
Kun-pigs-mkhyen-brtsehi-dban.
Then comes a chapter Bod-yul khrt skor-gyi lehu of a proper
handbook of universal geography entitled: Hdulm-glin chen-pohi
rgyas-bSad snod bcud kun-gsal me-lon by another famous Lama of
Khams Smin-grol no-mo-han (2). T h e book shows in some places
a certain knowledge of geographical notices of Italian origin,
perhaps d u e to some materials left by missionaries who entered
Tibetan territory during the XVIII century or d u e to the influence of treatises published by the Jesuits in China.
Almost nothing, instead, is found in the guide to the Kumbum: this book is a very rare work indeed, and when it came to
my hands the monks themselves of the monastery were astonished, because they had never heard about it. It is anonymous,

......................................................................................
( 1 ) As at page 85 it is mentioned that Tai si-tu Kun-dgah-hphags-pa was
father of the Chos-rgyal of C-yantse and was born in 1357, this year of
water-horse corresponds to 1402.
(2) This chapter corresponds to the treatise of Tibetan gengraphy translated by Vasiljev in his Geographiya tibeta, Petersburg. 1895.

handwritten in dbu-med characters, rather ancient and has the
title Chos-rgyal sku-hbum-chen-pohi dkar-chug. Actually it contains
much less than the inscriptions which illustrate and explain the
paintings; the names of the painters and of the persons who
commissioned the frescoes o r the chapels are not given.
At last there comes a very popular book which the people
know thoroughly, often by heart. It narrates, in a dramatic
form, the vicissitudes of a local heroine: namely,
A-Ice-snan-gsal, born, according to legend, near Gyantse and
who did pass great part of her life in Ri-nan, a narrow valley to
the south-east of that very city. T h e book has the title
Rigs-bzan-p mkhah-hpo-ma snan-hod-hbum-gyi mum-thar. A summary of this work is found in Waddell (1).

....................................................................................
(1) The Buddhism of Tibet or Lamaism, p.533.

CHAPTER 111

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY
$16. The land of
Nan. Gyantse (Tib. Rgyal-rtse,
Rgyal-mkhar-rtse) rises on that part of Gtsan which is known by
the name of

an.

This region includes the entire valley of the river an-chu
(1) which is also called gser-gzhun ri-mo ("the golden line"), and
the valleys of its tributaries. T h e spelling of the name wavers
& Ran.
i T h e pronunciation being
between the forms ~ ~ and
be the more
the same, it is probable that the spelling
exact. Myan which means "taste" has the appearance of being a
learned written form, due to a legend reported by the
Myan-chun (page 5). It narrates that Indra offered a cup of
ambrosia to Padmasambhava, and the great thaumaturge let
his twentyfive disciples taste it. The form Nan (2) instead is
generally found in the inscriptions of *the Sku-hbum of
Gyantse, in the eulogy of Gnas-rtiin and in other texts. It is,

an

(1) This river orginates from c a n s - b ~ a n - ~ o ,n which see below. T h e
names of its two branches Ralung chu a n d Nyera chu, as written in the maps
of the Survey, a r e unknown to my informants.
(2) T h u s in the
stod skor-la phebs-pnhi Inm-yig tshig-bcad in the
gsun-hbum of Pan-chen lo-bza~-chos-kyi-rgyal-intshan-dpal-bzan-po quoted
n khnd thob-jig gzhan phan
in the Mdo rgyud zab-mohi. chos-kyi l u i i y e ~ - ~ n adban
rin-chen dban rgyal lhclg b.vam pun-da-n-kahi hphren-bas spud-pa, p.58, but not
traceable in the works of that Pan-chen edited at Tashilhunpo. T h e same
is in the ~hos-hbyunof Bu-ston.
form

an

an

very possibly, an ethnical name derived from the tribes originally living here. At least this is the sense that, as it seems to
me, can be given to an allusion of the same text, namely that
the people (gdun-nrc) settled along the river, i.e. the descendants of the disciples of.Padmasambhava who had tasted that
~mbrosia,were called myan-myan (fian-iian).
On the eastern side this land of Nan starts from the mountain Gan-ba-bzan-po (1) or Gans-(because of contamination
with Gans-ri "snowy mountainv)-bzan-po. By- following the
course of the Nyang-chu, it reaches the confluence of this river
with the Tsang-po (Brahmaputra) north of Shigatse; this place
where one river enters the other would be called Yu-ba-gdon
(fo1.12). The entire land known by the name of Nan is divided
in three parts: the upper part Nan-stod, the middle man-bar,
and the lower an-smad.
The divison is only geographical and is based on the flowing
of the rivers, and not on a political basis. T h e Tibetans use to
distinguish every region of certain extent in this triple way. But
the whole of
was also divided in many other minor zones,
with their specific names: thus at least we read in the
Myan-chun, which gives important, though summary, information about the people, the bazars and the main products of the
different parts of man. It should be specially noted that this
text distinguishes the places of the Hbrog-pa from the inhabited centres; that is to say that it points out the pasturages
where shepherds used to camp, underlining through this fact the
natural ethnical differences surely existing among the settled

an

( 1 ) The name of this mountain is not given on the map of the Survey
which has the scale of a million, India and adjacent countries, fo1.77 (edition of
1927); the mountain is between the Ralung and the Talung Dzong, ibid. C.4;
but it is found in the map with a scale of an inch to four miles 77L., with the
name Nodzin kangsa, i.e. Gnod-sbyin can-bzan = Yak~aPiirna-bhadra. See
page 57 n. 1.

tribes and the nomadic tribes.
Nan-stod, which starts at the base of the Can-bzan-po, arrives
to the North (1) at Pango (Span-dkar, p.12 and 69 ) in the
place of Ri-nan and goes till the Sam-bu-rtse-dgu which according to my informants would be near Tsechen.
T h e main market place (tshor~- hdus) of an-stod had been
moving from place to, place during the centuries; in the oldest
times it was at Sa-ma in Rgyan-ro, possibly corresponding to
Samada. Later it was transfered at Gnas-riiiri and today it is, as
is well known, at Gyantse and precisely near its great monastery called Dpal-h khor-chos-sde.
T h e Hbrog-pa have three main pasture zones which give
their names to three different regions, namely Rgyan-ro,
in-ro and Can-ro (2).
T h e exact delimitation of these zones is very difficult to establish: however according to the information which I liave collected on the spot, Rgyan-ro is vag-uely the whole territory included between the Trumbayung chu (3) and the Nyera chu of
the map.

in-ro is between the Chulung chu and the river which flows
into the Nyera chu at Gobshi and is called on the map Nyang
chu. Can-ro is on the left of the Trumbayung chu, that the
Tibetans, at least those I have met and questioned, know by the
name of Rgyan-ro chu, as I have said already.
T h e main products are perhaps three: hats (thva-mo), drums
(rna-mo) and pieces of woollen cloth (s::am-bu).

......................................................................................
( I ) The text says: on high, phu.
(2) See the parallel with the suffix ru "division, district, wing", very common in Tibetan toponomy.
(3) Thus on the map; but people call it ~gyan-rochu.

an-bar extend? from Sa-ma-sa till Gab Phya-dkar: both
these places are not far from Drojung: the market in early
times was at Thugu, also near Drojung. Now it is at Drojung
(the spelling oscillates between hdu-chun and Wu1-chun). The
seats of the Hbrog are three: Rgyan, Dkyil and Man not identified. The products would be: woollen blankets (slehu), blankets (grum-ze 1) and felt (phyin).

an-smad goes from Hkhor-stod, not identified, to the confluence of the Myan-chu with the Tsang-po: the market has
been moved from Cur-mo, not far from Zha-lu, to Zha-lu, near
the monastery with the same name, and then at Bsam-rtse i.e.
Shigatse. The seats of the Hbrog-pa are: Sgro-lun, Lcags-pa
and Ra.
The main products are: belts (ske-rags), thin woollen pieces
(ther-ma, 2), and shoes (ltar-zon = lham).
The region along the Jomolhari (Chomolari in the map), in
the vicinity of Phari, was called Mgos-yul, or according to other
sources Hgos-yul. It was a big feoff, named after the family
which according to tradition has been invested since the time of
king Ral-pa-can. He-in fact has given this region as feoff to his
minister (Blon-po-chen-po) Hgos (Mgos) Khri-bzan (3). This
territory extends till Phag-ri (Phari) and was therefore called
Mgos-phag-ri or Mgos-yul stod-gsum and it was included between the Mon-skyer chu /4), the lake Skar-la (Kala of the map)
and ~bri-htshams-rdza-&nugperhaps between Dochen and
.Kampadzong.
.......................................
.........................
( 1 ) for grum tse.
(2) Ther-ma is a woollen piece, of the best quality, usually used to make the
dresses of monks.
(3) Eulogy of h a s - r i i i n p.3b. See padma-thakyig, translated by Toussaint,
Le dict de Padma, p.3W
( 4 ) This is the nailre >f the river flowing through Paro dzong in Bhutan
~ h i c his more commonly called Paro chu.

It is clear therefore that Mgos-yul was south of Rgyan-ro and
it is possible that this region had taken its name from that of'
the powerful family which got it as feoff, as the tradition says.
T h e legend wishing to give glory to the country of Nari narrates in great details the miracles that Padmasambhava had
performed here and it also brings back to the time of this apostle the beginnings of the civilization and of the history of Central Tibet. T h u s many aboriginal traditions have been lost or
have been modified according to the interests and the desires
of the new schools. It is easy to imagine that the Bonp6 communities in the region were many, and Buddhism has spread
in these parts slowly, gradually taking the place of the primal
beliefs. Both the Myan-chun and the eulogy of Gnas-rnin recall
Bon-po cults, divinities and masters who hold out for a long
time against Buddhist penetration. Possibly it is due to Bonpo
beliefs whose list of the thirteen mountains of Nan-stod in the
Myan-chun which Padmasambhava had transformed into sacred places, by vanquishing the evil influences previously emanated by them. This narration documents a new example of
the transformation of aboriginal cults into Buddhist ones so
often seen in Tibet. Specially in the period of time that takes its
name from Padmasambhava, a phenomenon which always happens where Buddhism spreads, also repeated in Tibet: I mean
to say the slow process of absorption of autochthone myths and
traditions by adapting them to the new religion.
These thirteen inauspicious mountains (Itas nan, p. 8b) are
listed here. I have tried to identify them by resorting to the experience of people who known the country well and who

because of business or of pilgrimage, have travelled over all the
places. Thus 1 could verify that there is a reasonable accord
among all the facts given to me by m y informants and that,
therefore, the tradition they refer to is somehow reliable (I).
We are dealing, therefore, with mountains 'which, although no
longer so sacred as in the past, nevertheless still seem rather
famous if the people of Gyantse know their names and can say
with a certain degree of approximation where they are.
1) Nor-buhi khyun-rtse near Chorashika, left to the Nyang

chu on the road Gyantse-Shigatse.
2) Ze-mo (for sre-mon) va-gdon in the valley of Drojung.
3) Hbron-rtse near Drongtse.
4) Dran-mahi-ri between Tsechen and Drongtse.
5) Sbal-gdon near Tsechen.
6) Sam-bu-rtsehi dguhi ri in the valley to the west of
Tsechen.
7) Rje-gri-gum-btsan-pohi ri, from the name of one of the
mythical kings; it is the mountain where there is Tsechen.
8) Span-lun-gi ri also near Tsechen.
9) Rtsa-hkhor on the right side of the river, north-west of
Gyantse, facing Tsechen.
10) Rgya-mkhar-rtsehi ri, the mountain where is the fort of
Gyantse.
11) Btsas-rnams-kyi ri up to Treding near the road
Gyantse-Lhasa. (on the map Treding is spelt Traring)
12) Btsas-rnams-kyi ri-che near the preceding.
13) Chu-rag-btsogs-pohi ri, above the village of Chure.

......................................................................................
( i ) This information has been verified by me during my visit in 1939.

This legend of inauspicious mountains later become propitious and sacred because of Padmasambhava, can only be understood as Buddhism taking possession of places which originally
were sacred to the Bonpo tradition. Some of their names, as
Khyun and Btsas, in fact remind of categories of divine beings
of Ronpo mythology. Moreover, the Myan-chun and even the
eulogy of Gnas-riiin still recollect celebrated masters and ascetics of Bonpo religion, whose fame had lasted till the time of
the compilers of such books. Even a Bonpo temple is mentioned, that of Gyun-drun Ai-Sar near Stag-rtse (Takse of the
map), where the school of one of the greatest Bonpo masters
Bon bzhi-khyun-nag was continuing.
It seems that some great families, who passed into history for
having given to Tibet both ministers or princes, and doctors,
translators and ascetics, though not belonging originally to
these lands had established themselves in these very regions
since ancient times sometimes because of feoff given to them
by the supreme political authority of Tibet.
Thus the upper portion of Hgos-yul and of Gyari-ro, namely
the portion of territory that reaches Phari (Phag-ri) from one
side and starting from Gnas-rfiin on the other and by skirting
the group of the Jo-mo-lha-ri (Chomolhari), was given by the
Hgos to the family of Rgya descended from Rgya
Hjam-dpal-gsan-ba chaplain and spiritual master of
Khri-sron-lde-btsan (1). an-stod would have been possessed to
a great extent by the Hbre (or Hdre) (2) and by the Khyun,
......................................................................................
(1) S e e further page 142.

(2) T h e two syllables are homophone. The form Hbre is the true one.

is
used by Bu-ston History of Buddhum, transl. Obermiller, p.206. The Hbre and
u nalso mentioned in the catalogue of the military divisions of anthe ~ h ~ are
cient Tibet. See F.W. Thomas, Tibelaiz T e ~ t sand Documen ts..., p.277. Also acwas possessed
cording to the ~kah-than-sde-lnach.5 (Thomas p.277)
by Hbre (Hdre).

an-ro

It

fatililies that have given a large number of Buddhist masters.
In mail-snind, instead, the Dpyal and the Lce had the lead. T h e
latter family, having contracted a relationship with the Sa-skya
through marriage, had became very powerful during the
XIII-XIV century, and obtained from the Sa-skya hierarchy
the investiture of Zha-lu and of the neighbouring lands. T h e
family, wherein the prince who built the Kumbum of Gyantse
was born, was originally perhaps from Cangra (Lcan-ra) in the
valley of Gyantse.
Little by little Buddhism prospered in the country of an;
sects spread with a growing rhythm, marking the fortune of
their prestige with temples and convents. Masters coming from
India kept the faith alive and renewed its doctrine, by translating and commenting on the sacred texts. I n the hermitages
spread all over these mountains ascetics have relived the experiences of tantric esoterism and celebrated theologians have
noted and interpreted the word of Lord Buddha and the subtleties of its dogmatics.

$17. The monasteries of an-stod. It is useful to give a list of
the monasteries which had some importance in the history of
Lamaism and are therefore celebrated by the local chronicles.
T h e frills of the legend are usually copious; but generally the
information contained in the Myan-chun, which for the great
part is derived from the chronicles and the eulogies of individual places, is so schematized and precise that it seems to be
really genuine. Without going into too many details, I will content with listing these places and with summing u p the main
points of the traditions and records which were narrated to pilgrims by local monks. In this way I will bring a rather noteworthy contribution to the historical geography of these places,
to the reconstruction of the orthography of the names, usually

wrongly written on the maps of the Survey, and also to a niore
precise identification of many places whose names ofterl appear
in the histories and in the biographies. But one has not to helieve so quickly that the data so collected, though all of' them
have been verified at Gyantse with the help of intelligent informants, have a definitive value. T h e books out of' which I took
this information are eulogies whose scope is to celebrate the
glories of the regions described: it is therefijre not impossible
that out ,of excessive zeal they have transfel-ed to the provi~lc-c
of
and to its temples facts that have actually occur-red
elsewhere. A typical example ofthis is the fact that they tried t o
put in Rte-ra, a place near Stag-rtse, the council that Rtse-lclc.
had summoned at Tabo (1).

an

It is also possible that in order to enhance the prestige of
one's own monastery, the authors of these eulogies -- which
were used as basis for information, together with rnariy other
sources, by those who compiled Myari-chun -- had imagined
that famous figures of Tibetan Buddhism had preached and
lived in that very monastery. Possibly they did not have any
sure documentation of what they were telling nor did they
have any special feeling about the historical reliability of the
data so invented. But by doing so they have misplaced the geographical horizon where these very figures actually operated.
This, however, rarely occurs. Normally, as I said, it seems that
our sources are a good guide wherefrom we can start working
safely. But we would need to return to these data in the future,
when Tibetan literature would be better known and the cou11try becomes more easily accessible.
Before talking about each place it is useful to note that tradition records some temples built in the first o r second period
......................................................................................
( 1 ) See Indo-Tibetica 11.25 (where instead of Toling should be read 7'abo'l
and page 30.

of the penetration of Buddhism, namely in those periods that
Tibetans name respectively sna-dar and phyi-dar (1) "first and
second introduction of the Law"
Tradition attributed to the more ancient period, precisely the
times of Khri-sron-lde-btsan and of Ral-pa-can, a series of temples which have become famous in the history of Tibetan
Buddhism, that is to say:
Under Khri-sron-lde-btsan :
Dgon-pa of Rte-re or Rta-ra in the land of Stag-rtse
(Takse of the map).
Bde-bu in Btsas-phu (Saopu of the map)
Bye-mdah in the gorge (ron) between the previous place
and the mountain overshadowing Gyantse. Now it is a
district.
Rkyan-phu in Rgyan-ro (=Samada).
Ba-hug in Rgya-mkhar (south-west to Drontze, Bhadu
Gompa of the map).
Under Ral-pa-can :
Lha-chun below Spos-khari (in a valley north of Takse).
Lha-do Sbas-lun near Drontze.
Rdo-rje-gdan (= Mag-dge-ldin p. 166b).
Hjah-lun in Spos-khan.
Ga-phud near Nor-bu-khyun-rtse (3).

...............................................................................
( 1 ) See Indo-Tibetica I I.
(2) But later on it is said that instead it is near Penam.

( 3 ) See above about the mountain which gives its name to this place.

During the second spreading of the Law these temples were
founded :
Rtse-chen
Sel-d kar rgyal-rtse = Gyarltse
Lcan-ra = Changra
Se-brag gyah-lun and Byan-ri-se-brag (near Penam).
T h e description of the sacred places given in the Myan-chun
starts with the district of Kva-lun near the mountain Gan-bzan
(in some texts: Gan-bzan) ( I ) , out of which arises the an-chu

T h e first place west of this muuntain that one encounters is
Ga-mo-lun and in its neighbourhood a cave is pointed out to
the pilgrims where Padrtlasambhava is thought to have meditated and lived (Padmahi sgru,h phug) and also a miraculous
source Tshe-chu-ma. I n the ternple named Gu-ru Iha-khan, in
Lho stod, a statue of' AvalokiteSvaral Spyan-ras-gzigs was kept
which was originally found in the Sen-ge-phug sman-chu in the
region of Sn3-thod (=Napte of the map) in fiin-ro (3).
T h e n comes Rva-lun (Ralung of the map), on the road
Gyantse-Lhasa, before the Kharo pass, at the extreme limits of
a plain called Hom-than (p. 19, 8).
.....................................................................................
(1) This mountain was called Ha-ho (Myan-chun p.14, 20); then, this namc,
possibly native and preBuddhist, was substituted by that of POrn a b h a d r d ~ a n - b ~ a n (Cans-bzan-Po).
-~o
This name was born with the legend
which ascribes the name of fian to the tasting of ambrosia by Padmasambhava and his disciples, and presupposes the identification of the mountain
with the seat of the Yaksa Purr!abhadra. T h e name of "auspicious mountain"
(cans-bzan) comes from the fact that it is from there that the an-chu is
born, to which the region owes its fertility.
(2) As it has been seen above, on the map of the Survey the Nyang-chu
, it i s said to be parallel to the
does not pass through Ralung ( ~ v a - l u n )but
T r u ~ n b a y u n g(= ~g!;an-ro-chu); this fact has no correspondence, neither in
the tradition of' rhe hlyarl-chirn nor in the information that I could collect.
(3) Another cave that tiadition says was occupied by Padmasambhava is
perhaps to be f'ound in the neighbourhood of the Kharo Pass (mkhah-ro) on
the I-oad to Lhasa.

Before the foundation of Rva-luri the entire region was inhabited by nomads (Hbrog) and was called Khu-le ( 1).
T h e monastery of Rva-lun was always corlsideretl to be one
of the most important centres of the Bkah-brgyucl-pa sect, and
even today its glory is to have been the chosen seat of Gtsan-pa
Rgya-ras-pa that is the ascetic of the Rgya family (2), for a long
time. T h e birth-place of this saint is called today Khruns-sa
(Trungsa of the maps, on the road Lhasa-Gyantse 77, H, I X
D). Below Lung-ma (Lun-dmar),i.e. towards the west, the place
indicated on the maps as Shuto corresponds possibly to
Gzhis-stod (p.41b) in whose neighbourhood a famous Bonpo
master was born, who was believed to be the incarnation of
SamantabhadraIKun-tu-bzan-po. This place was visited by the
Bon-po pilgrims of Khams.
T h e village labelled on the maps as Kekochutsen corresponds to Skyid-khud where was a temple founded by
Dran-ston Mthah-bra1 (3). In its immediate neighbourhood

( 1 ) Tradition has it that there was the chapel of Rmog, which was founded
by Yol Thog-hbebs.
(2) He is one of the most outstanding figures of the Hbrug-pa school. T h e
tradition collected by the Myari-churi (p.37.ff) says that he was a descendant of
one of those wrestlers who at the time of ~ron-btsan-sgam-powere sent to
China in order to bring the statue of Jo-bo. They were called Lha-dgah.
Under ~hri-sron-lde-btsan the family was divided into two branches, of
which one came from Sba ~ s a l - s n a nwho was a lotsava and abbot o f Bsam-yas
(Chronicles of Western Tibpt, p.32: San gsal snan). From the other brother
~gya-san-sicame Rgya jam-dpa~-~san-ba who founded Gnas-rnin. A branch
of the family was transfered to Stag-tshal and frorn it that Rgya
~ r t s o n - h g r u s - ~ e nwas
- ~ e born who requested Atisa to corne to Central 'Tibet.
Another branch went to live at Khu-le and here in the province of Gtsan was
born ~ t s a n - p aRgya-ras i.e. the ascetic o f Kgya.
(3) O n its walls were frescoes representing the life of' an incarnation OF his
i.e. of' the master an-lut'~ in ~ ; ~ ~ i - s tIlealo c i Stag-rtse.

there is a hot water spring, chu-tshan. Little farther, always
going towards Gyantse, there is the convent of Kha-mo-ze, residence of a disciple of Ka-rma ha-ksi known as Zehu-ston (1).
After this comes Gobshi, namely Sgo-bzhi "the four doors"
(Myan-chun p. 49b) so called because in this place four roads
open: to the east the road of Kva-luil, called also the "road of
Law" because it leads to Lhasa; to the south the road of %in-ro
or "road of wood" because wood .comes from Bhutan; to the
north the road of Rdo-lcags or "road of iron"; to the west the
road of Rgya-grags (Gyatrak of the map) o r "road of barley".
T h e river flowing nearby marks the border of in-ro which is
found to its right. In the eastern zone, i.e. in in-ro as such,
the Bonpo religion seems to have been widely circulated. T h e
apostle who brought in Buddhist doctrine was specially Khyun
Khams-pa-chen-po, a disciple of Rin-chen-sfiin-po of Stod-lun,
who founded there the monastery of Sdin-phu and therefore
he was known also as Sdin-phu-pa. I n the same region there
are two dgorl-pa, Hbras-mo dgon-pa (Myan-chun 53) and
Grahu-luil (Gra-bo-lun). Coming back on the bank of the
Nail-chu. one encounters the monastery of Hchad-man (Chakmak of the maps) where Hbre-chen-po Ses-rab-hbar had his residence (ibid. 58). I11 its neighbourhood one finds Ze-than or
Zehu-than (Setang of the maps) and Gra-than (2). This temple,
founded by Yol-hbebs (ibid.57b, 58a) was in the plain to the
west of Gyaridung of the map; to the south there is Ye-mdzod
in Brgya-phyed (ibid.59). Then there is the dgon-pa of Chu-mig
(ibid.59.), which tradition considers as one of its most sacred place

...........................................................................................
( I ) Pelhaps fro111the birth-place of Zel!u-than (Setan
-.
of the maps).
(2) P~.obablythe (;la-than where the Candra-\.yakara~,a-si~tri~-\,!-t
t i was translated, Bstan-hgyur, Mdo CXXXIII.6.

and one of the most active centres of ancient Tibetan Buddhism, if it has not been mistaken with Chu-mig near Snar-than,
where a statue attributed to the Indian pandita Smrti kept.
T h e guide then goes o n to describe Hban-gron in the valley
of the river marked on the maps as Mra-chu, but whose name
seems rather to be known by everybody as Ki-nan-phug-chu,
from the name of the Ri-nan valley. This valley is famous in
Tibetan legend because herein took place the main episodes of'
one of the most popular religious dramas in central Tibet, that
of A-lce-snan-gsal(1). T h e mountain which overhangs this place
is known as Ri-bo-che (Myan-chuh 66b); to the north, on the
right bank of the river, in a gorge, there is Nu-ma-chos-lun,
possibly the Nurshika of the maps. In its neighbourhood, towards the west, there is Glin-ras-kyi dgon-pa, and to its west is
Rin-chen-sgan (2). Another famous monastery, known as
Las-drug dgon-pa, founded by Hjam-glin-mgon-po is in the
valley above Tangan. At Span-dkar (Pango of the maps) there
was the palace of the Lord of Ri-nan, about whom the
above-mentioned popular drama speaks. Spyan-lun, in a valley
of Ri-nan, seems to be collapsing today, the same as
Gser-phren and Rdzi-lun known as Pho-lun a n d , Mo-lun. My
informants have told me that these crumbling temples are in
the valley above Nurshika. Leaving aside a few places of m'inor
concern, of which the guide gives only the names, at this point
we reach a temple rather famous, namely the hermitage which,

......................................................................................
( I ) See Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, p.553 and above p. 46.
(2) Near Gyantse.

built in a little valley down the slope of the mountain called
Gzhi-bdag, looks down to Gyantse from the north-east.This
monastery is marked on the map with the simple name of
Gompa. T h e valley where the monastery is situated is called
Kgod-po-lun (ibid.70) and the convent proper is called Rikhrod-dgah-ldan, according to the name given to it by Rabbrtan-kun-bzan-hphags-pa o r also Rgyan-dkar-gon-ma.
It has been built again and it does not have things of any
value, but it has a history of certain importance. It was perhaps
founded by Hban-sna-bo, a lotsava contemporary of A t i h and
Brtson-hgrus-sen-ge, specially initiated into the mysteries of
VajrapiiniIPhyag-rdor. T h e Ri-khrod is till today sacred to this
divinity.
Immediately after comes the description of Gyantse
(Rgyal-rtse), which the local tradition considers as having been
the seat of the Chos-rgyal Dpal-hkhor-btsan (grandson of
Clan-dar-ma). It seems that originally it was called
$el-dkar-rgyal-rtse. As I have started above,the Myan-ch~i~
does not mention Sku-hbum; but the Myan-chun speaks extfan
sively about the Gtsug-lag-khan, of which it gives a very useful
and accurate description. Moreover it speaks at length of the
royal palace, which was on the spot where now is the fort
(rdzon) and it also speaks of the temple built by the
Bdag-po-chen-po Nan-chen Kun-dgah-hphags-pa in the 34th
year of his life (1390).
This temple has suffered badly and it is destroyed to a great
extant: only some very carefully worked out capitals remain,
but the frescoes have completely disappeared. I t was called
Bsam-hphel-rin-po-chehi glin and was dedicated to $ikvamuni.
......................................................................................
( 1 ) See Indo-Tibetica I I. 1 7 .

A big statue of his was adored in the temple. Today it is called
Lha-khan-hog. It also had eight st~ipaslmchod-rtenmade of
precious substances, possibly the same ones that are seen today
piled u p on the altar of the last chapel, on top of the mountain
(known by the name of Rtse Lha-khan). T h e frescoes are no
longer visible. They represented the thirtyfive Buddhas invoked during confession, MaricilHod-zer-can-ma, VaiSravand
Rnam-thos-sras, Jambhala, the series of Sa-skya-pa masters; in
the verandah Mthon-ba-don-ldan, DipankaraIMar-me-mdzad,
MaitreyaIByams-pa, Sukhavati, the paradise of Aksobhya
(AbhiratiIMnon-dgah-ba),the Buddhas of medicine, the arhats,
etc. and the history of Sudhana KumaraIGzhon-nu Nor-bzan;
in the Mgon-khan is the image of Paiijara-MahikaldGurmgon.
In this temple was also kept a great painting (than-ka) on silk
embroidered with many figures of deities by order of
Rab-brtan-kun-bzan-hphags-pa.
Another banner was then made for Dpal-hkhor chos-sde and
is possibly the same as that seen today during the grand processions of Gyantse (Myan-chun 8 1).
Near Gyantse in a valley to the right of the river an-chu
stands another celebrated monastery, already in ruins at the
time of the author of the Myan-chun: namely the Bye-mdah
dgon-pa constructed, according to tradition, in the reign of
Khri-ral-pa-can at the suggestion of Rgya Hjam-dpal-gsan-ba:
in this temple should have taken place a council sumnloned by
tlbre-chen-po Ses-rab-hbar and the Lotsava of Rva should have
deposited here around a hundred manuscripts brought from
India (ibid. 97ff). My informants place Bye-mdah in a valley
just to the north of Gyantse.
T h e author of the Myan-chun goes to the extreme limit of
Nan-stod and properly to the district of Rgyan-ro. After having
mentioned a temple of Hbri-mtshams in Hgos-yul, no longer

identifiable, described Rkyan-phu, which we have seen to be
Samada, and whose .construction is attributed by him to
Sron-btsan-sgam-po: they follow Hbras-khud about which we
shall speak at length, Rgya-gnas (Gyani of the map) and then
G.ye-dmar which corresponds to the gompa of Iwang.
Other places, some of which were already in ruins at the time
of the author of the Myan-chun are: Rgyan-ro Gud-chun,
Do-chen and Do-chun and then Man-lun which corresponds to
the Toktri Gompa of the map. One arrives at Zho-nan
(Shomang of the map); the gompa of Gser-ldin follows in a
gorge to the north-east of Kangmar founded by Gzhon-nu-hod
(ibid.106) and seat of Chos-sku-hod-zer (1) whom the tradition
considers as an incarnation of Sakyairi.
In its vicinity, but on the other side of the river, about two
miles from Nagon, where now is a small nunnery, was the
monastery of Glan-pa-phan-than (ibid. 1 lo), seat of Khyun
Rin-chen-grags, one of the most celebrated disciples of the Lotsava of Rnog. Then follows Sa-phud whose foundation is attributed to !hkyairi; this gompa, now in ruins, stood about half a
mile to the south of Sakang and there began the region of
Lun-nag which terminated in the vicinity of Gnas-rnin. In the
valley of Glan-pa-lun, just to the west of Sakang, there was the
monastery of Phar-ldin which probably corresponds to Porten
of the maps, a dependency (lag) of Gnas-rnin (ibid.111).
Another gompa in Lun-nag, Glan-pa-ser-ldin, which is named

( I ) Chos-sku-hod-zer who was a disciple o f Gzhon-nu-dpal (known also by
the rlarne of this place as ~ s e r - l d i n - p aGzhon-nu) became chaplain o f Oljaitii
( I ! - 7 ) See Creschichte des Suddhismu.~ in der Mongolei (of
Hjigs-wed-nanl-mkhah) transl. Huth 11.161, 162. See Pelliot, Les systemes
d't.c.1-itureen usage chez les anciens Mongols, A.tia Major 1925:287.

just afterwards, is opposite to Sakang, visible even now from
the road (1). Las-stod o r Las-stod-dkon-mchog-m khar, a
monastery about which we often read also in the chronicles of
Gnas-rfiin, stood on the castle that overhangs the ceiebrated
place; even today its ruins can be seen. In it was preserved a
painting on cloth which represented Ye-Ses-mgon; Maitripa
was depicted with the blood of his nose (Sans htshal). T h e author of the Myan-chun goes to Nenying (Gnas-rtiin) about
which will speak at length later on.
Beyond Gnas-rtiin, in the valley of the river, another place
worth mention is Pas-khu where should have been born
A-lce-snan-gsal: in the maps it appears under the name of Penchoka. T h e n comes Lcan-ra(2) (Changra of the maps, ibid. 134),
a region belonging to Rgya Hjam-dpal-gsan-ba in ancient
times, and then donated (ibid. 136) to the grandfather of
Rab-brtan-kun-bzari-hphags-pa by the emperor of Hor, that is
by the Mongol dynasty. Evidently the cession of this feud
should have been done by the Sa-skya-pa abbots who dominated Tibet at that time but having themselves in their own
turn received the investiture from the Mongolian kings, every
privilege to their vassals had to be conceded in their name.
T h e n Changra was ceded by that prince as dowry to the wife
Padma daughter of sku-zhan o r a-zhan of Zha-lu.
In this region the Indian pandita Sariputrapada (3) stayed
for some time who was invited to China by the emperor (ibid.

( 1 ) Perhaps Langgnin.
(2) But on p.92a: lcags-ra. See fig.396, 397.
(3) Perhaps identical with Sariputra. Sariputra-sv,~minauthor o f Chinnamunda-vajraycgini-sadhana (Bstan-hgyur, Rgyud,
LXXIV.3 and
Ugra-tarn-pa@-vidhi (ibid.LXXX11.25).

p. 79, 138) and seems to be a contemporaray of Kab-brtankun-bzan-hphags-pa.
T o the north of Lcan-ra two gompas can be pointed out, that
of Seu near Gans and that of Gans-ro in Gans.
O n e arrives at
Rtse-chen
(Tsechen) called
also
Sam-bu-rtse-dgu; it is a rocky hill that blocks to the north the
valley of Gyantse and on which stand the ruins of a castle and
of temples: the tradition attributes its foundation to king
Gri-gum-btsan, one of the mythical kings of Tibet. 'The temple
of Tsechen was founded by Hphags-pa-dpal-bzan-po ; according to o u r chronicles, on the occasion of the trip that Kar-ma
ba-ksi undertook to China, he made known his desire to construct a new temple to emperor Tho-gan ti-nlur (Togon Temiir
1333- 1370).
Since
he
gave
the
authorisation,
Hphags-pa-dpal-bzan-po, when he was 48 years old, began to
erect the temple and the monastery. It hosted the celebrated
Kun-dgah-blo-gros (ibid.14lf.) an immediate incarnation of
Bu-stori. It contained, among many other valuables, a statue of
TiirYSgrol-ma made by Pan-chen Sakyairi, earlier preserved in
the gompa of Hbri-mtshams.
These temples are now destroyed, but the Myan-chun contains their accurate description.
Then one goes to Hbron-rtse (ibid.148 pronounced
Drongtse) a place known for the noble figure of a learned and
realised abbot who helped Chandra Das during his exploratory
trip to Tibet, but was cruelly punished by the authorities of
Lhasa (1) for this enlightened condescension towards a
stranger. O n e of its temples was constructed by Hbrori-rtse

......................................................................................
( 1 ) On his death see Kawaguchi, Three Ypar.~In Tibel, chapter 1 . Drongtse is
not marked o n the map, but corresponds more or less to the place called
therein Sangge, Chandra Das, Journey to Lhasa transcribes Dongtsc.

Lha-btsun belonging says the ~ r a d i t i o ~to
l , the royal family of
Tibet.

In its vicinity the gompa of Lha-do, called also of Sbas-lun,
should have been founded by Khri-sron-lde-btsan (ibid.152),
but reconstructed by an abbot of Gnas-riiin, Chos-rin-chen.
T h e n follows Khan-mar always on the left side of the river,
to the north of Drongtse, which the tradition identifies with the
convent of the same name founded by Sgri-rins-ljons-btsan
minister of Sroli-btsan-sgam-po (ibid. 152b).

0 18. an-bar.

T h e Myan-chun then goes on to describe
another famous place Rtsis-gnas-gsar (1) (ibid. 153a) which is to
the north of Drongtse and comprises various temples. Besides
the Mgon-khan, the main chapels are two: one to the east and
the other to the west. T h e one to the east should have been
erected by Khri-sron-lde-btsan; at the times of the author of
Myan-chun it was also called Hor-phigs (2) but today is generally known by the name of Yum-chen-mohi lha-khan from the
image of the goddess that it contains and it should have been
consecrated by Padmasambhava. T h e other to the west was
founded by Khri-ral-pa-can and is called Rtsis-gnas-gsar
namely " Gnas-gsar where was counted (3)", because in this

(1) Bacot, Vie de Mar-pa, p.8 translates erroneously Rcis le Neuf.

(2) But in the two manuscripts erronously: phig. T h e other chapal is called
rgya phigs; phigs means, as is known, pinnacle . rgya-phigs = pinnacle in
Chinese style, hor-phigs = pinnacle in Mongol style. In the Rgyal-rubs gsal-bahi
me-lon p. 135 of my manuscript, is found instead the form rgya-phugs: phigs
or phugs, at any rate, belong to the same root; compare phibs = dome.
(3) Also Gnas-rfiin is called rtsis Gnas-rfiin because the same account has
been done there for the temple ordered to be constructed by Khri-ral-pa-can
(see eulogy of Gnas-rfiin p.3a). Very probably however we are faced by a
learned etymology: rtsis is also the name of the valley near Gnas-gsar.

chapel should have taken place the count of the I008 temples
constructed by the same king, also known by the name of
rgya-phigs. T h e main statue represents VairocanaIKnarn-parsnan-mdzad, surrounded by acolytes who constitute the Vajradhatu-mandala, according to the system of' the Kosaldank~ra.
As important places after Dongtse and all in the village of
Drojung (ibid. 16 1) are mentioned Rgya-mkhar-Iun ( I ) ,
Skyin-mkhar-lun (that on p. 158 is called skyil-mkhar in both
manuscripts and on p.163 skyi-mkhar in both manuscripts) and
Mag-dge-ldin. O n the plane, A-rmo-hdul-chun (2) corresponds to Drojung Dzong of the maps; in its vicinity are pointed
out four gompa, attributed to the most ancient period of the
propagation of the faith. T o the south Sbre Iha-khan, to the
west Rkyan-hdur lha-khan, to the north Sa-skya lha-khan, to
the east Sbre lha-khan (p.162b) (3); at Skyin-ldiri and at
Hgur-ldin (ibid.l66b), two nearby places; lorded over by the
family of Lha-rje-rgya-nag; Mag-lde-ldin in the valley of
Drojung whose foundation, as seen above, was attributed to
Ral-pa-can, on p.167, it said to have been constructed by
Chos-sku-hod-zer, who in the Lamaist tradition is generally
considered as an incarnation of h k y a s r i . This monastery was
also known by the name of Rdo-rje-gdan. A gompa was
founded, on the invitation of Chos-rgyal Rab-brtan-kun-bzan
-hphags-pa, by Pan-chen Lhahi-dban-po: it was a custom of

( I ) Sometimes the two manuscripts read Rgyal-mkhar: but Kgya-mkhar
seems to be preferable, also because this spelling is found in the inscriptions
of Gyantse.
(2) But sometimes also ~ d u l - b y u n .
(3) l'hus it should have been Sbre Iha-khan, if the text is not erroneous:
the first Sbre Iha-khan is also called Sbre-gdon-thari dgah-ldan Iha-khan: this
perhaps corresponds to Dgah-ldan Iha-khan, a small hermitage on the left
side of the river, before reaching the valley of Drojung, coming from
Gyantse. Sbre perhaps for Hbre on which see above p.53 n.2.

the p ~ i n c e sof Gyantse to visit it every year.
Around Rgya-mkhar stood a temple called Ba-hug lha-khan,
Bhadu of the maps, constructed at the time of Sron-btsansgam-po. T h e gompa of Rkyan-hdur, which was in its vicinity,
was the seat of many celebrated lamas like Chos-sku-hod-zer
(ibid. 170). From this place begins Ran-smad i.e. Lower Ran.
$19. The temples of ~ u n - s m a d . More to the north, on the left
bank of the river, there is Nor-khyu~i-stag-ro.Leaving aside
minor places one reaches Cog-ro, Choroshika of the maps
(ibid.174). That this Cog-ro, out of the three that are found in
Tibet namely in Dbus, in Dbus, in Sans and in Ran, is the birth
place of the great lotsava Kluhi-rgyal-mtshan (1) is given for
certain by the author of the Myan-chun and is admitted by
everybody in these parts. Before Cogro is Nor-buhi-khyun-rtse,
in whose vicinity was a ternple that went back to the early times
of the propagation of the faith.
Then one comes back and goes to the other side of the river,
where is Stag-rtse, Takse of the maps; in its territory was a locality called Stag-tshal where stood a castle known by the name
of Mon-hgro. In it lived the Smon-gro lotsava, Mar-pa
Rdo-rje-ye. At Stag-tshal and precisely in a village called
Stag-tshal-yol-lcags were born the three Yol, Yol-ston-chen-po
Chos-dban, Yo1 Dran-sron, and Yo1 Thog-hbebs. Not very far
there is gompa of Man-lun, in the valley of the same name to
the east of Stag-rtse, where Dran-ston Mthah-bra1 carried out
the major part of his activities of a scholar and of a preacher;
......................................................................................
( 1 ) In the colophons o f other works translated by him the spelling oscillates
between Cog-gru, Lcog-1.0, Cog-ro. On the following n~onasteriesand their
schools see Bu-ston, Histo7y oj'Buddhism, p.208.

then comes Brag-dmar to the south of the village of
Rin-chen-sgan, and that too goes back to the first propagation
of the faith.
After a few hundred metres to the N E of Stag-rtse there is
Nan-htsho lha-khan founded by Khri-ral-pa-can (ibid. 18 1 a); in
this place AtiSa should have held a council. Out of the other
convents in its vicinity is recorded Lhag-chun, about which the
eulogy of Gnas-rnin speaks and which should have been constructed by Ral-pa-can after having brought to a conclusion the
1008 temples he had projected (2). Only a few ruins of'
Lhag-chun exist near the village of Rin-chen-sgan, almost at
the entrance of the valley of Spos-khan. Not far was the Bonpo
gompa called G.yun-drun ni-sar where were transmitted the
systems of Bon-bzhi-khyun-nag, the celebrated Bonpo master.
T h e n follows Se-brag-gyah-lun (ibid.l88ff.), where Bu-ston
passed some time of his very active life: it stood on the right
bank of the river, below the present hermitage of
Se-ra-sgrub-sde, on the rocky boulder to the N E of Gnas-gsar.
T h e n are recorded Chos-ldin in the vicinity of
Pa-snam-zhol-po (Pennangshopu of the map), and on the right
of the river (190b) Bsam-ldins; immediately after Pa-snam.
where the popular tradition has localised some episodes of the
life of Gesar. In it lived Pa-tshab Lotsava Tshul-khrims-rgyalpo and Rdo-rje-bdud-hjom known also as the two Pa-snam-pa
(3). Pa-tshab Penam is on the left of the river, opposite
Dgah-sdon, in the map Gadong (ibid.204), a of Central Tibet:
......................................................................................
( 1 ) Disciple of Mdo-sde of ~ n o See
~ . chos-hbyu;l bslan-pahi pa&

r ~ a s
iiin-byed of Pad-ma-dkar-po, p. 140a.
(2) In this case too are we faced by a learned etymology? Lhag means remnant.
(3) In its vicinity, in the place called Rta-ra, the author of the ~ y a n - c h u n
erroneously puts the council called by Rtse-lde. See above p.55.

monastery specially famous for the study of the Guhyasam2ja
and later of the section of the canon containing the monastic
rules (vinaya): it was the place f0r.a major part of the activities
of Pa-tshab Lotsava Siladhvaja (1) who translated many works
here together with Sans-rgyas-gsan-ba; afterwards stayed here
the lotsava of Sten, Tshul-khrims-hbyun-gnas, who spread the
teachings received in India (ibid.210). In it was kept a statue of
MaitreyaIB yams-pa, made of pure bronze in eastern India.
Then is mentioned Thar-pa-glin, founded by the lotsava of
Dpyal, Chos-bzan (ibid.2 18) and enlarged by his disciple
Pad-ma-can, who had a new chapel constructed 'and consecrated statues of Byan-chub-chen-po, whose halo had been
brought from Nepal. Thar-pa is a few miles to the south of
Zha-lu.
T h e monastery was important in the history of Tibetan
Buddhism as a great centre of culture: Bu-ston too stayed here
for a long time. Decayed and destroyed, it was reconstructed by
Kar-ma-bstan-skyon (ibid.224b).
T h e temple of Gur-mo, ancient bazar of the region, in the
homonymous village between Penam and Zha-lu, was founded
by Lce (2) Lha-bzan-grags minister of Khri-sron-lde-btsan
(ibid.225) and was visited by hkya4ri; is destroyed today.
One arrives at Rgyan-gon founded by
Lo-ston
Rdo-rje-dban-phyug (3), a few hundred metres from Zha-lu
and then Zha-lu o r Zhva-lu, one -of the most celebrated places

( 1 ) For the works of these lotsavas see the Ripertoire by Mlle.Lalou, s.v.
(2) Born in a family that gave some ministers, an-blon, to the kings of
Tibet under ~ron-btsan,~ h r i - s r o nand Sad-na-legs (248b) and then several
lotsavas. On this monastery see Bu-ston, History of Buddhism, p.203.
(3) See Bu-ston, ibid., p.205.

t~ecausehere lived anti wrote a great pal-t o f his works o ~ i cof'
the greatest figures of Tibetan Ruddlliani namely Bu-stori
rin-po-che. Flwril this monastery the school of Bu-ston took its
name by which i t is known till today: namely that o f Zha-lu-pa.

--*.
O n e of its main temples is the (Zha-lu) Gser-khan, aroulld
which many chapels were constructed: the gtsan-khari called
Mdah-hbum which goes back to the time of Lo-ston and of his
administrator (Ae-gnas) Lce-btsun S e ~ - r a b - h b ~ u n - ~ n who
as,
went to Bodhgaya and became a disciple of Abhayakaragupta,
on return to Tibet brought with him a statue of Khasarpana
later deposited at Zha-lu. This statue is considered to be the
main image of Zha-lu. In another chapel, that to the south, was
vc,~erateda statue of MahakarunikaIThugs-rje-chen-po,tutelary divinity of Pandita Smyti.
T h e place, as I have said above, belonged from ancient times
to the family of Lce, which became even more powerful, when
two daughters of Lce A-mes-chen-po Sans-rgyas-ye-Ses were
married to the great abbot Sa-skya Hgro-mgon Phyag-na and
his son Dharmapala-raksita; it was after this relationship that
the title of A-mes was changed to that of Sku-zhan.
T h e temple was completely re-built and embellished by order
of Sku-zhan Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan, according to the advice of
Bu-ston: for that occasion he brought Mongolian and Chinese
artists (ibid.257) (1).

( I ) Bu-ston dictated the inscriptions of this chapel, later collected in a chap~~-~
ter of his work already quoted above, vol.TSA: Zha-luhl g t . r u g - l u g - k l ~ a ~grhnl-yns-khaii nub-rro I)yn-pna inr-ma lho-?,la-nlc~rrzs-tla bzhugs-pa11i dky11-3kho)
.sog.s-kyidkar-chng.

One of the most important temples out of the many that are
admired at Zha-lu, is the Bstan-hgyur lha-khan in which are
found the texts which after an accurate revision, Bu-ston comk - it was the first
piled in the collection called ~ s t a n - h ~ yand
exact redaction d u e just to the great doctor of Zha-lu.
T h e author of the Myah-chun passes on to Bsam-sgrub-rtse,
near the Sgrol-ma-ri, on which is built Tashilhumpo (273,
323a) and which originally belonged to Riiili-ma and
Bkah-rgyud-pa. Here ends his geographical description of this
part of central Tibet, full of legends and digressions, but undoubtedly in its entirety, one of the richest sources of information on the historical and religious vicissitudes of such an important part for the political and spiritual life of Tibet.

I
Dkon-mchog-rgyal-po (Deb-ther, na lol. 4);
b o r n In Sin-khyi 1034;
founded the monnatery o f So-sky. i n ~ h u - ~ l a1073:
h
died i n chu-rta 1102

I
2
So-chen Kun-dgah-snitbpo
b o r n in the year cu-sprehu 1092;
d i e d in sa-stag 1158

I
Kun4ph.hb.r
died in Indim

4
S l o b d p o n (Rin-po-che) (1)
Bad-nams-me-mo
born i n chu-khyi ( H u t h ) 1142;
died in chu-stag 1182

5
Rtse-btsan-rje-btsun
Crags-pa-rgyal-mtshan
b o r n i n me-yos I147;
died i n me-byi 1216

-

7
Chos-rje Sa-skya Pan-chen
Kun-dgah-rgyal-mtshan ( H u t h )
b o r n in chu-stae 1182
met the emperor Go-dan (2).
in the year gill-hbrug 1244
d i e d i n I c a..p ~.- p h t-t p1251

6
Dpal-chen-hod-po
born in Icags-rta 1150
died i n chu-phag 1203

8
~ ~ h s . t s hBsod-nams-rgyal-mlshan
a
born i n Oih-hbrug 1184
died in sa-phag 1239
has five wives

I

1

f m m the first w i f e Jo-mo K u n - s n i h

3

9
Bla-mn Hgromgoh-hphags-pa
B o r n i n $id-lug 1235
when his father was 52 years.
Received title f r o m K h u b i l n i
(Tib.Mil) i n lmga-sprehu 1260.
Returned to Tibet in l i l l - g l a h 1265.
Went to China in sa-sbml 1269.
Returned to h i s See i n me-byi 1276.
H e l d n council i n me-glah 1277.
Died i n Icags-hbmg 1280.

10
Phyag-na
B o r n i n sa-phag 1239
A t s i r years went to China
Died i n me-yor 1267.

f r o m the second wife Jo.mo H b r o

I

I

II
Slob-dpon Rin-chen-rgynl-mtahm
(dpal-bznh-po)
Born i n sa-khyi I 2 3 8
Died i n m-yo8 1279 (3).

;1 /
13
DharmapBlnrakita
B o r n i n sa-hbrug 1260
six months after (he death o f h i s father
D i e d in me-phag 1287 (fol. 5).

l r o m the first w i f e
Dbah-yum Rgya-mo

rry

1

15
Slob-dpon Bsod-nams
-bmh-po
B o r n i n China.
Died o n the way to Tibet.

16
Bla-ma Kun-dgah-blo-gros
(-rgyal-mtshan-dpal- bzah
-PO) (5).
B o r n i n sa-phsg 1299.
Died i n me-yos 1327.

12
Slob-dpon Y e . ~ e s - h b ~ u n - ~ n a s
B o r n an year aher the brother 1239.
Died i n i i l l - k h y i 1274.

Iram the fourth wile kdo-rjc.ldan
(who was the
de-gnas, n l the third1

from the f i l t h wife
Ju-lcam Her-ma

I

+
I

Slob-dponma
S l o b . d p ~ n . ~ ~ Slob-dpon-ma
~ , ~ d . ~ ~ ~ di.nta-hhum
~ ~ . h ~ , ~ Rin-chen-hbyuh-gnas
~ ~

14
Bdag-did-chen-po Bzah-po.dpal
Born i n chu-khyi 1262.
Died i n chu-hhyi 1322 (4).

I
I

I

17
Ri.ma-rgyal-mtshan-dpal
-bmh-po (6).

I

18
mkhas.btsun.chen.p~

19

am

.mkhah.legs-pahi-blo-gror
.rgYal.mtshan.dpa~-bzah-po
B~~~ insin.sbrul 1305.
Died i n chu-lug 1343.

ilob.dpon Nam-nlkhah-rgyal
-1ntshan-dpal-bzan-po
Born i n sin.byi 1324.
Dicd i n China a t 2 0 Years.

from the filth wile Zha-lu.ma.gc~g Czhon-nu.hbum

&

20
Bla-mah Kun-dgah-legs-pahi
hbyun-,pas @lo.gros-rgyalnt~shan.dpal-bzan-po)
Caesto China

21
T i - i r i Kun-dgah-reyalmtshan-dpal-bzan-po

Kmn-dg*.di-mlhi-rgyr~m b h a n d p22
nl-buh-po m i
-dben (8) gu-$ri

B o r n i n lcagr-khyi 1310.
Died i n ra-khyi 1358 at 49 years.

Died ;n c h w k h y i 1322.

I
l r o m his two wives

+
7
I r o m the firs1 w i l e
lol. 5 b2

26
( M 5b 2)
dbah Ratna
(misling i n Bu-,ton)

31

6

(na 5b4)

Blama K u n - r i l l
(missing i n Bu-ston)

'
I

lrom the t h i r d wifc ma.xcig hun.dgah-nam-mkhah.rgyan

from thtfourth wife ma-gcig Nam-mkhah-rg).al-mo

f r o m the second wife
ma-gcig Zhall-btrun-ma

1

f r o m the t h i r d w i l e Gcig-md&a
daughter 01 Gun-thah-btsad-po

2i
Tat-dhcn Claor.kyi-r~yal
-mtshan
Born i n chu-sprehu 1332.
(lol. 5 b 5 )

81.-ma

Don-yod-rgyal
29
-muhan
B o r n in Icaga-khyi 1310

24
Blr-ma B d . - r g y d
-mub.n-dpal-bnh.po
Born i n cbu-byi 1312 at

when the h t h e r w-49
yeam
Died 1135 ye- in

Zb.lu
Dicd .I 64 yean i n 1175
(Huth p. 1651

sin-rprehu 1344
( l u fol. 5b 1)
Chaplain o f Buymtu~ h l une n u u n g
[ H u h . p. 1651 131 1-1540)

Cbnplain o l Ying.uung
1320.I923.

8 F,

C3

lrorn the second w i l e
BIP-ma Kun-spans-lram-mo

28
hi.dbcn Blo-gror-rgyal
mlshan
Born in the same year.

92
Chris-rjc Yun-bkrar
i.r. Kun-dgah-hkra-.ir-r~?aI.n>~shan
S r r insrr. i n ~ h rur r n n ~ dchapel o r
thc I V floor o l K u l n b l ~ m
Bnrn i n n sa-xlan I349
\Vent 14, China at 64 , c a r \ ~nc l > u - h h r u1412
~
at the lintc c ~ Thai
l
ntio ( 1 s .
C:lnhrn- l'\u I40:i.I425l
lrt,m whonn hv r r r r i v r d I h r nitle o r
Tl~cg-~lnrn-l-ho~.k~i.~~gyiiI-mtrhan

)&a

The children of Nam.mkhah-leg$-pa (no. 18) were:

I

T h e d c s m o d r n u o f D ~ n - ~ d - ~ ) . J - m u h(00.23)
..

I

9
Hpmgoh.hph0gs.p
Born i n Jia.lug 1255
his h t h r r wr. 52 years.
~ r c e i v e title
d
l m m Khubilmi
r i b . Sc-chen) i n Icags-sprehu 1260.
Returned to Tibet i n Lin-glah 1265.
W e d to China i n u - ~ b r u 1269.
l
Returned to him See i n me-byi 1276.
H e l d lcouncil i n me-glmn 1477.
Died in l u g s - h b r u g 1280.
81.-rnm

10
Phyag-na
B o ~ inn sa-phag 1299
A t s i r years went t o China
Died i n me-yes 1267.

12
Slob.dpon Y e . s c s - h b y ~ a . ~ ~ ~ ~
B o r n an year alter thc brstltcr 12:39.
1)icd i n gin-khyi 1274.

I1
Slob-dpon R i n . c b m - r f l a l - m M h ~
(dpal.bra*-po)
Burn i n ~ . I t h y iI 2 3 8
Died i n sa.7ol 1279 (9).

1s
Dhormmprlarakiu
B o r n i n sa-hbrug 1268
six months alter the death of h i s father
D i e d in me-phag 1287 (lol. 5).

i

14
Bdag-hid-chen-po Bua-p0.dp.1
B o r n i n chu-khyi 1262.
Died i n chu-khyi 1322 (4).

I

from

f r o m the second w i l e
ma-gcig Zhah-buun-ma

Dbaa-yum Rgya-mo

I
lrom the t h i r d wilc ma-grig huut.dgal,.nrm-tnkl~ah~rgyan

fourth wire ma-gcig Nam-mkhah-rgyal-mo

l r o m the l i f t h wile %ha-lu-ma.gr~g
Czhon.nu.hhum

u

I

I

16
Bla-ma Kundgah-blo-gros
(-rgyal.mtshan-dpal- bzah
-PO) (5).
B o r n i n sm-phag 1299.
Died i n me-yos 1327.

I5
Slob-dpon Bsod-noms
-bun-po
B o r n i n Chino.
D i e d o n the way t o Tibet.

0

I8
mkhas-btsun-chen-po Nam
-mkhah-legs-pahi-blo.gros

17
Ni-ma-rgyal-mtshan-dpal
-bma-po (6).

19
ilub.dpnn Nam-mkhal~.rgyal
.mt~han-dpal-b~n.~o
-rgyal-mrshan-dpal-bzan-po
Horn i n iin.byi 1324.
B o r n i n sih.sbrul 1305.
Died i n China a1 20 years.
Died i n chu.lug 1343.

20
Bls-mah Kun.dgah-legs.pahi
hbyuh.pas (blo.gros.rgyalmtshan.dpal-bzan-pn)
Goes l o China

21
l ' i - G r i Kun-dgah-rnal-

mtshan-dpal-hzah-pu
Uorn i n Icags-khyi 1310.
Died i n oa-khyi 1358 st 49 years.

i

b

.(

8

I

27
l'ai-dhun Chovkyi-rg?al
-mtshan
Horn i n chu-sprchu 1532.
(lol. 5 b 5)

31
(ha 5 M )
Blama K u n - r i b
(n~issingi n Bu-ston)

44
BIa-nu B.od.lum,rmd
.mbb.n-dpsl-bun.po
Born i n chu.byi 1312
Zha-lu
Died at 64 y u r s i n 1375
IHuth p. 1651
Chaplain o f Y i n p u u o g
1320-1323.

l r o m the becond wile
Bla-ma Kun-spahr-lcam-mo

I

I

I

23
BIm-ma Don.yod.rgyal
-mbhan
B o r n i n Icags-khyi 1310
when the father WM 49
years
Died at 95 yearm i n
rih-sprehu 1344

(nn 101. 5b I )
Chaplain of B u y m m
K h m (Jen b u n g
[ H u t h , ~ .1651 l 3 l l . l S 2 0 )

l r o m his two wives

Iron, lhc l i r s t wiFr
lol. 5 h2
ma-gcig Byan-pa-nnu

26
(h.5b 2)
dbah Roma
(missing i n Bu-ston)

22
~rnn.d~a.li-m.hi-rgyd
muh.ndpd.bun-po (ri
. d h n (8) gu-lri
Died in chu-khyi 1322.

r

2H
Tai-dhen Blo-gros-rgyal
-mtshan
Born i n the same year.

29
Ti-hi B d - n a r i
Born in cbu-spl
Wen1 lo C
Died in cbu-m

I
32
Chos-rjc liun.l,kras
i.e. Kun.dgah-hkra-ais-rgyal.mtchan
Sec insrr. i n the recnnd chapel n l
lhc I V flour o l Kombutn
Born i n sa.glan 1349
Went to China at 64 years i n thu-hhrug 1412
at the time or Thai m i n 1i.r.
Chhcn-'Tcu 1403.1425)
i r o m whom he r r r r i \ , e d the till. o i

?Ern

rhcrchen-cltas-kyi.rgyal~mlshan

The elemcnu
of h e -en
i n b n c k e u ur missing in the &bher,but ur found in Bu.slon.
( 8 la
HulbP. IS3, Y m : me-* 1246. About the
re peljio,, ~smsysllmes d, ecriture en
1945:281.
(3) H u a * r f m m
motber w u s ~ o b d p ~ ~d .~ . d ~ ,

T h e children o f Nsm-mlihah.legs.pa (no. 18) were:
=hez les anciens Mongol*, Asia

T h e dcrcendanu of D ~ n - ~ o d - r g y d . r n u h .(no. 23) were :

I
Tai-dben Kun-dgah.rin-hbyuh

but enumerates only twelve.
w e r , b.li,he tmd twelve children :Bu.aw
l
4 M
fif(bhk
b,
op.cit, p.58b he in the m o of ~ ~ ~ . d ~ b . b b ~ ~ .

A-uth
()'

('1 AcD e b h e r , whicb doe. not givehia
he,e,di
('1
UWb?xt 15 i t i.expmssly u i d th.1 be is
bornhr
rhe den&

young,

of the father

ken entire year of intervd, One

but

a d b u t l o o of hi. pccmity.

u'd-d

M b or T*n
M-bb~,
()'

lhntthls

of f i b c u n c o m s p o n b to thechincac

~ Y W i s u l l e d in T i b c t l n .bar
, ,md, .in
h~

Ym
li
:

;A;

~ ,,be";

;in fact w e how
from Crhon-nu-dpd ~

: S ' O bKu-+-hbum
d~
r i l b whom ends the list of ~ ~ .
Ibnuld
a m n o u b l e d i s m p m c i e s &wen aelist
of therfi,,, ~

-ugthmsOf

%+hm

mUntedu u-m
,l .r.e
id

Kun-d&-maI-muh..

~

t ~ ~ .
~h
1a
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From the $ x l h wife Kun-spahs-lcm-mu (13) he had : Blc-gror-rgyal.mtshan.
F r o m the peventh w i l e Khah-gsar-dpon-mohe had : Bsod-nams-blo.gros. Cngs.pa-rgyJ-mtshm.

K u n - d p h - r g y d - m u h a n (no. 21) lud two mns : Tu-dbcn Ch
(10) T h e text says that be died at a,
but rhis u perhap. a m i d l
( I I ) This i s c o n m d i c t e d by Bu-sto. who mentions only a m n W
(12) H e ia
f:
Q
Bung b h e n r

2

wirh the Tibetan monk

&

@. j j j & ~ & l ]

Ta"pl&b

1974. see M i o g shi. ch. 30 p. 2
(13) But according to the Dcb.ther, sbr is h e wile of Kun+h-1

CHAPTER IV

CHRONOLOGY OF T H E MONUR4ENTS AND
SPECIALLY T H A T OF THE KUMBUM
$20. Chronology of the Sa-skya abbots. Is there a possibility to
determine with some degree of approximation the time which
can be assigned to the Kumbum and to the bigger temple of
the D ~ a l - h k h o rchos-sde of Gyantse? In other words, are we in
a position to know when Chos-rgyal Rab-brtan-kun-bzarihphags-pa lived, the person under whose government or by
whose initiative these edifices were constructed?
T o answer these questions we have first of all to reconstruct
the hierarchy of the great Lamas of Sa-skya and try to determine their chronology within the limits allowed by uncertainty.
We need to go into the lineage of Sa-skya Lamas because for a
long time the region we are describing was under the dependance of the Sa-skya abbots; even its princes got invested of
their territories through the same Sa-skya monks. This task is
possible because -- although the chronicles of Sa-skya monastery are not yet accessible to me (1) -- the Deb-ther-srion-po has
conserved a schematic but very useful list where the year of
birth and death of each Lama is reported according. to the

---- .--------------------------------------------------------------------------------( 1 ) During my travel in 1939 I found these chronicles of Sa-skya. They will
be the object of a detailed study in a future work.

sexagcnary cycle. Some such dates are already known, as that
of tl;e faundation of the Sa-skya monastery (1073), of the birth
of Kun-dgah-shin-po (1092), of the death of the Sa-chen (1 158)
and that of the birth of the Sa-skya Papdita (1 182). These in
fact are in the Vaidtirya-dkar-po and were published by Csoma
d e Koros (1).
T h e control on the Chinese sources is possible in some cases
and this allows us to verify the exactitude of the dates established with the help of Tibetan sources.

,$k, th.2 1
We know from the Fo tsu, li tai tun tsai f% jii# % it :
(Nanjo 1637, Taisho vo1.49 p.707) that Sa-skya Hphags-pa passed away on the 22nd day of the 1 l t h month of the 17th year
of the Chih Yuan h 3 era, namely in 1280 (2), as in the Tibetan sources. T h e only difference concerns the year of birth
since according to the Chinese source he died at 42, he would
have been born in 1239 (3) instead of 1235 as stated by the
Deb-ther. Besides this, other correspondences make clear that
for the Chinese the date of his birth was the year 1239. For inKuo-Se
stance, he received from the emperor the title of W
(4) (rendered regularly by the Tibetans as Gu-Sri) when he was

(1) I inform that the dates of Csoma have always to be lowered by two
years.
(2) As already stated by Pelliot, Les systemes d'ecriture en usage chez les
anciens Mongols, Asia Major 1925:287.
(3) T h e count is made according to the Chinese system, namely including
also the year from which one starts counting. Compare k ig 51;
IJ;
Se Se ki ku lio siu tsi by Huan Lun, Taisho vo1.49 p.906.
(4) See Pelliot, Les Kouo che ou maitres du Royaume dans le Bouddhisme
chinois, T'oung Pao 19 1 1 : 67 1

a

bit 22 years old, namely in the first year of the Chun-thun
era, IJ
$jf';(1260),and this leads us to the same date of birth.
T h e same Chinese source points out that in the 4th year
1327 (op. cit. p.734) Kun-ko-lo
died.
Thai-tin
Kun-ko-lo-.
H e is the same as
2 hf I(i if;T(i .v. t & t P b
ku-lo-si-ts' an-pan-tsan (1)-pu,
namely Kun-dgah-blo-gros-.
rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po (no.16 of my list) and it is said of
him that (p.730) already in the third year of the Yen-yu era
& (1316) he had received the title of *;k@ Ti-Se "master
of the emperor", a title that the Tibetans regularly rendered
as Ti-Sri (2).
Qn the other hand Kun-ko-lo-chun-na-si-kien-ts'an-pantsan-p_u 2 & 20; $ W11P & . & b(3) namely Kun-dgahblohi-hbyun-gnas-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-PO, nominated Ti-Se
in the fifth year of the T'ai-tin era (Fo tsu li tai t'un tsai, p.734),
i.e. in the year 1328, is possibly the same as Bla-ma Kun-dgah1e.g~-pahi byun-gnas-blo-gros-gros-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po
(no.20 of my list) about whom the Tibetan sources tell us only
that he went to China. In such a case, namely if he is n o t '
another lama not mentioned in the Tibetan sources, he should
T ~&k
J 41
then be identified with .the 4f'i
. Uk) 01.
D ~ I $(
] >sFjj #

L&4z

e%f

*

.

......................................................................................
( I ) This character has two pronunciations: bairn k3 isvain,but as it can be
seen in the present transcription it is used here both for mtshun (tshun) and
for bzan (tsan). From the transcription it seems that in those times the s of
blo-gros (today pronounced as lotro) was pronounced.
(2) In the Se-Se-ki-ku-lio-siu-tsi, ibid. p.911, his name is
Kun-ko-lo-pan-tsan-po: Kun-dgah-blo-dpal-bzan-po, as on p.9 13. In the
Tibetan transcription of the Chinese titles Kuo-se and Ti-Se,Gu-Sri and Ti-Sri,
the second syllable is because of contamination with the Sanskrit Sri.
(3) I t is the same a s Q % f b ~ u i - k o - ~ umentioned by the
Se-6,-ki-ku-lio-siu-tsi p.913 and elected after the death of no. 16.

Kun-ko-i-si-pa-kiun-la-si-kia-le-ts'an-pa-le-tsan-pu,
and
his
name, inserted in- the glosses of the 30 chapter, p.10 of the
$11 # !2, E$
t. Kuti-ko-lie-sia
- :X @ (8
Ti& $11
pa-ch'un-na-si-kien-ts'-an-pan-tsan-pu) reproduces the Tibetan
exactly. In the Yuan-shi it is said that in the fourth year of
T'ai-tin 1327 he was nominated ~ i - S eby T'ai Tin-ti (1). This
would mean that when in the same year Kun-dgah-blo-gros
(no.16) died, the title of Ti-Se was given to his brother, of a difKun-dgah-legs-hbyun-gnas-blo-gros-rgyalferent
mother,
mtshan-dpal-bzan-po (2).

a&&

Thus, also the Suo-no-mu-tsan-pu* ;g
I& 6 ( ~11
21 :& bSuonan-tsan-pu) referred to in the Yiian-shi (ch.27 p.15 co1.17)
corresponds to, (Kun-dgah-)bsod-nams-bzan-po (no. 15 in my
list), who died during his trip to Tibet.
Following in a n ascendant line the series of Sa-skya-pa
Lamas, it does not seem to me that there is any doubt that the
kk 4; fft E ~ f (a&
f 4;Z!£ n ) ~ s a n - ~ u - ~ a n - ~ a - (Tsari-pu-pan-pa)
lian
n~entinnedby the Yiian-shi in the first year of the Huan-ch'iil
era 2 @" 1312 in order to mention his nomination as Ti-Sc
correspor~dsto no.14 of my list: that is to say, Bzan-po-dpal.
2 $ 'nl. E:
b Kui-ko-eul-kien-ts'ah-pan-tsan-pu, to
whom Togon Temur (Shun-ti) confers the sarne title of Ti-Se in
1353 (we Fo t s u li tai t u i ~tsai, ihid. p.736) and of whom there
is an edition published by Chavannes (3), cannot be no.21 of
qip list Kun-dgah-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po.

~a~

---------- ...........................................................................
( 1 ) Then if the pelson is, as it seems, the same, the difference is of one
y
'
t ?r
~ o ~'I;!'I Nien-cha-k'o-ch'e-la-si
J
named under the year 1330.
(2) $1:- $1
first ~vearof the Chih-sun era
)[ri in ch.33 p.16 of the same Yiian-shi,
bcralise clectcd Ti-k, is perhaps ham-rnkhah-legs.
(3) lnscript~onsel pikces de Chancellerie Chinoises, T'oung Pao 1904:442.
Compare Se-~e-ki-ku-lio-siu-tsi
etc. p.9 14.

O n the other side, fi* El! 3 X.C'o-li-c'o-wa whom Khubilai
wanted to have near him, since he had heard about his great
fame, and whom he sent to Godan (Fo tsu li tai t'un tsai p.725),
although without any result because he had already entered
nirvana,he cannot but be Sa-skya Pan-chen. He in fact, as we
know from Tibetan sources, had gone to Godan in 1244. But
as it is said that C'o-li-c'o-wa was the uncle of Hphags-pa,
C'o-li-c'o-wa cannot but be the Chinese transcription of
Chos-rje-ba (1).
It is possible therefore to reconstruct a list and a chronology,
which the Tibetan historians must have taken from the very
chronicles of the Sa-skya monastery. T h e cyclical years given by
the Deb-ther are easily checked because normally in each case
the age of the deceased abbot is given. T h e list has then been
compared with the Sa-skya genealogy composed by Bu-ston (2).
This genealogy has the great advantage to have been written by
a contemporary who, living as he was at Zha-lu near the princes related to the Sa-skya, surely had the opportunity to collect precise data. Some other complementary information can
be
found
in
the
history
of
the
Mongols by
Hjigs-med-nam-mkhah translated by Huth (3), in Sum-pa
mkhan-po, and in a work very important for Tibetan history,
namely Bstan-pahi sbyin-bdag byun-tshul-gyi-mzn-gr g r a k by
Klon-rdol bla-ma (complete works, HA fol 12b). Besides, last

......................................................................................
( 1 ) The regular form is Cho~-je-bo
...; pa, ba: but as it is seen from the inscriptions and from texts o f this time, pdba were often used where now they
are not: bzan-po-pa, rgyal-mtshan-pa, etc.
(2) Sa-skyahi gdun-rabs, complete works, vol.SA.
(3) Geschichte des Buddhismus in der Mdngolei, 2 vol's, Strasburg 1892. T h e
dates in the translation of this text are generally mistaken by a year. Cf.P.
Pelliot, Le cycle sexagknaire dans la chronologie Tibetaine, Journal Asiat~que
1913: 655.

but not least there .is the Rgyal-rubs of the fifth Dalai Lama ( I ) ,
which however, as it will be my concern to point out later,
shows some divergences .from the lists of Bu-ston and of
Gzhon-nu-dpa1. But in both cases we cannot follow him, because on one side, Bu-ston was contemporary to those sons of
the Bdag-iiid-chen-po Bzali-po-dpal, about whom there are divergences in the book of the fifth Lama; and on the other,
Gzhon-nu-dpal is so well informed and so exact that his authority gives more weight, if at all it would be necessary, to the
data given by Bu-ston. In any case the work of the fifth Dalai
Lama, although first rate for the study of Tibetan history,
sometimes appears to be less authentic than the Deb-ther and
surely influenced more than this work by its literary motifs.
$2 1. The pn'nces of Zha-lu and of Gyantse. T h e other coordinate
that we will use to fix some definite chronological points is represented by the genealogies of the princes of Zha-lu. They
were related both with the Sa-skya, and with the family in
which the Chos-rgyal Rab-brtan-kun-bzan'-,hphags-pawas born.
They are usually designated by the title of sku-zhan, which they
received from the Chinese emperors.
.

.

The list reconstructed by me is taken from the Myan-chun
(fo1.253).

......................................................................................
( I ) ~ a h . v - c a n - ~ u l -~,a-lo
~ i shod-pahi mlho-n3-kyi rgyal blon gtso-bo bjod-pahi
deb-thrr rdzogs-ldan gzhon-nuhi dgah-ston dpyid-kyi rgyal-mohi glu-dbya?w, complete
works, D Z A .

Following the indications given in the Myan-chun, the
genealogy of the Chos-rgyal of Gyantse of the families which
we have to determine now, can be reconstructed as follows.
2

1

an-chen Hphags-pa-dpal (his
mother was called ma-gcig Lha-mo, see Chronicles of the fifth
Dalai Lama, p. 100). In the year
sin-sbrul he founded the palace
of Gyantse, at the age of 33 he
married Pad-ma-nor-bskal.

an-chen
Hpags-parin-chen, his
brother

3
~a-zans-dar-po
(Chronicles of
the fifth Dalai
Lama p. 100).

3
Bdag-po-chen Kun-dgah-hphagspa (his mother was called ma-gcig
Dpal-mo ibid.p. loo), at the age of
34 in the year Icags-rta he built the
temple of Gyantse, married
sems-bzan-mo-dpal also called
Yum-ma-gcig ~ z a n - m o(1).

an-

Chos-rgyal Rab-brtan-kun-bzanhphags-pa born in the year
sa-sbrul

Nan-chen
Rab-hbyor

w e know therefore from the same source (136b) that
Hphags-pa-rin-chen, brother of the Nan-chen Hphags-pa-dpal,
invited Bu-ston at Lcan-ra (Changra of the maps) whose administrator (giier-pa) he was named by his brother.
0n?he other hand, the an-chin lets us know that the wife.
of Nan-chen Hphags-pa-dpal, whom he married when 33 years
old, was Pad-ma-nor-bskal, daughter of the sku-zhan of Zha-lu
Kun-dgah-don-grub (no.15 of the preceding list). She, as
known by the guide and description dictated by Bu-ston, had
the temple of Zha-lu built. Now always according to the same
source, Bu-ston arrived at Zha-lu at the age of 31, that is to say
in the year 1320, since he had been born in 1290 (2), during
the reign of the prince Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan. His
( I ) Often mentioned in the inscriptions of the Sku-hburn.
(2) In the year lcags-stug. Besides the chronology published by Csorna de
Koros also see the biography by Bu-ston Chos-rje tham-cad-mkhven-pa Bu-ston-

younger sister is married to Bdag-Aid-chen-po Bzan-po-dpal
i.e. the Sa-skya Lama corresponding to no. 14 of my list and living from 1262 to 1332. She is the mother of
Kun-dgah-ni-mahi-rgyal-mtshin-po who died in 1322 and of
two other sons ( = nos. 22, 23, 24 of my list). One of the
daughters of Crags-pa-rgyal-mtshan, i.e. a younger sister of
Kun-dgah-don-grub, got married to the Sa-skya Lama no.23 of
my list, namely Don-yod-rgyal-mtshan 13 10-1344 : also the
Nan-chen Hphags-pa-dpal, therefore, who married a daughter
of Kun-dgah-don-grub, and was given high posts by
Don-yod-rgyal-mtshan (p.135a) must have lived around this
time. Therefore, since we know from the same Myan-chun
(p.75b) that he was 48 years old when he had the palace of
Gyantse constructed in the year Sin-sbrul, it is almost certain
that this cyclic year corresponds to 1365. This would give the
year 1318 as his year of birth and the year 1350 as the date of
his marrige with the daughter of Kun-dgah-don-grub.
These dates are confirmed by some correspondences with
those of the Mongolian emperors. In fact on page 256 of the
Myan-chun we learn that the father of Kun-dgah-don-grub, i.e.
Crags-pa-rgyal-mtshan, obtained from Oljadu, as in the manuscript, i.e. Oljaitii (1294-1307) the investiture of his feud. At the
same time on p.140b it can be read that at the age of 48,
namely in the year 1365 according to our calculations,
Hphags-pa-dpal received the diploma of Nali-chen from
Togan T e m u r (Togon Temur) who in fact began to rule in

l o - k a - ~ ~ amum-par-thar-pa
l~i
siiin-pohi me-tog published in his complete works,
vol.SA fol.4b. He visited, at the age o f 62, that is in 1351, Sa-skya
Chos-kyi-rgyal-mtshan. In the same text p.23a he is said to be a contemporary of "T'ogan Tumur great Cakravartin by virtue o f his strength" (cf.
Sanang Setsen in Schcmidt, Geschichte der Ost-mongolen p.1 13, 115) in China,
and "Punvanlala king of the Law" in India. He is perhaps one o f the kings of
the Malla dvnasty of Nepal.

1333 and died in the year 1370.
But then it would be easy to fix the date of birth of
Kun-dgah-hphags-pa, son of the Nan-chen Hphags-pa-dpal.
From the Myan-chun p.76 we know in fact that he had the
temple of Gyantse constructed in the cyclic year Icags-rta corresponding to the year 1390. This gives 1357 as the year of his
birth. Since we know from the same source (p.75b), that he became father at 34 years of age, the date of birth of his son the
Chos-rgyal Rab-brtan-kun-bzan-hphags-pa, i.e. sa-sbrul (ibid.
p.77b), cannot but be the year 1389. If this date as it seems is
correct, it follows that the foundation of the Gtsug-lag-khan of
Gyantse, stated by the Myan-chun to have occurred in the year
sa-khyi. must be fixed in the year 1418, while the
zhal-yas-khail-chen-po, namely the highest portion of the temple where the mandalas are painted, was completed in rhe year
Sin-sbrul 1425, when the king, according to the Myan-churi,
was 37 vears old. T h e Kumbum, instead, was fou~ided,according to the author of the eulogy, when the king was 39 years
old, that is to say in the year me-lug, namely in 1427. A confirmation of' this chronology can be found in yet another passage
of the Mvan-chun (p.138) where is recorded an invitation sent
by the ?Jan-rhe; Hphags-pa-dpal, i.e. by the grandfather of the
Choq-rgval to the Chos-rje Bla-ma Bsod-nams-rgyal-mtshandpal-bzan-po, who lived just between the years 1312 and 1375.
T o this chronology does not seem to be opposed even what can
be read in the inscriptions of the fourth chapel of the second
floor of the Kumbum, namely that it was built by Sa-kya-ye-Ses
in order to fulfil a desire of Kun-dgah-rgyal-mtshan-dpalbzan-po, because it is not said there that this should just be the
lama Sa-skya of the same name (1310-1358, no.20 of my list).
T h e name of such a great dignitary as him would have been

accompanied by the usual titles Chos-rje or in his special case
by Ti-Sri.
But if it be granted that the honorific epithet drun prefixed
to his name could lead to the supposition that we are faced by a
great person, and therefore may be induced to identify this
Kun-dgah-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po proper (1) with the
Sa-skya abbot (no.20 of my list), nevertheless it is possible to
admit that the donors of these chapels had accomplished an
old vow made by that master when still alive, but only achieved
when the Chos-rgyal brought to completion his pious desire.
With this chronology, which I think is certain, also agrees the
fact that the thirtysecond Sa-skya abbot Kun-dgah-bkra-Sisrgyal-mtshan went to China to Ch'en-tsu of Ming, is recorded
in the second chapel of the fourth floor.
The founder of this local dynasty that ruled over Gyantse for
some generations was Hphags-dpal-bzan-po. According to the
Myan-chun (p.79) he received from the Theg-chen
Chos-rgyal-po-but according to the fifth Dalai Lama (p.100)
from the Mongolian emperor - several diplomas (hjah-sa)
namely those of nun-chen, thus-dkon and si-tu, at the age of 30,
that is to say 1318 + 30 = 1347. He entered the service of
Sa-skya Lamas very 'young and worked in their palace
Bzhi-thog bla-brari (2) since the age of sixteen (ibid. 134ff.) discharging various functions and distinguishing himself especially by this ability in writing, so that finally he was elected
Dpon-yig

.....................................................................................
( 1 ) A son of the ~ a n - ~ h eHphags-pa
n
was a celebrated lama called
Kun-dgah-blo-gros-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po.
(2) The palace though modernized still exists at Sa-skya.

(1); but we d o not know what this role was exactly. Most probably this job corresponded to that of chancellor, or chief' o f the
secretarial offices, which considering the great power just then
acquired by the Sa-skya, would have risen to a noticeable development. T o this function his qualities, specially mentioned
by the fifth Dalai Lama, matched perfectly. According to the
latter, he was an expert specially in three things: gtam, yig, dsis
namely, narrating, writing and calculating. His first virtue, i.e.
his ability in speaking and in composing, would specially recommend him for particularly delicate missions and ambassadorial representations. I n fact, according to the narration of
the same source, he was sent twice to the court of the Mongolian emperors. T h e first time he received the diploma investing
him with lordship over the territory included between
Hbri-mtshams and Gans-dkar, namely the mountain Gan-bzan
we had spoken about before, and the second time the title of
Nan-chen. T o his personal name Dpal-bzan-po he prefixed
hphags-pa, in remembrance of his master Dpyal-ston-chen-po
Hphags-rgyal-ba, according to a system very frequent in Tibet
where the student takes the name of his preceptor (2).
Nan-chen was a very high position at the Sa-skya court, modelled as it was on that of the Nan-blon of ancient Tibetan kings
mentioned in the chronicles. T h e major dignitaries of the court
(Bla-bran-nun) of the great Sa-skyas were four: Gon gyo,
Glin-tshans, Sar-kha ( I ) , and Hdon. Their superior, who pro-

......................................................................................
( I ) That is, because o f the correspondence between Dpon and drun,
d r ~ n - ~ i ~ -this
p a ;word nowadays means "secretary".
(2) This way o f uniting the two names o f the master and the disciple is called mtshun-gyi zur-bcug.

bably worked as supreme major domo and counsellor, was called it1 fact Nan-chen (see Myan-chun p. 135b).
This family added more prestige to what it already had by
relating itself to the house of the sku-zhan (2) of Zha-lu who
seem to have been very powerful in these times.
$22. The Sa-skya monks and the Mongol court. This power of the
princes of Zha-lu derives from various reasons. First of all, as
we are going to see shortly, Zha-lu was one of the thirteen territories which Sa-skya Hphags-pa was invested with by
Khubilai. For this very reason its chiefs, in their own turn, were
invested with supreme authority over the territory belonging to
them, or on which they were preeminent. Then, they did not
fail in increasing their prestige by contracting bonds of kinship
through frequent marriages, both with the Sa-skya abbots and
with other equally powerful families. Among these families we
may mention here, as an example, that of the Tshal-pa in
which a sister of Rdo-rje-dban-phyug was married, while
Crags-pa-rgyal-mtshan married Dpon-mo Hdzom-hbum-dpal
of Tshal. T h e Tshal-pa, so called from their original place in
Dbus, were also chiefs of a khri-skor, namely of one of those
thirteen territories in which Mongols divided Tibet. They were
therefore Khri-dpon that is to say vassals who were elected or
confirmed in their power when Hphags-pa received the investiture of Tibet from Khubilai with the title of ,Rje-bo. T h e date
of this investiture is fixed by the Vaidiirya-dkar-po, and reported

......................................................................................
( 1 ) One of them married the sister of ~ d o - r j e - d b a n - ~ h
of~Zha-lu.
u~
(2) Sku is honorific prefix, cf. sku-yon = yon b h g in the documents published by Thomas, JRAS 1927: 832, 838: zhali is. the same as in zhan-blon:

by Csoma, in the year 1253. This information, however, is possibly mistaken because in that year Hphags-pa would have
been, according to Tibetan sources, only nineteen years old,
and according to the Chinese sources even fifteen years. On
the other hand, other sources connect his investiture with his
first return from Tibet in the year 1265.
It was then that Khubilai invested him with the thirteen
Khri-skor which d o not correspond at all to the total extension
of Tibet, but which included only a portion of the territory of
D b s and Gtsan. T h e list of these Khri-skor is transmitted to
us, for example, by the fifth Dalai Lama; he enumerates them
as follows (1):
In ~ t s a n :
Lho (south of Ralung)
Byan (north of Ralung)
Gur-mo (between Shigatse and Zha-lu)
Chu-rnig (near Narthang)
Sans (north of Shigatse on the opposite side of the
Tsangpo)
Zhalu ( a day's walk to the south of Shigatse) (2)
In Dbus:
Rgya-ma
Hbri-gun (NE of Lasa)
Tshal-pa (eulogy of Gnas-min: mtshal) to the west of
Lhasa.

(1) Besides the treatise of ~ I o n - r d o quoted
l
below, compare also the eulogy
of Gnas-rnin KHA fo1.27.
(2) According to the eulogy of Gnas-rnin the division is rather differ e n t : ~ n a h - r i sis a Khri-skor (this means that the division in Khri-skor is confused with that in Chol-kha); Lho and
are two other Khri-skor;
Chu-mig and Zha-lu other two; the sixth one would have been made u p by
the districts of bra, Ber and Khyun.

an

Than-po-che-ba (Talung)
~ SE of Dbus
Phag-gru in t h part
G.yas-bzan ( 1 ) (near Lho-brag)
Between Dbus and Gtsan:
Yar-Hbrog (Yamdrok Tso).
As it can be seen from this list the territories given to
Hphags-pa corresponded only to a portion of the two prot
vinces of Central ~ i b e (2).
These territories however were increased in a considerable
way when, on the verge of coming back again to Tibet after his
second trip to the Mongolian court, Hphags-pa received from
Khubilai the chol-kha gsum i.e. the three districts having a much
vaster geographical area:
Dbus and Gtsan or Province of the supreme Law,
the upper part of Mdo (Mdo stod) or province of humans,
the lower part of Mdo (Mdo smad) or province of houses.
According to other traditions (3): Mar-yul, Guge and
Pu-hrans form the'first Chol-kha, namely that of Mnah-ris skor
gsum; the two districts (ru) of Gtsan, i.e. that of the right and

......................................................................................
( I ) Instead of ~han-po-che-baand ~ ~ a s - b z a n~ I, o n - r d o lwrites: Bya-yul
and stag-lun. The eulogy of Gnas-riiin agrees with him, but says that the last
two khri-skor were constituted from Bya-yul, stag-lun and Lha-sa.
In literature there are divergences with respect to this list. Thus, for instance, in Dam-pahi chos-kyi bun-tshul, legs-par-bid-pa bstan-pahi rgya-mtshor
hjug-pahi gru-chen of Sans-rgyas- phun-tshogs fol. 162 reads: Lho, byan,
chu-(mig), zha-(lu), Iha-(sa), Sans, for the region of Gtsan. In Dbus,
Than-po-che-ba is substituted by Stag-lun.
(2) In fact Kloh-rdol also says on p.5a, that the Khri-skor were limited to
Dbus and Gtsan only. Hjigs-med-nam-rnkhih (Huth p. 147 transl.) also distinguishes the two donations.
(3) Dam-pahi-chos-kyibun-tshul legs-par-bjad-pa bstan-pahi rgya-mtshor hjug-pahi
p - c h e n , fol. 163.

that of the left (gyas-ru and gyon-ru), and in the country of
Dbus, those of Dbu-ru and Gyo-ru form the second Chol-kha;
then the Mdo-dkams, namely eastern Tibet, forms the third
Chol-kha (1)
This vast territory given to the Sa-skya laid down the difficult
problem of how to rule it, that is to say how to impose a central
authority on the chiefs of monasteries or on the various princes
who had become autonomous after the fall of the royal
dynasty.
T h e Mongolian emperors had resorted to the feudal system.
I say the Mongolian emperors because the Sa-skya applied the
scheme already adopted by them. And this is recognized also
by the Chinese sources (2). We find proofs of this even in the
Myan-chun (257a). This text makes us notice that the prince of
Zha-lu Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan, named lord of the Khri-skor of
Zha-lu, received the title of hu-Sri i.e. "Gu-Sri", from Oljaitii,
while before him Se-chen, i.e. Khubilai, had given to his family
the Khri-skor of Zha-lu (257b).Bbt if the Sa-skya were bestowing titles, as they did with the princes of Gyantse, they could
have done it as vicars of the emperor. This is clear also from
the titles and diplomas, bestowed by them, of si-tu (3) o r
thw-dkhun which were taken from the Mongolian chancellery.
At any rate.this investiture, in the majority of cases, rather than
creating a new aristocracy, aimed at confirming a status quo
already existing and at recognizing or at extending with .the seal

......................................................................................
( 1 ) On this word chl-rtha which entered into Tibetan from Mongolian, see
Pelliot in T'oung Poo 27 :20-2 1.
(2) f$ 4 [;:i] i&Wei tsang t'u che translated by P. Hyacinthe and Klaproth
in Jouml Asia~lquc4(1829): 1 17.
(9) Situ or Tai situ from the chinew'% RI Idjabout which see T m n g Poo
1907 :397 and Laufer, Tibetan loon-words no.902.

of Imperial authority the privileges already acquired by some
important families. These feuds therefore were the patrimony
of small local dynasties and were inherited from father to son.
Thus we see that Hmes-chen-po leaves to his second-born
the Khri-skor of Zha-lu, while to his first son the ston-skor of
the same Zha-lu, that is to say possibly to the second son the
whole of his dominion and to the first one the city or the capital of the district of his command.
This new partition of Tibet, having evidently a military
scope, soon caused the necessity of a census (sde-rtis) (1). This
was carried out by Hphags-pa evidently on behalf of the Mongolian emperors who had the habit of taking a census of the
newly conauered lands (2).
T h e monasteries were not excluded from much census, but
since some of them had assumed a military character and were
more and more involved in politics, it is natural that the Mongolian emperors wanted specially to have an account of the
convents, of their monks, and of their riches. In fact, in the
census conducted at that time, both the ecclesiastical goods (lha
sde) and the secular goods (mi sde) of every Khri-skor were
counted (Myan-chun p.253 and 257). T h e results are preserved
in the little treatise of Klon-rdol p.5a already quoted.
in La smad, south, 1999 families (dud grans) (3)
in La stod, north, 2250 families

......................................................................................
( I ) See chronicles of the fifth Dalai Lama fo1.60.
(2) See Vernadski, The scope and contents of Chingis Khan's Yasa, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 3 (1938): 353.
(3) About this expression see Chandra Das s.v.

in Chu-mig 3350 (1) Mongolian families (hor dud grairs)
in Zha-lu 3892 families
in Byan Hbrog and Yar Hbrog in the region called " 16 Leb"
(2) 850 Mongolian families
it1 Hbri-gun and its Hbrog 3300-3600 families
in Tshal-pa 3700 families
Phag-nlo-gru 2438 families
in Gyah-bzan 3000 families
in Rgya-ma and Bya-yul 5980 families
in Stag-lun 500 families.
Thus the country was administered by a hierarchy of officials
o r notables. First the Bcu-dpon decurions, who are mentioned in
the Sku-hbum, then the Rgya-dporr centurious, then the'
Ston-+on chiliarchs, then the Khri-dpon or chief of 10,000, presiding over a Khri-skor. The subdivision of the three provinces
in the thirteen Khri-skor "the 13 territories of the 10,000" was
evidently based on the Mongolian administrative system (3),
and had, as the latter, specially a military scope. The Mongolian army was also divided in units of 10, 100, 1,000, and
10,000, thus the territorial division of Tibet would possibly be
determined by the military resources of each and every region
and by the number of soldiers that they could provide in case
of war. his means that the various officials just scheduled had
essentially a military function. By applying this administrative
system to Tibet, the Mongolian emperors put into use again,

......................................................................................
( 1 ) In the inscriptions of the Kumbum also Mongols are recorded in the
lists of donors, e.g. ~ s h a nTimur in the dome.
(2)Leb ni bcu-drug zer-pa yod hor dud phyed-dan-brgyad-bryaho.
(3)See Vernadski op.cit. p.350 and 353.

although modifying and supplementing them, the ancient territorial divisions used in Tibet at the time of the royal dynasty,
also for military purposes. They are mentioned in the Pad-ma
than-yig (1) in a very interesting chapter where the territorial
distribution of the Tibetan army is described and listed. In this
case as well we are faced by a census carried out for military
purposes in order to have an approximate estimation of the
troups that the various patricial families or the various districts
were obliged to furnish in case of need.
As chief to these dignitaries there was at the time of the
Sa-skyas, the supreme chief or Dpon-chen on whom the thirteen
Khri-skors depended. He was not elected for life, but only for
a given period. He could however be confirmed again, as it can
be desumed from the list given in the footnote (2).

......................................................................................
(1) Book 5. This portion has been translated by F.W. Thomas, Tibetan texts
and documents, p.276ff. A memory of this remains in the ru or districts in
which both Dbus and Gtsa" are divided till today.
(2) Here is a list of the Dpon-chen according to the Deb-ther (na p.6a) and
to the fifth Dalai Lama (p.60)
~a-~k~a-bzan-~o
~ u n - d g a h - b ~ a n -murdered
~o,
by the Hor
~han-btsun
~h~ug-~o-sg
(5th
a n Dalai: an) dkar-po

an-(chub-)rin-(chen)
Kun-(dgah-)gzhon-(nu)
Gzhon-dban
There begins the fight
with the ~ b r i - g ~ n - ~ a

again

Gzhon-dban
Legs-pa-dpal
sen-ge-dpal
~od-zer-sen-ge
Kun-dgah-rin-chen
Don-yod-dpal
Yon-btsun

Byan-(chub-)rdo-rje
Ag-len (Bu-ston is born); burns
the monastery of ~ b r i - g u n

LIST OF T H E PRINCES OF ZHA-LU

I
A-mcu-chen-po Sanr-rgyau Ye-Len marricu Jo-mo-uha-trha-buun-mo

sku-zhan
Sna-sgra
I

sku-zhan
sku-zhan
ma-gcig
Jo-Jo Stag-bbum in Jo-Jo Ye-&
Mgon-po-dpal Kun-dgab-hbumMkhah-hgre(~bum) married to Darma- bbum
I
( I ) ir married to
p a l a r a b i u (no. 13)
Phyag-na abbot of
Sa-skya (no. 10)

8
sku-zhan
Sgragrpa-rgyalmtshan

Rdo-rje-dban- phyug .ma-grig Gzhon-nu-ma
is married to ~ d a
tiid-chen-po-dpal
(no. 14) and is
14
mother of
Crags-pa-rgyalnos. 22. 23. 44 of
mtshan marries the my list
daughter (Myanchun p. 256) of
Tshal-pa Dpon-mo
hdzom-hbum-dpal;
goes to China and is
made hu-lril gu-lri
by emperor Oljadu
or OljGtii (1294-1307)

sku-zhan
Kun-dgah-don-grub

~!!a-qc.igNaln-mkhah- jo-mo Rdo-rje-hbum Jo-jo Buun-ma

~rgyal-muhan
is
married to a .$ar-pa
(2) and is mother
of Bla-ma Rin-chenrgyal-muhan

sku-zhan
Rin-chen-rgyal-mtshan

I
Dkon-mchog-rgyalmtshan

ir married to Tuhalpa Smon-lam and is
mother of Dus-bdensa-bde-rgyal-hod

sku-zhan
Ye-ks-kun-dgah

1

Kun-dgah-rgyal-muhan

Slob-dpon-chen-po
Dnos-grub-rgyal-mtshan.

( I ) Thus in the quoted work o f t h e fihh Dalai Lama 581.
(2) hr-pa is the name o f the second son or the Sa-skya.

J e m o Khyehdrcn-dpal is married to
Don-yod-rgyal-muhan
(Sa-skya Blarna, no. 23).

This means that the cession of the three chol-kha was rather
nominal and that the hegemony of the Sa-skyas was limited,
and lasted for the short period from Hphags-pa to
Bsod-nams-rgyal-mtshan, almost exclusively to the provinces of
Dbus and Gtsan (1). It cannot be missed either that in this way
a diarchy was formed: on one side the Sa-skya abbot, nominally
the chief of the country but actually only busy in his religious
duties (bla-mas bla-mahi bya-ba mdzad, as said in the Deb-ther
snon-po, p.6a), and on the other the Dpon-chen concerned
with political and military affairs (dpon-chen rims-su
bskos-pa-mums-kyir hjig-rten-gyi bya-ba mdzad-de). Thus the power
that the Sa-skyas received from the Mongolian emperors was
rather poor, notwithstanding the precious titles which they received. Moreover, the Dpon-chen, as it appears from the
Deb-ther, received their seal o r investiture directly from the
emperors.
Thus the conflict between the two authorities, which could
not but be there, did not allow the formation of a strong central power able to take away Tibet from the influence of the
Mongols. T h e aspirations and ambitions of the vassals, taking
again ~ o d - z e r - ~ e n - ~ e
Rgyal-ba-b~an-~o
mentioned in the Yiian-shi (ch.34, p.2, col.10 Kia le
) according to which he was invested
wa tsan pu
qj, $.$ $& ;lfi
of Dbus and ~ t s a n in
,
with the title of Siuen wei Oe tu ;&: &,I[the first year of Chih Sun 1330.
Dban-phyug-dpal
Bsod-nams-dpal
again Rg-yal-ba-bzan-po
ban-brtson(defeated by the Tai si-tu ah-chub-rgyal-mtshan)
Nam-mkhah-brtan
Crags-pa-rgyal-mtshan
Dpal-hbum
Blo-chen
Grags-dban-po.
(1) And in fact the first Dpon-chen is invested precisely with Dbus and
Gtsan; see Deb-ther ~ " o n - ~p.6a.
o So also the title given to ~ ~ ~ a l - b a - b z a n - ~ o
is limited to Dbus and Gtsan.

;z

advantage from the bad behaviour or from the weakness of the
various Dpon-chen, favoured the coming u p of rival dynasties,
as the one of Byan-chub-rgyal-mtshan of Phag-mo-gru ( I ) , or
that of the Hbri-gun-pa, o r that of the Tshal-pa or that of the
Kar-ma-pa. Some of them, encouraged in turn by the last Yiian
or by the first Ming, succeded in obtaining an effective although ephimeral supremacy over Tibet (2).
It seems therefore clear that the politics of Khubilai with respect to Tibet and to the Sa-skya monks was not dictated by
mere devotion. By naming Sa-skya monks as his preceptors and
giving them Tibet, he actually included in the orbit of his great
empire this country as well; he managed to avoid the formation of a force which would be able to take it away from his absorption and his supreme predominance.
This politics does appear also from the repeated bestowing
of the coveted title of Ti-Se, Ti-Sri "imperial Master", and
Kuo-Se, Gu-Sri "Master of the realm" on the more powerful
monks. In this way rivalry of the various sects was fomented,
and this rivalry reached its extreme crisis towards the end of
the Yiian and during the beginning of the Ming.
The princes of Gyantse d o not seem to have entered in the
orbit of the thirteen Khri-skor, nevertheless they could not
avoid the political influence of the Sa-skya monastery, from
which in fact started their prestige, with Hphags-pa-dpalbzan-po.
......................................................................................

(1) O n this see Schulemann Die Geschichte der Dalai Lama, p.560.
(2) According to a passage in the Chronicles of the fifth Dalai Lama the
various Mongolian princes tried to capture the feelings of the chiefs of the
major and more important monasteries to attract Tibet in the field of their
interest: p.61. Mon-yor (Mongka) favoured the ~ b r i - g u n - p a ; Se-chen
(namely the descendants of Khubilai) the Tshal-pa, and Hulagu the
Phag-mo-drug-pa (mistake for the same sound gru. Sometimes instead it is
written grub as in the inscriptions of the Kumbun IV. 5; but its exact and
more ancient form seems to be Phng-mo-gru as it is in the Deb-ther).

CHAPTER V

T H E TEMPLES OF SAMADA
$23. General characteristics. T h e first monastery we meet on
o u r way particularly worth mentioning is the monastery of
Samada, o r we could rather say the monasteries of Samada:
one of them rises about 1500 metres from the village at the left
side of the road for one who is coming from India; the other
one is situated right on the road itself at half a kilometre down
from the bllngalow in the direction of Gyantse.
T h e Survey map is wrong here because it inverts the sites of
the two monasteries. It collates the monastery of Kyangphu on
the road, and that means on the very site of the Riku monastery: in reality it is exactly the contrary which is true. But let us
now begin with Kyangphu.
It is recorded in the chronicles, for Kyangphu is nothing but
the Rkyan-phu spoken of by the Myan-chun as well as by the
eulogy of Gnas-riiin. This temple is one of the oldest in Tibet,
although very wavering about its founder ( I ) , the tradition is
nevertheless unanimous in so far as it considers this temple as
being one of the oldest monuments of the country. In any case,
L-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

an-chun

(1) T h e author himself o f the
folio 7b ascribes this sanctuary to
~hri-sron-lde-btsan,whereas o n folio 100 h e says that it had been erected by
Sron-btsan-sgarwpo. T h e second attribution is very improbable.

nothing remains of the oldest sanctuary; the building which we
admire presently and whose details we will examine must date
to the XIV century, the period of the diffusion of the religious
and political power of the Sa-skya-pa sect, as its abbots succeeded in giving a strong impulse to Lamaism.
The construction presents all the characteristics of the oldest
religious buildings; it is surrounded by a high wall which encloses the chapels, the temples and the cottages of monks; this
wall is the lcags-ri of which I have spoken in a preceding volume. Instead of having been made from sun-dried earthen
blocks, this wall appears as being a firm homogeneous construction of clay kneaded with water, strengthened by inserting
stones and big boulders into the mass of the wall as such (1).
Inside the wall rise the houses of servants and guards. As for
the monks, at least at the time of my visit, there was but one of
them providing ritual ceremonies, although he too did not
even belong to the local community.
In fact this monastery belongs to the entire village, which is
its guard and takes care of it. Nevertheless its property is
claimed by the Yellow Sect which is leading in the province.
But the fact that the monastery belongs to the Sa-skya is
proved by some inscriptions to be read on blocks of stone fixed
on the inside of the surrounding wall. These inscriptions contain invocations to Virvapa i.e. to Virupa, and to Chos-rje
Kun-dgah-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bza~i-po. Viriip2, one of those
ascetics who belonged to the school of the eightyfour siddhas,
is considered as the very first master of Sa-skya-pa esoterism.
The tradition of this school considers hiri indeed as the
spiritual father of its mysteriosophic revelations, because he

......................................................................................
( 1 ) This system of construction is called skya, gyan.

had directly received from Bdag-med-maINairatmya the mystical doctrines that the goddess had been entrusted with by Vajradhara. Therefore the triad of Vajradhara, Nairatmya and
Virapa nearly always appears in all the Sa-skya temples, which
through the symbol of these three names, has to signify the
doctrine of redemption in its essential form, in its revelation
and in its terrestrial apophasia. With Kun-dgah-rgyal-mtshandpzl-bzan-po we are no longer in India, but in Tibet, for as a
matter of fact he has been one of the patriarchs of the Sa-skya
school and the twentyfirst of the abbots figuring in my list
(1310-1358).
T h e plan of the sanctuary of Samada shows clearly that here
too we find the same scheme we have alreadv met in Western
Tibet: there are just a few variations in the proportions. an increasing number of buildings within the surrounding wall of
the sanctuary, but the plan is the same.
424. The mgon-khan. Entering through a small narrow gate on
both sides of which we see the openings of the small cellas for
the protective divinities (mgon-khan) one arrives immediately in
the inner court: some flowers, a small wall with engravings of
the lisual prayers on stone plates and an arcade on the right
and o n the left. At the back rises the temple, in. the proper
sense of the word, with two floors, a big solemn and elegant
balcony divided into arcades by wooden pillars surmounted by
artistically carved capitals. T h e small cellas for the patron divinities of the temple d o not contain anything notable: they
have statues of stucco which are neither ancient nor artistically
interesting. Such statues of terrifying deities are either real
works of art, having consequently the immediate efficacy of demoniacal evocations, o r they are like these raw and hasty castaways, and in this case they become awkward and grotesque.

Each temple possesses its own mgon-khan, a mysterious and
awful sanctum san.ctorum, which is difficult to enter into : inside it
are the patrons of the sect and the custodians of the sacred
edifice. In our case we see in . t h e cella on the left
Mgon-po-benlDanda-Mahakala surrounded by four custodians
of the doors (dvarapala): only three of them remain, the fourth
has been destroyed or taken away. Mgon-po-ben is one of the
appearances of Mgon-po1Natha who although remaining still
an emanation of Nag-po-chen-polMah~kala,takes three main
aspects in the Lamaistic pantheon with many particular manifestations: Ye-Ses-mgon-polJiiPna-Natha, Las-kyi-mgon-pol
Karma-Natha, and Hjig-rten-mgon-po1Jagan-Natha. Mgon-poben belongs to the second category and he is also known under
the name of Legs-idanJBhagavat. H e is a brother of
Dun-skyodSankhapala, but he is considered as being the general (dmag-dpon) of the divine armies. In his main form he is
represented with a key of sandal-wood in his right hand and a
skull full of blood in his left. From the key he holds derives his
name, because Ben corresponds exactly to Be-chon; thus he is
Re-chon-chen-po1Mahidanda (1).
The other cella on the right is consecrated to one of the
many forms of the Tibetan interpretation of Kali and more
precisely to Dpal-ldan Lha-mo rdo-rje-rab-brtan-ma: one of the
manifestations of Dpal-ldan-lha-molSrimati, which means precisely Kili.

......................................................................................
( 1 ) About the cycle of this god we can find a lot of information in Ye-Sesmgon-po-ben-dmar-gyi bsiien sgrub las gsum-gyi rnum-par-bid-pa bdud-sde
rub-tu-hjom-pahi gnam lcags hbnr-bahi hkhor-lo of Khri-chen Hchi-tu
no-mon-han-chen-po, vol.GA.

Because I have already spoken of the Tibetan denominations
of the Great Goddess of India in the third volume of this series
( I ) , I might refer here to what has been said there.
Let us then start our walk around the court following the
ritual circumambulation from left to right.
025. The chapel of the victory over M6ra. The first chapel we
meet in the court is known as S a - ~ k ~ a - t h u blha-kha",
-~a
which
means the chapel of hkyamuni. Narrow and tall, this chapel
transfers us into a world of fancy and nightmare. On the central wall there is a stucco figure representing precisely the Saint
of the Sakyas lost in meditation and in the very moment he is
reaching the point of enlightenment:. one sees him indeed in
the symbolic attitude of his hand touching the earth in order to
ask it to bear witness to his conquest of that wisdom. An an
answer to that invi~ationthe Earth-goddess herself comes out
of the soil shaken u p by an earthquake.

All around there is an excited turbulent and monstrous crew
of demons: unthought of junctions of human and animal
forms, chuckling faces on the bellies and breasts of terrified or
terrifying beings. T h e sources that have inspired these artists
are the biographies of Buddha delighting in the description of
even this main moment of the life of this Saint: however, the
phantasy o f t h e writers has so to say nourished the natural tendency of the Tibetans to translate their vague intuitions about
the laws of nature and the turbid play of passions into monstrous and aweful symbols.
One can not deny that the artists have succeeded in representing in their works all the terror that overwhelmed them, by
evoking as it were, yet before representing it, this turbulent of

......................................................................................
( 1) Indo-Tibetica I IIl2.96ff.

beings that comes to light out of the depths of chaos and out of
the hidden fundament of' their subconscious.
Within the frame of a single work they wanted to represent
two different moments: the moment of the assau!t by the demons, and the moment of the proper and definite conquest of
enlightenment immediately after victory over the demons. In
this way they obtain a remarkable contrast in their composition,
with a gain of artistic value
for the latter: on the one hand the
w
grim fury of this multitude of monstrosities, and on the other
the placid smiling Buddha, express, with all the evidence plastic
arts can give us, the drama of liberation by which the perfect
man has been carried beyond the tumult of passion and the
whirlwind of life as a context of tribGlations and fears.
In 'Tibetan hagiography the generic name of the scene described is Bdud-kyi tsho-hphrul "the magic apparition of the demons" (figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).
Another small chapel follows inside which Aksobhya is represented with his traditional cycle (fig.8).
426. The atrium and the first chapel. Now we have arrived at
the main temple. Before entering into its chapels we will stay a
little while in the atrium which for the present serves as a
storehouse for the village. Inside this atrium, which opens
majestically with tall columns surmounted by finely fashioned
capitals and trusses (figs. 9, lo), one sees still highly remarkable
vestiges of the frescos which once adorned its walls (figs. 11,
12). T h e grandiosity of the composition equals the percection
of design and the harmony of colours. T h e artists have not indulged in superfluous ornamentation. T h e gigantic and majestic Buddhas occupy the major space of the wall with the solemn

presence of their figures. They rise nearly up to the ceiling
with their jewelled diadems. They look down with quiet concentration: they seern to be reflections descended from heaven
and fixed on those walls by some arcane game of light: all
around a kneeling and praying choir of divine creatures: smiling Bodhisattvas surround the central figure with devotion and
with the refined harmony of colours. These frescoes go back to
one of the most fortunate periods of Tibetan art. They recall to
mind the manners and the style of India, or at least, in order to
stay in Tibet, the paintings of Man-nan, and this to such an extent that it looks as if they had been created in the period of
the closest cultural contact with India. And this indeed finds its
confirmation in the historical sources which ascribe the first
foundation of o u r temple to Chos-kyi-blos-gros, a disciple of
Rin-chen-bzan-po, and which also establish a contemporaneity
between these works of art and those discovered in Western
Tibet.
Iconographically they d o not give us any new elements: their
importance is exclusively artistic.
Above the door of the first chapel the last figure of the lama
painted there represents, as the inscription says: C hos-rje
Kun-dgah-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzari-po.
But let us go into the temple.
T h e first chapel is called Gtsan-khan (I) lho, which means: the
southern chapel. This name derives from the orieritation of the
temple itself. T h e paintings, if they ever existed at all, have
either disappeared o r are hidden behind the rough bookshelves in which have been piled u p without any order different copies of the Bkah-hgyur: all of them handwritten on
. - thick
------------L-------------------------:--------------------------------------------------

( 1 ) Gtsun-khan = dn-gtsan-khan, gandhola = gandha-ku!l.

paper and in ancient spellings (brdah riiin). T h e volumes of the
Bstan-hgyur, which one recognizes easily because of the smaller
size, that has been used also for the xylographic editions, respecting the tradition, are very few. That is understandable.
One always needs several copies of the Bkah-hgyur, because
t h b book has become a specifically ritual collection: during the
religious offices one reads out of the collected chapters, which
is recited in the temple as well as outside in the country, when
it is a case of imploring for rain o r of averting some epidemic,
whereas the Bstan-hgyur on the other hand is a book for
learned people only.
T h e altar is replete with statues, some of which are certainly
of Indian origin. Such for instance is the statue we reproduce
in figure 13 and the manufacture of which has much likeness
to that of another that has been conserved in the following
chapel; it is probably d u e to the same artist.
T h e small statue represents Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva.
It is of bronze: the legs have been broken and have again been
put together by means of a rough copper ring.
T h e chapels give the impression that they were plundered;
the statues were broken to pieces in a blind excess of vandalism
or taken away, so that only pedestals have remained. This happerled in all likelihood during one of those raids of Hor, o r
Tartar tribes, often recalled to mind by the Tibetan chronicles.
O n a large basement behind the altar stands a magnificent
sttipdmchod-rten (figs. 14-18) which most likely contains the r-elics of some lamas. It is o f gilded bronze 'which in its subtle
elevated relief embraces the whole cycle of' the Vajradhatu-mandala
with its thirtyseven main divinities. One of the bigger figures

representing the four Buddhas who accompany Vairocana has
been taken away.
T h e work has been executed with extreme finesse. T h e metal
bends ductile under the artist's skilful hand; we see meandering vine-tendrils girding on the slender figures of divinities
who emerge out of lotus-blossoms.
One is inclined to think here less of a Nepalese work of art,
even of the very first period, but rather of a work of Bengali
art of the late PPla period which came to Tibet through Nepal.
$27. The inscriptions of Chos-blos (2) and the foundation of the temple. T h e other chapel which follows immediately to the left
side is called Gtsan-khan-chen-mo tyan "the big chapel to the
north". O n the wall in front we see three statues i.e. in the middle Mar-me-mdzadl~ipankard,to his right Byams-paJMaitreya
and to his left Sa-kya-thub-pa/Sakyamuni, that means the Buddhas of the three times, past, future and present (dm-gsum
suits-rgyas) symbolic expression of the eternal revelation of the
law. All arbu d, tall upright figures (figs. 19-20) represent the
ideal processi n of the divine emanations which once they have
become the operative compassion within the world, make revelation upon revelation which is active in the conscience, thus
leading mankind to its final emancipation.
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These figures are the eight Bodhisattvas (byan-sems brgyad):
who synthesize the series of the bskal-bzarimhadrakalpa, that is
to say of Bodhisattvas who are active in the cosmic age we are
living in now. Instead of comprehending 1000 or 996 divinities, this cycle can, if necessary, also be shortened and reduced to sixteen o r even to eight Bodhisattvas (1).

......................................................................................
( 1 ) See the following pages 149, 235 and 242.

(2) Chos-blos is the shortened spelling of Chos-blo-gros.

O n both sides of the door there are two big images of the
god of fire and of the, god of water: Me-lha/Agni and
Chu-lhdvaruna deriving from the cycle of the eight or ten
Ph yogs-skyon/Dikpala.
T h e image reproduced tn fig.21 merits being looked at with
attention, becuse it is very different from the usual statues of
mgon-po or protecting deities, such as seen in the temples.
Charging, or exaggerating the colours, the Tibetans have very
often created awful figures which have nothing human and
seem to be elementary forces which d o not succeed 'at all in
putting themselves together in some kind of harmonious form.
In these statues of Samada, however, one notices some humanity. This god, such as he has been figured out, is no longer a
disordered elementary force, and on the other hand he is not
yet human, but his form is engaged in humanizing. Although
being an expression of demoniacal power, he has revealed himself in appearances which are accessible to us. This image has
not so much to be connected with the Indian mgon-po but
rather with the classical type of the Chinese dvZrapAa, whence
it finds its direct inspiration.
But the most interesting objects conserved in this chapel are
three basements of statues (fig.22): two of the statues have disappeared and probably they have been taken away or destroyed during some of the ravages whose traces the monastery
still bears.
So remains a sole image, that of Spyan-ras-gzigs1Ava:okiteSvara (fig.23) (1); from the epigraphs adorning the upper part
of 'the basement we know that the other two statues represented Phyag-na-rdo-rje/Vajrapwi and Hjam-dbyalisIMaiijughosa. In the three statues consequently had been r e p - .
resented the three protectors, rigs-gsum mgon-Po "the protectors
of the three mystic families", t h a t are the most popular and
venerated holy triad in Tibet u p to our days.
......................................................................................

( 1 ) During my journey o f 1939 I noticed that the statue was no longer in
this m'onastery: it seems to have been taken to that of Riku.

T h e statue has a certain hieratic rigidity, which is disadvantageous for expression: we have to d o with an Indian work, but
certainly not one of the best period. At the time of the execution of this work the splendour of the Pala was already a distant record. T h e face is the least significant part of the whole
image: and this lack of expression has been stressed further because of the kind of yellow paint which makes it look pale and
contrasts with the nice bronze colour of the other parts of the
statue. But it is a custom with the Tibetans to coat the face of
their principal gods every year with a yellow or gold paint,
which in technical terms is precisely called h l - g s e r .
1 have already said that the capital of each basement has
been adorned with a metrical inscription (fig.24) which is very
interesting in so far as its spellings remind of archaic orthography (da-drag, the group my etc.) and because its text records
the name of the monk who ordered the statue and as well as
that of the artist who made it. T h e monk, as is said in the artificial style of the epigraph, bears the name of Chos-blos "law intelligence", that is to say Dharmamati: he was bearer of the
honorific title of btsun.
Together with the indications we re,ad in the Myan-chun and
allows us
with other dates we can find elsewhere, thi~~indication
to identify the person recorded here a n d to put in its right
light the i ~ ~ ~ p o r t a nofc ethis inscription. As I have had the opportunity of reconstructing the life of the famous translator, I
have written that between the pupils of Rin-chen-bzan-po, the
history of Gzhon-nu-dpal mentions also a certain Chos-blos, i.e.
Chos-blo-gros, who studied the Vajrodaya, the KoSalslankBra
and so on in the school of Rin-chen-bzan-po (1). Well then, as
for this Chos-blos or Chos-kyi-blos-gros, who has nothing to d o
.....................................................................................
( 1 ) According to the ~ ~ a n - c h u p.100
n,
and 101 he met ~ i n - c h e n - b ~ a n - ~ o
twice, after this trav.els in Kashmir, and besides the quoted texts he also
studied other texts in the same school, as for instance pal-mchog.'Then he
learnt other mystic systems too from LO-chuh Legs-5es. ~e;.Indo-Tibctica
11.32.

with Chos-blos of Mar, the master of Milarepa, one knows
where he is born. He hails from Spehu-dmar, in that of
Rgyan-ro in an-stod. an-stod is precisely the region we are
dealing with, and Rgyan-ro is, as we saw, the country around
the monastery of Samada. According to the testimony of the
Myan-chun, Spehu-dmar is the most ancient name of the
monastery of Samada. According to these sources Chos-blos
was the founder of the temple of Spehu-dmar in Rgyan-ro,
which has been identified with this Rkyan dgon-pa, or
Rkyan-phu, of which we are speaking right now.
This notice seems to be in contradiction to the tradition according to which Rkyan-phu should have been built u p by
Khri-sron-lde-btsan. If this tradition were true - but there is
not one document to make us believe it - we would be obliged
to think that in Samada once existed two temples, one built by
that king and another rebuilt by Chos-blos. I n any case there is
no trace of such a primal temple and even the temple of
Chos-blos has been reconstructed during the Sa-skya period;
except the bronze statues and the figures of the atrium not a
single other piece of the temple can indeed, as it seems, be
dated to the XI century. All that has remained belongs almost
certainly to the XIV century, that is to say to the period of the
highest power of the Sa-skya, and in any case during or immediately after Kun-dgah-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-biali-po.
As for this place where the translator of Zans-dkar
Hphags-pa-Ses-rab should have come in order to compile,his
commentary on the VajraSekhara-tantra and where two other
prominent figures of the renaissance of Tibetan Buddhism
Gzhnn-nu-bum-pa and Pandita Thugs-rje-chen-po should have
stayed for a while, the tradition believes that the famous
T h e convent grew into an important centre 'of studies and,
because of the monks and masters who lived there, it contributed to the diffusion of the mystic schools and of their doctrines all over the province of Gtsan.

Kashmiri pandita Sfikya6ri, one of the most active apostles in
these regions, also lived here and wrote his "summary of the
way to salvation" rgyal-sras lan-rim bsdus ( I ) .
Later Kun-dgah-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po too settled down
here, as is recorded in the inscriptions which are engraved on
stone within the sacral domain of the monastery and on the
door of the first chapel as well. There was even a school of interpretation for some texts and especially for Tantras of the
Yoga class and of the Guhyasamfija according ta the comments
of JfifinapadaIYe-Ses-zhabs: this school was known as the school
of Rkyan (Myan-chun p. 10 I).
Consequently the inscriptions we have discovered in this
chapel become very important, not only because now we are
able to determine at least approximately their age (XI - XI1
century) but because they refer to a group of' persons who are
at the origin of the Buddhist renaissance and of that intensive
collaboration with Indian thought which has been so great a
contribution to the civilization of Tibet. In one of these inscriptions is also recorded the name of the artist: Mati; we know nothing else about him. At least we d o not find him mentioned
elsewhere. We know only that he came from Pan-tso-ra, although I can not say where it is; probably in Nepal.
T h e other two chapels on the gallery to our right hand are
respec:ively dedicated to AvalokiteSvara with eleven faces
(Bcu-gcig-zhal) and to Sgrol-ma hjigs-brgyad-skyob, i.e. to thc
eight forms of Tarfi, which protect from the eight terrible
things. This cycle has already been discussed in the preceding
volume (2).
......................................................................................
( 1 ) Bodhisattva-krama-marga-sangraha; but the colophon in Bstan-hgyur
Mdo XXXII.15 says that it was redacted at Salu.
(2)Indo-T;h-tica 11 112.161 .

0 28 The mudre of R n a m - p a r - s n a n - d l Vairocana. Let us pass
to the first floor. Here also there are two chapels: presently the
chapel to.the right (when looking towards the temple), according to the local tradition, is called Kun-rig lha-khan, that is to
say that it should be dedicated to the cycle of Sarvavid Vairocana, we have met so many times already. T h e central deity,
with the biggest proportions, stands in the centre (figs.25).
Along the wall, sitting on lotus-blossoms and lost in meditation,
the series of the other thirtysix deities who complete the cycle
(figs.25 bis-31); they are disposed in a group around the four
Buddhas who, with Vairocana in the centre, constitute the holy
pentad, the symbol of the fivefold splitting u p of the supreme
principle in the multiplicity of things.
But is the cycle of Kun-riglsarvavid really the one to which
the chapel has been consecrated? Just as in Tabo, here too the
central god has four faces, and the two hands assume the ator
titude of that particular mudra the Chinese call 3~
9 IT]] i.e. the mudra of knowledge, and the Tibetan sources
byan-chub-mchog i.e. Sanskrit bodhyagri, as one often finds in the
Sadhanamala (1). Bu-ston describes it as follows: "the left hand
closed in the adamantine fist points out the forefinger; the left
hand closed also in the adamantine fist crooks the forefinger at
the height of the heart, holding the opening (of the same
hand) upwards (2)". It has been said that this form of Vairocana is very rare in Tibet (3) and indeed the statues repre.
senting this kind of Vairocana are not as frequent in this country as they are in Japan. It means however that in Tibe

m]

......................................................................................
(1) By mistake bodhFngi/ in the text edited by B. Bhattacharyya.
(2) In Dkyil-hkhor gsal-byed fii-mahi hod-zer zh.es-bya-bahi skabs-dun-po-hs
ma-rgyud de-aid-bsdw-pahi dkyil-hkhor-gyi bkod-pa complete works, vol.TSA p.8.
(3) Getty, Gods of Northern Buddhism, p.32, C . Pascalis, M w i e Louis Finot, Col
kction Tibtlaine, p.52.

the cult of Vairocana limited itself more and more to some particular types of this divinity, and that here only certain determined interpretations of the mystic cycles symbolized by that
god have had a greater fortune. Although- u p to this moment
our knowledge of the religious horizon of modern Tibet is very
limited, but to judge by the simple types of Vairocana one gen;
erally meets today, it would seem that the Vajradhatu-mandala
has little by little yielded its place to the cycle of Sarvavid/Kun-rig, which had the possibility of having a greater diffusion and success because of its eschatological character.
Generally the 'different aspects of the divinities are distinguished according to the different attitudes of the mudra. T h e
mudra is always the symbol of a spiritual level, a seal (Gk.
sphragis), of achievement of the mantra, which means the formula by putting which into correlationship syntonizes the mind
of the mystic with that determined sphere he wants to ascend
to. Rnam-par-snari-mdzad/Vairocana, on the other hand, is the
visible representation of a level of intricate experiences, the
level that is expressed by the multit.ude of mandalas each of
which reproduces the active relation that is going on between
the divine levels and the phenomenological reality, indicating
also in a symbologic manner a particular process of evasion
from becoming into being. Sometimes Vairocana is the symbol
of moral purification and consequently of liberation from the
drepl-y forms of existence ( k n - s o n shyon-ba) for which a bad
karma prepares us; at other times he is considered under his
active aspect ([as), i.e. as conscience in its creative process; yet at
other times, finally, as the pure symbol (dam-tshig) of supreme
truth, the visible image of the absolute, an image leading
through meditation to the consubstantiation with the latter.
In other words, the figure of Rnam-par-snan-mdzad/Vairocana is the symbolic expression of different spiritual realities
and hence it can be represented in the most different ways,
each of which is always distinctly indicated by its particular
mudra.

Several times indeed we have already met with the cycle of
Vairocana in earlier volumes. One could even say that the
more ancient the temples, the more frequent is the presence af
this cycle. Among the chapels from Spiti and Kunavar to that
of Tsaparang and these of central Tibet we could add also
Tholing, which we will study in another volume. In order to
describe the mandala of Rnam-par-snan-mdzad1Vairocana I
have referred several times to Sanskrit and Tibetan sources discribing its various cycles and explaining its liturgy. Now the information I have gathered and which derives from different
texts has to be summarized in order to get some more clarity.
So I will also have the opportunity of correcting some errors I
made in the 11 volume of Indo-Tibetica because of an erroneous
reading of the Tibetan word for the mudra of Rnam-parsnan-mdzadlvairocana. Well then, there exists no word like
bodhyangi mudra attributed by me Vairocana; instead one
should always read by0.n-chub-mchog i.e. bodhyagri mudra.

029. Scheme of the mandala of Rnanr-par-snan-mdzadlVairocana
described in the preceding .~olumes. T h e mandalas of Vairocana
we have already met can be summarized as follows:
1 . ham-par-snan-mdza&/Vairocana (I~do-TibeticaI I I11.79)
one face
two arms
mudra: explaining the Law
colour : white
symol: wheel

I I.

111.

IV.
V.

V1.

VII.

Rnam-par-snan-mdzadNairocana (Indo-Tibetica I I I- 1.7 1
one face
two arms
mudra: samadhi
colour : white
symbol: wheels with eight beams.
Rnam-par-snan-mdzad-chen-polMahavairocana (Mahavairocanabhisambodhi'
and Rnam-par-snan-mdzad
mnon-par-byan-chub-pahi
cho-ga
phan-bde
kunhbyun-las bdag-bskyed of Blo-bzan-dpal-ldan-ye-Ses)
one face
two arms
mudra: samadhi
colour : yellow
symbol : rdo-rjelvajra.
Rnam-par-snan-mdzadNairocana, like no. IX.( 1) (Vajradhatu-mandalopayika in the Bstan-hgyur $1. 32)
Rnam-par-snan-mdzacWairocana (Indo-Tibetica I 1111.72
(2), from the commentary to Paramadi-tantra, Bstanhgyur RI.78),
one face
two arms
colour: white
symbols: rdo-rjelvajra in the right hand, and rdo-rjelvajra
in the left at the level of the breast.
Rnam-par-snan-mdzadNairocana (Indo-Tibetica 11111.72,
from the commentary to Paramadi-tantra, Bstlin-hgyur
RI. 283).
one face
two arms
mudra : byan-chub-mchoglbod hyagri
colour : yellow
Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana (Indo-Tibetica I 1111.72,
from the commentary of Candrakirti on Guhyasamaja).
one face
two arms
symbols: wheel and bell

................................................................................

-

( 1 ) Therefore it is necessary to correct that which has been said in

Indo-Tibetica 11111, which is as in Kun-rigisarvavid.
(2) Bstan-hgyur RI.78.

Rnam-par-snan-mdzad/Vairocan;a
(Kun-riglsarvavid, according to Durgati-pariSodhana, see Indo-Tibetica 11111.
32-39).
four faces
two arms
mudra: samadhi
colour : white
(Tattvasaligraha,
IX. Rnam- ar-snan-mdzadlvairocana
Tattva okakari of Anandagarbha, Va radhatu-mandala,
Indo-Tibetica 11111.39 (1); ibid.43 fami y of the gem and
p.46 family of the lotus h~o-ba-hdul-bahi dkyil-hkhorl
Jagadvinaya-mandala (2).
four faces
two arms
mudra: b an-chub-mchoghodhyagri
colour: w ite
symbols: rdo-rje/vajra with five points. .
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Vajradhatu-rna&ala and Mah6karu@garbha-rnan&lu.
Thus is the synthesized summary of the mandalas of Vairocana
deriving from different sources, all of them we have already
met with in the course of the Indo-Tibetica. These schemes are
very elementary and they d o not give even a pale idea of the so
many interpretations which, visibly expressed in the symbols of
the mandalas, the schools have given to us, of the mystical experiences indicated by the name of Vairocana, as being the essential nature of the pentad of Buddhas, the quintessence of
the five gnoses, bde-bar-gSegs rigs-lnahi sku-yi no-bo-iiid-gyur-pa,
ye-bs-lnahi ran-bzhin (3). These schools have -based their liturgy
on a group of fundamental texts, that is:
Tattvasangraha-tan tra ; Vairocanabhisambodhi-tantra ;
Vajradhatu-mandala) ; Durgati-pariiodhana- tantra ;

......................................................................................
( 1 ) In ZI (132 and not 131 as written on that page) is the description of
Vairocana in ban-chub-mchog phyag-rgyahodhyagri mudra.
(2) Here also instead of bodhyangi-rnudra one has to read
bodhyagriilyan-chub-mchog.

(3) Bu-ston in Dkyil-hkhor gsal-lyed fii-mahi hod-zer zhes-bya-bahi skabs
dan-po-las rtsa-rgyud de-fid-bsdw-pahi dkyil-hkhor-gyi bkod-pa, complete works,
vol.TSA folio 1 .

T h e Tattvasangraha- which Tibetan tradition divides in
three parts namely: the fundamental Tantra (rtsa rgyud), the
supplement (rgyud phyi-ma) and the supplement of the supplement (rod-phyi-mahi phyi-ma)- is closely tied u p with the Vajradhatu-mandala, which is generally considered as a section of
the former (1). Its rites and its mystic schemes have been interpreted by four great masters of Indian Tantrism: Anandagarbha, Buddhagupta, Abhayakara and Sikyamitra.
T h e Vajraiekhara, which nas been studied in a particular
manner by the lotsava of Zans-dkar, is tied u p with the same
mystic orientation. T h e whole group of this Tantra and liturgy
evolves around a central symbolism which is, as a matter of
fact, just that of the Vajradhatu-mandala, the mandala of the
adamantine sphere, the very first revelation of which we find
in the Tattva-sangraha; then it has diffused into a serim of secondary texts and manuals, all of them, of course, inspired by
the primitive source.
O n the other hand, the Vairocanabhisambodhi-tantra insists
especially on the Mahakarunagarbha-madala, that means on
the mandala of primordial compassion.
These currents are living not only in Tibet. Both orientations
still have followers in Japan, where the Shingon sect bases its
mystic experience precisely on the Vajradhatu-mandala according to the Tattvasangraha, or on the Mahakarunagarbhamandala according to the Vairocanabhisambodhi. The head of
the Japanese school is Kbb~daishi(774-835), who transplanted
into his country the Chinese mystic tradition, that had been
particularly inspired by Vajrabodhi and Amoghavajra, whereas
the Tibetan school, on the contrary, has to be connected above all

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I ) On Tattvasahgraha also see indo-~ibetica11112.38ff.

with Rin-chen-bzan-po, Atiia, the lotsava of Zaris-dkar and
their followers (1).
The very fact that these mandalas have been known in the
western world especially by way of Japanese Buddhism, should
not make us forget that the one as well as the other go back to
some of the oldest Tantric texts of India, for which reason they
necessarily had to be found in Tibet too.
The Durgati-pariiodhana-tantra, in Tibetan called the cycle
of Kun-rig i.e. of Sarvavid Vairocana, is tied up with the Vajradhatu-mandala, although as one sees the mudrs of Vairocana
is quite different.
In the Paramadi-tantra have been finally exposed several
mandalas of Vairocana, in which the latter is above all represented in the form of Vajrasattva.
These then are the main texts, acknowledged as being the
highest revelations by the schools which saw in Vairocana the
symbol of truth, considering him in liturgy as the beginning of
the way of redemption. ~ z i other
n ~ texts-were then considered
as kindred or derived texts, that is as parallel or subordinate
revelations (2).

......................................................................................
( 1 ) On the two mandalas in Japan see:
Getty, Gods of Northern Buddhism, I1 edition, 1938, p.32ff.
R. Tajima, Etude sur le Mahiivairocana, Paris 1936,.
Omura Seigu, Mikkyd-hattatsu-shi
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Togano, Mandam-no kenkyii
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Togano, Himitsu jiso-no kenkyii'(a@ @ $
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(2) Cha-mthun. In the same way as one considers the ~ ~ m a s a n ~as
iti
kindred to the ~attvasan~raha,
it was interpreted in four different ways by
four commentators who originated four schools, namely Hjam-dpal-grags-pa,
~yan-chub-mchog, Hjam-dpal-bSes-gfien, and Avadhiiti i.e. Urgyan
slob-dpon, the acarya of Uddiyana (Padmasambhava).

$3 1 . Why the man&la.s of a single cycle can be many. One should
not think, however, that all the liturgies belonging to these
groups of texts, o r rather - if we may put ourselves into the
mind of the schools in which they were going around - to those
revelations, can be reduced to two and only two fundamental
mandalas, that is Vajradhatu and Mahakarunagarbha. Although these two mandalas are the-most important of them, the
Tantric liturgy presented in the commentaries I have quoted
know a lot of other mandalas.
By its teaching the means not for knowing but for coming in
possession - through an immediate experience of that supreme
truth defined by dogmatics - the Tantric revelation met a
psychological problem of the greatest importance, namely: how
to make accessible to all persons the same principle with all the
clarity of its overwhelming luminosity, when it is but too evident that each creature has a quite different moral and intellectual preparation? Men have determined tendencies, leanings,
aversions, which are either instinctive or produced by a preceding karma, and that is the reason why it is impossible that each
man arrives at the same experience by the same way. Therefore ~ u d d h i s mhas been convinced that the liberating doctrine
has not to be revealed definitely and in the same way for all
people but in a way adapted to each of its hearers, to their intellectual maturity and their moral preparation. Therefore the
Tantric schools insist so much on that innner difference of the
creatures and hence also on the necessary difference of the religious revelations; it is not only necessary to adapt the truth to
different inclinations and aversions of the individuals, but also
to take advantage of their particular psychological complexes in
order to make the conversion of the initiated from a normal to
mystic existence easier and smoother.

These schools made a major use of the principle of transference: they did not deny and suppress the passions, but directed
them to religious life, transferred them from the human to the
divine level, in one word sublimated them. Therefore Tantric
liturgy which has to prepare, to lead and favour the spiritual
palingenesis of the initiates, and to reproduce in their souls the
drama of cosmic evolution and involution, uses a complicated
system of mandalas; these are as many as are the possible
categories of individuals wanting redemption.
Thus imagining the many and multiple mandalas, which
serve to express visually the essential truth which is adumbrated in Tantric literature and to make them actually operative in the mind, the masters of these schools use this division
into fundamental categories which classify, according to
Buddhist Tantrism, all reality, things and individuals, according to their essential and inner affinities. T h e first type of classification has been given by the division of creatures into five
families, in which is accomplished a differentiation of reality already potential towards the absolute and which o n the level of
the mystic is represented by the supreme pentad. I n such a way
one obtains a fivefold classification, i.e. a family of Tathagata
(Vairocana), one of the vajra (Aksobhya), one of the gem (Ratnasambhava), one of the lotus (Amitabha) and one of the
operative activity (Amoghasiddhi). The, neophyte must, with
the help of the master, determine above all the mystic family
he belongs to, in order to be able to choose the corresponding
mandala. Generally each family has its own particular mandala:
but some schools accept also the possibility of representing
symbolically all these five families in a single synthetic mandala,
which includes them and holds them together (bsdw).

O n other occasions the choice of the mandala was determined by the mystic level the devotee wanted to be syntonized
with, that means with one of the three or four essential aspects
of reality beyond its phenomenological appearance: the physical aspect (kya, sku), the verbal aspect' (vic, g.suns), and the
mental aspect (manas, thugs), to which many schools also add
the aspect of action (karma, phrin-las).
Otherwise the choice of a mandala can also be inspired by
the intrinsi; qualities of the persons who are to be guided by
that mandala, as soon as they are able to read its mystic sense,
to the revelation of the supreme truth symbolically reproduced
in its diagrams a n d figures. There are persons who are not able
to understand the sense of a doctrine if not explained to them
by somebody in all its parts, detail by detail, in a patient way;
another grasps it at the very first glimpse of it, and one needs
only to give him a few essential outlines, in order that'he may
grasp the entire significance. Finally there is a third category of
men who stay between the aforesaid categories: these people
are not quick enough to understand even at the very first
suggestion and not as slow-witted as to need a patient explanation of each detail. This kind of distinction between the possible disciples, o r better said of the persons the master would
have to guide towards the right understanding of truth, is
found already in dogmatics. In his commentary to the
Abhisamayilankira, Haribhadra often alludes to it: the Tantric
masters use it by drawing that visible summary of mystic truths
that the mandala is. For the first category of persons there is
the extensive mandala (rgyas-pa); for the third category the
shortened o r concise mandala (bsdus), and for the intermediate
category the intermediate mandala (bar-ma).

Then we must make allowance for the fact that some people
are so dominated by certain inclinations, as we have seen
above, that one cannot even think of rooting'them out with one
single movement: one is rather constrained, as one says today
in psychoanalysis, to transfer them onto another plane,
directing them to other activities.
Some persons are. governed by passion (hdod-chugs, raga),
others by anger (krodha, khro-ba), others by mental confusion
(moha, gti-mug) and still others by avarice (mcitsa~a,ser-sna). A
special mandala will be indicated for each of these four groups
of persons, according to the moral propensities by which the
disciple. seems to, be dominated. Neither does one neglect the
particular devotion some people may have to some divinities: it
does not matter if these are not the same as those of the
Buddhist pantheon, and if therefore they have not the same
soteriological value. T h e Tantras are not afraid of accepting
also the divinities of profane people (hjig-rten-pa), be it the
eight ha-chenl~ahidevas, Visnu, Rudra, o r even the planets
and constellations. What matters is that there is a belief: this is
the sentiment one has to work on; its presence in the soul of
the neophytes, in order that they may slowly and gradually
ascend to supreme salvation. Let them be inferior forms of
religious experience; but they indicate a kind of spiritual
sensibility which is only waiting to be educated and refined;
they are after all the very first step of a high ladder, the
starting moment of a progressive purification and sublimation.
No wonder, hence, that by drawing the mandalas also one
makes allowance for the inner capacities of certain persons for
being guided on the way to religion through their devotion to
certain particular divine manifestations, which at first sight are
not very orthodox.

Other classifications are determined by the mudl-as. Recently
Przyluski (1) wrote about the mudras and their varied
meanings; but it:is evident that there is still much more to say,
from the moment one passes from the philological discussions
to the symbolic meaning and to the psychological reality
represented by the mudras for the initiated. Without
examining the whole question here to which I will return later,
I may recall to mind that in all these sects, m u d r l is not only a
particular attitude of the hands which stabilises a spiritual
syntony between the mystic and a determined divinity, which is
represented in the same position and which therefore
completes in a way the esoteric formula (mantra) directed to
that divinity and expresses its essence. Mudra is also the name
for a determined psychological preparation, accompanied by a
special liturgy, which in some cases enables us to take part in
several of those spiritual levels through whit\ one ascends to
mahamudra,
dharani-mudr5,
the
supreme
truth ;
dharma-mudra and karma-mudra belong precisely to this kind.
Mudra is also a synonym of emblem in the proper sense of the
word, just as instead of a person we put his signs (mtshan-ma):
for instance, in the mandala the figure of Aksobhya as the
centre of' irradiation and emanation of the mystic family of the
Vajra, can be substituted by the drawing of a vajra. But when
the sign acquires the value of a symbol and expresses an
esoteric sense, which has value only for the initiated, then
mudra becomes a synonym of sqmaya, which means precisely a '
symbol. Mudra designates finally the iakti, the divine power,
the energy by means of which god is working and multiplying,
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himself in the world of things and which Tantric schools
imagine as a feminine figure; which embraced by and coupled
with that god expresses through the symbol of amplitude the
creative process out of which sprouts that mystic level which is
called illumination.
No wonder, if we are aware of all those things that the
mandalas which have Vairocana or his symbols as the very
centre of their diagrams, are much more numerous than those
already quoted. Now and at this place it certainly is not my task
to describe them all, enumerating the many divinities they
contain and indicating the exact place of each of them. But,
while describing the Kumbum of Gyantse we will meet many
mandalas of Vairocana we did not meet till now, it will be
useful to draw up a summary list of mandalas with Vairocana
in the centre contained in the Tantric texts.

If these mandalas arise from organic texts, each part of
which is synthesized 'in a particular mandala, I have also
alluded to other :mandalas described in these treatises. In this
way one will have a generhl, even if necessarily summarized,
view of the liturgical schemes by means of which the
Indo-Tibetan schools 'have summarized the Tantras; and so,
when in the context of this work or of other works, one has the
opportunity of identifying a . mandala with any of those
described in this list, one will be able to connect it immediately
with the special mystic orientation to which it belongs. In this
way it will be possible to understand more easily the
significance and
the value of the various mandalas and to
-realize more or less which kind of experiences the mandalas
wanted to express through the symbols of their figures. Our
guide will be volume TSA of the complete works of Bu-ston,
whei: we find indeed a description of several hundred mandalas,
..

.

each of them described in details according to the text which
explains it (1).

$39. The marrdala of Samadu represents the Vajradhrztu-ma&la.
Although Vairocana is represented in so many mandalas and in
so many forms, it follows from the above-published schemes
that in addition to the common type of Vairocana who figures
in the cycle of the supreme pentad (with one head, of white
colour, in the attitude of explaining the law) we must distinguish at least three other fundamental figurations of Vairocana :
1" type: Vairocana (preciominantly white, with four faces and

two hands in the ~ n u d r a byan-chub-mchog/bodhyagri) as
characteristic of the Vajradhatu-mandala and of the mandalas
which are connected wit11 the Tattva-san graha.

2" type: Yellow Vairocana with one face and hands in
samadhi-mudra, as characteristic of the Karunagarbhamandala as exposed in the Vairocanabhisambodhi.

3" type: Vairocana with four faces, white, two hands in
samadhi-mudra: this is characteristic of the cycle of the Durgati-pariiodhana and specifically known under the name of
Y un-riglsarvavid.
So it is evident that the cycle of the Tattvasangraha o r of the
Najradhatu (2) has been reproduced in Samada.

( 1 ) I have thought it useful to indicate for each mandala the page of the
corresponding treatise of Bu-ston where it is described.
(2) Consequently what 1 have said in Indo-Tibetica III/I.SOff. has to be corrected, because the cycle which has been represented in Tabo is that of Vajradhatu, although the divinity with four faces is divided into four persons.

T h e chapel which follows in the upper floor, namely that to
the left, is called Rta-mgrin lha-khan "the chapel of
Rta-mgrinIHayagriva". But this name is of recent origin because the temple, as it is seen from the central statues, is dedicated to another deity: and every chapel takes its name from
the cycle represented in it which is unfolded around a fundamental symbol placed at the centre o r on the main wall. In this
case it is clear that the temple was dedicated to the Great
Mother "Yum-chen-mo" that is to "Sophia" (fig.3 1) around
which are placed along the walls, five for each part, ten large
and solemn standing figures (fig.32). They are the Buddhas of
the ten cardinal directions (phyogs bcu sans-was) invoked in almost all the preparatory rites also for protection from malefic
influences (bgegs).
Whether these images plastically reproduce a given cycle exposed in some special text it is difficult to say.
T h e cycle of the ten Buddhas is in fact too common to serve
as a sure element of judgement for identifying a mand ala.
In any case the entire dogmatics of Mahiyina is implicit in
this representation: the Prajfiaparamita, no longer the revelation in which the Buddha has taught men, for their redemption, the fundamental insubstantiality of things; it becomes the
very truth, not in a gnosiological sense but in an ontological
sense, the luminous cosmic elementary conscience, absolute,
from which the Buddha emanate and in which the one who becomes Buddha is merged. A conception that Dinnaga had already stated in a famous verse of his:

532. Rtsa-rgyud: Tatt~asan~rahal~e-fiid-bsdus,
in four sections (durn-bu). T h e names of mandalas derive from that of
their central divinity.
(A) Dkyil-hkhor gsal-byed @i-mhi bod-zer zhes-bya-bahi shbs
dun-PO-[arrtsa-rgyud de-riid-bsdur-pahi dkyil-hhr-gyi bbd-pa
Section I dedicated to Vajradhatu-mandala which serves to
purify the passions by means of passions.
(1) detailed mandala to the benefice of persons who are converted following a detailed explanation.
1 (a) fundamental (rtsa-ba) mandala essentially based on the
grand seal. In centre Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana, white,
four faces, byan-chub-mchog/bodhyagri mudra, fol.2a.
2 (b) gzunsld harani, or dam-tshig-d kyil-hkhorlsamayamandala, mandala of symbols: instead of figures: emblems.
T h e symbols of synthetic formulas gzunsldharani or of
dam-tshiglsamaya, fol. 12a.
3 (c) mandala of law (chos) based essentially on the seal of the
law (dharma-mudra), in the centre of a vajra: five Buddhas in
samadhi-mudra, fol. 13a.
4 (d) mandala of act based essentially on the seal of act
(karma-mudri), like l a : but on the four sides of
Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana four mtshan-mdgoddesses,
Lha-mo, fol. 13b.
(2) Intermediate mandala of the four seals (mudra), for those
who are converted following a medium explanation.
5 (a) mandala of Rnam-par-snan-mdzad/Vairocana, in the
centre: Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana, in bodhyagri mudra,
surrounded by the four goddesses (Sakti), fol. 14a.
6 (b) mandala of Mi-bskyod-pdAksobhya, fol. 14a.
7 (c) mandala of Rin-chen-hbyun-ldanIRatnasambhava,fol. l4b.
8 (d) mandala of Hod-dpag-medlAmitabha, fol. l4b.
9 (e) mandala of Don-yod-grub-pdAmoghasidd~fol. l4b.
(3) Concise mandala of a single seal (mudra), for persons
who are converted following a concise explanation.

10 mandala of Rdo-ije-sems-dpahNajrasattva, fol. 14b.

Section
I1
dedicated
to
Khams-gsum-rnam-rgyay
Trailokyavijaya of the grand family of vajra: serves to
purify anger by means of anger.
A. Mandala of the grand family of the vajra.
(1) Perfect o r detailed mandala.
11 (a) fundamental mandala based essentially on the grand
seal, in the centre: Rnam-par-snan-mdzadIVairocana, white,
four faces, bodhyagri mudra with rdo-rjelvajra, fol. l5a.
12 (b) gzuns-dkyil-hkhorldharani-mandala,
based essentially on
the symbolldam-tshig, in the centre Rnam-par-snan-mdzad
IVairocana, fol.20a.
13 (c) mandala of law, based essentially on the seal of the law,
in the centre: Rnam-par-snan-mdzadl Vairocana in samadhimudra with rdo-rjelvajra, fol.20b.
14 (d) mandala of action, based essentially on the seal of action,
in the centre: Rnam-par-snan-mdzad sems-ma, fol.2 la.
(2) Intermediate mandala.
15 (a) mandala of four seals of Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlVairocaha. In this case mudra=iakti: Rdo-rje-sems-ma/ Vajrasatfvi, etc., fol.2 la.
16 (b) mandala of Rdo-rje-Hiim-mdzadlvajra-hiimkara,
fol.2lb.
17 (c) mandala of Rin-chen-Hiim-mdzad1Ratna-hiimkara,
fol.2 1b.
18 (d) mandala of Chos-kyi-Hiim-mdzadlDharma-hiimkAra,
fol.2 1b.
19 (e) mandala of Las-kyi-Hiim-mdzadlKarma-hiimkgra,
fo1.22a.
(3) Concise mandala, mandala of one seal.
20 mandala of Rdo-rje-Hiim-mdzadlvajra-hiimknra.
B. Grand mandala of the three worlds for one who believes
in the mystic family of the exoteric vajra. T h e mystic family of

the exoteric vajra (phyi-701-gyz rdo-7je-7igs) is the term for
non-Buddhist divinities absorbed in the Buddhist olympus and
arranged in the external part of the mandala.
21 (a) grand mandala, based. essentially on the grand seal, in
the centre Rnam-par-snan-mdzadJ Vairocana, fo1.22a.
22 (b) gzuns-dkyil-hkhorJdharani-madala, based fundamentally on symbolsldam-tshig, in the centre Rnam-par-snanmdzadJVairocana, fol.23a.
23 (c) mandala of the law, based essentially on the seal of the
law, in the centre Rnam-par-snan-mdzadJVairocana, fo1.23b.
24 (d) mandala of action, based essentially on the seal of action,
in the centre Rdo-rje-drag-poJVajrarudra with his Sakti, fo124a.

Section I11 based essentially on the mudra of law that is the
supreme mystic gnosis (prajiia-paramit8)' which serves to purify
creatures of spiritual ignorance (gti-mugJmoha). It explains the
mandala called Hgro-hdul-bahi dkyil-hkhorJJagadvinayamandala to convert creatures who belong to the mystic family
of the lotus (padmahi-rigslpadma-kula).
(1) Detailed mandala
25 (a) as in other sections; variations in acolytes and their disposition, in the centre Rnam-par-snan-mdzawairocana,
fo1.25a.
26 (b) as in 25, in the centre a stfipa, fol. 28b.
27 (c) as in 25, in the centre Rnam-par-snan-mdzadJVairocana
in samadhi-mudra, fo1.29b.
28 (d) as in 25, in the centre Rnam-par-snan-nldzadJVairocana,
fol.30a.
(2) Intermediate mandala, a-e as in other sections.
29 (a) Rnam-par-snan-mdzadl Vairocana with four mudras.
Here mudr8=symbol: rdo-rjelvajra contrasigned by a lotus,
gem, lotus, double lotus, fol.30a.
30 (b) Hgro-hdulJJagad-vinaya, with four hands: vajra, hook,

lotus-fist (padmahi-khu-tshur), bow : all contrasigned by a lotus,
fol.30a.
31 (c) Gtsug-phud-sans-rgyasl* Coda-buddha, fol.30a..
32 (d) Padma-tin-ne-hdzinlpadma-samadhi,
fol.30.b.
33 (e) Padma-nes-pahi-dban-phyug.

(3) Concise mandala.
34 as in other sections, in the centre: Hgro-hdul1Jagad-vinaya.
Section IV based essentially on the mudra of action which
serves to convert creatures who belong to the mystic family of
the gem: has the goal to oppose avarice (ser-snal mdtsaya).
(1) Detailed mandala, as in the section of the Vajradhatu-mandala, variations in acolytes and their disposition.
35 (a) fol.3 la.
36 (b) fol.33a.
37 (c) fo1.34a.
38 (d) fo1.34a.

(2) Intermediate mandala, as in the section of the Vajradhatu-mandala, variations in acolytes and their disposition.
39 (a) fo1.34a,b
40 (b) fo1.34a,b
41 (c) fo1.34a,b
42 (d) fo1.34a,b
43 (e) f&34a,b
(3) Concise mandala.
44 mandala of Don-grubIAmoghasiddhi, fo1.34b.
(B) Rgyud phyi-mdU ttaratantra.
(a) Rdo-rje-dbyins sgrub-pahi dkyil-hkhor (37-deity mandala).
45 Rnam-par-snan sgrub-pahi dkyil-hkhor, in the centre the
symbol of Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlVairocana as in gzuns
dkyil-hkhorldharani-mandala.
46 Mi-bskyod-pahi dkyil-hkhor1Aksobh ya, symbol.
47 Rin-chen-hbyun-ldanJRatnasambhava,symbol.

48 Hod-dpag-med/Amitiibha, symbol, fo1.34b, 35b.
49 Don-grublAmoghasiddhi, symbol.
50-81 Rdo-rje-sems-dpah/Vajrasattva and retinue ending with
Rdo-rje-hbebs.
(b) Khams-gsum-rnam-rgyal sgrub-pahi dkyil-hkhor.
82 as in the gzuns dkyil-hkhorldharani-mafiala of Khamsgsum-rgyaVTrailokyavijaya, symbol in centre, fo1.35b.
(c) Phyi-rdo-rje-rigs-kyi dkyil-hkhoi, mystic family of the exterior vajra has non-Buddhist divinities adopted in the Buddhist olympus and arranged in the external part of the mandala.
83-103 In the centre Rdo-rje-rig-pdvajrakula and from
Mchog-chun-ma to Rgyu-ma-rdo-rje etc., 2 ldeity mandala,
fo1.35b.
(b) Hgro-ba-hdul-bahi sgrub-pahi dkyil-hkhor.
104 in the centre Hgro-hdul-bdJagad-vinaya (similar to gzuns
dkyil-hkhorldharani-madala of the mandala of Hgro-hdul),
fo1.36a.
105-141 Sans-rgyas-pa-dma upto Padma-hbebs, 37deity mandala,
fo1.36a.
(e) Don-grub-kyi d kyil-khor1Amoghasidd hi-madala.
142-173 in the centre Don-grubIAmoghasiddhi, with
Rin-chen-hbebs and his retinue, fo1.36a.

$33. VajraSekhardRdo-rje-rtse-mo (bSad-rgyud o r explanac
ory tantra), according to the tract of Bu-ston entitled:
bjad-rgyud rdo-rje-rtse-mohi dkyil-hkhor bkod-pa.
(A) rtag-pa thams-cad byun-ba rigs bsdus-pahi dkyil-hkhor
(mandala inclusive of five mystic families, taken together)
174 185 main divinities divided in five mandalas in the centre
Rnam-par-Snan-mdzadNairocana (four faces, bodhyagri
mudra with vajra), fol.la.

(B) rigs so-sohi dkyil-hkhor (mandala of the five families
taken separately).
(6) mandalas of the mystic family of Tathagata intended to
purify passions by means of passions.
Detailed mandalas (175-178)
175 (a) large mandala, based essentially on the great
seallmudra of the physical plane (sku phyag-rgya-chen-po), in
the centre Rnam-snanlVairocana with rdo-rjelvajra, fol. l3a.
176 (b) gzuns dkyil-hkhor, based essentially on the seal of symphyag-rgya) ,
in
the
centre
bols
(dam-tshig
Rdo-rje-dbyins-dban-ph yug-malvajrad h % t .
177 (c) mandala of law, based essentially on the seal of law, the
central divinity differs slightly from the corresponding one of
the Section I of the De-hid-bsduslTattva-sarigraha, fol. 15a.
178 (d) mandala of action, based essentially on the seal of action, fol. l5a.
Intermediate mandala
179-183 as in De-fiid-bsdusITattva-sangraha, fol. l5a.
184 Concise mandala, as in De-hid-bsdudTattva-sangraha,
fol. 15a.
(b) mandalas of the mystic family of Vajra intended to purify
anger by means of anger.
185-188 detailed mandala, four classes as above, generally like
the preceding, fol. l5b, 16b.
189-193 Intermediate mandala, as above, generally like the

preceding, fol. l6b.
194 Concise mandala, esoteric mandala of letters, synthesis CII
all mandalas; in the centre Rnam-par-snan-rndzadfVair~)~~~~
with sixteen letters, fol. 17a.

$34 From Sri-paramidya-tantra (Toh.487), Dpal-mchog,
from Bu-ston's Dpal-mchog rig-bsdus-kyi dkyyil-hkhor-gyi bkod-pa.

Section I of supreme knowledge (prajfiaparami~),symbolised in the great seal, which means essentially the mystic
knowledge called adarSajfiana and serves to counter all subjectivk constructions of the psyche (alaya-vijfiana).
(a) the other-worldly or esoteric (hjig-rten-las-hdas) mandala.
(oa)for a single mystic family taken in particular.
195 (1) mandala of Rdo-rje-sems-dpah dbugs-hbyun, to
counter all passions, in the centre Rdo-rje-sems-dpah/Vajrasattva, fol.2a.
196 (2) De-bzhin-gSegs-pa dbugs-hbyun, to counter mental
states derived from analogous karmas accumulated in previous
lives, in the centre Rnam-par-snan-mdzadNairocana, yellow, in
bodhyagri mudra, fol.6a.
197 (3) Khams-gsum-rnam-rgyaVTrailokyavijaya,to counter
anger, in the centre Rdo-rje-ham-mdzadlvajrahtimkara; fol.6b.
198 (4) Hgro-hduYJagadvinaya, to counter spiritual ignorance,
in the centre Hjig-rten-dban-phyuglLokeSvara,fol.8a.
199 (5) Rdo-rje-rin-chenlvajraratna, to counter avarice, i r l the
centre Nam-mkhah-sfiin-polAkaSagarbha, fol.9b.
200 (6) do-rje-khu-tshur~ajramus$,' based essentially on the
moral energy unifying the three mystic bodies of all Buddhas,
in the centre Vajramusti, fol.9b.
201 (7) Ujam-dpaVMaiijuSri, based essentially on supreme
knowledge, in the centre the letters a ra pa ca na, fol. lob.
202 (8) Rdo-rje-hkhor-lolvajracakra, introduction to mandalas
of all mystic families, in the centre Sems-bskyed-ma-thagtu-hkhor-lo-skor-ba/Cittotp~d-~antara-cakravartin,
fol. 1 1b.
203 (9) am-mkhah-mdzodl~H~ana~aiija who perfects the
double accumulation of moral and intellectual merit, in the
centre Nam-mkhah-mdzodIGaganagafiia, fol. l2a.
(ab) for the mystlc family taken together

204 (10) Rdo-rje-gnod-sbyinlvajrayaksa, who consists essentially of liturgy intended for protection, in the centre Vajrayak~a,fol. 13a.
205 in the centre Rdo-rje-sems-dpah/Vajrasattva, fol. l3b.
(b) worldly o r exoteric (hjig-rten-pallaukika) mandala.
206 (1) Mandala of peaceful deities, contrasigned by a short
lance iihi-ba mthun-thun rntshun-pa) which serves to convert creatures convertible by Dban-phyuglkvara, in the centre
Dban-phyug-chen-poIMahesvara, fol. l4a.
207 (2) mandala of Ma-moIMatrka, to convert creatures convertible by Ma-mo, in the centre Nag-po-chen-poIMah~kala,
fol. 14b.
208 (3) mandala of three Min-po for creatures convertible by
the three Min-po, in the centre Rgyal-bar-byed-pa, fol. l5a.
209 (4) mandala of four Srin-mo for creatures convertible by

Srin-mo, fol. 15b.

Section I1 consecrated to esoteric formulas (nagslmantra),
based essentially b n the mudra of symbol (dam-tshig
phyag-rgyalsamaya-mudra) which has for essence the mystic
knowledge of the identity of creatures and of Buddha
(samaa-jiiana) and serves to counter the sinful mind.

(a) derived from the fundamental tantra
210 (1) mandala of Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva, t o counter
the passions by passions, in the centre Vajrasattva, fol. l6a.
211 (2) mandala of De-bzhin-gsegs-paITathggata,to counter
the state eventually derived from analogous karmas accumulated in previous lives, in the centre Rnam-par-snan-mdzad/
Vairocana as Vajrasattva, fol. l6b.
212 (3) mandala of Rab-tu-khro-bo, to counter anger by means
of anger, in the centre Rab-dqah-bahi-rdo-rje.
213 (4) mandala of ~ j i ~ - r t ~ n - d b a n - ~ h ~ u ~ / ~ o ktoe ~ v a r
counter erroneous doctrines, in the centre LokeSvara, fol. 17b.
214 (5) mandala of am-mkhah-siiin-~01Aka~a~arbha to

.

counter avarice, in the centre Aka~agarbha,fol. l8a.
215 (6) mandala of the mystic family to obtain power, realisation, initiation, introduction into esoteric and exoteric
mandalas, in the centre Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva, fol. l8a.
216 (7) mandala of the three Min-po, in the centre as in the
preceding section, fol. l8b.
217 (8) mandala of the four Srin-mo, in the centre as in the
preceding section, fol. 18b.
2 18 (9) mandala of Lha-ma-yin1Asura Yor creatures convertible
by Asura, in the centre Visnu, fol. 18b.
219 (10) mandala of KluINaga, in the centre Sesa, fol. l9a.
220 (1 1) esoteric (gsan-ba) mandala ,of Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva to realise the power which has not yet been realised, in
the centre Rdo-rje-sems-dpah-bde-ba-chen-polMahasukha-vajrasattva, fol. l9b.
( b) ,Mandalas derived from Rtogs-pa-thams-cad-bsdus-pahi

rtsa-bahi rgyudlsarvakalpa-samuccaya miila-tantra
(ba) mandala derived from Rtog-pa-thams-cad-bsdus-pa
rtsa-bahi rgyud
221 (1) mandala of Rdo-rje-sems-dpah Najrasattva, as above in
the centre Vajrasattva, fol. 19b.

222 (2) mandala of De-bzhin-gSegs-pa ITathagata, as above in
the centre yellow Rnam-snanwairocana in bodhyagri mudra
with rdo-rjelvajra, fol.2 la.
223 (3) mandala of Rdo-rje-me-ltar-rab-tu-hbar-ba, as above in
the centre Rdo-rje-me-ltar-rab-tu-hbar-ba, fol.2 1b.
224 (4) mandala of Hgro-hdullJagadvinaya, in the centre
Hjig-rten-dban-phyuglLokeSvara,
fol.25b.
225 (5) mandala of Nam-mkhahi-sfiin-polAkaSagarbha, as
above in the centre AkaSagarbha, fo1.26b.
226 (6) mandala of three Min-po, in the centre
Rgyal-bar-byed-pa, fo1.27b.

227'(7) mandala of four Srin-mo, fo1.27b
228 (8) mandala of Klu/Naga, in the centre SCsa, fo1.27b.
229 (9) mandala of Bgegs-rnam-par-gzhon-pa, fo1.27b.
230 (10) mandala of the mystic families taken together, in the
centre Rdo-rje-sems-ma rab-bzhag-ma, fo1.28a.
(bb) esoteric (gsan-ba) mandala to realise the power which
cannot be realised by magic rites.
231 (1) mandala of Rdo-rje-sems-dpah/Vajrasattva, in the
centre Vajrasattva, fo1.28a.
232 (2) mandala of De-bzhin-gSegs/Tathagata, in the centre
Sans-rgyas dkon-mchog/Buddha-ratna, fol.30a.
233 (3) mandala of Me-ltar-hbar-ba/Jvalanala, in the centre
Rdo-rje-iii-ma Me-ltar-hbar-ba/Vajratejas Jvalanala, fol.30b.
234 (4) mandala of Me-ltar-hbar-ba phra-mo, in the centre
Khro-bo Me-ltar-hbar/Krodha-Jvalanala, fol.3 1a.
235 (5) mandala of Hgro-ba-hdul-ba/Jagadvinaya, in the centre
Hjig-rten-dban-phyug/LokeSvara,
fol.3 1b.
236 (6) mandala of Nam-mkhah-siiin-polAka~agarbha,in the
centre Akaiagarbha, fo1.32b.
Section I11 dedicated to the Law and based essentially on the
seal of the Law which has as essence the knowledge of distinction (pratyaveksa-jtiana) and serves to counter all false imagini n g ~of conscience (yid-kyi rnam-Ses/manovijiiana).
237 (1) mandala of Rdo-rje-sems-dpah/Vajrasattva as above
but difference in the disposition of each divinity, fo1.33a.
238 (2) mandala of De-bzhin-gSegs/Tathagata, as above,
fo1.33a.
239 (3) mandala of Rdo-rje-Me-ltar-hbar-ba/Vajra-JvPlBnala,
as
above, fo1.33a.
240 (4) mandala of Hgro-ba-hdul-bal~a~advina~a,
as above
fo1.33b.
241 (5) mandala of Nam-mkhah-siiin-polAkaSagarbha, as

above, fol. 33b.
242-225 (6-9) four mandalas of ~ j i g r t e n - ~ a h
dkyil-hkhor,
i
as
above, fo1.33b.
246 (10) mandala of the mystic families all taken together (rigs
bsdus), as above, fo1.33b.
247 (11) esoteric mandala of Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva, as
above, fo1.33b.
248 (12) esoteric mandala of De-bzhin-&egs/Tathagata. as
above, fo1.33b.
249 (13) esoteric mandala of Me-ltar-hbar-baIJvalanala, as
above, fo1.33b.
250 (14) esoteric mandala of Hgro-ba-hdul-baIJagad~inaya,as
above, fo1.34a.
251 (15) esoteric mqdala of Nam-mkhah-siiin-poIAk~agarbha,
as above, fo1.34a.
252-261 (16-21) = nos. 10-15 revealed in the liturgy of the secret mandala, as above with slight differences, fol.34a.

Section IV based essentially on the seal of action and on the
mystic consciousness of realising activity (bpa-ba grub-pahi
ye-SesI*kytya-sidhana-jmna), which counters all the five knowledges of the senses.
262 (1) mandala of Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva, generally
equal to that of the I1 section, fo1.34b.
263 (2) mandala of De-bzhin-gSegs/TathPgata.
264 (3) mandala of Me-ltar-hbar-ba1Jvalaala.
265 (4) mandala of Hgro-hdul1Jagadvinaya.
266 (5) mandala of Nam-mkhahi-siiin-polAka4agarbha.
267 (6) mandala of the three Min-po.
268 (7) mandala of the four Srin-mo.
269 (8) mandala of KluINaga.
270 (9) mandala of Sdug-bsnal-las-hdon-pa.
27 1 (10) all-inclusive (rigs bsdus) mandala.
972 (1 1-12) esoteric mandalas.

$35. Mandalas from the Nnma-sangitilMtshan-brjod
(Toh.360) as per M~rhan-bjod-kyi dkyil-hkhor-gyi bkod-pa of
Bu-ston.
273 (1) mandala called: the essence of the absolute
(chos-kyi-dbyins-kyi sfiin-po) or from the name of the commentary according to Hjam-dpal-grags-pa : nam-mkhah-dri-med.
dkyil-hkhor-chen-po. Probably from the commentary on the
Nama-sangiti called Mantrarth-avalokini, in the centre
Hjam-dbyansIMaiijughosa, fol. 1.
Every main mandala includes many secondary mandalas.
274 (2) esoteric mandala (gsan-ldan d kyil- h khor) according to
Dpal-ldan-byan-chub-mchog, in the centre Rnam-par-snanmdzad-chen-poIMahavairocana, white, four faces, two hands in
the bodhyagri mudra, in the centre of his heart adibuddha
with five faces, fol. l2a.
275 (3) mandala called by the name of the commentary according to Hjam-dpal-bSes-gfien, Nam-mkhah dri-med chun
dkyil-hkhor, in the centre of the main mandala
Rnam-par-snan-mdzad-chen-poIMahavairocana,four faces and
two hands in the bodhyagri mudra, fol. l7b.
276 (4) mandala called "net of maya", rnayajjala, sgyu-hphrul
dra-ba dkyil-hkhor according to Avadhfitipa, in the centre of
the main mandala Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana, white,
four faces, in bodhyagri mudra, fol. 19b.

$36. From the Vairocanabhisambodhi (Toh.494) and affilitated texts.
Spyod-pahi
%yud
Rnam-par-snan
From
the
mnon-par-byan-chublVairocanPbhisambodhi-carytantra. According to the Skabs @is-pa spyod-pahi-rgyud-kyi dkyil-hkhor-gyi
bkod by Bu-ston.
277 (1) Sfiin-rje-chen-po-can-gyi dkyil-hkhor/mandala of
Mahakarunika; benediction of the inexhaustible spread of the
physical (sku) plane, in the centre Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana, yellow, in samadhi-mudra, fol.la. The text corresponding to these sections in the Vairocanabhisambodhi is referred
to and commented upon by Bu-ston. This text in Chinese and
Tibetan has been edited and translated into Japanese by Togano in Mandara-n6 kenkyzi, p.68. We refer to this book of the
Japanese scholar for further details.
278 (2) yi-ge hkhor bskon-bahi dkyil-hkhor; benediction of the
inexhaustible display of the verbal (gsun) plane, in the centre
Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana or symbol or letter, with
mystical letters around him, fol.9b.
279 (3) gsan-bahi dkyil-hkhorlesoteric mandalalguhya-mandala, benediction of the inexhaustible display of the spiritual
(thugs) plane, in the centre Rnam-par-snari-mdzad/Vairocana,
with mystic letters around him, fol. 10a.
From the Rnam-par-snan-mdzad mlion-par-byan-chub-pahi
rgyud phyi-ma1Vairocanabhisambodhi-uttaratantra.
280 (1) Mandala that reveals the apparition of the Buddha in
the three worlds without Buddha, in the centre yellow
Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana in samadhi-mudr8, fol. l6a.
From the Khro-bo GSin-rje-gSed khro-bo rnam-par-rgyalbahi rgyud of the mystic family of the spiritual plane (~oh.604).
281 (1) Yi-dvags phal-mo-chehi dkyil-hkhor, in the centre
GSin-rje-gSed nag-po1Black Yamantaka, fol. 18a.
282 (2) Mi-ro dmar-pohi dkyil-hkhor, in the centre
GSin-rje-gSed nag-poIB1,ck Yamantaka, fol. 18a.

283 (3) Thod-pa man-pohi dkyil-hkhor, in the centre
GSin-rje-gSed nag-polBlack Yamantaka, fol. l8a.
284 (4) Mdun-thun man-pohi dkyil-hkhor, in the centre
GSin-rjeIYama with six faces, fol. l8a.
285 (5) Su-la man-pohi dkyil-hkhor, in the centre GSin-rje-gSed
nag-po1Black Yamantaka, fol. 18b.
286 (6) Be-con man-pohi dkyil-khor, in the centre
GSin-rje-gSed nag-po1Black Yamantaka, fol. l8b.

From the Bkah-nan mi-g.yo rtul-phod-pahi rgyud (Toh. 495)
(a) family of Tathagata
287 Khro-bo-rgyal-pohi dkyil-hkhorlmandala of Krodharaja, in
n ~ t htwo
a hands in
the centre yellow ~ ~ k y a - m g o n - p o l ~ ~ k y a with
samadhi-mudra, fol. l9a.
288 Gsan-bahi-bdag-pohi dkyil-hkhorlmandala of Guhyapati,
in the centre Sakya-thub-pa/Sakyamuni, as above fo1.24a.
289 Khro-bo-chen-pohi dkyil-hkhor/mandala of Mahakrodha.
in the centre S~kya-thub-palS~kyamuni,
as above, fo1.24b.
290 Hjam-dpal dkyil-hkhorlmandala of ManjuSri, in the centre
MaiijuSri, fo1.24b.
(b) family of the word, lost.
(c) family of the spiritual plane
291 Rdo-rje dkyil-hkhor-chen-po/mahamandala of vajra, in
the centre Rnam-snanlvairocana, yellow, in samadhi-mudra,
fo1.26a.
292 Hjam-dpal dkyil-hkhorlmandala of ManjuSri, in the centre
Hjam-dpal-dbyans gzhon-nulKumara Mai?juSrighog
fol.3Ob.
293 Rdo-rje-sa dban-skur, in the centre wheel, fol.3la.
From Phyag-na-rdo-rje dban-skur-bahi rgyud
294 Ye-Ses-chen-pohi dban skur-ba,hi dkyil-hkhorlmandala for
giving empowerment of Mahajjnana, in the centre yellophyinlPrajiiap8ramita or her symbol, fol.3 lb.
I

$37 From Sri-vajramand-alankara (Toh.490). Rdo-rje-shiipo rgyan rgyud (its major part explains the Dpal-mchogl
Paramadya). From the Rdo-rje-siiin-po rgyan-gyi rgyud-kyi
dkyil-hkhor-gyi rnam-gzhag by Bu-ston.
295 (1) great esoteric mandala of all the Tathigatas, ornament
of the essence of the great vajra in the sphere of the absolute,
in the centre Rnam-par-snan-mdzadl Vairocana in
samadhi-mudra, fol.la.
296 (2) mandala of Rdo-rje-shin-pol Vajramanda, in the centre
Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlVairocana, fol. 10a.
297
(3) mandala
of
Dban-chen,
in
the centre
Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana, fol. 11a.
298 (4) mandala of Chu-lhalvaruna, in the centre
Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana, fol. 1la.
299 (5) mandala of Me-lhalAgni, in the centre'
Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana, fol. 1lb.
300 (6) mandala of Rlun-lhalVayu, in the centre
Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana, fol. 12a.
301 (7) mandala
of ~es-rab-pha-rol-tu-phyin-pa/~rajiifiparamita, in the centre yellow Prajiiaparamiti, fol. 12a.
302
(8)
mandala
of
Rnam-par-snan-mdzad-chenpolMahavairocana, in the centre white Vairocana in
samadhi-mudra, fol. 12b.
303 (9) mandala of the baptism in which identity with all the
Tathagatas is realised, in the centre Rnam-par-snan-mdzadl
Vairocana, fol. 13a.
Mandalas of the khro-bolkrodhas (304-309)
304 (10) mandala of Hjig-rten-gsum-las-rnam-par-rgyall
Trailokyavijaya, in the centre divinity of the same name,
fol. 13b.
305 (1 1) mandala of Heruka, in the centre divinity of the same,
name, fol. 13b.
306 (12) mandala of GSin-rje-gSedlYamantaka, in the centre

divinity of the same name, fol. 14a.
307 (13) mandala of Khro-bo-gzegs-ma, in the centre divinity
of the same name, fol.14a.
308 (14) mandala of Khro-bo rta-mgridKrodha Hayagriva, in
the centre divinity of the same name, fol. 14b.
309 (15) mandala of Mi-g.yo-balAcala, in the centre divinity of
the same name, fol. 14a.
310 (16) mandala of Hgro-ba-hdul-balJagadvinaya, in the

centre divinity of the same name, fol.14a.
311 (17) mandala of Rdo-rje-rin-chedvajraratna, in the centre
divinity of the same name, fol. 14b.
312-3 (18) mandala of Rdo-rje-lasNajrakarma, in the centre
divinity of the same name, fol. 15a.
314 (19) mandala of Hjam-dpaVMaiijuSri, in the centre divinity
of the same name, fol. 15a.
315 (20) mandala of Chos-kyi-hkhor-lo1 Dharmacakra, in the
centre Rdo-rje-rgyulvajrahetu, fol. 15a.
316 (2 1)mandala of am-mkhah-mdzodl Gaganagaiija, in the
centre divinity of the same name, fol.15b.
317 (22) mandala of Rdo-rje-gnod-sbyidvajrayaksa, in the
centre divinity of the same name, fol.15b.
318 (23) mandala of Don-yod-rgyal-poIAmogharija, in the
centre divinity of the same name, fol. l5b.
319 (24) mandala of Rdo-rje-rgyal-polvajraraja, in the centre
divinity of the 'same name, fol. l6a.
320 (25) mandala of Rdo-rje-chags-palvajrariiga, in the centre
divinity of the same name, fol.16a.
P21 (26) mandala of Legs-palsidhu, in the centre didnit; of
the same name, fol. l6a.
322 (27) mandala of Rdo-rje-gzi-brjidlvajratejas, in the centre
divinity of the same name, fol. 16b.
323 (28) mandala of Rdo-rje-rgyal-mtshanlvajraketu,in the
centre divinity of the same name, fol. 16b.

324 (29) mandala of Rdo-rje-bzhadIVajrPhasa, in the centre divinity of the same name, fol. 16b.
325 (30) mandala of Rdo-rje-smra-balvajrabhasa, in the centre
divinity of the same name, fol. 17a.
326 (3 1) mandala of Rdo-rje-bsrunlvajraraksa, in the centre divinity of the same name, fol. 17a.
327 (32) mandala of Rdo-rje-khu-tshurlvajrasandhi, in the
centre divinity of the same name,
fol. l7a.
.
328 (33) mandala of Dbaln-phyug-chun-poIMaheSvara, in the
centre divinity of the same name, fol.17b.
329 (34) mandala of Dgah-byed-dban-phyugINandikeSvara,in
the centre divinity of the same name, fol. 17b.
330 (35) mandala of Min-po gsum, in the centre divinity of the
same name, fol. l7b.
331 (36) mandala of Gtum-bu-ru, in the centre divinity of the
same name. fol. l7b.
332 (37) mandala of Byan-chubIBodhi, in the centre Rnampar-snan-mdzadlvairocana, fol. l8a.

.

$38. From the Sarva-durgati-pariiodhana (Toh.483);
Kun-riglsarvavid,
included
in
Nan-son-thams-cad
yons-su-sbyon-bahi gzi-brijid-kyi-rgyal-pohibrtag-pa; according
to Bu-ston and the tradition accepted by him he has emanated
This list is taken from the
from ~e-fiid-bsdusl~attva-saiigraha.
Kun-rig dkyil-hkhor-gyi bkod-pa by Bu-ston.
I. fundamental mandala of Kun-riglsarvavid revealed in the
first chapter.
333 in the centre White Rnam-par-snan-mdzadIVairocana,
four faces, hands in samadhi-mudra, fol. 1.
334 (1) mandala of S~kya-thub-palS~kyarnuni
for the benefit of
creatures born in the evil forms of existence, in the centre Yelfol. l7b.
low S~kya-thub-palS~kyamuni,
335 (2) mandala of phyag-na-rdo-rjel~ajrap~ni
surrounded by
Tathagatas, for the benefit of those who have short life and little fortune, in the centre Vajrapani, fol.18b.
336 (3) mandala of Phyag-na-rdo-rje!Vajrapwi surrounded by
the four Rgyal-chenlcaturmaharajika, for the benefit of those
who can be converted by the Caturmaharajika, in the centre
Vajrapani, fol. 18b.
337 (4) mandala of Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrap-i surrounded by
the ten Phyogs-skyonIDikpalas, for the benefit of those who
can be converted by the Dikpalas, in the centre VajrapPni
fol. 19a.
11. mandalas revealed in the supplementary (phyi-ma) chapter

338 (5) mandala of Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrapani surrounded by
the eight planets and constellations for the benefit of those who
can be converted by them, in the centre Hjig-rten-gsum-rgyalbaITrailokyavijaya, fol. 19b.
339 (6) mandala of Phyag-na-rdo-rje1Vajrap~isurroundedby
eight great Klulas~amahanagafor the benefit of those who can
be converted by them, in the centre v=jrapar?i fol.20a.

340 (7) mandala of Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrapwi surrounded by

eight Hjigs-b~edlBhairavas
..
for the benefit of those who can be
converted by them, in the centre Khro-bo Hjig-rten-gsurnrgyal-ba1Krodha Trailokyavijaya, fol.20b.
341 (8) mandala of Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrapwi surrounded by
eight Lha-chen1Mahadevas for the benefit of those who can be
converted by them, in the centre Hjig-rten-gsum-rgyal-ba/
Trailokyavijaya, fol.2 la.
342 (9) mandala of Tshe-dpag-med1Amitayus to obtain long
life in this existence and to be liberated from the evil forms of
existence after death, in the centre red Amitayus, fo1.22a.
343 (10) mandala of the four H khor-10s-bsgyur-balcakravartins who serve to augment the efficacy of mystic formulas, in
the centre the figure of a rdo-rjelvajra, fo1.22b.
344 (11) mandala of Khro-bo Me-ltar-hbar-baIJva1anala who
serves to purify from wrath by means of wrath, in the centre
Jvalanala, fo1.23a.

"The gnosis is that particular knowledge in which there is an
identity of subject and object: it is the Buddha himself; the
word for it (gnosis) also means the text which contains the revelation and the way leading to salvation, because the reality
which has to be obtained and that which serves as a means for
it are closely coni~ectedwith each otherW(l).
Further, the ten Buddhas who correspond to the ten cardinal
points represent the image of the truth revealed in infinite
space and in eternity, because within that infinite space revelation is going on eternally (hdas ma-hon hbyun-ba).
We find the image of Rta-mgrinIHayagriva, who gives name
to the chapel beside the door, at the left of one who enters. At
the right there is a statue of Mi-g.yo-baIAcala.
This sanctuary of Samada was probably founded at the time
of Chos-kyi-(blo-) gros, in the XI century, and it stands as restored by the Sa-skyas, when Kun-dgah-blo-gros-rgyal-mtshan
took its possession, enlarged and restored it: from the first
period remain some bronze statues, mural paintings of the atrium and of the chapel on the first floor. But the plaster
statues on the second floor of the central temple and in the
four chapels of the surrounding gallery of the court cannot be
ascribed to so ancient a period: they have abandoned the
primitive hieratic simplicity to assume a more decorative aspect: the clothes come down in sumptuous'bell-shaped enlarging folds, which are in contrast to the nyde adherence of the
monastic robes on the figures of the Buddha as we see in the
other images. In brief, there is an undeniable influence of

.....................................................................................
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other currents, for instance in the statues of the ten Buddhas
which surround the image of the PrajAapnramita; the analogies
between them and the techniques and ornamental motifs of
Central Asia are evident. Instead of keeping the perfectly
round shape, which is characteristic of the low Indian style, the
upper top of the halo is extended by a slightly curved prolongation.
O n e has the same impression looking at the mural paintings
here and there between the different statues. They are partly
destroyed and partly replaced by more recent paintings where
always appears the inevitable Tsoli-kha-pa. T h e remaining
ones on the other hand represent Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and
monks, in which figures in Central-Asiatic style, as it seems to
me, cannot be denied. T h e making of this connection is not arbitrary at all; as I have already indicated in the introduction,
the temple of Iwang will demonstrate in an irrefutable way the
impression we had in Samada, which I could also easily explain
with the help of comparison of style, is documented by facts.

$40.The cycle of Mon-bu putra in the temple of D r e p n (Samada).
Following the road to Gyantse, half a kilometer further down
after having left the village of Samada, we encounter another
monastery (fig.33) to our right. Greatly destroyed during the
Anglo-Tibetan war, it has been reconstructed in the course of
these last years. Its name is Dregun gonpa (1) and today this
monastery is administered by the Yellow Sect. In will not speak
of the new part, which cannot be in the least interesting for US:

......................................................................................
( 1 ) Presently the lamas write hdre-gun dgon-pa, ghereas the. orthography
adopted by the Myan-chun is hbrm-khud. On the map Riku, see above p.93.

in the cella one sees the figure of hkyarnuni, surrounded by
sixteen arhats sitting in niches; the mural paintings on the
other walls represent the thirteen forms of Vajrabhairava we
studied in the preceding volume of the Indo-Tibetica (1). A few
paintings which escaped the renewing fury of the monks can at
best be ascribed to the XVI century; one of the best preserved
paintings represents Aksobhya surrounded by his 108 emanations. O n the opposite wall we have Maitreya.
T h e most ancient part of the Gompa is the Mgon-khan, that
means the cella which is consecrated to the protecting divinity,
precisely Gur-mgon, the patron of the Sa-skya-pa school: all
around the patron on the altar have been put small figures of
the lesser divinities of his cycle, that means the Pu-tra min-srin,
which are pretty common among the Sa-skya-pa, but scarcely
diffused in the other schools. T h e triad contains the Mon-bu
pu-tra o r more simply putra, the Bha-ta or Bha-tra o r the
Srin-mo; in pu-tra one easily recognizes the transcription of the
Sanskrit word putra "son", which is accompanied by its Tibetan
translation (2): bu. Bha-ta or Bha-tra is indeed bhriztarlbrother.
T h e triad is called min-srin, brothers and sister, because as we
will see, all three of them are born from the same divine
couple. In the Sanskrit formulas which accompany the liturgy,
we find Raksa-putra, Ruta-bhata = Rudrabhrita, Ru-lu riksasi; they are demons accepted, as the word Mon says, by the
people living in the frontier provinces. T h e name Mon, by
which the Tibetans have designated them, is generic and therefore does not allow any closer geographical determination.

......................................................................................
( 1 ) Vol.III/2.96.
(2) Mon-bu "son o f Mon".

However, the fact that one of the oldest liturgical texts ever
consecrated to this cycle bears the name of Byan-chub-hod, the
famous king and apostle of Buddhism in Western Tibet, allows
us to suppose that these divinities have been introduced into
the lamaistic pantheon by the work of the masters of Western
Tibet, that is to say: in the province of Guge o r in another
neighboriring region. This seems to find confirmation in the
fact that the liturgy of the Mon-bu often mentions the cemetery Ma-ru-rtse, put by Tibetan tradition between Chamba and
Zanskar in the valley of the Chandrabhaga o r its neighbourhood ( I).
T h e cycle of the pu-tra min-srin (2) forms a part of the larger
cycle of the Mgon-po, protector of the sect of Sa-skya-pa, i.e. of
the Gur mgon.
It is not easy to determine the origins and the significance of
this god. In Tibetan C u r means tent; so one could translate
Gur mgon very well by "the protector of the tent". But one
should not forget that the Bkah-hgyur includes a Hphags-pa
mkhah-hgro-ma rdo-rje-gur zhes-bya-bahi rgyud-kyi-rgyal-po-chenPo brtag (Toh.419, compare 1321, 1322, 1195) i.e.

.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------( 1 ) Compare Dpal Sa-skya-pahi bstan-srun Mgon-po ~he-chunmkhan lcam-dral

dur-khrod-bdag-po dan-bcas-pa-rnarns-la gtor-ma hbul-bahi cho-ga hphnn-las myur
mgyogs-kvi pho-fia by the fifth Pan-chen Chos-kyi-grags-pa-bstan-pahi-dbanphyug, fol. l5ab (no. 1161).
Besides the works quoted in Indo-Tibetica 11112.68 (where o n e has to read
N I instead o f TI), other works o n Mon-bu putra are Dpnl Sa-skya-pahi yab chos
ynii phur thun-mon-gz bkah-smn dkar bdud lcam-dral-gyi thabs rjes-gnan dun-bcas-pa
and Dpal rdo-rje-nag-po-chen-pohi las-byed Pu-tra min-srin gsum-gyi gtor cho-ga
r j e s - p i 1 dnn-bcas-pa glog-gz spu-grz in the Rin-chen-gter-mdzod, N I (very sirnilar to the treatise o f the Pan-chen); Gut zhal pu-tra gsum-gyk bzlog mdos gon
dkar rdor-gdan-gyi zhe sol nag hps-su-bkod-pa
by ~ a ~ - d b aHjarn-dpal-dben
. ..
legs-rgya-mtsho (no. 1 128)
(2) Min-srin is an abbreviation o f Min-po and Srin-mo in some o f the
~nandalaswhose scheme we have given above.

It is a Tantric text, diffused especially in the Sa-skya-pa
schools, that describes experiences which are symbolized by the
five dakini. I n translation its title sounds like: "The tite of the
king of the great tantras named: of the adamantine cage of the
noble dakinis". Thus, although signifying "tent" in Tibetan, in
the translations Gur corresponds to the Sanskrit word pafijara,
which means exactly "cage", sometimes however also cage of
bones, i.e. a skeleton. T h e liturgical tradition preserved in
Tibet and above all in the Sa-skya-pa school, proves that precisely this must be the meaning given to the word pafijaralTib.
gur in the esoteric schools. It means that Gur mgon originally
is a chthonic divinity, which is very near to Mahakala; and in
the ritual texts indeed he is called Rdo-rje nag-po-chen-po
gur-gyi-mgon-po, Vajra-mahakala-paiijara-natha (1). As such
he is the God of the cemeteries, or, symbolically, the God who
helps destroying the corporal cages in which ignorance keeps
us prisoners.
Very probably, little by little, new elements have been inserted into the mandala of this god on Tibetan soil, some of
which d o not seem to be Indian., nor to have originally belonged to the liturgical texts which had been inspired by the
fundamental tantra.
Lamaism has not taken all things from India, but as we had
several opportunities of noting in the course of these studies, it
has accepted demons and ghosts from the autochthone religion,

.-------------_____--------------( I ) See for instance Gut.-?ngon-polti khro-bcu}lr bsi-uil-hkhot-rdo-+hi brag 1-droi~
bar-chud kun sel of Kun-dgah-rin-chen.

transforming and adapting them to Buddhist conceptions.
That is the reason' why, in the chapels we are dealing with, we
find the cycle of
pu-tra: they too were chthonic divinities which have been associated with Gur mgon. The
Sanskrit formulas of the liturgy call them Yaksa. Through the
symbol of their image they reveal that world of terror in which
Tibetans had always been living, and that had nourished their
phantasy. Little by little however they lose their original character and they get mixed u p with the multitude of the Bstan-srun
and of the Bstan-srun-ma, protecting divinities of the Buddhist
teaching, which contain a large number of preBuddhist elements that have survived in the lamaistic pantheon. This new
function they got is clearly indicated by the texts quoted above
and especially by the liturgical treatise of the fourth 'pal?-chen,
in which, after the ceremony one makes a wish that Gur mgon
together with his whole suite may accept the offerings brought
to him (p.5b), protect the teachings of the masters, defend the
holy revelations, glorify the three gems, allay and drive out the
forces of evil which hinder the way to salvation.

on-bu

If the interpretation I have given is right, then one has to
conclude that the distinctive symbol for Gur mgon is a late addition: that symbol is the g a d i , that is to say the piece of wood
used for beating the hours in the monasteries, which in Oriental sanctuaries has preceded the use of bells. And it is a
supplementary symbol indeed, because each of his hands already holds a specific object: a sword and a cranial-pan. But finally the terrific character of the divinity has succeeded in influencing the symbol too: the symbol transformed itself in a
kind of terrifying club, which punishes everyone offending the
sanctity of the word. Gur mgon being the same divinity as

Mahakala was necessarily also the god of justice, who governs
the oath and watches over the fulfilment of vows and promises.
T h e oath and the invocation of the divinity which guarantees
faith constituting the essential part of many Bon-po rites,
whence perhaps some of these genii entered into Lamaism,
even if under a changed name. In Buddhism the promise becomes the supreme vow, that means.the vow of pursuing supreme enlightenment; if a person does not fulfil this vow, then
he will again be pulled into the realm of Samsara (n,ivartute);he
will again fall a victim to the forces of life and hence of death,
and he will be devoured by the dark world of instincts that pull
us away from redeeming light.. In the figure of the lamaistic
C u r mgon a glimpse of the primitive religion has remained,
but with a different content; it becomes the symbol of a nobler
and deeper conception of life, so deep that the people did not
always understand its symbolic meaning and again gave rise to
turbid primitive intuition.
Because of this process of continuous assimilation the cycle
grew ever larger, as we can see in the numerous figures adorning the walls of this chapel all around and representing the anxious cortege passing before the god they are afraid of (fig.34).
T h e cycie being scarcely known as yet and the sources being
difficult of access, and moreover as we find yet other representations of it in temples we have to speak about, it could be useful to present its scheme according to the sources quoted
above.
T h e central divinity then is C u r mgon, o r better Dpal rdo-rje
Nag-po gur-gyi-mgon-pof ri VajraKala Paiijara-natha, black,
with two arms: in his right hand he holds the sword and in his
left a cranial-pan filled with blood, held at breast level; between
his two hands he holds the miraculous gandi. As a major part

of the terrific divinities does, he bears a crown of five skulls, a
necklace with fifty heads still dripping blood, and at his
ceinture a quiver made of tigerskin, and he is standing on the
corpse of a dwarf. He has three eyes. Next to him, in the sense
of the cardinal points, on the walls of the chapel five symbols
have been reproduced in a schematic way, that is to his right
100,000 birds moving their wings all around, behind him
100,000 jackals with wide open hungry muzzles, in front
100,000 black men heaving sighs towards heaven, above him
100,000 garuda that fly around. Then to his left comes Ekajata
( I ) , of turquoise colour, with a single face, two arms; in her
hands, at breast-level, she bears a vase of turquoise filled with
nectar. He turquoise hair is dressed in the form of a plait
falling down at the left; she has a terrifying aspect and sits in
vajrapalyanka. During the meditation process one imagines the
manifestation, within the belly of this goddess, of the syllable
trag out of which is squirting out an ocean of blood; in the
middle of this ocean appears the syllable bhyoh from which
derives Dpal-ldan lha-mo hdod-khams-kyi-dban-phyug-ma/Kamadhatv-iivari S r i ~ e v iriding
,
an ass, turquoise, with one face
and four hands holding, in the right a sword and cranial-pan,
in the left a lance and trident; on her' neck is fluttering a piece
of black stuff. The .upper part of her body is covered by
elephant-skin, the lower part by ox-skin: she wears a girdle
made of snakes; she is-breaking rigid human corpses. On her
right ear she wears a poison-snake and a golden bell, on the
left ear a lion and a bell of turquoise; from her body drips

( 1 ) In confirmation of what I have said above, we should remind ourselves
that in some of her appearances Ekajata was considered to be a foreign
divinity: NPgarjuna should have found her worship in Tibet, and from there
he should have introduced her into India. Compare B. Bhattacharyya,
Sddham.mdlZi, 11; introd., p.cxii.

blood. She is surrounded by a halo of flames symbolizing the
fire of gnosis. From the two divinities arise two mystic syllables
which change themselves into Nagrpo gnod-shy in, and Nag-mo
gnod-sbyin. T h e first is black-coloured, has one face and two
arms; in his right hand he holds a golden sickle and on the
palm of his left hand open and held u p he holds the disc of the
sun; his right stands out. Nag-mo gnod-sbyin is of black colour,
with one face and two arms; she has a golden sickle in the right
hand and on the palm of her left hand open and held up she
holds the disc of the moon; her left leg is stretched out.
From those two divinities ( I ) , by means of the current transformation of mystic syllables, arise three corpses which serve as
a vehicle for three different divinities:
a) & i n - r j e - m a - r ~ n s - ~ aMon-bu pu-tra, black: in his right
hand he holds u p and moves a dagger (s'an-lan), in his left he
holds a skull filled with the marrow and blood of those who
have violated their promises, and he lifts the skull to his
mouth; the left leg is stretched forth.
b) T o his left side Bdud-ma-runs-pa Mon-bu bha-ta, black;
with his right hand he waves a stake for hanging the criminals
(dam-Sin) in his left hand he holds and brings up to his mouth

......................................................................................
( 1 ) Lcam-dral; this word always means a couple of divinities, the o n e masculine, the other feminine, deriving from o n e single origin a n d being
nevertheless capable of procreating - although having a relationship of
brother-and-sister - a new divine series by means of germinal mystic syllables.
T o insist on this double character of these divinities (as well that of being
producetl bv o n e single divine emanation; as that of having the possibility of
producing nevertheless further creations) o n e calls these divinities lcam-dral;
whereas sirnple brotherhood is expressed by the term m i n - ~ n n Considering
.
only the creative character o n e uses the expression yab-yum.

the heart of a man who violated a promise, a blood-dripping
heart with its veins still attached; the left leg stretched.
c) Mon-rno gser-gyi-spu-gri-ma, black, emanates flames out
of her mouth: with her right hand she waves a razor of gold,
with her left hand she holds and lifts to her mouth the entrails
of wicked people; the right leg is stretched forth.
These five divinities together form a n organic group; they
are two parents, Nag-po gnod-byin a n d Nag-mo gnod-sbyin,
with their three children. They are adorned with the usual
macabre ornaments, one thinks the terrific divinities are
clothed with bones, entrails and human skin. From the mystic
syllables which are within the heart of the three Min-srin, who
are considered brother and sister because they derive from one
single couple, emanate powers that penetrate the whole universe and are capable of any kind of magic action. This is the
reason that they are said to be executors of the orders of
Rdo-rje-nag-po-chen-polvajra-Mahakala.Their suite is represented on the right by a hundred masculine ru-hdren ( I ) , the
heroes who bear luggage (2); to the left by hundred ru-hdren
moriks and arhats who bear batons, and by a hundred Ban-dhe
of black colour who hold the phur-palkilaka; then there is a
suite of a hundred black women who lead towards the street in
front of them. These deities are surrounded by an infinite
number of their messengers (pho-iia) who have the aspect of
black birds, black dogs (Y), black people, hyenas (Icags-spyan)
......................................................................................
( 1 ) Literally ru-hdren means "the guides of the wings (of the armies)", that is
the demons; but it could also be a corrupt text standing for Sanskrit Rudra.
(2) T h e text of the fifth Pan-chen has stag-chas brgyan, but the treatise of
Hjam-dpal-bde-legs-I-gya-muho
(see p. 12 14, n. 1 ) has stug-chas thogs which is
clearer; the symbols of the other rti-hdren have also to be taken from this text,
which instead of Bhande has: snags nag phur-bu thog.j-pa "black witches i.e.
who operate black magic" bearing the phur-bu: as for the women the treatise
of the filth Pan-chen has mdun-gyi jut-byun hdren-pa, whereas the treatise of
Lha-btsun-pa says g.(eg~-pahiSul yan hdren.
(3) T h e dugs too, and especially the black ones, are symbols of terrifying o r
chthonic divinities, compare Arbman, Rudra, p.255-395.

and jackals (Ice-spyan) who tear to pieces anybody who does not
fulfil the given promises (fig.35). O n the contrary from the
Gandi emanate legions of terrific beings who protect all who
keep their promises. Some of them are holding weapons of different kinds, some are waving flags, some are blowing on
thigh-bones, some are flinging a lasso made of human entrails,
some are filling u p human skin, and still others are yelling the
magic syllables hGm, phat etc.: all of them are surrounded by a
halo of fire. They are also accompanied by the Sgo-skyonl
Dvar-apala who protect the doors, by the Phyogs-skyonlDikpala who stay in the cemeteries, by the Zhin-skyonIKsetrapala,
Mkhah-hgroIDaka, $a-zal~iiaca,the eight groups of LhalDeva
and Srin, the masculine and feminine Dregs and by many
other groups of terrific divinities.
Now that we have spoken about the meaning of the statues
and paintings one finds in this sanctuary, we should speak of
their artistic value, which is not negligible. T h e photographs
alas d o not reproduce the delicacy of the colours, the harmony
of the blues, of the pale greens, o r of the fading rosy red, this
summary gives only a poor idea of the phantastic cavalcade of
demons riding mounted on the strangest animals one is able to
imagine. Oggling skulls and skeletons interwoven in a kind of
lugubrious dance frame the spaces; corpses quartered and
teared u p by beasts of prey are the macabre background for
these figures: in the foreground, under a fiery rain, which falls
down with ruddy flashes, the awful cavalcade passes by.
With great mastery and a certain freedom of composition the
artists have reproduced the -dreary pageant, thus giving a degree of animation to their work one usually does not see in
Tibetan art. But it is evident that they were following Central
Asian models of Chinese inspiration; even if we d o not make
any allowance for some absolutely Chinese ,types, because they

represent Chinese persons, as for instance the one we see on
plate 34, perhaps a reproduction of a Ha-San, taken as a whole
the style of drawing and colouring is Chinese as one sees, for
instance, on plate 35 and especially in the figures of the horse
and the lion.
Of course, i n this case too we encounter a case of provincial
art, which nevertheless indicates irrefutably that China is the
country of its origin.

CHAPTER VI
SALU, IWANG, S H O N A N G A N D GNAS-RNIW

SA L U
Following the road to Gyantse one encounters, a few kilometers from Samada, the village of Salu (Selu of the maps); a few
houses, in the neighbourhood of which arises the monastery of
Gyani, o r according to the spelling of the Myan-chun:
Rgya-gnas.
Here still rules the Sa-skya-pa sect, but very little has remained of the ancient works: nothing else but the wall of circumambulation, and within the atrium very beautiful capitals,
which have to be ascribed to the XVI century. T h e joists supporting the roof on consoles jutting out in the shape of lions
with extended forepaws, as if they were ready to jump ifig.36);
the stylization indicates analogies with Chinese ornamental
lions rather than with the Indian. No less interesting are the
capitals, now fixed in the wall, sculptured with phantastic animals, griffins and dragons, which are remote but fair descendants of the style one is used to call "style with decoration by
animal figures": as a matter of fact these motifs still persist
today in the gau and in the feminine ornaments of Tibetan
people and especially o f the nomadic tribes (1) (figs. 37-38).

......................................................................................
( I ) See J.N. Roerich, The animal slyb among the nomad tribes of N o r t h Tibet,
Seminarium Kondakovianum, 1930.

In the veranda one sees traces of mural paintings picturing
the five supreme Buddhas. But inside, the paintings are all
very recent and artistically as well as iconographically of little
value.
IWANG
$41. The chapel of Iwang embellished in the Indian manner. A little after Salu, nearly half a kilometer to the left from the street,
on a stone-strewn plain, surrounded by barren heights, one
finds the small sanctuary of Iwang. T h u s at least the spot is called on the map, and that is the way the name is pronounced by
the people of the country as well as by the caravaneers. However, as we may read in the Myan-chun, the ancient name of
the temple must have been G.ye-dmar.
Here we encounter one of the most important monuments of
the whole region, not only because of the works of art we will
describe now, but also because the tradition associates its name
with that of one of the most remariable figures of late Buddhism, one of the noblest apostles of this religion in the Land of
the Snows. I am speaking of Sakyairi, the author and translator generally known in Tibet as the Kha-che Pan-chen "the
Kashmiri Pandita". Well, according to this legend the sanctuary
of G.ye-dmar was founded by Lha-rje Chos-byan, who has been
considered as being one of the former incarnations of Sakyairi;
this means that at least according to the tradition, the sanctuary
of Iwang had already been built when this master arrived in
Tibet in the XI11 century (I), and therefore its founding dates
back to the beginning of that second penetration of Buddhism
in Tibet, that the historians call phyi dar.
Iwang is surrounded by a double red-painted wall: inside
rises the small temple, divided into three chapels (fig.39-40).
......................................................................................
( 1 ) According to the Tibetan tradition, he arrived in the year 1204.

T h e central chapel is longer like the other two, stretched out at
its right and left like two parallel wings. Even the construction
as such is unusual and refers to a plan which does not have
anything in common with ' t h e plan of the Tibetan sanctuaries
we have studied before. By now the sanctuary belongs to the
Yellow Sect: rather by name than in fact, for it has no priests,
but a poor family of shepherds has been entrusted with it.
When I visited Iwang it was opened by an old woman in
dirty rag clothes, whose task it was to light the ritual lamp of
the temple which had already been despoiled of any possible
religious outfittings.
No sooner I entered into the central chapel that I felt myself
struck by the magnificence of the decoration and the majesty
of the statues: on the walls meditating Buddhas in mural paintings with a very soft design and very vivid colours form the
background for big images of gilded stucco, which by the
splendour of all that gold and the wealth of the attire greatly
redeem the nudity of the chapel itself. T h e central statue represents a Buddha sitting down in the posture called pad?ruisana,
having his hands in the attitude of the symbol of preaching
(dharmacakra). O n the halo (rgyab-yol), set off in two parallel
rows of five, we see the ten Buddhas of the ten heavenly worlds
(fig.4 1).
T o the right and to the left of this divinity are sitting enthroned in a European way, six figures of Buddha, all of them
in the attitude of somebody explaining the Law (fig.42).
T h e central statue represents Mthon-ba-don-yod i.e.
Amoghadariin, whereas the whole cycle as such represents the
group of the seven Buddhas (rubs-bdun), we have met already.
Against the lateral walls and on the walls next to the door there

is a row of sixteen statues of Buddha upright, all of them in the
same attitude of hands (figs.43, 44) (1).
T h e mural paintings represent a well known series, that is to
say the cycle of the ltun-blags, i.e. the Buddhas one invokes
during the litanies recited in the ceremony for the purification
of sin (fig.45)'.
They have been painted in vivid colours with a predominance of dark red: the figures are set u p by means of flowers,
arabesques and styled animals which adorn the empty spaces
with unusual parsimony. But the design is poor: stale and expressionless the images have been multiplied in a monotonous
repetition of the same type. Their charm consists entirely of
the harmony of colours which give a marvellous background to
the ancient gold of the statues.
One single figure distinguishes itself from others by its
primitive simplicity and by a kind of modesty that lightens even
through the rigidity of the drawing: the figure of a Buddha
having the same attitude as the upright statue (fig.46).
One sees a touch of realism and of folksy naivity in the figures of the sponsors, probably the same who erected together
the chapel (figs. 46bis-47). Two persons, dressed in wealthy attires, direct themselves to the central statue in an attitude of reverence and with their folded hands they offer a flower; at a
lower level is kneeling another figure dressed in a white coat
and wearing a tall hat on his head. Elsewhere one sees two
monks (fig.49), probably those who take part in the consecration of the temple; they stride along modestly and praying.
The costume of the first two sponsors is different from the
contemporaneous; it rather reminds of those reproduced in some
( 1 ) Namely the cycle of the sixteen Bodhisattvas a synthesis of the
Bskal-bzaril Bhadrakalpa on which see p.235.

Central Asian paintings ( I ) . Further the men are not wearing
pigtails, and the women d o riot have the complicated hair-dresses which has presently become the fashion in <:entral Asia and
especially in Gtsan. T h e r e is also an inscription repeated twice,
ab&e and at the foot: the one at the foot is more complete
than the first one. Indeed, it has not only preserved the name
of the sporiso~-s,but also that of the painter, whose name was
Rgyal-mtshan-grags and who, as he himself declares, has
painted in the Indian way (rgyn-gar-lugs)( 2 ) .
T h u s the very painter confessed that the paintings were
realized according to the models of the Indian masters: but the
very fact that even this manner has been recorded specially
makes us suppose that other styles too have been studied and
imitated. And this hypothesis finds it full confirmation in the
next chapel. However. if there is no doubt that the paintings
reflect the influence of India, the statues on the contrary reflect with much precision the influence of Samada and they appear to be derived from a school which followed Chinese
rather than Indian traditions. T h e images are not so slender as
the ones realized according to the Indian model: the halo is no
longer round, but it ends on top like a leaf: the garment does
not adhere to the body, but it enlarges like a bell showing at
the front-side a much stressed game of folds. Here too, as in
Samada, we are anyhow obliged to think of an influence of the
Chinese manner through its Central Asian descendants, an influence which replaced the Indian tradition or which more precisely existed together with the Indian tradition, superseding it
in some places.

( 1 ) Remarkable is especially the coat of the person reproduced in fig.48: as
for the cuff o f the collar and the cut compare Le Coq, Bild~rallaszur Kumt
rc~rdh'ultltrg~.vrhicl~t~
h 4 1 t t ~ / - A . < i p 1p.39,
1 . ~ , fig.8.
(2) The only arcli;~ismin the inscription is that of the inverted gi-gu.

$ 4 2 . The chubel embellished in the Khotanese manner. Because of
the god who is represented as the central figure, the chapel on
the right can be called the temple of Tshe-dpag-medIAmitayus.
All around the other statues are standing upright, clothed
with long cloaks, tiaras and jewels. O n their feet they are wearing long shoes: they are ten in all, two to the right and two to
the left of the central figure, and six others in groups of three
along the lateral walls (fig.50).
T h e dress and the lines of the face indicate a still more pronounced style than that of the preceding chapel. It is right that
in this chapel too the stztues refer in a way to a Central Asian
influence: but it is a kind of art which, according to new customs, changes even the details of more o r less traditional
iconographic types. In this second chapel o n e should not speak
only of an influence of the Central Asian manner, but more
exactly of the complete translation of an entire iconographic
cycle into that specific style which inspires even the smallest of
details, from the tiara to the dresses, from the ornaments to the
shoes.
T h e paintings too reveal the same influence: the colours are
more delicate, the drawing rigid (fig.53). However, very few
times at least the artist - we d o not know if the work has been
executed by one o r by more of them - reaches a high degree of
expression, as for instance in fig.52, which is a highly delicate
vision of purity, serenity and modesty. T h e garment which
goes down' to the ankles and hides the whole body leaves free
only the hands, which have palms painted red, as if they want
to direct immediately the eyes of the faithful towards the symbol of the liberating law; the head delicately bends unto the
shoulder, as showing compassion for suffering men. T h e
Bodhisattva (fig.51) one sees to the left of the central Buddha

has the lightness of the best Central Asian paintings, the imitation of' which is evident because of the hair-dressing as well as
becaus- of the pale and delicate tints. T h e results of our stylistic examination are fully confirmed by the few remains of the
inscription one is still able to read and where it is said that
these paintings have been made according to the Li manner
(li-lugs), that is in the Khotanese manner.
In the chapel to the left one sees the representation of the assault of the demons against the meditating Buddha (fig. 54):
her we find the same confused interweave of monstrous figures
and the same visions represented here, if not with the same
quality, then at least following the same schemes as in the
chapels of Samada. In a small bay the family of the sponsors
seems to be afraid (fig. 48) of seeing themselves in such a terrifying company; they are standing there with folded hands,
and above them are hanging on a beam the stuffs and garments which record the gifts given by them to the monastery.
So it has become clear that the small temple of Iwang, although being so desolate, is one of the most interesting monuments one meets on the road to Gyantse: even if the style of
the paintings and statues should not have been sufficient for
that, the inscriptions prove that in two chapels, almost like in a
competition, at the same time have worked two squadrons of
artists, each of them continuing and transmitting from master
to pupil t ~ different
~ o
manners, with rules and techniques of
each of them: the Indian and the Central Asian manner. Tibetan art not yet formed was balancing between these two inspirations, but one could already anticipate the coming fusion of
these two currents out of which Tibetan art should rise very
soon with well-defined characteristics.
What I have said refers to painting: as for the statues, in the
first as well as the second chapel, the influence of the Chinese

rr,anner is evident; more in the second chapel one should not
speak of a simple influence but, if not of Central Asian artists
proper, at least of a squadron of artists who followed the Central Asian artistic traditions scrupulously. Against the
b;ickground of paintings executed in the Khotanese manner
only statues of' the same style could have been found suitable.
I t is not easy to fix the period to which these works of art be-

long. In rhe Kumbum or in the great temple of Gyantse, that
perhaps contain the greatest pictorial monuments of the XV
century, one already sees the Tibetan style, and therefore the
chapels of Iwang bring us certainly back to a preceding period.
Of course that does not mean that their paintings and statues
have to be dated back to the time indicated by the tradition as
being the time of the founding of the monastery i.e. to the time
of Chos-byah. Very likely Iwang has been rebuilt o r restored in
the time of the Sa-skya-pa, that means, not of the first of them,
for then one could not explain the big stylistic difference between these works and those of the Kumbum, which we have
been able to date with certainty.
But the fact that the site is very ancient is also proved by
some graffiti one sees on the rocks next to the monastery: they
remind of those in Ladakh, although they d o not present the
same variety of types. Some of them reproduce the Bon-po
svastika i.e. with the brackets to the left (fig. 55); others represent men mounted on an animal whom it is difficult to identify
with certainty: it could be a horse (fig.56) if its tail was not so
long. T h e rider holds a lance o r a standard and has tufts on his
head; at other times, as in fig. 57 two men seem to fight back a
horned animal.
T h e importance of these graffiti consists of the fact that they
are unique finds on the Sikkim-Gyantse road; they must pro-

bably be ascribed to those raids o f Central Asian nomads o f
whom the 'Tibetan chronicles have preserved rnany records.
These graffiti are in any case very different from the graf'fiti
one finds in Ladakh; the latter are not only older, hut some of
them even contemporaneous of the Kushan king, 11u1 they
offer a big variety of types also. Here in Central Tibet., fin- instance, one misses the ibex, which is the most frequent figure
on the rocks next to Khalatse and Dras, and the scenes of the
hunting of this animal as well.
SHONANG
T h e other monastery which in the local chronicles is recorded as being one of the most ancient monasteries of the region, is that of Shonang (So-man). Here too the Yellow Sect
commands. T h e monastery is surrounded by the usual wall:
the temple, in the very sense of the word, has two floors. T h e
lower chapel does not contain anything interesting. It has been
restored and repainted. T h e upper floor on the contrary, although it has been subject to many reworkings, is of a very impressive grandeur. O n the central wall are sitting seven
meditating Buddhas, who represent the cycle of the Rubs bdun
(fig. 58). T h u s we find nothing new, neither from the iconographic nor from the artistic points of view: the stucco statues
are well polished upto the details, solemn and well refined, but
they lack expression. O n e could say the same of the mural
paintings, which reproduce on the left wall the supreme pentad
(rigs lna). T h e central divinity is always, as expected, Vairocana
(in the attitude of explaining the law, white in colour and with
one face only, fig. 59). Well preserved is also the figure which
represents Ratnasambhava (fig. 60): besides each Buddha of
the pentad one has two figures of Bodhisattvas, standing upright;

above, emerging from a sea of clouds, deity in the act of adoration - a great festivar of colours and lights, but the drawing is
very rigid: the face of the divinity is enlarged, the figure obeys
only iconometric canons.
T o the left of the door three figures of Mgon-po1Natha: best
preserved is the one which is reproduced in fig. 61 and which
represents the most terrifying form of Vajrapani, known under
the name of Mgon-po phyag-druglsadbhuja 'Natha, together
with his Sakti (1).
In the lower part one sees the mystic procession of the minor
divinities, and above the masters of the esoteric schools, who
transmitted the corresponding initiations.
Nearly all the mural paintings of the right wall have disappeared: however, the good images of Tara have remained, that
is the White Tars and the Green Tars.
NENYING
$43. The foundation of the monaste? of Gnas-riiin. Nenying
(Gnas-rfiin) is one of the most famous places of Central Tibet,.
and according to what the Myan-chun and the eulogy tell us,
also one of the most active and ancient centres of diffusion of
Buddhism in the whole province of Gtsan.

According to what one reads in the eulogy, the monastery
was built in a region, originally named Skyegs (2). According to
the local traditions collected in these sources, it was given by
king Mnah-bdag-Khri-Ral-pa-can as a fief to one one of his
chaplains, i.e. to Rgya Hjam-dpal-gsan-ba. T h e latter stayed at
Bsam-yas, but Mgos Khri-bzan-po ( I ) , former minister of Khri......................................................................................

( I ) Griinwedel, Icottographie des Bwldhismur, p. 161, fig. !35, and
Indo-Tibetica I . 92
(2) Also in Buston, History of Buddhism, transl. By Obermiller p. 208,
Gnas-rnin is called Skyegs-gnas-rhin

sron-lde-btsan, sent him to lower Gtsan to spread the Buddhist
doctrine. H e should have accepted this mission, at least after
having obtained the permission of the. king and after having
received from him as a fief some country-seats in an-stod.
T h e old Mgos being dead in the meanwhile, the eldest son
Mgos Khyun-rgod-rtsal should have yielded his rights on the
fief, corresponding to the lower Gtsan, to his younger brother
Rdo-rje-rtsal; having thus transferred himself to Skyegs with
Rgya Hjam-dpal-gsan-ba he had become the patron of that
master, on whose counsel he had built many temples and above
all the monastery proper (gnas-dgon) Gnas-riiin with its surrounding wall, the habitations for the Lamas (gzim-khan) and
the temple, then the pilgrim's house (dben-dgon) at a site that
must be near to Gnas-rfiin and that is called Lun-than-kuh, and
last but not least the cells for the highest mystic realizations
(sgrub-khan) at another site called Skyid-sgo (kha, fol. 4a).
Founded by a priest of Bsam-yas, chaplain of the royal
house, Gnas-riiin has been for a long time one of the most important monasteries of the Riiin-ma-pa school. Even in more
recent times, as the Dge-lugs-pa had already begun their religious and political ascension, the place remained one of the most
remarkable, where one continued studying the esoteric systems
according to the old system (hugs-rfiin). But its abbots, whose
short biographies have remained in the eulogy of the mor,astery, had very large ideas pursuing their formation in the
school of the most famous masters of their time, so that, even
keeping the Riiin-ma-pa tradition alive and the cult of Padmasambhava fervid, in Gnas-rfiin has been prospering one of
the most flourishing schools of Lamaism, open to all currents.

......................................................................................
( 1)

See above p. 53

Therefore it has rightly merited the name of Rdo-rje-gdan,
which means the Rodhgaya of Tibet ( l ) , as if it were a new
Bodhgaya out of which the religion was propagated in the
whole of the Land of Snows.
Later the monastery came under Kdo-rje-phag-mo, the abbess of Samding, incarnation of' Vajravarahi (2) and hence definitely under the authority of the Yellow Sect. Today only the
surrounding wall has remained of this once so famous place
and that too is destroyed at many points o r fallen into decay.
T h e temples have been rebuilt inside a few years ago, that
means after the Anglo-Tibetan war, during which the convent,
where the monks had entrenched themselves, has been nearly
entirely destroyed. O n benches and improvized altars in the
main temple have been put together a lot of bronze images.
One notes that they belong to the best period of Tibetan art,
and that some of them are Nepalese.
In the private flat of the abbot (bla-bran) too, have remained
some magnificent fragments of a big halo of gilded bronze;
graceful floral motifs are interwoven in a series of delicate
curls. Slender images of Maitreya and Mafijuiri rise on
miraculously sprouting lotuses (figs. 62-63.).
We are evidently in the presence of a splendid fragment of
Indo-Napalese (3) art of the best period; one of those many
masterpieces which, as we read in the chronicles of Gnas-rfiin,
......................................................................................
2 , Nan-stod r.ga-gar-gyi glin p a s - m i n rdo-rje-gdan mtshuns
and the same also often in the Myan-chun. But the monastery of
Mag-dge-ldin on the Gyantse-Shigatse road was also generally known under
the name of Rdo-rje-gdan.
(2) The abbess had been visited by S. Ch. Das, Journey to Lhma (Rockhill). p.
13 1 ff.
(3) Compare for instance R.D. Banerji, Eastern Indian School of Mediaeval
Scu1ptu~-P,
pl. XCIVb.
( 1 ) Eulogy KHA p.

pious ,and generous abbots so Inany times wanted to be executed by Nepalese hands in their monasteries (see for instance
Eulogy, p. 16b), o r who possibly also arrived from India
through Nepal.
Not less remarkable is the symbolic lotus reproduced in the
figures 64-65; out of a sculptured basement with flower-motifs
rises a quadrangular shaft which gradually goes on enlarging,
and on the sides of which one sees small figures of stfipas
within which sit the Buddhas of the supreme pentad, each of
them in its own particular attitude. Above we see the eight
leaves of the mystic lotus enlarging and spreading out themselves; on each leaf have been reproduced nearly always
coupled divinities (yab yum) who belong to the cycle of
~de-mchoglSamvara.
T h e work has been executed with great precision and reminds of bronze lotuses discovered in Bengal and reproduced
by N.K. Bhattasali (1) and R.D. Banerji (2); probably o u r specimen too has been brought to Tibet by the first Buddhist missionaries.
T h e few objects that remain in the monastery of Gnas-rnin
give us a pale idea of the treasures of art it must have possessed once and they have been lost for ever.

......................................................................................
( 1 ) Iconograpliy u j ' BucMl~irl a d Bt.altmn?tic-a1 itrlages in Dac-c-n M w ~ z t m plates
,
XV and X V I .
( I ) R . D . Banerji, op.cit., pl.LXXI1.

CHAPTER VII

GYANTSE AND ITS MAIN TEMPLE
$44. The three chapels on the first floor. Gyantse (Rgyal-rtse) is a

very ancient city, which has been recorded several times in the
few historical documents we have at our disposal today for this
region. As we have seen, it had been the fief of a family, which
received it from Bla-ma Sa-skya and maintained its lordship for
some generations, although perhaps with decreasing authority.
During the government of the most ancient princes of that
feudal dynasty the city seems to have known some prosperity,
later lost. It is in this period that its most famous monuments
have been erected which are its most superb ornaments till
today, I mean the great monastery and the Kumbum built
within its sacred precincts.
T h e temple rises to the north of the actual bazar, and it is
surrounded by walls mounting on the spur of the hill, till it
joins and mixes u p with the later fortifications, constructed by
the Chinese (figs. 66-67). It consists of various buildings, mostly
restored in modern times after the English expedition, that
damaged them much. Tliree schools live here in common accord each in its own monastery and under its own abbot; that
of Yellow, that of Nor, which is a sub-sect of the Sa-skya-pa,

and also that of the Zha-lu-pa ( I ) , that is to say the followers of
Bu-ston.
T h e first sect has greater number of' followers and obey the
Khampo. He is a monk sent from Lhasa to guide the convent
and is the highest authority of the region.
T h e Sa-skya-pa and the Zha-lu-pa obey their own incarnations (sprul-sku) who stay at Gyantse only for a few weeks, for
the rest of the time they move on to the many other monasteries depending on them. During my stay at Gyantse I had the
fortune of meeting both of them.
These monasteries of Gyantse are so to say an island known
by the name of Dpal-hkhor-chos-sde, o r according to the oldest
references, Dpal-hkhor-bde-chen (2). Since ancient times they
are known as the most sacred place in Tibet, and every good
pilgrim is expected to visit them.
In the surrounding wall, a great door of majestic proportions
leads to a spacious courtyard. Along its walk are lined a series
of "prayer mills" which*the pilgrims turn with devotion. After
this the Buddhas invoked during the ceremony of confession
(fig. 68) are carved in bas-relief on large slabs of stone, set in a
line on the left side of the road. T h e work is coarse and done
in a hurry: a certain iconographic interest can be attached only
to the rough image of the Chos-rgyal who got the great temple
of Gyantse (fig. 69) constructed.

......................................................................................
(1) They are so called from the name of the Zha-lu monastery, where the
great Tibetan doctor lived and wrote the major part of his monumental
work. See above page 7 1.
(2) ~ ~ a n - c h u 81.
;l

Among all the temples the one which really still maintains
many great objects of art is the central temple. It emerges with
its massive red walls in the middle of the courtyard, and is surmounted by a tall gafijira made of gold, gleaming in the sun
under a turquoise sky. T h e walls, which tower towards the
upper portion, give to the temple the impression of great solidity. O n the facade the porch opens solemnly and leads to the
door with strong shutters. They seem to close implacably the
mysteries of the sanctum. T h e building strikes terror and inspires an anxious expectation of the secrets it encloses. O n the
first floor there is the hall of congregation (hdus-khun) where
three minor chapels open, respectively o n the back wall and on
the sides.
T h e congregation hall, where solemn ceremonies were celebrated, is very large and can have several hundreds monks. T h e
darkness is hardly broken by the gleam of the immense statue
of the Buddha which stands in the entire niche of the central
cella, and on which is reflected the shimmering light of the
lamps burning on the altar. Evidently the vastness of the statue
is done at the expense of artistic value. It represents the Jo-bo
of Lhasa and as such wears the diadem on his head (1).
T h e statue is of the same measure, so says the tradition, as
the famous one at Mahabodhi, and for building it. 1000 khal(2)

......................................................................................
( 1 ) Not too bad a figure of the Jo-bo of ~ h a s ahas been published by Walsh
in T h e image o f Buddha.in the Jo-bo-Khang Temple o f Lhasa, in Journal of
the Royal Asiatic Society 1938 plate V1.
( 2 ) A khal is about 11 kgs; each zho is equal to around 50 grams.

of copper were used and 108 zho of gold. 1 1 1 order to give i t
mystic life and t o consecrate it, formulae ( d h r u r ~ i brought
)
to
Tibet by Pandita Saripuma were deposited in its interior.
At its sides the images of Hjam-dhyans1MaiijughoSa and
Spyan-ras-gzigs1AvalokiteSvara are seen, and then those of two
Budhas, namely that of the past and of the future: Mar-memdzad1Dipankara and Byams-pa1Maitreya; then on the walls to
the right and to the left is the cycle of the sixteen Bodhisattvas,
eight on each side. As the Myari-chun (p. 84) records, this cycle
of sixteen Bodhisattvas is inspired by a well-known liturgy of
the MafijuSri-mula-tantra (1).
T h e first project of Hphags-pa-dpal-bzan-po was to build
only the central hall (2): but having found it inadequate, he
modified the original plan, added the cellas on the side wings
(glo-hbur) and then the upper floor with the verandah (hkhyam)
and the corridor for circumambulation (hdah-yab-kyi-hkhor-yug,
hkhor-lam). T h e temple progressively assumed the majestic aspect which we admire today.
T h e first chapel to the left is dedicated to the cycle of Vairocana, and specifically to the mandala of the Vajradhatu, as it
is described in the first section of the Tattva-sangraha; it is
meant to eliminate the passions, namely the affective state,
most intense and violent, which drives away the way of salvation; in doing so they have recourse to the same passions by
transforming them and turning them to moral purification.

......................................................................................
(1) See M. Lalou, Iconographi~ des i t o f i s ppitltp\ ( p a t a ) dans le hiailjuiri-mulakapa, pages 31-32. They are: ManjuSri. Candraprabha, Sudhana,
Sarvanivaranaviskambhin, Gaganaganja, Ksitigarbha, Anagha. Sulocana.
Maitreya, Sarnantabhadra, Avalokitesvara, krajrapani, Mahamati, Santarnati
Vairocanagarbha, Aph iajaha.

(2)

an-chun p. 83a.

But this mandala, as we have seen, may be represented in three
different ways, according to the manner in which it can be understood, respectively by individuals able to understand the
truth explained only diffusely to them, o r by those who can understand its meaning only if explained in an adequate form,
neither too large nor too concise, and finally by those who need
only a short and concise explanation.
T h e mandala represented on this wall addresses itself only to
the first category. In the centre is Vairocana, in his characteristic attitude as principal divinity of the Vajradhatu-madala:
namely, he has four faces and two hands in the mudra called
byan-chub-mchog/bodhyagri. He is surrounded by four other
Buddhas of the pentad, each of them accompanied by the
Bodhisattvas of his mystic family.
All the statues are of painted stucco, those representing the
supreme pentad of bigger size, and others of smaller size. They
jut out from the wall into trilobate arches (1) clearly of Indian
inspiration, these arches display themselves around the statues
of the five Buddhas in volutes and arabesques of austere
simplicity. T h e images have been refined with care and in them
there is still that serenity and that grace which the scruples of
the iconometric canons later made to disappear little by little.
We are evidently faced by works made during the highest
flourishing of Tibetan art, when the echo of the Indian tradition had not yet been extinguished. T h e inscription confirming
the tradition given by Myan-chun, clearly says that this chapel
was built at the time of the Chos-rgyal Hphags-pa-dpal-bzan-po
(figs. 70-72).

......................................................................................
( 1 ) They are called mchod-rtenlstzipa in Tibetan literature.

T h e walls are covered with very small figures. They form a
delicate and polychrome curtain on which the images of the
Bskal-bzan1Bhadrakalpa are multiplied. They are not one
thousand, b"t they could be 996 figures, namely, 249 figures in
the aspect of white Rdo-rje-sems-dpah/Vajrasattva, 249 in that
of red Kdo-rje-rin-chedvajraratna, 249 in that of red
Rdo-rje-chos/\'ajradharma,
249
in
that
of
green
Rdo-rje-laslvajrakarma (1). They are done with such accuracy
that they seem to be inspired by thc miniatures of Indian and
Nepalese manuscripts (figs. 73, 74). T h e chapel had been consecrated by the sku-zhan of Zhalu, the chos-rje
Nam-mkhahi-mtshan-can: the name of the painter has been
preserved.
In the chapel there is a superb copy of the Prajiiaparamita in
8000 verses, written in golden letters on folios varnished by indigo. T h e manuscript, which is carried in procession on solemn
occasions, is protected by two wooden covers (glegs-Sin, phalaka),
on which in a maze of flowers and volutes are engraved the
figures of the sacred pentad accompanied by minor deities.
T h e right chapel (gtsan-khan) is dedicated to Byams-pdMaitreya, who dominates it with his grand statue. This statue has
been added later and this is clear not only because of its less artistic value, but specially because of the testimony of the
Myan-chun (p. 86). In this very useful collection we read in fact
that the central deity of the chapel is Spyan-ras-gzigs
bcu-gcig-zhaYAvalokiteSvara with eleven faces, and this is now
seen behind the image of Byams-pa1Maitreya. Regarding Avalokitehara with eleven faces, many formulae of meditation
are known, and therefore also different iconographic representations. T h e statue of o u r chapel represents AvalokiteSvara
......................................................................................
( 1 ) See Bu-ston, BSad-rgyud rdo-'de-rtse-mohi dkyil-hkhor-gyi bkod-pa, fol. 1 1 a.

according to a formula of meditation attributed to Nagirjuna.
According to this formula the god is represented with a
thousand arms, of which 42 a r e considered the principal ones
and are well visible and equipped with characteristic symbols.
In the paintings covering the walls are reproduced the series of
masters who were the interpreters and continuators of this
mystic school. O n the right and the left of the central image
there is a row of lamas and doctors. They are beautiful statues
of stucco made with admirable accuracy a n d with a certain
realism which gives to each of them a peculiar physiognomy.
O n the right there are Hjam-dbyans/Mafijughosa, Padmasambhava, Kamalaiila, AtiSa. O n the left wall are three beautiful
statues, also in stucco, on which time has spread a superb
patina of a dark color and this underlines the finesse of the
work. T h r e e persons are seated on seats of Chinese model, covered with rich drapings adorned by drawings of flowers (figs.
75-76). They represent a kind rather rare in the temples,
namely the series of the three great kings of Tibet, great not
only by their political power, but also by the place they have in
the diffusion of Buddhism in Tibet; that is, in Tibetan mes-dpon
gsum "the three ancestors" Sron-btsan-sgam-po, Khri-sron-ldebtsan, Mnah-bdag Ral-pa-can.
O n the walls alternate frescoed figures of SAmitayus and Vajrasattva (fig. 77, detail fig. 78).
O n the left of the hall there is a little door which leads to the
Mgon-khan, the cella where the protecting deities are guarded
and propitiated. O n e can enter it through a corridor whose
walls have frescoes in very bad condition; they represent the
terrific deities who guard the door (sgo-sk~~on/dvarap~la)
and at
the same time are the procession following Cur-mgon, who is
as it has been said the protector of the Sa-skya-pa sect.

Here again is a repetition of what has been noticed at
Samada: all these temples have been built during the
maximum flourishing of the Sa-skya-pa school and only later
have they been shifted to the Yellow Sect.
T h e divinites who follow one another in the corridor are :
to the right
Hdod-khams-lha-mo/Kamadh2tviivari(fig. 8 1 )
to the left:
White Dkar-mo hi-zla/Siirya-candra Gauri (fig. 79)
Black Bdud-rgyal (fig. 82) and another divinity not determinable (fig. 80, and also the actual custodians of the doors
(sgo-skyonldvZrapala), with faces of lion, tiger, bear, and leopard
(sen-gdon, Stag-gdon, Dom-gdon, Grig-gdon).
T h e inrier portion of the Mgon-khan leads to a world of
nightmares: from the darkness emerge, won with difficulty by
the shimmering light of' the guide, the terrific figures of
Gur-mgon surrounded by his minor acolytes. All around, the
stuffed bodies of yaks, gazelles and goats are hung from the
roof and from the walls together with standards and flags,
dusty and blackened by the years, which swing like phantoms.
In this Mgon-khan one breathes that fearful atmosphere which
is peculiar to Lamaist art and which imprints its creation with
specific fascination.
O n the walls, free from such fearful curtains, are images of
cemeteries, torn corpses eaten u p by birds of prey and animals
of prey; in the mist of mounting flames sneering deities brandish instruments of death. They are the five Mon-bu pu-tra
min-srin about whom we have already spoken.
945. The chapel of Lam-brm. T h e upper floor (dbu-rtse) consists
of a vast courtyard which corresponds to the congregation hall
downstairs. All around there is a verandah (yab-riil) sustained

by small
hide the
panel of
life of

wooden pillars in which the carpenter's skill could not
knottiness of the tree. O n the walls of the hall is a long
frescoes representing a hundred main moments in the
the Buddha, as they are narrated by the
Dpag-bsam-khri-SinIAvadina-kalpalata.These are new paintings, but made with gracefulness, finesse of drawing and especially liveliness of colours.
O n the back, the verandah is closed. A modern painter has
depicted a colorful paradise on it and a nice portrait of the last
Dalai Lama, although highly stylized.

'To the left and to the right are two chapels, and on the back
the higher chapel-the actual dbu-rtse (sten gzal-yas-khan-chen-mu)
- to which one can go through two stairs, one to the right and
the other to the left.
T h e first chapel, that to the left, is called Lam-hbras
lha-khan. T h e name stands for the sect by which the shrine
has been built: lam-hbras is the title of the meditation manuals
of the Sa-skya-pa school. T h e name is d u e to the fact that they
explain the way leading to liberation and the fruit derived
from it. Lam-hbras corresponds to the lam-rim of the Yellow
School: it is the process of meditation and of purification
through which man transforms himself .into the eternal overcoming'of the world of appearances. This attribution of the
chapel to the Sa-skya school is confirmed also by the stucco images running around the niches of the central wall. They represent the series of masters of the mystic revelation, received
and subsequently transmitted by the Sa-skya-pa. They are
Rdo-rje-hchaidvajradhara in
the
middle,
Bdag-medma/Nairatma to his right, Virapa to his left, and then the series
of Sa-skya-pa lamas (figs. 83, 84, 85).

T h e centre of the chapel is occupied by a mandala of wood
and stucco of the cycle of Bde-mchog/Samvara (fig. 86) according to the system of Ltiipi. This mandala of Bde-mchog/samvara
not painted but plastically built with the little statues of the gods
each arranged in his own place are called blo-blans. You find
another in the little temple of Bde-mchog/Samvara at
Tsaparang that I have already described (1).
Ritualistics imposes that one should turn around the mandala
of Bde-mchog/Samvara not in the traditional way of pradaksina,
namely from left to right but in the inverse sense from right to
left; this way of turning around sacred things adopted by the
Bon-po, as is known, is a possible indication of the resemblance
between Bde-mchog/Samvara and Siva on one side, and of the
overlapping between Lamaism and the primitive cults of Tibet
(2). For the exigencies of this work, we will follow the normal
order in the description of this chapel. Besides the stuccco.statues
about which I have already spoken, the frescoes are also of great
importance. Artistic importance, because iconographically the
cycle is well known; it represents the series of the 84 Siddhas o r
perfect men, whose importance is due not only to hhving perfected the hathayoga techniques and to having insisted on the
necessity of the psychophysic culture for realizing liberation
quickly but also to having attempted a fusion between Buddhism
and Sivaism.

......................................................................................
(1) Indo-Tibetica 11112.616.
(2) In fact in the Dpal-mchog rigs bsdzu-kvi dkvil-!tkhor bkob-pa of Bu-ston ( I .
fol.19a) in the description of the mandala of the Lha-ma-yinIAsura, it is said
that Bde-mchogl$arhvara is Lord of Asuras (Lha-ma-yin-gyi hpah-bo Bde-mchog)
in the centre o f this mandala is Visnu, in the east Bde-mchogISamvara, in the
South ~ha~s-bzari-rismemaci
trin, in the west Lag-bzanlsabahu, in the north
Lha-ma-yin-gyi srin-mo. T h e ritual round to the left in Tibet is always connected with non-~uddhisticcults, either Bon-po or Hindu.

I ' h e cycle is vcrv popular in the Bkah-brgyud-pa school,
perhaps less among the Sa-skya-pa and Dge-lugs-pa. But. in our
case, of great interest is the extraordinary finesse of the figures
which move with agility on a background that in its stylization
is very well-adapted to this fantastic and magic world that it
wants to represent (figs. 87, 88, 89, 90, 91).
'The Siddhas are either seated on tiger-skins, o r they perform
mystic dances witn their Saktis, while all around them flowers
and plants mount with strange twistings resembling apparitions
of dreams. T h e colours are vivid, and yet harmonised with
great mastery. Light clouds move in the sky. Each figure is accompanied by a short invocation in Sanskrit containing the
name of the Siddha represented; the orthographic inaccuracies
are not rare.
Here, as well as downstairs in chapels consecrated to Vairocana, we begin to find epigraphic documents of great importance for the history of Tibetan painting. I n fact, on a line that
runs under the frescoes are given not only the names of the
donors (sbyin-bdag) who had these paintings done at their own
expense, but also the names of painters themselves. T h e
donors who wanted these frescoes to be made were "the honorable Btsan Dpal-hbyor-rin-chen of Gnas-rbin, and the
Dbu-mdzad Dpal-mchog," while the painter was the most honorable (dpon-mo-che) Dpal-hbyor assisted by his disciples.
O n the left wall are represented various episodes of the life
of a monk, according to Myan-chun of Sa-skya Pan-chen. According to the same source, confirmed by the inscriptions (fig.
941, this scene should represent the dispute that he had with

the heretics, namely kv:d: the Hindu ascetics at Skyid-sro11 ( 1 )
and .their defeat (figs. 92, 93, 94, 95, 96).
O n the opposite wall, instead, that is to the right, the life of
the Chos-rgyal is represented in paintings, namelv of
Hphags-pa who went to China, got the investiture of Tibet
from the Mongol emperor and of his visions (figs. 97, 98, 99).
O n the walls at the two sides of the door are various figures
of terrific deities, in their proper function of "guardians of the
door". They are committed to sending afar from the sacred
precincts the baneful forces o r influences. O n the wall to the
right of the door (that is called mar-khju in technical terms) is
seen the Mgon-poINatha of the Sa-skya-pa sect (fig. 100) that is
to say C u r mgon. Around him there are scenes representing
cemeteries and processions of fearful deities dancing in the
midst of flames.
T h e cornice, painted with flowers and trees, delimiting the
mandala of C u r mgon (fig. lOI), reproduces ornamental motifs
taken from Chinese models. In it special emphasis is laid on the
five las-mhhan, namely the executors of the orders of the
Mgon-po, that is to say the Mon-bu pu-tra, about whom we
have already spoken.
Near Mgon-poINatha, Rnam-thos-sras/Vaisrava~ain his divine palace. O n the wall to the left of the door (ya~--khyu):
Dpal-ldan ha-molSri~evi surrounded by the four ,-u-}~drundescribed above (fig. 102); black Bdud-rgyal with a rosary made of
human skulls; in the right she has the spear (mdui;-rii~),in the
left flutters a standard (ba-dun) (fig.103); Dkar-mo hi-zla represented according to her more common iconographic tFype
......................................................................................
( 1 ) This episode o f his life is narrated also by H~jigs-rned-nam-n1kIl:il~.
See
Huth op. cit. p. 123ff'. But he is not the only o n e represented in tllesc painrings. O n them are often reproduced the wonderful apparitions I>! \\.liich hc
got the revelation o f the mystic wisdom that he either transniitted t o his disciples or conimitted to his writings.

(fig.104): one face and two arms, in the right she sustains
mount Meru with superimposed planes, and in the left she has
the four continents at the height of the heart. She wears a garland of 999 suns and moons, on the head a sun and a moon
and a crown of skulls (1). T h e two divinities are always united:
they form a couple, lcam-dral, and are often indicated by a
single name dkar-bdud.
$46. The chapel of mandalas. T h e ccntral chapel, the actual dbu'
rtse (fig.105) is of very great dimensions. It represents, from
the religious point of view, the most secret and important part
of the temple. It is a kind of gallery of Mahayinic esoterism,
since on its walls are reproduced in great detail the mandalas
of the well-known tantric schools. In this temple were celebrated the initiatic rituals and here was given baptism to the
neophytes during the tantric mysteries. Nowadays the chapel is
used as a hall for congregation. During my stay at Gyantse in
this temple there was a reunion of monks for reciting the
Bkah-hgyur, all together, to accomplish a request by the local
people who scared by the prolonged drought begged the rain
longed for from the magic power of the Divine Word. That the
temple has lost is primal character of a hall of initiations is
shown by the fact that its mandalas are mostly covered by big
and rough book-shelves on which are piled u p books of various

......................................................................................
( I ) The description is taken from Dpal Sa-skya-pahi jab chos jan phur
thun-moh-g, bknh-sruh DKAR BDUD icam-dral-gyi sgrub-thabr r j e s - p r i dab-bas
in Rin-chen-gter-mdzod, ~ 0 1 . ~ 1 .

kinds from the Bkah-hgyur to voluminous treatises on logic:.
O n top of it, along the central wall there are many statues a
few of certain antiquity and most of them of recent date. They
completely cover the paintings on the wall. Among the statues
only one merits to be recorded; it is a precious Buddha solemn
and serene (fig.106), behind whom had been put a bronze aura
originally belonging to another statue. Statue and aura d o not
seem to be Tibetan, but are almost surely in the Nepalese manner.
It is therefore clear that the temple has been spoiled; this probably happened during the Anglo-Tibetan War of 1904.
The mandalas on the left side of the door and the first seen on
the left wall are with inscriptions. It is clear that they have been
made again in a period very near to us, on the pattern of those already existing, as it is said in the brief lines written under the paintings. T h e first m e d a l a of Dpal Rdo-rje-gzhon-nuNajrakumm in
his angry form (khro-bo),according to the mystic family of the Vajra,
is described by the Phur-pa rtsa-dum-kyi rgyud ( l ) , that is the
Phur-pa according to the system of realization of the Sa-skya-pa
(fig.107).
Immediately under this is the mandala of the 29 gods of
Rdo-rje-hfimf-mdzadlvajra-h~mkgra(fig.l08), and then the
(3) (fig. 109).
mandala of Rdo-rje-bdud-rtsilvajr-ta
Coming to the left wall there is the mandala of Black YamPri
(gied nag) (fig.110) and of Red Yamari (gjed dmar) (fig. 111); to the

(1) That is Rdo-je-phurjm m-ba&-rgyud-ky durn-bu, translated by Sa-skya
Panchen (Toh.439, not in the Narthang edition).
(2) Besides the mandala of ~ dje-ham-mdzad/Vajiahfirnk~
e
recorded in the
above published schemes, compare ~ d n - j e - h i i m - m d d - bsi p b t h a b s , Toh. 3289,
3359,3634.
(3) Rduje-bdud-rtsi-rgyud (Toh.435).

side of the door on the right, a mandala is seen which according to
the inscription is not that of Rdo-rje-dbyinnajradhatu according to
the Sampuptantra, as it is written in the guide to the temple but
that of Bde-mchog-rdo-rje-sems-dpah zhi dkar-poANhite Santa Vaj-.
rasattva Samvara (fig. 113).
Then there is a mandala of the Mkhah-hgro-maakinis, according to the Rdo-rje-gdan-bzhilcatuspitha (fig. 114) (1) and the
mandala of Hum-rndzad/Hiimkara (fig. 1 15) with eleven gods.
The other mandalas are, as I have said, mostly covered by shelves
and statues: and the visible ones too have the same difficulties of interpretation as the other mandalas.
That it is very difficult to connect them to a specific text or to
that cycle of esoteric experiences of which they are the symbol. And
when there are no clarifying inscriptions the task is almost on the
lines of despair, because of the yet imperfect knowledge that ..ve
have of the immense tantric literature in Tibet.
In our case, however, we have an exact and ordained description
of the paintings covering the walls of this temple, in the Myan-chun,
already quoted often. According to this text, the central mandala is
the mandala of the plenitude of the three mystic bodies, the physical, the verbal and the mental, symbolized by the
Dus-kyi-hkhor-loIKalacakra, as it is described in that tantra. At its
right the mandalas devolve in the following sequence.
lo Two great mandalas of Mi-bskyod-pa-rdo-rjeIAbobhyavajra,
described by Gsan-ba-hdus-palGuhyasamaja, according to the
system of Hphags-pa (namely Blo-g-ros-rgyal-mtshan-dpalbzrt.i-po).
( i ) Cornpare Bu-ston, complete works JA: Rhje-gdnn-bJl?ii c
U
r
y
z
l
w
rgyas+hi
.\pwb~lLnbsmi-hrjPd-par dran-by~d.

2" Mandala of Rdo-rje-hjigs-byedvajrdbhairavaaccording to the
family of the physical body: it includes seventeeri divinities in all and
is painted according to the method of' meditation descritxd by the
lotsava of Skyo.
3" On the left wall-mandala of Hjam-pahi-rdo-rje/Mafijuvajra
with 19 divinities, described by the Gsan-ba-hdus/C;uhy'dsamajaand
belonpng to the mystic family of Mi-bskyod-paIAbbhya, represented according to the system of meditation of
Ye-Ses-zhabs1Jfianapada (1).
4" Mandala of Rdo-rje-hjigs-byedNajrabhairava including ten
gods according to the system of meditation expounded by the lotsava of Rva (see Indo-Tzbetica I1Y2.8 1).
5" Mandala of GSin-rje-gSed dmar/Red Yamantaka, still visible
and about which we have already spoken; it is reproduced according to the system of ~~al-hdzin/Sridha.ra
(Bstan-hgyur XL111.103
104, 106, 107 etc.).
On the left side of the central mandala on the back wall:
lo Mandala
of
Heruka
(fig.
112) taken
from
Ilkhah-hg~o-rgya-mtsh@akamava (2): the god is represented with
17 faces and 76 arms and is surrounded by 104 deities forming his
train. Around the mandala is reproduced the cycle of bhadrakalpa
in two rows.
2" Mandala of ~de-mchog/Samvaraaccording to the system of
meditation expounded by LiiipA: it contains 62 divinities (3).
3" O n the right wall, mandala of the five Mkhah-hgro-ma/
Dakini according to the system of meditation of the Sa-skya-pa: it
......................................................................................
( I ) T w o small treatises on C s a k - h d w Hjam-rdo-r/~IGulr~asnrn~ju
Marijuzjajru
are found in the works of Bu-rton, ilol. T H A Clan-hdur H j ( ~ v ~ - r h r - g.vprlr-thab.~
vi
/Vam-dbya~s yid-hphrog
and
Csan-hdw
H a - l o
d l
rhu-go
Hjam-pahi-dbyans-kyi byin-rlabs-kyi rnum-hphrul.
(2) About the vernacular portions in this text see DGk@uzla ed. N . N .
Chaudhuri, Calcutta Sanskrit Series no. X.
(3) See Indo-Tibelica I1 I12.17ff.

is taken from Mkhah-hgro-rdo-rje-gur (Toh. 419) and is
twofold because it symbolises the mystic families both in a cornprehensive manner (bsdus) and divided (rkyan) ( ~ e eToh.1322
atid 1321 = Bstan-hgur XXII.36).
4" Mandala of Kye-rdo-rjelHevajra which includes nine gods
and is represented according to the system of meditation expounded by Virupa, based on the second chapter of the
Rdo-rje-gur brtag-griis.
5" Mandala of the fusion with all the Buddhas
(Sans-rgyas-thams-cad mriam-par-sbyor-bahi dkyil-hkhor) (1).
6" Mandala of Gdan-bzhilcatuspitha described by the
Dpal-gdan-bzhi-rgyud (2) according to the system of meditation expounded in the Sanskrit text of Bhavabhadra, and commented upon by Crags-pa-rin-chen.
T h e n there are the mandalas enumerated by the Myail-chuil
and today mostly invisible, which cover the central portion of
the walls. They are the principal mandalas around which, and
above and below which, are many minor mandalas as enumerated later on by the same source. Above, always to the right of
the central marldala, and then, following the same direction till
reaching theleft side of the door:
1" Mandala of GSed d m a r l ~ e dYamantaka including five
central divinities, according to the system of meditation of Virupa (3).
2" Mandala of Spyan-ras-gzigs1AvalokiLeSvaraexpounded in
the Guhyasamaja and having 19 divinities: .according to the system explained by AtiSa in Byah-chub-hod.

......................................................................................
( I ) Toh. 1659, 1660, 1661, 1663, 1677 = Bstan-hgyur X X I V . I I , 12,
X X V . l , 3, 17.
(2) Comment and liturgy of Toh. 366, 429-430 ,$ri-cc~tl~ll/1it/ic~kl~yrlta-1nr1trarcja.
(3) Toh. 2017, 201 8 = Rstan-hgyur X L l l I . 9 7 , 96.

3" Mandala of the family of nine gods of the
Gsan-ba-hdus-pd(;uhyasamaja as given in the Kalacakra.
4"
Mandala
of
25
gods
of
the
Phyag-rdor
hkhor-chenlMahBcakr-a Vajrapani ( 1).
5" Mandala of 25 gods included in the sextuple family of' the
Gsan- hdus1Gu hyasamaja.
6" Mandala of 43 divinities of the mandala of
Sgyu-hphrulIMayajala according to the system of the three
mystic families of the Sgyu-hphrul-dra-ba given in the
Dus- kyi-h khor-1oIKalacakra.
7" Mandala of Bdud-rtsihi HeruWAmrta-Heruka according
to the (Rdo-rje-) hphren-balvajrali.
Below the great mandalas, always in the same direction :
8" Mandala of Rdo-rje-gtum-mo1Vajracandl with the five
garudas (2).
9" Mandala with 13 gods of Dgra naglBlack Yamintaka according to the system of Ras-chun.
10" Mandala with nine gods of Sans-rgyas-thod-pdBuddhakapala according to the Rdo-rje-hphren1Vajravali (3).
1 1" Mandala with 25 gods of Phag-moIVarahi according to
the Phag-mo-mnon-byan-chub/Abh,isambodh i - V a h i (4).
12" Mandala with 13 gods of Bde-mchog s d o m - h b y u i i ~ a m
varodaya with three faces and six arms (5).
13" Mandala with 45 gods of Hjam-dpal-sgyu-hphrul-dra-bal
Mayajala-MafijuSri given by the Dus-kyi-hkhor-1oIKPlacakra.
14" Mandala with 32 gods of the Gsan-hdus1Guhyasam~jaexpounded by the Dus-kyi-hkhor-1oIKalacakra.
( 1 ) In the works of Bu-ston, vol. TH A : Phyag-rdor hkhor-chen-gyi bstod-pa
bstod-pas don-thams -cad hgrub-pa .
(2) See Indo-Tibetica 1 1111.165.
( 3 ) On Sahs-rgyas-thod-pa1Buddhakapala see the Tantra ~ak-rgycls-thod-pa
rhes-bya-bahi mal-hbyor-mahi rgyud-kyi-rgyal-po (Toh. 424).
(4) Toh. 377 Phag-mo mnon-par-byan-chub-pa.
( 5 ) On which see Bu-ston, Bde-mchog sdorn-hbvun-p .\grub-thabs (1i1o.s-pub
nn-Po-chehi-gter, complete works, vol. J A .

1.5" Mandala with 13 gods of the Gsari-hdus/C;u~~yasam~ja
expounded by the Dus-kyi-h khor-1oIKalacakra.
17" Mandala
..
of Bdud-rtsihi-hum-mdzad1Arnrta-hiiri~kara,
one of the three mandalas of Bdud-rtsihi given by the

Rdo-rje-hphren1Vajravali.
18" Mandala of Bde-mchog reg-tshig-rnarns1B hayandana
Samvara.
T o the left, above:
19" Mandala of ~de-mchoglSamvaraaccording to Nag-pospyod-pa/Krsnacarya with 62 gods.
20" Mandala of ~de-mchog/Samvaraaccording to Maitripa
with 33 gods.
21" Mandala of Kye-rdo-rje1Hevajra of the physical plane
(sku) with one head and two arms according tb the Brtag-giiis,
namely the second chapter of the Samputatantra.
22" Mandala of Kye-rdo-rje1Hevajra of the verbal plane
(gsun) with three heads and six arms.
23" Mar~dalaof Kye-rdo-rje1Hevajra according to the Samputatantra with 17 gods.
24" 'The 9 gods of the mandala of Siiin-po
Kve-rdo-rjelcitta-Hevajra with 8 faces and 16 arms.
25" Saris-rgyas-thod-pa1Buddhakapala with 25 gods from the
tantra of the same name (Toh.424).
26" Mandala of Kurukulla with 15 gods according to Rdorje-hphreri-da/vajravali.
27" Mandala of Thugs-rje-chen-po padma-dra-ba/Padmajala
Mah2karunika according to Bu-ston ( 1 ) .
28" Mandala
with
five
deities
of
Bde-mchog
do-rje-mkhah-hgro-rna/%vat-a Vajradakini according to
Dril-bu-pdGhantapada.
29" Mandala with 9 gods of Mahamaya according to the lotsava of Rnog.
( 1 ) Tl~ug,..c-rje-c~n-po
pad- r n c ~ - d ~ -Onhi
c ~ sgru0-thab.r thugs-ye hod-zer hbyun-ha,
coniplcte works

o f Hu-ston, v o l . J A .
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......................................................................................
( I ) Sce ;ll,ove

p. 12-lf'f'.

become rare. They have given way to the wheel of life. T h e
and easier, accessible to a range
symbols have bet:ome si~..p~er
of mediocre religious culture. T h e very pantheon covering the
walls of the temples of recent constructions has become irnpoverished and is reduced to more popular and humane divinities: Tars and AvalokiteSvara.
Around this temple runs the skor-lam o r corridor for ritual
circumambulation, frescoed with the figures of the Thousand
Buddhas of the Bhadrakalpa, accompanied by the respective
Bodhisattvas.
T h e chapel on the right has.images of stucco of the sixteen
arhats almost natural and therefore it is called the chapel of
sixteen arhats (Gnas-brtan lha-khan).
Other statues are seen on the central wall, and they represent Hjam-dbyans smra-bahi-sen-gelvadisirhha MafijuSri with
his cycle; five divinities in all.
O n the wall to the sides of the door good paintings of the
Rgyal-chen sde-bzhilCaturmahar~jika (figs. 1 16, 1 17, 1 18) can
be seen, namely of the four supreme kings, guardians of the
cardinal points.
Although there are no inscriptions, it is clear that the painters of these frescoes have again strayed afar from the Indian
models, and that they have rather followed Central Asian inspiration. T h e tonality of the colours too, among which the pale
green and the faint red dominate, reminds of the manner of
Central Asia. There is no doubt that in this case too, we are
faced by paintings made according to the Khotanese system,
which for reasons I shall soon give, has continued through the
centuries to influence the iconography of the four celestial
guardians.

T h e two lateral chapels on the upper floor of' the main temple of Gyantse have each an opening with a triple door: and
this is not a whim of the architect. In such constructions, where
everything is symbolic, no detail is left to the arbitrariness of
the artisans, but has a precise significance of its own: the doors.
are three, because they recall the three v i m o ~ a - m u k h a :the
three parts that lead to salvation, namely the realisation of the
insubstantiality of things, the renunciation of various differentiating concepts, and the extinguishing of every desire.

CHAPTER VII

KUMBUM (1)
$47. General symbolism of the Kumbum. We have already said
above that the stupa is a mandala; and we also spoke though
briefly, of the meaning that the schools projecting the
construction have given to the edifice itself. Furthermore that
this Kumbum imagined as a mandala architectonically
constructed, is evidently shown by the very plan of the
monument, which is presented as a superposition of concentric
mandalas. T h e prescribed four doors in the four directions
open over four chapels of major proportions. These mandalas
have as their centre the axis of the temple (srog-s'in). This axis is
the soul of the universe, invisible, but omnipresent, namely the
prime principle symbolized in the highest cella of the Kumbum
by Rdo-rje-hchalilvajradhara (see fig. A on the opposite page).
T h e symbolism that the author of the eulogy gives to the
Kumbum is not his own creation. We have already seen in the
first volume of this series how every stops is the architectonic
expression of the essential truths of Buddhism. This is why it
......................................................................................
( I ) Figures 119, 120.

was imagined that progressive ascension to the successive
floors, in which the sku-hbum is divided, corresponded to a
profound purification. H e who piously visited the chapels of
Kumbum would eliminate little by little the traces of his sins
and would almost transform himself into the spiritual planes
expressed in symbols in the stiipa. It is of n o import that this
change does not take place in reality: it is of n o import that the

people \ k i t i n g the Kumbum even today with a sense of
profound reverence will not come out profoundly renewed.
-1'he modest result of that devoted circumambulation of so
sacred a monument cannot overshadow the symbolic value of
the edifice a n d the mystic significance attributed to it a n d that
a s i*t the basis of its very construction. T h e building is the
rho.\-,~krrl(ll~(~l,n,.mu-kdyu,
the body of the law made visible: to g o
~ l i r o u g h the chapels was allnost a n identification with the

highest spiritual planes. T h a t is why the progressive mounting
from floor. to floor corresponds also to an ascension towards
truths ever more subtle and secret. Ascending one passes from
an order of tantric cycles to higher ones: one starts with the
Kriyita~itrasand reaches on the top of the building to the
Anuttal-atantras. In this way one traverses through a11 the
mysticism and esoteric liturgy of Mah3yina in a short time.
T h e sacred buildings, as t h e . images, are constructed
i~ccordingto fixed rules. T h e r e is a unity of measure which,
variously multiplied, determines the proportions of single
por-tio~is.In o u r case the tradition reported by the anonymous
author of the eulogy says that this unit of measure was the
cubit ( k h ~ u o) f the king and this exceeded the normal measure
by timr fingers (sor-)no). Starting from the centre and
nieasuring 108 cubits for each side in all the directions,
therefore with a diameter of 216 cubits, thc base of the
l>uilcli~igwas measured and built. It is technically called the
"lu~iar lotus" because the moon becomes the lotus of
Rdo-rje-l;lcl~aii/Vajradhara,serene and beatific divinity. This
basis sy~nbolisesthe fusion of two elements from which the
tliought of illumination is derived, namely, the praxis (upqa)
and the g~iosis( f i r a j i i ) , o r the two aspects of being, beatitude
and insubstantiality (rnahasukhn and s'iinyatd). It measures one
cubit in height arid is surrounded by three steps (them-skas). On
the basement, on a stilobate (khri-bdegs), symbolizing the four
in~perturbabilitiesof the Buddha (vaikiradya, mi-hjigs-pa), is the
throne proper, divided into five faces (gdon) for each side (1)

......................................................................................
( I ) All are not or~the same line, but descending, which gives exactly 5 x 4
wi~llsi~.liiclico~lstiti~te
the facades of the twenty chapels.

On them are represented the symbols of the five Buddhas of
the supreme pentad: the lion (Vairocana) ( 1 ) symbol of
imperturbability (&jigs-med);the elephant (Aksobhya) symbol of
<he ten mystic forces (stobs bcu); the horse (Katnasambhava)
symbol of thaumaturgic powers (rdzu-hphrul); the peacock
(Amitibha) symbol of the ten dominant capacities (dban bcu);
the eagle (mkhah-ldin) (Amoghasiddhi) symbol of the force of
non-attachment to anything (asamparigraha). This throne is
surmounted by the usual frame consisting of a double lesser
border (bad chun), an indented border (bad bar), a great border
and lastly in a frame jutting as a roof (bya-hdab).
T h e whole of Kumbum lieson that throne which elevates u p
for hbout three meters on the surface of the basement: on the
south side there is a stair leading to the door opening on the
first floor. O n every floor, as it has been seen, to each side
corresponds, in the centre, a great temple around which, on
the sides, are the minor chapels in respective juttings (glo-bur).
Thus without counting the two corridors between the dome
and the campana, we have a total of 73 chapels disposed
according to the following scheme:
I floor: 4 major temples, 16 minor cbapels
I1 floor: there are no rnajor temples, since they
correspond to the upper portion of those
below; 16 minor chapels
I11 floor: 4 major temples, 16 minor chapels
IV floor: 12 chapels
V dome (bum-pa): 4 major iemples
VI campana: image of Rdo-rje-hchanlvajradhara

20

16
20
12
4
1

73
......................................................................................
( 1 ) On the "vehicles" of the five Buddhas see Indo-Tibetica I I11 1.78. ,
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Although the technical term regularly found in all the
inscriptions to designate such a monument is bkra-Sis sgo-man
mchod-rten "the lucky stiipa of many doors", the popular
tradition now knows it by the shorter name sku-hbum namely
"the stupa containing the 100.000 images". This is a literal
translation, but in Tibetan hbum has the same value as the wen
in Chinese, it does mean an extraordinarily great number. I
could not, as is natural, count all the images painted on the
walls; but it seems that the anonymous author of the
oft-quoted guide imposed upon himself the not light task of
counting them, because he gives at the end of each floor the
f frescoed figures. According to his calculations,
statistics ~ ' the
the images of the first four floors and of the dome would
aggregate to 27,529.
$48. The first floor of the Kumbum. T h e first floor is
surrounded by an enclosure (lan-kan, lan-khan) on which there
were two doors, the one to the south for entrance, and the
ather to the north for going out. But now the north door is
closed.

T h e first floor, symbolizing perhaps the four coefficients of
awareness (smrtyupcsth6na), is eight cubits high and has a
circumference of 354 cubits. T h e first floor too, following the
design of the "throne" which determines the plan of the entire
building, is divided into five faces for each side, and these are,
as it has been said, two to the right and two to the left of the'
central one which is wider. Moreover, the central juts out with
respect to the others which progressively withdraw towards the
axis of the building. In this way the whole floor is divided in
twenty projections in which are temples in the centre and
minor chapels at their sides.
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T h e guide, in its description of the Kumbum, starts from the
first temple, that on the very axis of the door and therefore
looks toward the south. Then it goes on to describe the two
chapels in the east, namely to the right, and then the other two
in the west, namely to the left. Following the same rule, it goes
to the great temple in the west, and then to that in the rlorth,
and at last to that in the south, noticing on the way minor
chapels which are on their right and left. 1 will follow the same
order, from left to right, as I have always done, but going
directly from chapel to chapel, which will be numbered by a
progressive number from the first to the twentieth, indicating
the major temples with a T .

I will not dilate on their description, provided that the
iconographic and artistic importance of the cycles represented
does not advise me to the contrary. T h e descriptions will be as
brief as specific and as diffuse as are the inscriptions.
Then, shall we start our tour of the chapels of the Kumbum

I.1T. T h e central image of painted stucco represents
h k y a m u n i in the attitude of preaching the law. At his side one
finds Sariputra and Maudgalyayana, then the eight Buddhas of
Medicine (Sman-bla) (1). O n the wall the frescoes have been
partly retouched or re-done. Originally they represented the
cycle of the Sman-bldBhaisajyaguru, that of the Prajnaparamita
the sixteen Arhats: according to the calculations of the eulogy:
12 1 figures in all.

1.2. T h e chapel is dedicated to Hod-zer-can-ma/Marici,
whose statue with three faces and eight arms is on the eastern
wall. O n the wall to the west is painted the same goddess in
yellow colour with eight arms and three faces; the central one is
......................................................................................
( 1)

See Irrtlo-7'ih~Iiccr I l Ill . l tiH.
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human and the other two on the sides are of a boar. From the
forelock emerges the figure of Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana
and serpents are coming out of the hair bound by a garland of
flowers (fig. 12 1).
T h e goddess is fairly well known in her various
representations described by the literature of Sadhanas, which
has been used by A. Getty and by Benoytosh B attacharyya.
T h e latter is right, I believe, in clearly disti guishing this
goddess from Vajravirihi.

P

Her character of luminous divinity is pointed out by her
connections with ~narn-par-snan-mdzad/~airbcana,by her
chariot drawn by seven boars as seven are the horses of the Sun
(1) and especially by her name Marici namely "ray".
There is n o doubt that this is the original significance of the
goddess. T h e r e is also a trace of it in the Buddhist dharani
dedicated to her in various versions, where it is said of her:
"there is a divinity staying before the sun and she has attributes
of great divine power and sway; constantly she walks before
the sun. T h e sun does not see her, but she can see the sun" (2).
That Mirici had a significance for the rays of the sun and
especially those preceeding sunrise, namely the light of Dawn,
is beyond doubt. But in the Buddhist tradition , o t h e r
symbolisms superimpose this central nucleus. T h e r e is a detail
that we always find in her representation, and that may serve
to let us understand what was the new significance given by the

......................................................................................
( 1 ) About the pork sacrified t o the Sun at Nagpur see W.Crooke, Relipon
and Folklore of Northern India,p.33..
(2) Taishi) 1254- 1255, 1256, 1257, 'Foh. 564, 565. 566.
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Buddhist schools to the old divinity accepted in their olympus.
This detail is, to my opinion, the stfipa: the sttipa is
represented in the middle of her ascetic lock and the figure of
the goddess has to be represented inside a stfipa. Therefore
there is a constant relation between the stfipa and Marici.
What is the relation between the stfipa and the solar rays!
Evidently none, if they are actual solar rays, but very close if
Marici, rather than the solar rays, stands for the luminous
beams that the Buddhist legends relate to emante from the
stiipas every time that a miraculous deed is about to be
accomplished. For the sake of brevity, I will recollect only one
among the well-known examples, namely the bursting forth of
the luminous rays from the stfipa wherein Prabhfitaratna,
accompanied by h k y a m u n i , introduced himself at the moment
of his parinirvana, according to the description of the
Saddharma-pundarika (1): these innumerable rays fill the
universe and each of them projects infinite images of
Bodhisattvas. We have, therefore, a new example of that
deification of various moments of episodes of the life of the
Buddha o r of the Buddhas, to which is mostly d u e the
continuous enrichment of the olympus of M a h a y h a .
Since Bu-ston completes the descriptions of Marici, already
known and contained in the Sadhanamala, we recapitulate the
iconographic schemes of this goddess according to the data
furnished by him in the table on pages 176- 177.

......................................................................................
( I ) ed. Kern, chapter X X , page 387.
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heads

I"
(fig. 122)
Bu-ston,
p. 14

three: the
left one
is of a
boar.

Il0Bu-ston, id.
p. 15a.
11lo
Bu-ston,
p. 15b.

colour

number their symbols
right
of arms

left

yellow

six

arrow, vajra,
needle

bow, thread, aSoka
flower

id.

id.

id.

id.

eight

1) Rdo-rje-gdens
and Rigs-ldanl
Kulika
2) arrow and
Pad m a
3) ~ a d i n a - c h e d
Mahapadma
needle and
thread
.
4) Du,n-skyod
$an khapala
and hook

1) bow, Mthahh-yasl
Ananta

three: right yellow
and left of
a boar.

2) Nor-rgyas-kyi-bul
Vasuki
3) Hjog-poITaksaka,
aSoka flower
4) noose and
Karkota (1)

( 1 ) Namelv, the eight mahanagas: Kulika. Ananta. Padma. Vlsuki. Mahapadma. Takgaka. $anthapala. Karkota
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vehicles

I

symbols

I

acolytes
Arkamasi

of the colour of the
bandhuka flower
(Penlapctes
phoenicea); two
hands

Markamasi

yellow; needle with
thread and aSoka
flower
yellow; a h k a flower
(Saraca indrca)
red; arrow and bow

stiipa in the
middle of
hair & aSoka
flowers on
the head

Antardhana
Tejomasi
Udayamasi
Gulmarnasi
Banamasi
Civaramasi
Mahlcivaramasi
Varahamukhi
Padakramasi
'VarPli
Parakramasi
Badali
Urmamasi
Barali
PaGli
BatalS
BarPli
Varahamukhi
Alo
TPlo
KPlo
id.

I

1
all of
them have
the face
ofa
boar

similar to the
preceding ones

aSoka and rdo-rjelvajra
red; bow and arrow
green; needle and thread
red; needle and thread
thread and aSoka
yellow; aSoka and noose
blue; hook
yellow; noose
red; chain

id.

only the first eleven goddesses

id. and image
of Rnam-parsnan-mdzadl
Vairocana and
serpent

Parakramasi

blue; 4 arms, hook,
needle, vajre, vajra
and thread
yellow; 4 faces
red; 4 faces
green; 4 faces

I

I
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From this list of names it is clear that the acolytes of the
goddess are not reduced to oniy four as we read in Benoytosh
Bhattachai-yya o r in Getty (1). Besides Vartali, Vadali, Varali
and Varihamukhi the cycle of her followers comprises
twentyfour or eleven minor divinities.
It is not clear how this cycle has been formed: some of the
divinities are hypostases of various moments of the course of
the sun o r of his virtues: Arkamasi, Markamasi (in the sense of
life, vital spirit) - Antardhana, Tejomasi - Udayamasi,
Padakramasi, perhaps for Padakramamasi the steps made by
the sun in his luminous way through the. world (compare
Aditya- hrdaya - strotra from the Bhavisyottara-purana in
Brhat-stotra-ratnikara, page 242: yojandndm sahasre due jute due
due ca yojanelekena nimi~drdhenakramamana namo 'stute 11).
It is difficult to explain these names: if the form "masi is a
correct one, one has to think that these deities were born, as
others, either from given moments of the liturgy as symbolized
by them, o r from invocations in sacred hymns: tuam udayo 'si.
But in this case too it is not clear how a masculine form udayo 'si
has then become udayam asi, lest the invocations were contained
in those dharanis where grammar was never respected. Other
divinities like Alo, Talo, Kalo, namely modifications of an
original word Alo (suggesting aloka light) similar to tdrd, tdre,
tuttare and other similar formula, are born as hypostases of the
invocations in the dharani. T h e presence of Varahamukhi is
explained by iconographic resemblances, since Marici
sometimes has piggish aspects as Varahamukhi the face of a
boar.

......................................................................................
( 1)-Go(is of'Illorthrrn Buddhism,

p. 133.
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There are also figures of masters who were initiated to the
mystic revelations of this goddess; and among them excels the
figure of the Sa-skya Pandita (fig.128) (1). From the scheme
reproduced it appears that the fig. 12 1 corresponds to the third
type of the goddess according to Bu-ston: the figure 122
reproduces the first type. T h e figure 123 represents an angry
form of Hod-zer-can/Maridi described by the Sadhanamala,
p.285, and the figures 124 and 125 represent other
manifestations of the same goddess according to Sadhanamala,
p.282. A portion of the cycle of acolytes according to the first
and third mandala of Bu-ston is represented in the figures 126,
127 and 128.
1.3. This chapel, as stated in the inscription running along
the
wall,
below
the
frescoes,
is
dedicated
to
Hbyun-po-hdul-byedIBhGtadamara, a special manifestation of
Phyag-na-rdo-rje1Vajrapar;li.
T h e inscription, published in the appendix, has a rather
complete description of the paintings of this chapel. Therefore
I d o not stop to describe it but refer the reader to the
appendix. I simply remind the reader that the cycles taken
specially from Kriyatantra have been described, although
summarily, by Bu-ston (2). In this case, however, it does not
seem that the painters have followed the iconographic
interpretation by Bu-ston but that they heave followed another
source (see details in figs. 129-132 which represent prevalently
the following of Rnam-thos-sraslVaisravana).
1.4. This chapel is dedicated to Rme-(or Sme-)brtsegs,
namely to Ucchusma about whom I already had occasion to
talk in a previous volume. T h e divinity is represented as a
( 1 ) T h e Hgro-mgon hphags-pa blo-gros-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po has
written an Hod-zer-can-mahi sgrub-thabs much followed in the Sa-skya school. It
is contained in the Sa-skya bkah-hbum, edition of Sde-dge, vol. BA.
(2) Vol. TSA, S k d s gsum-pa 4ya-rgvud-kyi dkyil-!lkhor-gyi r a m - g z h a g , folio 61.
Pl~yag-nu-do-rjegar-mkhan, folio 4 2 , Rdo-rje-sa-/log.
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statue of stucco at the end of the chapel, surrounded by his
Khro-mo
acolytes:
Mkhah-hgro-ma
rme-brtsegs
and
rme-brtsegs. H e is reproduced in the fresco immediately to the
left of the main door (fig.133), according to the same
iconographic schemes as followed at Tsaparang, namely three
heads and six hands (1). He is of green colour, according to the
system of mystic realization of the lama of Mdo and he is
surrounded by four forms of the same god, forms which
correspond to the mystic families deriving from him.
O n the main wall, facing , t h e door, the central figure
Rdo-rje-rnam-par-hjoms-pdvajravidarana,
a
represents
secondary form of Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrapani (21, reproduced
......................................................................................
(1) See Indo-Tibetica 11112.165. In the Sadhanamala he is usually
represented with one head and two hands.
(2) Green-blue colour, one face and two hands; in the right
sna-tshogs-rdo-rjelviivavajra, in the left a bell leaning on the lap. In the
Bstan-hgyur there are many sadhanas of him but none is attributed to
Viropa. In his serene forms he is green blue; in the right hand
sna-tshogs-rdo-rjelviivavajra, the left a bell which leans on the lap. In other
manifestations, the right holds the sna-tshogs-rdo-rjelviivavajra arid the left is
in the mudra of threatening at the height of the waist. According to
Bstan-hgyur LXVI 11.2 19 and 220 ~ajravcd~rani-mandala-vidhiand
Vajravidarani-nama-snana-vidhi-vrtti, the four principal acolytes of
Rdo-rje-rnam-par-hjomslvajravidarana are:
colour
right
left
Rdo-rje-gtum-pdvajracada
black,
vajra
mudra of
threatening
Rdo-rje-phur-bulvajrakilaka dark green
phur-bu
Rdo-rje-be-con1Vajradar;lda
red
club
Rdo-rje-tho-bdvajramudgara dark green
hammer
But in Bstan-hgyur LXVIII.225 (Vajravidarani-nama-sPdhana)there are,
in part, the deities appearing in these paintings and with the four
above-mentioned they form four tetrads: Gzhan-gyis-mi-thubIAparajita,
Gsin-rje-giedlyamantaka, Rta-mgrin/Hayagriva, Bdud-rtsihi-hkyiVAm*kur;ldalin
with the following symbols on the right: skull, club, lotus, vajra; Hdod-pahirgyal-poIKamaraja, ~ b ~ u ~ - s n o n - ~ o / ~ i lMi-g.yo-ba/Acala,
ada~a,
Stobs-chenl
~ahibali.
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according to the meditation system attributed to VirQpa, the
Indian siddha recognised and venerated as its master by the
Sa-skya-pa school.
T h e central figure, surrounded by a halo of flames, is
accompanied both on the right and on the left by the cycle of
the ten terrific divinities forming his followers, namely to his
right beginning from top: Rdo-rje-htirh-mdzadlvajrahfimkara,
Hdod-pahi-rgyal-po/Kmar2ja, Ses-rab-mthar-byed/~rajiigntaka,
GSin-rje-gSedIYamantaka,... (figs. 134, 135, 137) and to his left,
from
Padma-mthar-byedlpadmantaka,
Dbyug-snon-can/
Niladanda,Hgegs-mthar-byedlvighnantaka,
Stobs-po-chel
Mahabala (fig. 136). O n top, instead are reproduced images of
the masters initiated into his mysteries: first of all Virfipa
(Hbir-va-pa) and Sa-skya Pandita.
Hereafter small figures of female deities are seen and their
right hand is in the mudra of threatening and they have a
flower in their raised left hand: these figures with the left leg
forward and slightly flected, represent the sixtyfour
messengers (pho-fia-mo) of Rnam-par-hjoms-pa/Vidarana (fig.
138).
O n the left wall, namely that to the right of the door, there
are other terrific deities, multiplying their arms and their faces:
GSin-rje-giedlyamantaka (fig. 139) and to the right on the side
of the door, among minor images, Bgegs-mthar-byecWighnPntaka,
above whom can be seen Lha-mo hod-zer-can/Marici and Gdugsdkar-canlsitatapatra (fig. 140). O n the lower portion a beautiful
figure of Khams-gsum-dban-phyugITrailokyeSvara(fig. 14 1).
Along the walls, above the inscriptions, are painted the
goddesses who symbolize the mystic offerings to the divinities
(mchod-pahi-lh-mo);they are evoked during the tantric liturgy for
with the following symbols on the right: hook, club, sword, trident.
Rdo-rje-hum-mdzadNajrahfimkara,
Sa-hog/PatPla,
Gnod-rndzesJYaksa,
Rdo-rje-che/Mahavajra with the rdo-rje/vajra in the right; the left, in the
mudra o f threatening in all of them.
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bringing the offerings ~ n a d cIly the initiate in spirit to those
planes, whose vision opens before the initiate during his
meditation. We have already met them at Tsaparang and
therefore I will not repeat their significance. T h e r e they were
naked, here they wear wide gowns on which the movement of
the dance plays with soft undulations and folds. Each of them
has the symbol of her mystic nature and they unroll themselves
in the lower bands of the temple as a graceful train eternizing
in the painting the devotion of the donor (figs. 142, 143 detail).
T h e artist painted the frescoes with such skill and with such
sapient harmony of colours that this is one of the most
interesting chapel in the whole of Kumbum.
According to the calculations of the eulogy the figures are
160 in all.

1.5. This chapel is dedicated to Gdugs-dkar-mo-canlsititapatra a goddess represented in many more shapes than those
given in the Sidhanamala and described in the iconographic
treatises. In this little temple she is represented in her peculiar
aspect invoked for averting evil influences of the planets (gzah):
her statue, on the north wall, is surrounded by her four
acolytes, namely Gzhan-gyis-mi-thub-ma/Apar~jita,white, Gtummo-chen-mo/Mahican&i, yellow, Hba~--l1a-chen-mo/Mah~jvi1i,
red, and Stobs-chen-moIMahibali, green. All have the fist of
the left hand on the lap, the right hand has a vase at the height
of the waist.
O n the wall at the left side of the door can be seen Gdugsdkar-canlsititapatri of white coloui- with three faces and six
hands (fig. 144) with her acolytes mentioned in the inscriptions.
In the centre of the eastern wall the main figure represents
another manifestation of (;dugs-dkal--c;rnlSitatapatia, white
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(lig. 145) with three f'ac-es ancl eight hands, surrounded by terI-if'ic nianifestatio~is of <;zhan-gyis-nii-tIiub-nia/Apar5jiti (fig.
146) a n d 1)" various p l i y a g - r g y a l m ~ c l ~ .(figs.
~ s 147, 148, 149,
150 details). Exccpt fi)r the ceritral divinity that has a thousand
arnis in Ru-ston, the mandala ~ f o u l correspond
d
with respect to
the acolytes to that described by Hu-sto~lo n p. 17f.f. of his treatise o n the Kriyitantra. Besides the f o u r deities represented by
fi~ut-statues ot' tlie acolytes in tlie centre of' tlie wall, also figure:

coloul-

I-igI11

lei-!

ga~-l;~lld
urpala
Slower
cIgos-clka~.-l~io
I>ltre
Sgrol-nl;~k h r o - g i i e r - c ; ~ ~ ~
til);~~--I>;~l!i
~ - c l o - ~ ~ j c - l ~ ~ ) l i ~ g;.t.eli
~c~i
I';~cl-lni~hi
rniion-liit sIi;111
I-ed
do-rje-111tslii~n
V;IJI.;I
on t lie lap
hli-Ihub ljplire~i-l~a-c-;~~i
\\.hittstick, v;~jra
vellow
Kclo-rje ~nkh;ll!-rn;~m
-I?jo~lis-pa
illcetisoi~.
I)l;~ck
%hi-l>;rljiIha-1.n1iias-kyi
mc-liotl-11i;1
g~.w~i-l,l;~ckcliain.\~;~j~-a
( ; L ~ Igi-l)~:jid-cIieli-~l~o
~s
red
I!l)li;~gs-~ii;~
sgl-ol-ln;~stobs
-cllcli-1110
rosarv
\.ellow
vaj 14
Ktlo-1.j~ILI-gu~-g!~ltl
wllite
K ( l o - ~ : i c - g / l i o ~ l - ~riglt~l~i
llclzill-ll~;l
green
L.;ig-~i;r-~~clo-~:je
rig ser~>hl.eil
\fisvavajl-a
red
1.c-I)~.ganI-lsildaii-rin-chen
H I ~ ; I ~ - I ~ ; I I J ~ - I ) ~ I ~ ~ I ~ - ~ ~ ; Iyt.llo\s,

'

-111;1

Sli;~il-lntl~;~d
I-do-rjegrsug
-to1-gl-;lgs
K I I ; I I I ~ - ~l ~; I~I i. i i - ( b s g v i n s - )

\\.I1 i t e

green

l);~l~i-~~(lo-~;je-~~i;~
~ ~ s c ~ ~ - l ~ o c l - l r ; ~ - l ~ ~ ~ l vellow
~i-s~~~;~~i-

"(1)

sl~;1-lll;l

-

-- .- -.

--- - . -. .

.

..........................................................................................................
( I ) 'I'llis c.\.c.lc. is ;~lso~.cl,rotlucedi l l the follo\ving chapel, cf. fig. 157.
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O n the southern wall, in the centre, is seen a form of the
same goddess, white, with five faces and eight hands.
This special form of Gtsug-tor-gdugs-dkar-molUsnisasitatapatra is the central deity of the fourth mandala dedicated
to Gtsug-tor according to the already mentioned treatise of
Bu-ston (p.18b) on the Kriyatantra. She has five faces and eight
hands, whose symbols in the right are: rdo-rjelvajra, sword,
pestle, disc; in the left: hook, hatchet, spear, noose (fig. 151).
.Her followers are:
- -

Colour right

left

blue
yellow

lotus
eye on lotus
flower
utpala flower

-

Rnam-pa-bsgyins-rdo-rje-ma
Gser-hod-lta-buhi spyanrnnah-ma
Rdo-rje-hgros

vajra
disc

green

sna-tshogsrdo-rjel
viivavajra
red
lotus with
. lotus held by
vajra
the stem
red
d 'LSCUS
lotus
white
vajra
lunar disc
red
lotus
image of
Snan-bavajra
mthah- yas
without iconographic indications

+

De-bzhin-spyan1Tathagatalocana
Rdo-rje-fii-hodlvajra-Saryaprabha
Zla-hod rdo-rje-hdzinl
Vajradhara Candraprabha

without iconographic indications
without iconographic indications

T h e ten Phyogs-skyonlDikp~1as surround
(details fig. 152).
In the chapel 78 images are counted in all.

these deities

I.6T. It is the temple on the western side known under the
name of Bde-ha-canISukhavaEi, because it is dedicated to
~ s h e - d ~ a ~ - m e d I ~ mwhose
i t ~ ~great
u s image in stucco dominates
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the centre of the chapel. He is surrounded by Spyan-ras-gzigsl
AvalokiteSvara and Mthu-chen-polMahabala, and yet on the
right, Hjig-rten-dbari-phyuglLokdvaraand Nam-mkhah-siiin-pol
AkaSagarbha.
O n the walls are the images of the 35 Buddhas invoked during the confession ceremonies, taken from Phun-po-gsum-do
(Toh.284) and then divided into many squares, the paradise of
Sukhavati full of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, gods and praying personages.
T h e images emerge from a rich backgroud of vivid colours;
white clouds run with sinuous and slow movements over a gracious lacing of flowers and trees (figs. 153- 154).
It is a large composition, in which there is a reactionary air
against the iconographic schemes: the artist has given free vent
to his fantasy, by projecting on the paintings the vision of those
paradises where the Buddhist community imagined to have a
beatific peace not given to be lived as such by mortals on earth.
T h e figures of this temple are 268 according to the eulogy.

1.7. This chapel, dedicated to Ri-khrod-lo-ma-gyon-ma1
ParnaSabarT is not well preserved. Many frescoes are scarcely
visible. T h e statue represents the goddess, of yellow colour,
with three faces and six arms, accompanied by her two acolytes,
namely her two other particular manifestations, the one red
and the other black.
O n the eastern wall, in the centre, Ri-khrod-lo-ma-gyon-ma1
ParnaSabari i s reproduced according to the method of meditation of the Sa-skya-pa school ( I ) , namely as a central figure of
the group of statues we have spoken of just now (fig. 155). All
round, on the wall the images of the deities of her retinue

......................................................................................
( 1 ) I t is the same as that described in the Sadhanamala p.306 no.148.
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are painted. T o her left, beginning from the top
phyir-bzlog-ma-chen-molMahapratyangiri,blue and with six
hands (first row from top, beginning from right), then
Khro-giier1Bhrkuti with one face and four hands, then
Gzhai-gyis-mi-thub-malApar~jit~,
yellow with one Face and two
hands (fig. 156).
l n the lower row, always beginning from right,
Ri-khrod-lo-ma-gyon-malparnasabari, red, with two arms,
Ral-gcig-maIEkajati, black, with twelve faces and twentyfour
hands, then another form of Ral-gcig-maIEkajati, balck, with
one head and four arms (fig.156, second row) and so on according to the names given in the inscriptions.
T o the left of the door. other feminine divinities of a peaceful
and serene form face this series of terrific deities. In the centre
the goddess almost the same as in fig.155, but yellow in colour
fig.158 are seen Rdo-rje-mkhah,
(fig.157) (1). In
Rnam-hjoms-pa-molvidarani,
Gtum-mo-chen-mo1Mahac andi,
Gzhan-gyis-mi-thubIAparajita, Hphren-ba-canlMalati, Gzhangyis-mi-thub-malAparajit3, namely a heaven similar to the one
we have already described in the preceding chapel.
According to the eulogy there are 55 figures in all.
1.8. This chapel is dedicated to Rta-mgrinlHayagriva whose
statue, acompanied by the two traditional acolytes, is to be
found on the northern wall. T h e figure 159 reproduces the
frescoes covering a small wall jutting out in Front of the door.
Above there is the figure of Kta-tngrin-mchog-ye-Ses-rclo-rjel
B
Hayagriv-ottama-jriana-vajra and below there is a group of
three divinities, of whom the cetitral o e is 1)on-yod-padmagtsug-torlAmoghapadmosnisa, to the I-iglit. alnlost completely
effaced, is red Rta-mgrin1Hayag1-iw, and t o the left
Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrap~i.
......................................................................................
( I ) See SAdhanamPla p.308 no.149.
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T h e paintings to the left of the door are reproduced in
fig. 160; above red Rta-mgrinlHayagriva, Ral-gcig-malEkajali
and then the four kings of the cardinal points (1).
T h e figures 161 and 162 represent two forms of red
Rta-mgrinlHayagriva, one with eight, the other with six arms.
T o the right of the first, on various planes, there are many images of particular emanations of Spyan-ras-gzigs1AvalokiteSvara
and Rta-mgrin1Hayagriva taken from Sgyu-hphrul-dra-bal
Miyijala (fig. 163) (2).
Above the door the emphasis is on the mandala of
Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrapi~iwhich is usually called the mandala
of nine divinities (figs. 164- 165).
T h e r e are 80 figures in ail.

1.9. This chapel is dedicated to Mi-g.yo-baIAcala, whose
statue is on the eastern wall and accompanied by two acolytes,
iconographically very similar to the central divinity. O n the
northern wall, i.e. on the left side of the door, in the middle is
a large image of Mi-g.yo-baIAcala, blue, with one head and two
hands, in the centre of a mandala composed of seventeen divinites (fig. 166).
T h e deity is represented according to the iconographic indications given by Bu-ston in his treatise on the Kriyatantra
(fo1.22b); he is black, has two arms, of them that on the right
has a sword and that on the left a noose in the shape of a serpent. But the mandala described by Bu-ston seems much more
numerous, because it includes, besides the central divinity:
Brgya-byinlIndra and Rdo-rje-mi-g.yo-baIVajr-kala, white,
with the serpent Nor-rgyaslvasuki on the., left shoulder
(fig. 167).
Lha-chenlMahideva and ' in-chen-mi-g.yo-balRatn-kala,
green.

......................................................................................
( 1 ) Ahout Rta-rngrin see the diligent work o f Van Gulik already cited, to
which I refer for specific details.
(2) T h e references to the figures are to the inscriptions.
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Khyab-hjug1Visnu and Pad-ma-mi-g.yo-balPadm-Acala, red,
with the serpent Chu-lhalVaruna, Thag-bzan-rislvemacitrin,
and as-kyi-mi-g.yo-balKarm-Acala, green, with the serpent
Rigs-ldanlKulika, Tshans-pa1Brahma and Khams-gsum-rnampar-rgyal-balTrailokyavijaya with four hands (trident, rdo-rjel
vajra, serpent Mthah-yas-kyi-bulAnanta, skull).
Gzhon-nu smin-druglsadanana Kumara and GSin-rje-gSed1
Yamantaka, green, with four hands (stick and hammer; serpent
Dgah-bo1Nanda and phur-bulkilaka).
Dgah-byed and red Rta-mgrin1Hayagriva.
Kun-tu-rgyal-balsaiijaya and Bdud-rtsihi-hkhyil-balAmrtakundalin, blue (club, intestines, mudra of menacing).
Bdug-spos-maIDhtipa, Me-tog-malPuspa, Mar-me-maIDipa,
Dri-chab-ma1Gandha.
Stag-gdon-canlvyaghravaktra,white, yellow, red, green.
It is clear from the above list that the principal nucleus of
this cycle has just sixteen divinities, spread around the god,
who is in the centre. T h e manifestations of Mi-g.yo-balAcala
multiply according to the various mystic families: the eight
feminine divinities belong to the external part of the mandala
and form the usual group of the Mchod-pahi-lha-mo1Piij~devis
and of the guardians of the four doors. Thus there is no doubt
that the mandala here represented is that described by Bu-ston
according to the system of the Kriystantra
T h e centre of the main wall, that in the southern directionone has to remember that we have now passed on to the north:rn side of the mchod-rten-is occupied by a large figure of
Mi-g.yo-balAcala, blue, with one face and four hands, inspired
by the liturgy contained in the Bkah-fian mi-g.yo-bahi brtul
phol-pa (1) (fig. 168).
..................................................................................
( 1 ) Toh.496 Aty-dcala-mu~krodhardjasya sarua-tathdgaturya baldparimita-viravinaya-svdkhydta-nr~mu-kalpa.
The iconography is in Bu-ston. See the following
note.
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Around him there rise flames symbolising the fire of gnosis
that destroys error, and then both to the right and to the left,
the images of gods forming the mandala are displayed (1) (figs.
169, 170, 171).

......................................................................................
(1) This mandala is described by Bu-ston in Shbs @is-pa spyod-pahi-rgyud-kyi
dkyil-hrkhor-gyi bkod-F, p. 19ff. in the following way:
divinity

I

colwr

symbols
right
left
sanladhimudra

yellow
white
yellow
Hjam-dpall
MaiijuSri
Kun-tu-bzan-pol
Samantabhadra
Ph yag-na-rdo-rjel
VajrapZ?i
Mi-g.yo-ba1Acala

redyellow
yellow

cinamani gem
bell

green

red
yellow
Yul-las-rnam-par-rgyal-ba

vajra on
lotus
flower
vase
of nagakesara
sword
lotus

vajra,
lasso
red
lotus

sword

mudra
of threatening
vajra
book of
gnosis
on lotus
with the hands
in the mudra of
explaining
the law
book on a tower
a lotus

To the cycle of acolytes lso belong the ten
Phyag-na-rdo-rje, iconographically similar to the central deity,
~ ~ u l i - b z a b l ~ u b aGtsug-hchali
hu,
etc., the sixteen Bodhisattvas,
Gos-dkar-molPandaravasini, Mamaki etc., Rma-bya-chen-mol
MahBmByiiri, etc.
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T o the left, on top: Sakya-mgon-po surrounded by many
bodhisattvas: in fig. 169 are seen, just under Sakya-mgon-po
and Gyul-las-rnam-par-rgyal, of whom only the throne is visible, the following bodhisattvas easily identifiable because every
figure has its inscription: Phyag-na-rdo-rje/Vajrapani.
Kun-tu-bzan-polsamantabhadra, Blo-gros-mi-zad-pa/Aksayamati, Hjam-dpalIMafijuSri, Sahi-siiin-poIKsitigarbha, Byamspa/Maitreya.
The figures 170 and 171, beginning from the top and from
left to right, reproduce other divinities of the same cycle,
namely: Hphags-pa gnas-kyi-dban-phyug, Khro-gfier-can/
Bhrkuti and Rma-bya-chen-mo/Mahamayiiri, Yum-chen-mo/
praJfiaparamita, MBmaki, Spyan-ras-gzigslAvalokiteSvara, Rdorje-lcags-sgrog-mdVajraSrlikhala, Lha-mo Gdug-pa-rnolchattra,
Padma-yan-lag, Nam-mkhahi-spyan-ma, Ri-khrod-lo-ma-canma1ParnaSabari.
The figure 167 reproduces the central image to the west of
the door and represents Mi-g.yo-ba/Acala, white, in his usual
iconographic form: a detail is reproduced in figure 172 which
represents Dpal-chen-moIMahaSri.
The chapel is dedicated to Gzah-yum-chen-molGra1.10.
hamatrkii, the great mother of the planets, called also Rig-pachen-mo/Mahavidya; her statue is on the eastern wall and is
surrounded by that of her two acolytes, namely Hjam-dbyansl
Maiijughosa and Spyan-ras-gzigs/AvalokiteSvara.
The mandala reproduced on the main wall, namely that to
the south, is described by Bu-ston in his treatise on the KriyPtantra (fo1.23b). The central divinity Gzah-yum/GrahamBtrka differs only in that in the second hand on the right she has
the flower instead of the rdolrjelvajra in the iconographic
scheme of Bu-ston (fig.173). The other divinities follow each
other in the following order in this'mandala which can be called, by its composition, an astrologic mandala:
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Colour Vehicle

Zla-balSoma
Mig-dmarl
Mangala
Lhag-pal
Budha
Phur-but
Brhaspati
pa-sans1Su kra
Spen-pa/Sani
SgralRahu

Symbols
right
left

sun as a youth
of 16 years

red

seven
horses

youth of 16 years
youth of 22 years

white
red

swan
goat

man of 34 years

green

lotus

in the act of
adoration
(visible to the
right of fig. 173)
lotus flower
knife
human
head
arrow
bough

man of 36 years

yellow

elephant

rosary

vase

man of 50 years
man of 50 years
lower portion
of body
serpentine

white
black
dark
red

lotus
serpent

rosary
rosary
sun

vase
stick

on a
rock

serpen- sword
tine noose

In the four doors of the mandala: Thub-palMuni, Phyag-nardo-rjelvajrapani, Hjig-rten-dban-phyuglLokeSvara HjamdbyansIMafijughosa and the four Rgyal-chen1Caturmaharajika
etc.
Some of these divinities are visible on figures 174 and 175.
Around the large image of Gzhan-gyis-mi-thub-maIApar3jita
(fig.178), represented according to the traditional iconographic
schemes (wrathful aspect, black colour, two hands, in the right
the vajra and the left in the act of threatening), is the mandala
of seventeen divinities, turning to the right and to the left, dedicated to that goddess. Even this mandala is described by
Bu-ston (fo1.77b) in the work on the Kriyatantra already
quoted; except for the central divinity the iconography corresponds.
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Colour

Symbols

right

left

Gtum-chen-mot
Maqhacandi

white wheel

Hbar-ba-chen-rno/Mahajvala

yellow
red
green

sna-tshogs-rdo-

blue
yellow
red

rje/viSvavajra
stick
hook, vajra
rosary

Dkar-chen hbar-hphreri-ma
Hphags-pa Sgrol-ma/
Arya-Tara
Rgyal-bahi-rdo-rje-ma
Padma-mnon-mtshan-ma

Gzhan-gyis-mi-thub-ma/
Aparajita
Rdo-rje-mchu-chen-ma
Zhi-bahi-lha-mo
Zha-ba-ma
Dkar-chen hbar- hphren
Hphags Sgrol-ma/
Arya-Tara
Rdo-rje-lu-gu-rgyud
Rdo-rje-gzhon-nu-ma/
Vajrakumari
Lag-na-rdo-rje-rigs-ma/
Vajrapani-vidya
Rin-chen-ma/Ratna

green
white
yellow
red

threatening
mudra
gem
lotus

sword
vase of
rosary

,
,*
,,

.,
,.
.I

perfume

I,

,,

lamp

II

green

conch

9,

blue
yellow

book, vajra
noose

red

hook

I,

red and

bell

$9

green
These divinities are reproduced on f i g u r e s 176, 177, 1'/Y.
A n d this c h a p e l does not miss e v e n the u s u a l p r a y i n g goddesses, i n the border on the l o w e r part. An e x a m p l e f r o m t h e m
is r e p r o d u c e d i n f i g u r e 180.
On the wall to the left o f the door there is a d i f f e r e n t iconogr a p h i c t y p e o f the same g o d d e s s , to w h o m t h e c h a p e l is d e d i cated (fig. 181).
There are 60 i m a g e s i n all.

I.1lT. T h i s t e m p l e on t h e northern s i d e o f the K u m b u m is
d e d i c a t e d t o M a r - m e - m d z a d l D i p a n k a r a f r o m w h o m it takes its
name.
The l a r g e i m a g e d o m i n a t e s with his serene smile t h e c r o w d
of the s u r r o u n d i n g acolytes. I t h a s on its t w o sides Maitreya t o
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the right and MatijuSri to the left, and then Kun-tu-hzan-pol
Samantabhadra and Sgrib-pa-thams-cad-rnam-par-sel-t~alSarvanivarana-viskambhin.
O n the wall long processions of Hodhisattvas pass and grouping around them are crowds of adoring deities. T h e cycdes o f
the Bodhisattvas taken from the Rnam-par-snan-mdzad miionbyanlAbhisambodhi-Vairocana (12 bodhisattvas) and from the
Hjam-dpal-rtsa-rgyud1MaIijuSri-m~jla-tan( 16 bodhisattvas)
alternate with paradise scenes (paradise of Hphags-pa HjamdpallArya-Mafiju~ri), and with pictorial evocations of the
preaching of the law. This one, taken out from the bonds of
time and eternally renewed, seems to attract the devoted
crowds of donors, monks and lay people bringing offerings
and donations with devotion (fig. 182). Gods and blessed ones
come down from heaven to listen to the redemptive word,
chanting their lauds (tigs1l83,l84). In these big paintings the
painter, of whom we d o not have the nalne, because in this
chapel I did not find any inscription, has expressed the eternity
of the revelation in a visible way. It transcends time and space,
and men and gods partake of it in a present which never vanishes.
T h e author of the eulogy has accurately counted the figures
even this time and he assures us that they are 2 14.
1.12.
This chapel is now called the chapel of Sgrol
dkarlwhite r l - 2 ~ - ~ :but instead it is dedicated to
Not--I-gyuti-1na1Vasudhar~.

'I'lie statue of' the goddess is o l i the western wall, among her
foul- a(-olytes, and thev are icollogl-aphically identical with the
main di~vinity( I ) . 0 1 1 the wall fi,llow the representations figuring <lif.fel-ent t;rnt I-ic cycles connected with this goddess or

1)

( I ) St-i~nsunclb;trii,Vasusr.i. ~ r i ~ a s u m u k hV;tsu~n;h~isri;
i.
ace S;lclhananl;llfi
I 1 1 0 . 213.
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the like; the rnarjdala of Nor-rgyun-maIVasudh9ra, having
nineteen gods and taken From the Kriyasamuccaya, and the
mar~clalaof the same (:onlprising nine gods taken f'rom the
Sgruh-thabs-rgya-mtsho.
'To the left of the door is the cycle of' Gnod-sbyin1Yaksa
made up of' eight divinities. In fig.185, below the figures of
Gnod-sbyin-chen-poIMah2yak~a and Gnod-sbyinlyaksa of
which the lower portion is hardly visible, are reproduced:
Ki-li-tna-li-chen-po, Ki-li-ma-li, Can-ba-bzari-po-chcn-po and
Gail-ha-bzail-porrjabhadra (1). Below them is the figure of
black 'I'shogs-bdag-po1C;ar;lapati.
On the eastern wall is visible the mandala of Nor-rgyun-ma1
Vasudhara, according to the Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho composed
of' nine gods in all. To her right are seen Rab-tu-bzan-mo, Rabtu-tlgah-ma, Spos-ma; to her lef't (;dugs-can-ma, Hphags-ma,
Chu-Sel-ma (fig. 186).
'I'he mandala taken from the Kriyasamuccaya is represented
o n the long wall, to the south, with the traditional figure of
Nor-rgyun-malvasudhara (fig. 187) in the centre with six arms
(2). T h e side to the left is hardly visible; on the right side, beside the deities of the cycle is seen the group of Tshogs-bdagl
Ganapati according to the meditation system belonging to the
Sa-skya-pa school, and partially reproduced in fig.188: Tshogsbdag-clmar-chen1Maharakta-(;ar>apati,
Tshog-bdag-ser-polpita
Canapati with his acolytes, Tshogs-bdag chags-palRiga-Ganapati.
To the right of the tloor there are four different types of Jambhala each corresponding to a mystic family named after him, on
whose protection is put a special group of magic actions.
There are 121 images in all.
1.13.
This chapel is called today the chapel of
Mgon-polNitha, but Mgori-polNatha is a generic niinle which
...........................................................................................
( I ) Sec Hsran-l!gyur I.XX1.3 14. I).'LH:$I).
( 1 ) See 13. Hha~iacharyya,Hu(lrlhi\l Ir.ono~v.(i/)hy,
1). I IH.
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is given to all the Yi-dam or tutelary deities of sects and temples.
In our case the divinity to whom the chapel is consecrated is Ben
stag-zhonlvyaghravahana Danda-Natha namely to Mgon-po Ben
about whom we have already spoken; this god, embracing his
iakti Dpal-ldan ha-mofiridevi, is represented as a statue of
stucco.
T h e paintings have deteriorated greatly and are little visible:
the inscriptions are also almost erased. But from the Dkar-chag
we know that in the frescoes two particular forms were represented: Mgon-po1Natha in his esoteric form (nun) and in his
secret form (gsan-ba), accompanied by divinities of affiliated cycles, the three Gsod-byed mon-pa, Las-byed mon-pa, the three
Legs-ldan and so on.
There are 22 figures in all.
This chapel is named after Stobs-po-che1Mahabala
whose statue is visible on the southern wall, between that of his
two principal acolytes.
Imediately to the left of the door, in the centre, is the figure
of Stobs-po-che1Mahabala derived from the formula of meditation (fig.189) of the Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho. T h e image, reproducing faithfully the iconographic type described by the
Sgdhanamala, is surrounded by the acolytes of the god, i.e. to
the .right, from Dbyug-snon-canINiladada, Rdo-rje-be-con/
Vajradanda, Stobs-po-chelMah3bala and to the left from
1.14.

O n the western wall the central divinity is Hjig-rten-gsumlas-rnam-par-rgyal-ba1Trailokyavijaya(fig.190) with four heads
and eight arms (2), accompanied by a multiform procession of
acolytes. Those to his right are mostly in bad condition; nevertheless Gnod-mdzadlyaksa, Rdo-rje-lcags-kyulvajrarikusa and
Sgrol-ma1Ta1-a can be seen.

...........................................................................................
( I ) Page 507 no.258.
(2) Formula of meditation in S~dhanarnalap.511 no.262.
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T h e figures to his right, o n the other hand, are better preserved. They can be seen in figs. 191, 192, where beginning
from top, to the left, we find in the first row: Rdo-rje-me-datiili-ma-hbar-ltarlVajrjnal~rkajvala, Khro-bo-rgyal-po-~dig-~a,
Rta-mgrinlHayagriva, Khams-gsum-rnam-par-rgyal-ba/~railokyavijaya, in the second row: Rdo-rje-ki-la-ki-lalvajra-kilakila,
Mi-g.yo-baIAcala, Rdo-rje-hGm-mdzadIVajrahGmkara, Dbyugpa-snon-po/Niladan&, in the third row: Khro-bo-gzigs-ma,
fSin-rje-gSedlYamantaka, Gur-mgon1Danda-Nitha, Lha-mot
Devi. O n the northern wall is Stobs-po-cheIMahabala, black
(fig. 193).
Below, the usual procession of the Mchod-pahi-lha-mo1Piijfidevis and the symbols of the seven royal treasures.
There are 74 images in all.
1.15. T h e deity,to whom the chapel is consecreted is Rgyalmtshan-rtse-mo/Dhvajagrakeyih%, whose statue is on the southern wall. She is accompanied by two acolytes, that in this case
are a he-messenger and a she-messenger (pho-iia and pho-iiu-mo).
T o the left of the door, the central image represents Lha-mo
Ral-gcig-ma1Ekajaii (fig.194) (1) with four hands, and she is
surrounded to the right by Rdo-rje-dban-phyug-malVajreSvari,
Rdo-rje-khyab-hjug-nlalvajra-Vaimavi,
Rdo-rje-gzhon-nu-ma1
Vajrakaumari, and to the left by Rdo-rje-chu-dban-ma, Rdorje-dnos-grub-hbyun-ma, Rdo-rje-mtshan-mo, Nam-mkhahdban-phyug-ma, Rdo-rje-ser-mo, Rdo-rje-gdon-dkar-mo, Rdorje-bzhad-malvajra-hasya, Rdo-rje-gyen-du-lta-bahi-gdon.
T h e central divinity of the western wall is Lha-molDevi with
eight hands, i.e. Ekajafa (fig. 195) (2) and Red Tsa-rtsi-kalCarcika, with six hands (fig.196) surrounded to the left by Rdorje-gnod-byed-mo, Sno-bsans-chen-mo, do-rJe-ma-chen-mo,
Rdo-rje-drag-molvajraraudri and to the right by other deities
of terrific aspect reproduced in fig.197, namely: Khro-bo-rdorje-gtsug-tor1Krodha-vajrosnisa, Khro-bo-rta-mgrinlKrodhahayagriva,
Hgegs-mthar-byedlvighnantaka, Rdo-rje-rmons......................................................................................
( 1 ) See Sadhanamala p. 261 no. 124.
(2) Compare Sadhanamala p.266 no.127, though all the symbols d o not
correspond.
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byed-malvajra-mohini, Rdo-rje-gsod-byed ma, Rdo-rje-khraghthun-ma, Rdo-rje-zhi-ba-mo, Rdo-rje-gtum-molvajracafii,
Rdo-rje-rlun, Hdzin-chen-ma, Rdo-rje ..., Rdo-rje-ro-lans-ma1
Vajra-vetali, Rdo-rje-snan-byed-ma, Rdo-rje-tshol-byed-ma,
Rdo-rje-rans-byed-ma.
O n the wall to the north is painted the central divinity Rgyalmtshan-rtse-mohi-dpun-rgyanlDhvaj8gra-key (fig. 198) ( I ) .
The figures 199 and 200 (Hog-dpag-ma and Rdo-rje-tshag-pardkah) show details.
According to the usual source, the figures should be 102 in
all
This temple, which for richness and delicacy of
paintings is perhaps equal or even better than the others, takes
its name from Byams-pa1Maitreya to whom it is dedicated. T h e
statue of the god, covered with paraments, solemnly dominates
the background of the western wall. It is surrounded by two
smaller statues both representing Tshe-dpag-medIAmitayus,
and by the figures of two Bodhisattvas, namely Sa-siiin-pol
Ksitigarbha to the right and Phyag-na-rdo-rje1Vajrapai to the
left.
O n the walls the mandalas are replaced by long rows of persons mounted on vast backgrounds covered from above by
clouds, while trees mark them with their strange and twisted
forms. Here and there we see as yet,, it is true, groups of gods
overshadowing with their majestic figures the crowd lining
around them with recollection and devotion, but also these
gods have lost their hieratic frigidity. T h e rigid iconographic
schematism is made gentle by a living breath which renders
these figures more human, less abstract, more directly partaking
of human travails, with a conscious smile of their mercy. Thus

1.16T.

. .
......................................................................................

( 1 ) The image corresponds to the iconographic description contained in
the Sadhanarnala p.403 no.203.
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the Vaiiravana cycle, closely follows Chinese models.
Fig. 206 shows one of the Rta-bdagIASvapati, the horsemen
belonging to the retinue of the god. We have already hinted at
them. From the horse to the costume, the Chinese influence is
so clear that there is even n o need to point it out.
T h e chapel should have had 65 images in all.

1.18. This is not a chapel proper, but the entrance to the
stairs leading to the second floor of the Kumbum. Therefore it
is called: "the entrance temple conducive to the city of great
liberation". Here are collected divinities invoked to ward off
evil influences, to protect sacred places, o r to eliminate contrary forces, that is to say divinities pertaining to the class of
"protectors" (skyon, srun). In fact, besides the statues of the four
Rgyal-chenICaturmahirijika, we see on the wall the images of
Rta-mgrinIHayagriva, Dbyug-snon-po/Niladat&~, Ben stagzhon, of the fifteen Phyogs-skyonlDikpilas.
T h e r e are 26 figures in all.
1.19. This chapel is very damaged. T h e frescoes are mostly
erased and destroyed. It is called the chapel of Mgon-po1Nitha
because the statue on the western wall represents that particular form of Mahikala called Gur mgonlparijara-Natha about
whom we have already spoken. He is surrounded b y two acolytes, namely by U m i ekajala to the right, Hcioci-kharns-dbaiiphyug-ma1KamadhiitviSvari to the left.

According to the author of the Dka'r-chay, the paintings represent: Phyag-na-rdo-rje hbyun-po-hdul-byedIBhiitadan~i~ra
Vajrapsni, the cycle of Gnod-sbyinlyaksa, Putra miii-sl-ii~,DurkhrocilSmaGina, comprising 50 figures it1 all.
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1.20. This little temple is dedicated to Rnam-par-rgyal-ma/
Vijaya after whom it is named. T h e statue of the goddess, having three faces and eight hands, is'accompanied by two acolytes, namely Spyan-ras-gzigsIAvalokitesvara, Phyag-na-rdo-rjel
Vajrapini and two devaputras. Unfortunately this chapel too is
not well preserved. T h e cycle represented on the main wall is
inspired by the Kriyi-samuccaya and represents Rab-tu-zhi-barbyed-pahi Iha-mo, Rnam-par-rgyal-rnalvijaya, surrounded by
her numerous mandala (fig.207).

This chapel must have had 90 images.
O n the first floor there should be 2423 figures.
$49. The second poor of the Kumbum. T h e second floor has only
sixteen chapels because the great temple in the centre of every
side is but the continuation or the dome of the temple below.
According to the symbolism translated in the architectonical
building of the monument, the second floor would signify the
four renunciations (prahdna) to be realized in the progressive
ascension towards supreme perfection (1). Its proportions are
given by the author of the Dkar-chag, who affirms that the
height of the second floor is seven and a half cubits; and its
diameter is 293 cubits.
11.1. This chapel takes its name after Tshe-dpag-medlAmitayus, whose statue in the main wall is surrounded by four minor

( 1 ) To avoid the birth of' e\il in us not yet born, to suppress t L a t slreadv
born, to fa\.our the birth o f the good not yet born, to aid the develop~nentof
the good already 1x11-n.
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the splendid ~ ~ a m s - ~ a l ~ a i(fig.201)
t r e ~ a seated on the throne
seems to look with sweet sympathy at suffering human misery
and in his figure is visibly expressed that feeling of tender compassion that Buddhism gives to this future redeemer of humanity. Even when the iconographic rules a r e followed more
strictly than here, because certain manifestations of this god
show themselves in non-human forms, the artist has tried to reproduce this character of essential charity belonging to Maitreya. And this is the image of the Sambhogakaya of Maitreya
seen in the figure 202; the multiplicity of the hands and of the
heads has not overshadowed the sweet tenderness of the god.
T h e scenes around represent the Tusita heaven, namely the
paradise of Maitreya, o r S a r e variations over the past life of
Maitreya, before his becoming a Bodhisattva and before his
formulating the vow of becoming the redeemer of the next era.
T h e sources are the Byams-pas zhus-pahi mdo ( 1 ) . A splendid
scheme reproduced in fig.203 is inspired by it, and Chinese influence on this is evident. Another source is the Sadd h a r m a - p u d a r i k a and specially the first chapter where it is
narrated that the Buddha, being on the Grdhrakuta, enlightened the triple world by the marvellous light emanating
from his body,hinting in this way to the fact that he was going
to preach a new chapter of the law a n d raising therefore the
curiosity of Maitreya.
T h e painter of' this chapel is very skilled in composing the
scene, in distinguishing the human and divine planes, in dis-

......................................................................................
( I ) T o h . 95 a n d 96 ~ ~ t r - j l i c r i t r o ~ n - p o i . i p ? c rifi,trcl
ch5

~rrclhijyfil~cl-sii/~.o.
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posing the various figures with graceful symmetry. H e has,
moreover, surpassed his colleagues in knowing how to impart
to each figure a peculiar physiognomy and appropriate character. As soon as he comes from the divine world to the earthly
he creates types of living humanity, often with a light sense of
caricature, as for example in figs.204 and 205. Evidently he
takes inspiration from current life and through the lines of the
faces wants to show the characters with a realism contrasting
with this very art, usually so abstract and hieratic. If then we
are going to see the way he follows, it seems evident that
Chinese painting has influenced him vastly, so vastly that some
of the scenes are drawn absolutely in Chinese style: as in the
fig.203. Here Indian tradition has disappeared and it is clear
that the painter was formed in a school which thought and
translated the motifs narrated by the sacred scriptures in the
Chinese way. Now the great and free compositions of the pen
sian take the place of the mandala. These compositions, formed
perhaps in Central Asia, were to become very popular and win
great success in China from the sixth century onwards. If the
iconographic interest of this temple is noteworthy because of
the groups of Byams-palMaitreyii and his acolytes, of
~ h ~ a ~ - n a - r d o - r j e l ~ a j rwith
a ~ $ his retinue, of Spyan-ras-gzigs
Gar-gyi-dban-phyug1NarteSvaraAvalokiteSvara and so on, on the
other hand it is certain that the artistic importance of the temple
is by and large superior to the iconographic.
T h e author of the dkar-chag in this case too has enumerated
the images with care, and he has counted 463 of them.
1.17.
This chapel is dedicated to Rnam-thos-sras Zhi-babde-byed. T h e frescoes have been very much damaged, but on
the whole they have to be included among the best in the Kumbum. T h e style, as generally happens for paintings reproducing
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the Vaiiravana cycle, closely follows Chinese models.
Fig. 206 shows one of the Rta-bdagIAivapati, the horsenlerl
belonging to the retinue of' the god. We have already hinted at
them. From the horse to the costume, the Chinese influence is
so clear that there is even no need to point it out.
T h e chapel should have had 65 images in all.
1.18. This is not a chapel proper, but the entrance to the
stairs leading to the second floor of the Kumbum. Therefore it
is called: "the entrance temple conducive to the city of great
liberation". Here are collected divinities invoked to ward off
evil influences, to protect sacred places, o r to eliminate contrary forces, that is to say divinities pertaining to the class of
"protectors" (skyon, srun). In fact, besides the statues of the four
Rgyal-chenlcaturmahirijika, we see on the wall the images of
Rta-mgrinIHayagriva, Dbyug-snon-poINiladanda, Ben stagzhon, of the fifteen Phyogs-skyon1Dikpilas.

There are 26 figures in all.
1.19. This chapel is very damaged. T h e frescoes are mostly
erased and destroyed. It is called the chapel of Mgon-po1Nitha
because the statue on the western wall represents that particular form of Mahakala called Gur mgon1Paiijat-a-Natha about
whom we have already spoken. He is surrouncled by t w o acolytes, namely by U m i ekajata to the right, ~docl-khams-dbariphyug-maIKimadhatviSvari to the left.

According to the author of the Dkar-chag, the paintings represent: Phyag-na-rdo-rje hbyun-po-hdul-byedIBhiitadan~ara
VajrapBni, the cycle of' Gnod-sbyinlYaksa, Putl-;I miil-sriri, 1)urk h r o d l S m a i ~ n a comprising
,
50 figures in all.
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1.20. This little temple is dedicated to Rnam-par-rgyal-ma1
Vijayi after whom it is named. T h e statue of the goddess, having three faces and eight hands, is' accompanied by two acolytes, namely Spyan-ras-gzigsIAvalokitesvara, Phyag-na-rdo-rjel
Vajrapani and two devaputras. Unfortunately this chapel too is
not well preserved. T h e cycle represented on the main wall is
inspired by the Kriyi-samuccaya and represents Rab-tu-zhi-barbyed-pahi Iha-mo, Rnam-par-rgyal-malVijay2, surrounded by
her numerous mandala (fig.207).

This chapel must have had 90 images.
O n the first floor there should be 2423 figures.
$49. The second poor of the Kumbum. T h e second floor has only
sixteen chapels because the great temple in the centre of every
side is but the continuation o r the dome of the temple below.
According to the symbolism translated in the architectonical
building of the monument, the second floor would signify the
four renunciations (PrahiZna) to be realized in the progressive
ascension towards supreme perfection (1). Its proportions are
given by the author of the Dkar-chag, who affirms that the
height of the second floor is seven and a half cubits; and its
diameter is 293 cubits.
11.1. This chapel takes its name after Tshe-dpag-med/Amiti p s , whose statue in the main wall is surrounded by four minor

( 1 ) To avoid the birth o f evil in u s not yet born, to suppress ~ ; , a already
t
l ~ o r n t, o fa\rour the birth of the good not yet born, to aid the development of
the good all-eadv born.
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statues representing the other four Buddhas of the supreme
Pentad.
O n the two laterals walls, to the right and to the left of the
door, large figures of Tshe-dpag-med/Amitayus are represented. They represent his manifestations taken, as we read
in the inscriptions, from the Hchi-med-rna-sgra ( I ) that is, on the
western wall: Mi-g-yo-tshe-dpag-med/Acala Amitayus reproduced in fig.208; on the eastern wall: Kun-gzigs tshe-dpagmedlsamantadarii Amitayus; to the right of the door: Yon-tan
tshe-dpag-med/Guna-Amitvus, and to the left of the door:
Ye-ses tshe-dpag-med/Jiiana-Amitayus surrounded by the
Mchod-pahi-lha-mo/Puj2devis. O n a small wall to the left of the
statue, the cycle of Hod-dpag-med/Amitabha. According to the
author of the dkar-chag, the images of this chapel would be
forty. T h e central statue, according to what we read in the inscription, is made according to the meditation rules of Jitari, a
Buddhist master of the tenth century (2).
11.2. This chapel is now known as the chapel of Sgrol-ma/
Tara, but actually it is dedicated to a particular form of her called: Sen-lden-nags-kyi Sgrol-mdKhadiravani T a r 3 (3) whose
statde, surrounded by two acolytes, occupies the eastern wall.

T h e figure painted on the main wall to the north represents
Nan-son-las-sbyon-bahi Sgrol-mafDurgottaripi T a r i (4), surrounded by two acolytes who are, to her right Hod-zer-cant
Mirici and to her left Khro-giier-can/Bhrkuti (fig.209).

( I ) See note to the inscription.
(2) See Bstan-hgyur LXVI 11.7, 8.
(3) See B . Bhattacharyya, Buddhist Iconography, p.106; Getty, op. cit., p.125
(4) Ibid. 137, Sadhanamala p.237.
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The goddess is surrounded by twentyone forms of Sgrolma/Tara, pertaining to the cycle of Rnam-dag-gtsug-torlVimalosnisa. T o the right one may see: Rab-tu-dpah-bahi Sgrolmalpravira-Tafa, Dge-bahi Sgrol-mdMangala-TM, Gser-mdogcan Sgrol-malKanakavarna-Tfira, Rnam-par-rgyal-bahi Sgrolma/Vijaya Tara, HOm-sgra-sgrog Sgrol-ma/Hfimsvara-nadini
Tars, Dban-mchog-ster-bahi Sgrol-malvarada-Tars, Rgod-pahjoms-pahi Sgrol-ma/Vadi-pramardini Tara, Hgro-ba-hgugspa Sgrol-ma, Mya-nan-sel-bahi Sgrol-malsoka-vinodana-T=
Khro-gAer-gyo-bahi Sgrol-ma/Bhrkuti Tara, Dge-las-zhi-bahi
sgrol-malSanti-~ar2, Chags-hjoms-pahi
Sgrol-malRiganisiidana-Tara, Bde-ba-sgrub-pahi Sgrol-ma/Sukha-sadhanaTara, Rnam-par-rgyal-bahi Sgrol-ma/Vijaya-Tari, Bdug-snalbsreg-byed Sgrol-maJDuhkhadahana-TM, Dnos-grub-hbyunbahi sgrol-ma~~iddhi-sambhava-~ara,
Yohs-su-rdzogs-byed
Sgrol-ma/Paripiirana-Tar2 (1). Below : Mgon-po phyag-drug/
Sadbhuja Mahakala (fig.2 10).
On the western wall the central figure represents (fig.2 1 1)
Mchog-sbyin Sgrol-maJVarada-TPra surrounded by four acolytes.
On the right of the door, instead, is the image of Don-thamscad-grub-pahi Sgrol-maJSarvarthasadhani Tars, yeliow in colour, with eight heads and sixteen hands (fig.212), surrounded
by her peculiar manifestations, protecting from the eight dangers (2).
There are no more the eight forms of Tar3 who save the devotees from the eight terrifying things, from the vices, and
from the evil inclinations, causes of bad dharma and already
met with in the Tsaparang temples (3). Iri this mandala there
are actual dangers, deriving from external forces menacing the
( 1 ) This list, although incomplete, of the twentyone Taras shows that the
cycle reproduced here differs partly from the more usual about which we
have already spoken while studying the temple'of Tsaparang, Indo-Ttbetica
11112.158, which was based on the hymn of AtiSa. Add to the sources there
quoted, Jo-bo-rje-lugs-kyi sgrol-mn-iier-gcig-gt s g r u b - h b s dnos-grub-par m m - @ i s kyi ban-mdzod and Jo-bo-lugs-kyi sgrol-ma-fier-gcig-gz sgrub-thnbs rjes-gnun dan-bcac
included in Sgrub-thabs kun-btus, vol.GA.
(2) Bstan-hgyur LXXI.202 Sarvartha-sadhany-arya-prasanna-t-.
The
image reproduced here corresponds perfectly to Sadhanarnala p.24 1 no. 1 14.
(3) See Indo-Tibetica 11112.161 .
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life of man. o n l y the f o l l o w i n g images remain: Me-hjigs-sky&
Sgrol-ma1Agni-bhaya-tr*a Tars, Mi-rgod-hjigs-skyob SgrolmaICora-bhaya-trana Tar%, Chu-hjigs-skyob Sgrol-malJalabhaya-trana Tara, Sbrul-hjigs-skyob S g r o l - m d N a g a - b h a y a - t r % a
Tar& Chom-rkum-hjigs-skyob .Sgrol-malCora-bhaya-trana Tars,
$a-zahi-hjigs-skyob Sgrol-malPiS~ca-bhaya-trwaTara ( 1).
In this chapel e v i d e n t l y are not missing e v e n R n a m - t h o s - s r a s l
VaiSravana, Mgon-po/Mahakala w i t h six hands (fig.2 lo),
Hdzam-bha-1aIJambhala and the series of Lamas w h o w e r e specially initiated -in the mysteries of Sgrol-malTara. First df all
are AtiSa and N i - m a - s b a s l S i i r y a g u p t a .
The images of this chapel should be 54 in all.
11.3. The chapel takes its name from Sen-ge-sgralsimhanada,
whose s t a t u e is seen on the northern wall, along w i t h those of
his acolytes H j a m - d b y a n s 1 M a f i j u g h q a and Phyag-na-rdo-rjel
---------------------------------------------------------------------------*----------

(1) The Bstan-hgyur preserves an Aspbhaya-trana-sadhana by Sarvajiiamitra
(LXXI.379). in which the mandala is made u p of:
Tara protecting from the eight
forms
of dangers:
,,
"
danger of lions (head of a lion, mudra of
,t

9,

protection)
elephants (elephant's head, mudra of
threatening)
,,
,,
fire (seven faces, seven tongues, two
hands with lotus flowers)'
serpents (serpent's head, mudra of
protection)
thieves (on the right hand a sword,
on the left mudra of threatening)
chains (hook and noose)
I'
waters (chain and mudra of
threatening)
b?
,,
,,
wild animals (mudra of gift and
mudra of protection)
A similar list, but not totally identical, of fearful things is in Bstan-hgyur
LXIX.93 Aspbhaya-mocana-siddhi-gupta-sampu~a-n8,
although there is
Do mention of Tara but rather the "Defender of Faith" Phyag-na-rdo-rjeIVajraps" is invoked. Because of the popular character of these litanies, it is
~ a t u r a that
l
they should have been very numerous and therefore apt to vary
hccording to places and times.
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O n the wall to the left of the door, the central figure represents the image of Spyan-ras-gzigsIAvalokiteSvara,with eleven
faces, according to the Pad-ma-dra-balpadmajala (fig.2 13), and
therefore also called Pad-dra bcu-gcig-zhal1Padmaj~la Ekfidaiamukha. H e is surrounded to the right by: Yid-bzhin-nor-bul
Cintamani, Mi-dban-phyug, Padma-hbyun-gnas, Rnam-parsnan-mdzadlvairocana, Mi-bskyod-pa/Aksobhya, Rdo-rje-dbanphyugIVajreivara,
Rdo-rje-dbyins-dban-phyug-(ma)lVajradhatviivari, Gsans-[hdzin-mo]; to the left hkya-thub-pal
!hkyamuni, Dam-tshig-dban-phyugISamayeSvara, Sgru b-srutimo, Spyan-malLocanP, Kluhi-rgyal-ba1Nagarfija and other divinities whose names are not visible.
This mandala including many divinities is divided into several lotuses o r secondary mandalas oriented according to the
various cardinal points. 1; is described by Bu-ston in his treatise
o n the Kriyfitantra, although he does not give the iconographic
characteristics of the minor divinities (op. cit. p.25ff.). It is clear
that the mandala represented in this chapel is synthetic, that is
to say that it represents only the central divinity of the secondary mandalas. T h e principal divinity, i.e. Spyan-ras-gzigs-dbanphyugIAvalokiteivara, corresponds perfectly to the iconographic canons of Bu-stoxa, because it is permitted to represent
him with 1000, 108, 46, 22, 16, 12, 6, 4, or 2 arms indifferently. T h e artists painting in this chapel had chosen the form
with 12 arms. Near him are four feminine divinites: Gsan-hdzinmo, Hdzin-pa-mo, Snags;srin-mo, Srub-srun-ma.
T h e divinities surrounding him represent, therefore, the secondary mandala distributed around the main one:
Rdo-rje-dban-phyuglvajreivara, the central god of the eastern
partition (le-tshe) of the central mandala (surrounded by
Thogs-med-yid, Grub-dban-phyug, Rdo-rje-phyag-rgya-can,
Gter-sgrom-can). Rin-chen-dban-phyuglRatneivara of the
southern partition (surrounded by Grub-chen-dban-phyugl
Mahasiddheivara, Phag-zhal-canlvarahamukha, Grub-pahipal-hbyor-dban-phyuglsiddhayogeivara,Grub-pa-hdzin-dban-
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phyug). Padmahi-dban-phyug1PadmeSvara of the western partition (surrounded by Skyes-bu-sen-gehi-zhal (lotus, serpent
and diadem, Padmahi-phyag, Sbrul-nag-phyag, Htshe-phranrgya-hdzin). Dam-tshig-dban-phyuglSamayeSvara of the northern
partition (surrounded by Hkhor-lo-hchan, Stag-lpags-hchan,
Kun-sgrub-dban-phyug, Sgra-dun-hphel). Rnam-snanlvairocana
is the central divinity of the mandala lying to the east of the one
already described. It too is subdivided in nine partitions. The
central divinities of the other four partitions according to the cardinal points are: Sen-ge-sgra-rgyal-po (six hands: trident, serpentine noose, mudra of protection; lotus, sword, hook),
Yid-bzhin-nor-bu (six hands: wheel, vajra, lotus; gem, mudra of
protection, and mudra of gift), Padma-hbyun-gnas (four hands:
lotus and mudra of protection; hook and kaman-dalu), Mibskyod-pa/Aksobhya (six hands: sword, lotus, arrows; mudra of
protection, vase, bow).
In the big mandala to the south the central divinity is Sakyat h ~ b - ~ a / S a k ~ a m usurrounded
ni,
in the four usual partitions by
Mi-bskyod-pa/Aksobhya, Rin-hbyunlRatnasambhava, Hod-dpagmedlAmi&bha, Don-yod-grublAmoghasiddhi. In the big
mandala to the west the central divinity is Rdo-rje-dbyins-kyidban-phyug-mdVajradhatviSvari, surrounded by the symbols of
the same gods as those of the preceding mandala, each in his particular partition. They in turn are surrounded by Spyan-ma/
Locana, Mgmaki, Na-bzah-dkar-mo (-Gos-dkar-molpandaravasini), Sgrol-maITara, each surrounded by four bodhisattvas,
Rdo-rje-sems-dpahIVajrasattva, Rdo-rje-rgyal-polVajrar2ja7etc.
as in the cycle of the Vajradhatu-mandala, but all with four
arms (in the first on the right their characteristic symbol and in
the other the mudra of protection; on the left lotus and rosary).
T o the right of the door is painted, according to the traditional schemes, the cycle of the Khro-bo: Khro-bo-Gzhan-mithublKrodh-Aparajita, Khro-bo-Rta-mgrinlKrodha-Hayagriva,
Hgegs-mthar-byedlvighnantaka,
Khro-bo-GSin-rje-gSed1
Krodha-Yamantaka, Khro-bo-Rdo-rje-gtsug-gtor1Krodha-Vajrosnisa, Khro-bo-Gnod-mdzad1Krodha-Yaksa.
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O n the main wall, that on the east, the central figure 1-cpr-rsents h k y a m u n i in the preaching attitude (fig.2 14) surrounded
by
Don-yod-zhags-pahi-sAili-polAmoghapaSa-ha
and
Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrapwi. O n the small wall t o the south
dominates the figure of Spyan-ras-gzigs-dban-phyug pad-magar-gyi-dban-phyuglPadmanarteSvara Avalokitesvara.
T h e r e are 144 figures in all in the chapel.

11.4. This chapel is dedicated to Hphags-pa Spyan-ras-gzigs
Don-yod-zhags-paIAmoghapPSa, whose statue accotnpanieti by
the usual four acolytes is on the northern wall. On the main
wall, the eastern one, the centre is dominated by
Rnam-par-snan-mdzad/Vairocana, with one face and two hands
in samsdhi-mudrg. Around him, in the space f'ree on this and
the other walls, is developed the mandala of great compassion,
MahBkarung-garbha-mandala, as it is described by the RnaTnpar-snan-mdzad-mnon-byaiz-chub-rgyud1Vairocan-bhisambod
hitantra. It is the first of the three mandalas described in this
tantra, i.e. the mandala of the physical plane. This mandala has
already been described very well by Japanese scholars and specially by Professor Togano of Koyasan in a volume already
quoted. Therefore it is not a case to enter into further details.
It is clear that the position of the gods cannot be the same as in
the diagram of the mandala. T h e painter has used the free
space of the walls without following the canons of the maodala
very rigidly. T h e images follow one another so that it is not
easy to see those mystic connections, which the scheme of the
mandala succeeds to express so well. For example, near the figure of Spyan-ras-gzigs/AvalokiteSvara(fig. 2 15) is seen that of
Sgrol-rnalTarg (Crags-pa-chen-mo) (fig. 216) and of Khro-gnercanIBhrkuti, who is at the top instead of to the left, where she
should be. After it come Mtku-chen-thob and Lha-mo Sgrags-
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ldan-ma, close to each other in the mandala too.
Near Sgrol-ma/Tara should be Gos-dkar-mo1Pandaravasini
who is on the wall of the chapel on top and instead is Khrogiier-can/Bhykuti: regularly near this goddess is seen the figure
of Rta-mgrin1Hayagriva. In surii, the artist has followed as
much as he could the law of vicinity established in the liturgical
treatises by displaying the various figures of treatises which describe the Mahakarunamandala. Instead he has adopted in
some cases his own criteria of vicinity whose reasons we d o not
understand.
Anyway, none of the gods of this mandala has been omitted.
O n fig. 2 16 there are some details of the figures around Spyanras-gzigs1AvalokiteSvara. From the left of the central image
which represents Rnam-par-snan-mdzad1Vairocana (fig. 2 17)
they are: Nam-rnkhah-spyan-ma (in part), Lhahi-dbari-po/Devendra, M~ion-phyogs/Abhyudgata,Sgo-srunGdul-dkahlDurdharsa. Other details are visible on fig. 2 18 and 2 19, 220, 221,
In the fig. 223, beginning from the second row: Gtsug-torcher-hbyuh, ~ t ~ ~ ~ - t ~ r - ~ ~ Gtsug-tor-sgra-dbyans;
e n - - h b ~ ~ n ,
in
Hod-kyi-hphren-ba,
Yid-ma-gyogs,
the
third :
Rta-mgrinIHayagriva, Gos-dkar-mo1PPndaravasini; in the
fourth: Sgra-rnam-par-sgrogs-pa, Lha-mo sgrags-ldan-ma,
Khro-giier-can-malBhrkuw O n the southern wall the main figure represents Rdo-rje-dam-pa-sbyin-pa (fig. 224).
This chapel had in all 144 images and it is one of the most
interesting.
11.5. This chapel is dedicated to Rta-mgrinIHayagriva, whose
statue, s u r r o u n d e d by two acolytes red Rta-mgrin1Hayagriva and Mi-g.yo-balAcala, is seen on the southern wall. T o
the left of the door are the paintings of the four phyogs-skyon1
Dikpala and the four Rgyal-chenlCaturmah~r~jika
(fig. 225).
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O n the walls various images of Kta-mgrin1Hayagriva fidlow
one another according to the different formulae of' rneclitatio~i
contained in the various liturgical treatises. On the main wall
he is surrounded by minor figures representing, t o his right:
Spyan-ras-gzigs ha-la-ha-1dHalihala .Avalokita, K~a~nichog-yeSes-rdo-rjelParamajva-jAana-vajra, Lha-mo Ice-spyan-rdo-rje,
Hjig-rten-gsu~n-dban-du-byed-po~~railokya-vaia~kara,
Hjigrten-dban-phyugILokeSvara, Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrapani, L.ha-mo
Rab-brtan-rdo-rje, Ye-Ses-mgon-po phyag-bzhi1C:aturbhuja
Jti3na-Natha, Re-ma-ti, Ye-Ses-mgonlJnana-Nitha, DbanPhyug-ma, Rnani-thos/VaiSravana.
T o his left are seen: Lha-mo Phyag-na-rdo-rje, Lha-mo
Glan-pohi-rdo-rje, Rnam-thos-sraslVaiSravana, Rta-mchogrgyal-po and two Lamas, Zhan-kyi Tsha-hod-can, Zhan
Dbu-d kar-po.
There are seventy-seven figures in all.
11. 6. T h e chapel is named after Kurukullh, whose statue
with one face and four arms is surrounded by her traditional
acolytes, namely Ral-gcig-malEkajati and Sen-lden-nags SgrolmaIKhadiravani TarB.
On the other walls the images of the same goddess are multiplied. They are taken from different liturgical treatises.
O n the main .wall, to the east, there is the figure of
Kurukulla according to the formula of meditation attributed to
king Indrabhiiti (fig. 226, already shown by B. Bhattacharyya)
(1). It is of red colour, has eight arms and is surrounded by a
group of goddesses forming her retinue, namely to her right:
(fig.
227)
Gau-ri
Sgrol-m&auri-Tars,
Mar-mehi
Sgrol-malpradipa-Tar% Rdzogs-pahi Sgrol-mdNispanna-TIra
(fig. 228), Sgrol-ma Tsun-ddCunda, Gzhan-gyis-mi-thubl
Aparajita, Rab-tu-dan-bahi Sgrol-mdprasanna-Tm (fig. 229),
Rdo-rje-ro-lans-ma/Vajravetali, Ral-gcig-ma/Ekajata, to his left
-----------------_-----------------------------------------------------*--------------

( I ) 0 p . ~ i t p.57
,
no.iv.
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(fig. 230) Rgyal-bahi Sgrol-ma/Jaya-Tars, Rna-bahi Sgrol-ma/
%Karea-Tira,Rdo-rje-G~ndhariIVajra-Gandhari.
T o the right of the door. instead, is the image of the same
goddess, white and as the inscription says. inspired by the
liturgy of the Sgyu-hphrul-dra-ba/Mayajala *(fig.23 1) (1).
O n the northern wall the main figure represents Red
Kurukulla, taken from the tantric cycles connected with the
Hevaja-tantra and namely (fig. 232) Kyahi-rdo-rje-rgyud-lashbyun-bahi
hjig-rten-gsum-dban-du-byed-pahi
Lha-mo
Rigs-byed-ma, under which are seen Kye-rdo-rje-las rim-pahi
Kurukulla and Kye-rdo-rje-las byun-bahi ran-byin-kyis
rlabs-hbyun-ba Rigs-byed-ma (2)
Near this is a Kurukulla with six arms (fig. 233) taken from
the Sgrub-thabs-rgya-mtsho, accompanied by Lha-mo
Rigs-byed-ma and Rje-btsun-ma Kurukulla (fig. 234).
There would be 80 images in all.

11.7. T h e chapel is dedicated to Hjam-dbyans/Manjughosa, in
his peculiar form known by the name of Hjam-dbyans rgyalpo-rol-paAGjalila-Mafijughosa. His statue that represents him
sitting on a lion, is surrounded by Sakyamuni, Hod-dpag-medl
Amitabha, Nor-bzaritsudhana and Rta-mgrinIHayagriva, together composing the special cycle in which he is the main divinity.
O n the southern wall, which is the main one, in the centre is
the image of Hjam-dpal ye-Ses-sems-dpahIJnPnasattva ManjuSri
as described by the Mtshan-yan-dag-par-brjod-pa/N-a-sarigiti
......................................................................................
( I ) See B. Bhattacharyya, p. 126 Mayajalakrama-Kurukulla.
(2) On these forms o f Kurukulla see Srihevajra-tantra-kramena svadhisthPna-kurukulla-sidhana, Bstan-hlgyur XXII.ZA.26, fo1.113. According to
this scheme Kurukull2 is red and has four arms: the two main ones put an
arrow in the bow, the other t w o have in the right a hook and in the left a
lotus flower; cf. also ibid. XXII.28 ~euaj~odbhaua-kuruku'11ci-~(7.dhana.
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( I ) , with four arms holding a sword, flower, arrow and bow. T o
his right are, above, Sahi-siiin-polKsitigarbha and Mya-nandan-mun-pa-thams-cad-nes-par-hjoms-pahi-blo-groslSarvaSoka-tamo-nirghata-mati, and below Nam-mkhah-mdzodl
Gaganagaiija and Mi-g. yo-ba d kar-po/W hite Acala (fig. 235).
T o his left, beginning from above: Hjam-dbyans yan-lagmed-pahi-rdo-rje1Anangavajra Matijughosa,
Hjam-dbyans
nag-gi-dban-phyuglvagiivara
Maiijughosa,
Hjam-dbyans
dan-pahi-sans-rgyaslAdibuddha Maiijughosa, Spyan-ras-gzigs
mgrin-snon-canl~ilakantha Avalokita (fig. 236) a n d below a
second
Hjam-dbyans
yan-lag-med-pahi-rdo-rje1Anangavajra-Maiiju ghosa, Hjam-dbyans-nag-gi-rgyal-poNagrgjaManjugh0%
Chos-kyi-rin-chen-hdzin-pa,
Spyan-ras-gzigs
hjig-rten-mgon-po1Lokanatha Avalokita (fig. 237).
O n the wall to the west the central figure (fig. 238) repreSems-can-thams-cad-dban-du-byed-pahi Hjam-dbyasents
nsliarva-sattva-vaiikarana Maiijughosa, of pink colour, with
four faces and eight hands.
T o the left of the door is a big figure of Hjam-dpal
choi-dbyilis-gsan-dbari, of white colour with four faces and
eight hands (fig. 239).
There are 66 images in all.
11.8. This chapel is consecrated to Rnam-par-hjoms-pa/Vidarana whose statue is in the small niche a t the east, surrounded
by those of his two acolytes, namely, to the right
Dbyahs-can-malsarasvati and to the left ~dd-rje-sgrol-mal
Vajra-Tara. T h e image dominating the southern wall with his
awesone figure represents t h e same deity - always according
to the system of the mystic realization of the Lotsava of S O I - ~ O
- dancing his terrific dsnce in the midst of a halo of flames
......................................................................................
(1) One of the secondary mandalas of this cycle described by Bu-ston in his
Mtshan-brjod-kyi dkyil-hkhor-gyi bkod-pa has in the centre Hjam-dpal
Ye-Ses-sems-dpavJiiAna-sattvaMaiijuSri,but neither the iconographic type of
the central divinity nor the acolytes correspond to it.
Iconographic indications corresponding to these paintings are also considered in the Bstan-hgyur LXI. 12 Arya-jiiinasattva-maiiju~ri-tattva-nAmasadhana; but in Bstan-hgyur LXIV.6 bis, Arya-jfianasattva-maiijuSrT-upayika
this divinity is represented with three faces and six arms (sun, arrow, lotus;
lamp, bow, lotus).
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(fig. 240). T h e god is surrounded by his cycle comprising of
ten divinities, and by the usual train of adoration goddesses,
i.e., to his right by (fig. 24 1): Rdo-rje-sgrol-ma dkar-molWhite
Vajra-Tar& Khro-bo Mi-g.yo-ba1Krodha-Acala, Rdo-rje-sgrolmaNajra-Tars, Khro-bo GSin-rje-gSed/Kt-odha-Ya-mantaka,
Khro-bo
Sen-ge-gdon-canlKrodha-Simhavaktrg, Khro-mo
Dbyug-snon-can/Krodha-Niladada, Khro-mo Stag-gi-gdoncan-mdKrodha-Vyaghravaktra; to his left by Khro-bo
Gzhan-gyis-mi-thub-pdKrodha-Aparajita,Khro-bo Bdud-rtsihi-hkh-yil-bdKrodha-Amytakudalin, Rdo-rje-sgrol-ma/VajraTPrB, Gsun-Rdo-rje-hdzin-pa/Vag-Vajradhara,GSin-rje-gSed/
Yamantaka, Khro-bo Bdud-rtsihi-hkhyil-bdKrodha-Amrtakundalin (fig. 242), Lha-mo Bzhad-pa-mdHasya Devi,
~hu~s-Rdo-rje-hdzin-pa/Citta-Vajradhara,
Rta-mgrin-Hayagriva,
Khro-bo
H-khor-los~bsgyur-bdKrodha-Cakravartin,
Khro-mo Rtahi-gdon-can-mdKrodha-Hayamukhi, Bdud-rtsihihkhyil-bdAmytakundalin (two images) (fig. 243), Khro-bo
Stobs-po-chelKrodha-Mahabala, Khro-mo Spyan-gi-gdon- canmdKrodha-Vrkamu khi.
'

O n the western wall the main figure represents the same divinity according to the formulae of meditation of another great
master of tantric mystics, namely Lotsava of Ba-ri (fig. 244).
In all there are 83 images.
11.9. T h e principal statue of this temple, today named
Hod-zer gtsug-tor, represents Thub-chen with four faces, eight
arms and four feet, surrounded by the images of four gods
symbolizing four mystic syllables, namely: am uam pam dram.
'Thub-chen corresponds as is well known to Mahamuni, the
great ascetic", i.e. Sakyamuni the Buddha. Some of the tantric
schools such as those that have elaborated the cycles from
where the painters have drawn their inspiration for the frescoes of these chapels, have considered the Usnisa, the ascetic
hair, as one of the most venerated symbol.
T h e importance and the meaning usnisa had in the mystic
schools, not only Buddhist, has already been partly sketched by
others, therefore this is no more the place to insist upon it.
LL
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We need only to remember that the esoteric value assigned rendered it easier to form particular mystic doctrines, of which
we see here the iconographic and liturgic echo.
T h e image of the same divinity is seen on the southern wall
(fig. 245) surrounded by a large number of figures which, as it
is evidenced by the inscription, represent the arhats, the sixteen
Bodhisattvas, the ten Phyogs-skyon1Dikpalas etc. and twelve
goddesses among whom: So-sor-bran-mdpratisara, Bsod-namsnam-gzigs-ma, Bsod-nams-gzigs-ma, Tshe-hdzin-ma, . Gsangrub-ma, Rgyas-ldan-ma, Sin-tu-go-cha-ma, Yan-dag-hchanbyed-ma, Phyag-rgya-brten-ma.
This cycle has been treated by Bu-ston in his treatise on the
Kriyatantra (op. cit. p. 1Ya).
T h e central divinity described by him corresponds perfectly
to that represented in this chapel : it is a form of Bcomldan-hdas Thub-pa/Bhagavan-Muni, yellow, with four faces
and eight hands all in the preaching mudra. T h e acolytes are:

Gsan-sgrtrb-ma
Tshe-hdzin-ma
Phyag-rgya-brten
-ma
Bsod-nams-ldanma
Bsod-nams-gzigs-ma

Colour
white
yellow
red

face
1
1
1

hands

white

1

2

white

1

2

2
2
2

right
fan
vase
rosary

left

.

lotus held in m u d r i of
in hand
donation
mudr2 of
disapproval lamp
(legs so sbyin)
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Table continued
Bsod-nams-rnamgzigs-ma
Sin-t~-~o-cha-ma
Yan-dag-hchanbyed-ma
So-sor-hbran-ma
IPratisara
Mdans-ldan-ma

Rgyas-ldan
In the four doors
Hchi-hjoms-ma
GSin-rje-hjoms-ma
GSin-rje-hdombyed-ma
Legs-skyon-ma

Colour
yellow

face
1

red
green

1

redgreen
paleyellow
redyellow
green

hand

2

right
book

1

2
2

lotus
lotus

1

2

1

2

mudra of
protection
kumuda

1

2

mirror

1

2

spike

white
blue
red

1
1
1

2
2
2

hook
club
chains

green

1

2

noose

left

hook

T h e n follow the Bodhisattvas, the ~ h ~ o ~ s - s k ~ o r i / ~ i k ~ a l
Rnam-thoslvaiiravana etc.
On the small eastern wall is a solitary image of the same deity
in his esoteric aspect (fig.246), as the centre of the mandala of
Gtsug-tor-dri-rnedvimalo~ni~a.
T o the left of the door the
cycle of the twelve goddesses and theii acolytes is reproduced
(fig. 247).
There are 108 figures in all.
11.10. This chapel is named after Sgrol d k a r l ~ h i t eTars, because it is dedicated to her. T h e statue is accompanied by the
four divinities of her cycle namely ~ h r o - g ~ e r - c a n l ~ h T k u t i ,
Hod-zer-canlMarici, yellow Dug-sel-mdJangnli, and green
Dug-sel-ma/J%iguli.
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O n the southern wall the central figure represents green
Sgrol-ma/Tara with three faces and eight arms (fig. 248) according to the system of meditation by AtiSa. Around it are the
108 images of Sgrol-rndTar2.
T h e summary descriptiori given by the inscription permits
me not to go into more details.
There are 123 figures in all.
11.11.

T h e central statue of this chapel dedicated to
Kun-tu-bzan-polsamantabhadra represents the Bodhisattva
Kun-tu-bzan-po on a n elephant; on his two sides are the
statues
of
B yams-pdMaitreya
and
Spyan-rasgzigs1AvalokiteSvara. T o the left of the door: Spyan-rasgzigs Sems-iiid-nal-bsolcitta-viSramana Avalokitesvara ( I ) , of
white colour, with the right hand on the right knee in that
peculiar way of sitting called lalilabepa.
He is surrounded by sixteen Bodhisattvas according to
the iconographic scheme of the Rnum-par-snun-rndzad mitonbyan-chub rgyudl Vairocan-abhisambodhi-tantra and sixteen
adoring goddesses. O n figs. 249 and 250 some such divinities
can be seen: Rgyas-ldan-ma, Spyan-legs, Sin-tupgo-cha-mo,
Dpal-spas, Yan-dag-hchan-byed-ma Ye-Ses-grags-pa, Phyagrgya-brten-ma, Spyan-gdug-pahi-zhal, B'sod-nams-ldan-ma,
GSin-rje-sdom-byed, partly already found in chapel 1 1.9
O n the main wall, to the west, is the p a n t figure of
Hjam-pahi-dbyans1Mafijughosa surrounded by a long series of
Bodhisattvas : ~un-tu-bzan-pol~amantabhadra,Blo-gros-mibzad-pdAkgayamati, Nam-mkhah-sfiin-poIAk~~agarbha,Rdor j e - ~ f i i n - ~ o N a j r a h ~ d a ~Zla-ba-hodlcandraprabha,
a,
Sgrib-seV
Nivarana-viskambhin, etc.
There are 7 1 images in all.

......................................................................................
( 1 ) On him see Bu-ston, ~ems-fiid-ha~bsohi
rhe-ba-rgyud-kyi lun dun sbyor-ba,
complete works vol.JA.

11.12. This chapel is dedicated to Hgro-bzan, a particular

form of Phyag-na-rdo-rje1Vajrapar;li.
T o the left of the door, the large image represents (fig. 251)
Phyag-na-rdo-rjelVajrapwi, known as Phyag-rdor lcags-sbugs;
around him are thirteen gods of his cycle. There are seen:
Ratna-vajrapani, Ratna-garuda, Buddha-garuda, B(uddha)-vajrapani, Padma-vajrapani, Padma-garuda, Karma-vajrapani,
Karma-garuda.
T h e central image on the eastern wall represents (fig. 252)
Phyag-na-rdo-rje Hgro-bzan around whom revolves the cycle
of the seventeen deities of his mandala. According to the Tibetan tradition the main expositor of this mandala was Maitripa.
T o the right are seen: Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrap-i, Rdo-je-rabtu-hdul, Rdo-kun-tu-hdzin, Rdo-rje-me-tog-mdVajrapuspA,
Rdo-rje-bde-byed, Rdo-rje-mthu-chen, Rdo-rje-bdug-spos-ma/
Vajradhiipa, Rdo-rje-zhags-pa-maNajrapaSa, Rdo-rje-lcagskyu-mdVajr2nkuSi,
Rgyal-khyun-mchog; to
the
left:
Rdo-rje-mi-bzad-hjoms, .Rdo-rje-dug-pa-hdul, Phyag-rdorNajrapani,
Rdo-rje-gnod-sbyinlvajrayaksa; Rdo-rje-srin-mo,
Rdo-rje-dbyins-las-rgyal, Rdo-rje ... las-skyob, Mar-me-ma/Dipa,
Ro-lansIVetila, Rdo-rje-dril-bu-rndvajragha~etc.

On the northern wall is represented the mandala of nine
gods of Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrap-i; the central divinity comes
out menacingly from a halo of flames moving. and rousing
around:
As it has been seen from names mentioned above the
Mchod-pahi-lha-molPtijadevis are not missing. So also the cycle
of the Phyogs-skyonlDikpala and of Rnam-thos-sraslvaiiravana
is painted (fig.253).
There are 87 images in all.
11.13. T h e chapel is consecrated to Mi-hkhrugslAksobhya reproduced as the central statue, according to the meditation system of AtiSa (1) and surrounded by four acolytes, namely,
......................................................................................
(1) Bstan-hgyur LXIII.26 Akobhya-sdhana ndma.
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Lha-mo
Pad-ma-canlpadmavati,
Gdon-can-ma,
Rnam-rgyal-mdVgaya and Mdans-ldan-ma. T h e paintings are
rather ruined. They represent the thirteen forms of
Mi-hkhrugsIAksobhya, according to the Yoga-Tantra and the
paradise of this god, which is known by the name of
Mnon-par-dgah-bdAbhirati.
There are 160 images in all.
11.14. Through this cella without statues, one can climh to
the upper floor. T h e walls were covered with frescoes coday
mostly blackened by time and slightly visible. T h e cycles of terrific deities in charge of the protection of the sacred places predominate, Gur-mgonl~aijar;l- ath ha, Gzuns-grva 1naIPaiicaraksa, GSin-rje-gSedIYamantaka.
T h e author of the dkar-chag could still number them and
counted 104 figures.
11.15. This chapel is named after Smra-bahi-sen-gelVPdisimha. T h e statue of the god is surrounded by that of his four
acolytes. Many paintings are badly maintained, but those which
are still preserved have 3 high artistic value (fig.254). They resemble closely the paintings of the temples in the floor below.
T h e author of the dkar-chag has counted 160 images in all.
11.16. This chapel is dedicated to Spyan-ras-gzigs-dban-phyug Hgro-hdul-byed, a peculiar form of Spyan-ras-gzigsIAvalokiteivara; his statue is surrounded by the "mother" Yi-gedrug-mdsadaksari, and by the son Nor-bu-hdzinlManidhPrin,
namely the triad of the Sadaksara about which we have already
spoken in these very volumes.
O n the northern wall, the main figure represents Spyan-rasgzigs1AvalokiteSvara reproduced according to the meditation
formulas of Nagarjuna, with eleven faces and fortytwo hands
(fig.255). Around him is the retinue of gods surrounding him
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(fig.256). O n the two sides are seen Nor-bzanISudhana, Padmahi-mchi-bahi-blo-gros, Las-kyi-gsan-ha, Phyag-na-rdo-rje/
Vajrapani, Padma-chos-hdzin, Las-kyi-rdo-rjelKarrnavajra,
Rdo-rje-sgyu-ma, Rdo-rje-gar-m;iIVajranrtya, Rdo-rje-nlar-mernalvajriloka.
O n the wall to the left of the door is painted the image of
Yid-bzhin-nor-bulcintamani ( 1 ) and on the same wall to the
east the figure of Spyan-ras-gzigs-dban-phyug mkhah-spyod
(fig.25'7) is to be admired, surrounded by the mandala of fourteen gods.
Including statues and paintings, the author of the dkar-chag
has calculated that in this second floor of the Kumbum there
are 1542 images in all.
$50. Thr third poor of the Kumbum. T h e third floor, which in
the symbolism visualised by the builders of the Kurnbum,
should represent the four rdzu-hphrul-rkan-pakddhipada,
namely the four elements of the mystic force operating miracles, is seven cubits in height and has a perimeter of 262 cubits.
Thus according to the author of the eulogy, the plan of this
floor faithfully follows that of the preceding ones.
III.1.T. This temple is dedicated to Tshe-dpag-medIAmitayus.
T h e statue, a gigantic one, on the wall at.the end of the temple,
represents Hod-dpag-med/Amitabha; he is surrounded by four
Bodhisattvas of the ~nysticfamily of the lotus, namely Rdo-rjechos-rab etc.
Along the wall there is a long procession of frescoes reproducing with great vivacity of colour and richness of figures several tantric cycles. O n these, the connection with the divinity by
......................................................................................
( 1 ) Already met with and described according to the canon of Bu-ston, in the
third chapel o f the second floor, p . 2 0 6 ; -his four acolytes are Yid-myurma, Rin-chen-bzari-mo, Padma-rgval-mo, Rta-rna-mo. Bu-ston op. cit. o n the
Kriyatantra, p . 26a.
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whom the temple is named is not evident. In fact, the Lantra
which has inspired the frescoes of this chapel is thc 1)palmchoglParamadya whose various mandalas are depicted o r ) the
walls in succession. T o the left of the door is the mandala of
Nam-mkhah-mdzod1Gaganagaiija
which,
according
to
Bu-ston's analysis of the Dpal-mchogIParam~dya,is a manciala
of the first section. Its goal is to make easy the two accumulations, that of moral merit and that of gnosis, both preparatory
elements of ill~lmination(no.203 of my schema).
T h e central divinity represents Nam-mkhah-mdzod1C;aganagaiija with the sna-tshog-rdo-rjelviivavajra in the right hand
a n d the bell, marked by the same vajra in the left lying on the
leg. It is a n attitude that copies that of Kdo-rje-sems-dpahl
Vajrasattva clearly showing that this Bodhisattva is a splitting of
him. Around runs his cycle including twelve other divinities
a n d four symbols, namely, 2) Rdo-rje-serns-dpahlvajrasattva,
3) Hjam-dpallMaliju6ri, 4) Nam-mkhah-siiin-polAkadagarbha
(fig.259), 5) Nam-mkhah-mdzodIGaganaganja, 6) Hjig-rtendban-phyugILokeSvara, 7) Sems-bskyed-ma-thag-tu-chos-kyihkhor-lo-bskor-ba, 8) Rdo-rje-khu-tshur1Vajrasandhi who in
o u r mandala, contrary to the liturgical indications, is double, in
his peaceful manifestion as well as in his wrathful manifestation
(fig.260), 9) Gnod-sbyinlyaksa' 10) Rdo-rje-sbran-rtsilVajrmta,
1 1) Rdo-rje-sprinIVajramegha, 12) Rdo-rje-ston-ka/ Vajrasarat,
13) Rdo-rje-dgun-mdvajrahemanta a n d then the symbols to be
depicted in the four doors of the mandala: to the east Chiriese
coins (don-rtse), to the south gold (fig.261), to the west pearls, to
the north padmaraga i.e. rubies. Between this mandala and the
door is painted on top the mandala of Nag-po-chen-polMahakala derived from the same T a n t r a a n d also described by Buston p.14b (no.237 of my schema).
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T h e god has tell alms (tig.L'(i2) and is si1r1-ounded by his aco2) 'I'shans-malBrahmini, 3)
lytes namely: 1 ) I)~-;ig-nlo/Kai~cI~.i,
Khyab-l~jug-11io/V;1is1~i1\~i,
4) Sriii-tna, 5 ) Gzhon-nu-ma1Kaumari
6) Nag-moIKiIi, 7) N ; l g - ~ ~ i o - c I i e t ~ - ~ i ~ o l h / I a8~)i Za-ba-mo,
ik~Ii,
9)
hi-ba-moISiv5, 10) Bhel-l~i>di.I 1 ) Gtum-molCandi, 12) Hjigsbyed-ma1Bhairavi (fig.262). I t is also called the mandala of the
Ma-mo. Below this the ~iiii~!cialaoC the three Min-po (Bu-ston
p.15a) is depicted. Its celitl-e is I-epl-esented by the triad
Kgyal-bar-byed-pa, white, Sbrali-rtsir-byed-pa, yellow, to his
1)oti-th;~nis-ciid-gri~tl-piil--byerthasiddhi,
right
and
gree11, to his left.
T h e icotlogl-iiphic svtilbol is the same Sol- the three gods:
namely, the cup rn;icle of the skull in the right and the arrow
a n d bow in the left. ;\i.oi~ticli t are the acolytes, namely, 1)
(;rub-pa, white. with trident. 2 ) Hphel-ba, yellow, with vase
containing a tl-easul-e, 3) Cheli-po, red, with a basket of flowers, 4) Gnod-sbyin/Y;iksi~,black, llaving a tooth, 5) Gtum-po,
black, with a stick, 6) Klil-o-bo, black, with a serpent, 7) Mchog,
hlack, with the wheel, 8) (;sod-pa, 'ack, with the sword.
'l'lie mandala is almost entirely \ ,jil>le in figs. 262 and 263.
O n the left wall the central figure represents Rdo-rje-hummdzad1Vajrahi1mki1-a (fig.264). T h e painters wanted to represent the mandala of Khams-gsum-rnam-rgyal1Trailokyavijaya
which is the third in the list of Ru-ston (op. cit. p. 6b, no.197 of
my schema). T h e god is blue'in colour with the hands holding
the bell and the vajra in the m u d r i called khams-gsum-rnampar-rgyal-baltrailokya-vijaya and having under his foot
Dbail-phyugIiivara and Uma. He has to his *left 1 ) Khro-bo
Kdo-rje-hdzin-pa/Krodha-Vajradhara,2) L,cags-kyu-hdzin-pa,
3) Ral-gri-hdzin-pa, 4) %hags-hdzin-pa, 5) Dbyug-hdzin-pa, 6)
Khatvanga-hdzin-pa, 7) Gri-riri-hdzin-pa, 8) ~hu-gri-hdzin-pa.
These gods have in their right hands the symbol from which
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they derive their names; the left ones are in the mudra of
threatening. How they are born is thus seen clearly: they are
but the iconographic hypostases of the weapons and of the instruments characteristic of the terrific deities. Below the lotus
on which the divinity stands are painted the four symbols of.
the four doors of the mandala, namely, the bow and the arrow
on the eastern door, the sword to the south, the \laj ra to the
west, and the spear to the north.
O n the wall facing, to the left, the cella having the statues, is
painted the mandala of Nam'-mkhah-siiin-polAka~agarbha,
who is the fifth according to the order followed by Bu-ston (op.
cit. p.9a, no.199 of my schema). T h e central figure represents
Nam-mkhah-siiin-polAkaiagarbha, blue in colour, in the act of
wearing a necklace of gems (fig.265). Around him are his acolytes i.e.: 1 ) Dban-skur-rin-po-che having a gemmed diadem, 2)
Rin-po-che-chen-po-nor-stsol-ba with a treasure, 3) Chos-chenpohi-rin-po-che with a book, 4) Rin-po-che-chen-po-ro-myan-ba
in the act of bringing a tray. All four have in their right hand
the symbol of their name aod the left leans on the seat. Then
there follow: 5) Lha-mo Rin-chen-gdugs-ma having a gemmed
umbrella, 6) Lha-mo Rin-chen-rgyal-mtshan having a gemmed
flag, 7) Lha-mo Rna-can-ma with the little drum, 8) Lha-mo
Rin-chen-srog-Sin-mo. Next follow the symbols of the four
doors of the mandala, namely, a gemmed diadem, a vase full of
gems, the book of supreme gnosis, a vase full of food (fig.266).
O n the left wing of the cella is painted the first mandala of
Dpal-mchogIParamadya, namely that of Rdo-rje-sems-dpahl
Vajrasattva around whom in the midst of clouds and flowers,
are symmetrically disposed his acolytes. T h e figures 267-270
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I-eproduce some details. From Bu-ston we know that this
mandala, more numerous than the others, also comprises: 1)
Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva, in his usual attitude, white in
colour, 2) Rdo-rje-yid-las-byun-ba of pink colour. His name, rendering the Sanskrit term manasija "he who is born from the
mind" and his symbols-that is to say the arrow adorned with
flowers, and the bow with a small arrow in it-reveals his origin. T h e Tantric schools took this god from Hindu mythology
adapting to their mystic schemes the God of Love (Kama),
whom Indian tradition terms as "born from the mind". His
iconography gives him as symbols the flowered arrows and the
bow, 3) Rdo-rje-ki-la-ki-la-ya, red; he has a red vajra, 4)
Rdo-rje-dran-palvajrasmrti, pale-blue; in the right hand he
has a flag with the sign of a sea monster (makara) and with the
left he leans on the seat, 5) Rdo-rje-sfiems-pa, of pure golden
colour, in the two hands has two vajras kept on the sides, 6)
Rdo-rje-sbran-rtsilvajramrta, pink, 7) Rdo-rje-sprin, pink, 8)
Rdo-rje-ston, pale blue, 9) Rdo-rje-gdun, golden. T h e last four
gods have their hands joined above their heads holding respectively a basket of flowers, an incensoir, a lamp and a conch full
of perfumes, 10) Mi-bskyod-pa/Aksobhya, white, in his traditional attitude, 1 1) Phyag-na-rdo-rje/Vajrapani, white, as before,
12) Hjam-dpal/MafijuSri, of the colour of the sky, with four
arms wielding swords, 13) Rin-chen-hbyun-ldan/Ratnasambhava, blue, in his usual attitude, 14) am-mkhahi-sfiin-pol
A k a ~ a ~ a r b hin
a , the act of wearing a necklace, 15) Nam-mkhahimdzodlGaganagafija, variegated in colour, holding the double
vajra and the bell, 16) Hod-dpag-medlAmitibha, yellow in the
attitride of explaining the law (vyikhyc~namudrcZ),17) H.jig-rten-
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dbari-phyug/Lokeivara, pink, in the Ief't hatlrl t ~ ctlirs ,t l o t 11s
with a long stem leaning or) the side, arid wit11 ttw ~.igtltI ~ a r ~ ( l
lie opens the flower, 18) Senls-bskyed-rrla-tllag-ti~-c~t~os-k~i-ljkt
lo-l~skor-ba,yellow; the left hand is held on the sitle ; i r l r l or) thc
right t here is a disc with eight rays, 10) I)on-yod-gru11-pa/Atnoghasidclhi, variegated in colour, in his usual 11-aditiorlalattitude,
20) Rdo-rje-gnod-sbyin/Vajrayaksa,blue, holds a tooth. 'I'het~
follow the Mchod-pahi-lha-mo/Puj2devis, 2 1-24) Sgeg-nlo/
Lasya, Kdo-rje-bzhad-pa/Vajra-hasa, Kclo-I-ie-g;rr--rrla/Vajrarlrty3, Glu-chen-po/Gita: after whom there a r c ~ h cf'ollowing
goddesses: 25) Kdo-rje-gzugs/Vajrarupa, Kcto-I-je-sgra/Vajraiabdg, 26) Rdo-rje-drilvajragandha, 27) Kdo-rje-ro1Vajrarasi
. .
who are surrounded in the external circuir of' the t n a ~ d a l a
by Phyogs-skyon/Dikpalas, planets a n d lunar astel-inls.
O n the wall to the left of' the cella is still f0und the matjdala
of Hjig-rten-dban-phyug/Lokesvarawho is the fourth in the list
of Bu-ston, op.cit. p.8a (no.198 of' my schema). In the centre is
seen the figure of Hjig-rten-dbail-phyugILokesvara, of pink
colour, having in the left a red lotus that he opens with the
right h a n d . T h e n follow: 1) Dpal-pad-ma-chen-po, red, with
lotus flower a n d bow, 2) Pad-ma-chen-po gtum-pohi-dbanphyug/Mahapadma Candesvara, black, with four arms a n d trid e n t , lotus, khatvariga a n d skull as attributes, 3) Pad-ma-chenp o u n d e r t h e form of Khyab-hjug/Visnu, with four hands a n d
lotus, disc, club, a n d conch as attributes, 4) Pad-ma-chen-po
u n d e r the form of Tshans-pa/Brahma: four faces, four hands:
club, rosary, lotus, kamandalu as symbols, 5) Pad-ma-chen-po
Sa-hdzinIDharanidhara, yellow, with six hands out of which
two a r e joined, a n d the others bear the sy~nbolsof Visnu,
namely,
conch,
lotus,
club
and
disc ;
6)
I'ad-ma-chen-polji-ni-ma. red, in the right hand has a lotus and
with the lef't holtls t h e . solar disc resting o n the lotus. '7)
Pad-ma-chcn-po untler the t;)rtn o f the C;otl of M7irld/\','ryi1,
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black: in the right holds a small flag and in the left a lotus, 8)
Pad-ma-chen-po-rgya-mtsho, in the form of the God of Waterlvaruna, white; in the right has a lotus and in the left a serpent, 9) Pad-ma-chen-po Sa-hdzin Lha-mo-min-Sri;, in the left a
lotus and in the right a vase full of treasures, 10) Pad-ma-chenpo-rgya-mtsho-min-hri; in the right a noose made of serpents
and in the left a serpent, 11) Pad-ma-chen-po-hi-ma-min-gi;
the right hand has a lotus on whish there is the solar discus,
12) Pad-ma-chen-po-rlun-gi-lha-min-dhi; in the right has a little flag and in the left a lotus flower. T h e n follow the protecting divinities of the four doors: 13) a woman as symbol of a
Padma-chen-po-chags-pahi-mtshon-chahi-mtshan-ma,
14) a serpent as symbol of Gtum-pohi-dban-phyuglCandeSvara,, 15) a
boar as symbol of Pad-ma-chen-po-nag-po, 16) a lotus as symbol of Tsbans-paIBrahm2.
O n the wall to t h d right of the guard, is represented the
mandala of Sems-bskyed-ma-thag-tu-chos-kyi-Wor-lo-bskorbalsaha-cittotp~da-dharmacakravartin ( I ) , described by Buston in his already quoted work (p. 11b, no.202 of' my list). In
the centre is the figure of the god who gives his name to the
mandala: he has in the right hand a disc, in whose centre there
is a vajra, and he has his left hand on the seat. His acolytes are:
Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrapani, Hjam-dpalIMafijuSri, Nam-mkhahsfiin-poIAkSSagarbha,
Nam-mkhah-mdzodIGaganagaiija,
Hjig-rten-dban-phyugllokeivara,
Sems-bskyed-ma-thag-tuchos-kyi-hkhor-lo-rab-tu-bskor-balsaha-cittotpada-dharmacakravartin, Rdo-rje-khu-tshurlvajrasandhi, Rdo-rje-gnodsbyinlvajrayaksa, and on the doors, do-rje-sems-dpahIVajrasattva, Rdo-rje-hum-mdzadlVajrah~mkara, ~ j i ~ - r t e n - d b a n phyugllokeivara, Nam-rllkhahi-shin-polAkaSagarbha.
Then on the wall to the right follows the mandala of Rdo-rjegnod-sbyinlvajrayaksa (in Bu-ston it is no. 10 on p. 13b, no.204
of my list), who is in the centre, surrounded (fig.273) by Phyag......................................................................................
(1) T h e Sanskrit name is from the Japanese ~ahakartrna-garbhodbhavamandalaITaizbkai mandara (Lokesh Chandra, Esot. no. 181 ).
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na-rdo-rje
Hjam-dbyanslvajrapani
Marijuglio?a,
Sammkhah-siiinIAkaiagarbha, Nam-mkhah-tndzod/(;agatiagaiija,
Hjig-rten-dban-phyuglLokeSvara, Sems-bskyed-ma-thag-tuc h o s - k y i - h k h o r - l o - b s k o r - b a l s a h a - c i t t o t k r a v a r - iIt i ,
Rdo-rje-gnod-sbyinlvajrayaksa. Below there a r e supy,lernentary divinities evidently of terrific character pertaining t o the
team of t h e Phyogs-skyon1Dikpala a n d who function as a protective ring to all the mandalas (details figs.271, 272).
Lastly, immediately to the right of the d o o r is the mandala of Rdo-rje-khu-thsur1Vajrasandhi which, in the list of Buston is at the sixth place no. 200 of my list); in the middle Rdorje-tshurlvajrasandhi, yellow, can be seen; he has two hands
having, at the height of the waist, the rdo-rjelvajra. H e is surr o u n d by: Rdo-rje-sku-mchog iconographically identical with
Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva, Rdo-rje-ljags, pink, who has a
tongue of diamonds in the right a n d leans o n the seat with the
left h a n d , Byan-sems tin-ne-hdzin-rdo-rje has the rdo-rjelvajra,
Byari-sems-rdo-rje, . with
the
rdo-rjelvajra,
Lha-mo
phyag-rgyahi-khu-tshur-ma, similar to Rdo-rje-khu-tshurlvajrasandhi, Lha-mo ye-ses-khu-tshur-ma, similar to Hjig-rtendban-phyugILokesvara, Lha-mo las-kyi-khu-tshur-ma, Rinchen-khu-tshur-ma similar to Nam-mkhah-siiin-polAkasagarbha; on the tloors of the mandala Rdo-rje-siierns-ma, similar to Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva, Rdo-rje-ljags-ma, similar
t o Kdo-rje-smra-baIVajrabhasa, Rdo-rje-tin-ne-hdzin, Rdo-rjema, Kdo-rje-rdo-rje-ma similar to Rdo-rje-IasIVajrakarma.
I t is clear, therefore, as it is testified by the inscriptions, that

this temple they wanted to represent the five principal
manclalas a n d the four intermediate ones, composing the synthetic mandala of the five families. Each ma~!dala in this case
reprorluces that explained in the preceding section at every
stage, according t o the families takeq separately.
ill

is reproduced in the
The sche:me o f this synthetic mandala
. .

Fig. B,

1. Vajrasattva 11. Vajrahiimkara 111. AkaSagarbha IV. Vajranlus~iV. LokeSvara V1. Maiijuiri VII. Gaganagaiija VIII. Sahacittotpada-cakravartin IX. Vajrayaksa XI. Matrka XIS. The
three Min-po XIII. The four sisters

......................................................................................
(1) See Bu-ston op. cit. fol.l3b.
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I have describecl the rnain and better visible rr~a~jcialas;
on
the walls of' this chapel, some higher a n d some lower, the c v c l c
is reproduced entirely: that of Hjarn-dpal/MafijuSr-i, that of
Ma-mo, that of t h e three Min-po a n d the otie of the f.oul St 11.1mo (I).
O n the whole the mandalas a r e interesting besides the
iconographic point of view, also because they give us a n idea
about how they were conceived. I hat is to say that we d o not
find in them only divinities absolutely Buddhist, but also hyl~ostases of peculiar moments of the tantric liturgv o r of' ssrnbols of
o t h e r divinities o r of objects of cult. We have already seen, as
for instance, divine shape has been gi\ren to the arms which
a r e normally held by the terrific deities atid sonietinles also by
the mystics d u r i n g the liturgic d r a m a (p.220). O t h e r svnibols,
such as the d r u m , the umbrella, the flag, a r e equallv deified
(p.221). T h u s , in the cycle enter also the seasons a n d the elem e n t (p.222 a n d 223) besides of course t h e niain divinities of
the H i n d u pantheon, who in this case a r e enriched bv others
less frequent in Buddhist liturgv: as for instance Bherunda
(p.220) i.e. B h e r u n d a o n e of' the forms of Kali.
I n all, according to the calculations of the oh-quoted
dkar-chag, there would be 285 figures in this temple.
r

111.2. T h e

monks call this chapel by the name of'
Rdo-rje-sen~s-dpah/Lr;ijrasatt\~a.
But since the niandalas dedicated to this god a r e infinite, it is clear that this indication is
rather generic. T h e r e is need. therefore to determine

( I ) See the note t o the inscriptions.
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specifically as to which Tantra which has been taken as a model
in this case. It is clear that on the walls there continue to be
represented other mandalas of Dpal-mchogIParamfidya, already reproduced partially in the preceding temple. T h e
scheme of the paintings in this case too follows exactly the indications of Bu-ston. O n the eastern wall there are three statues
representing: the middle one Bde-ba-chen-po Rdo-rje
sems-dpah1Mahasukha-Vajrasattva, symbol of the essential nature of Saris-rgyas-dkon-mchog1Buddha-ratna, that to his right
Hjig-rten-dban-phyuglLokeSvara,symbol of the essential nature of chos-kyi-dkon-mchoglDharma-ratna, and that to the
left Nam-mkhah-siiin-polmagarbha, symbol of the essential
nature of Dge-hdun-dkon-mchog1Sangha-ratna. In other
words, new hypostases of the three gems: the Buddha, the
Law, the Comnlunity. We face the second of the six mandalas
included in the category of those intended to realize mystic
perfections not reached through the ritual act. They represent,
as can be seen from the scheme reproduced above, the second
group of mandalas included in the category of those intended
to realize mystic perfections not reached through the ritual act.
They represent, as can be seen from the scheme reproduced
above, the second group of mandalas described by the Rtogpa-thams-cad-bsdus-pahi-rtsa-bahi-rgyudlSarva-kalpa-samuccaya-mula-tantra (no. 323 of my list).
T h e technical name of this particular mandala is De-bzhingiegs-pahi gsan-ba ras-ris-kyi dkyil-hkhor. Regarding iconography: Sans-rgyas-dkon-mchog1Buddha-ratna is represented in
the act of holding with the left hand the bow and with the right
to shoot a n arrow, Chos-dkon-mchog1Dharma-ratna in the act
of opening a lotus flower, Dge-hdun-dkon-mchoglSangharatna has instead a gem.
O n the main wall, in the middle, is the figure of Hjig-rtendban-phyugllokeivara, pink, who in the left hand has a lotus
flower with a long stem, and he opens it with the right. Therefore, here is represented the mandala of Gti-mug-gi
giien-por-hgro-hdul, meant to dispel from the mind the dar-
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kening that does not allow us to sec the 11-11th (110.198 of' my
list, Bu-ston op. cit. fol.Ha already ciescrihetl al,o\,e, arid represented also in the precedirig temple, figs. 274, 275, 276).
O n the left wall of the door, the central figure I-epresents
Rdo-rje-hkhor-IoJVajracakra with his retinue, i.e. the tnan<lala
named Rigs-thams-cad-kyi dkyil-hkhor-du hji~g-patji-rgyur
rdo-rje-hkhor-lo, of the first section of the Ilpal-nlcliogIParamadya already represented in the temple 11.1 (no.202 of my
list, fig.277).
T o the right of the door instead we find the mat>dala of' Kdorje-khu-tshurlvajrasandhi, the same that we have seen in the
preceding temple. Below is the usual line of syml~olsand divinities representing the mystic offerings or the defence of the
sacred place.
There are 150 figures in all.

111.3. T h e chapel is known by the name of the Khromo. But more exactly it should be named after hle-ltar-hbarba-phra-mo, who is the divinity to whom it is dedicated, and
after whom a specific mandala is named: namely the fourth of
the second group of mandalas described by the Rtag-pahi
thams-cad bsdus-pahi rtss-bahi-rgyud/Sarva-kalpa-samuccayamulatantra, included in the second section of the Dpal-mchog-JParamadya (see Bu-ston op.cit. p.3 1, no.234 of my list).
l ' h e central statue reproduces him in a shape similar to the
terrific manifestation of Vajrapani: it is surrounded to the
right by Ki-li-ki-lahi-gzugs-can-hdzin-ma and to the left by
Hdod-pahi-me-hbar-ma - also called Thal-bar-rab-tu-hjigpahi-lha-mo-rdo-rje.
O n the main wall- is the mandala of Nam-mkhab-siiiripolAkasagarbha, called Ser-snahi-gnen-por-rdo-rje-rin-chen already described; we have found him in the first temple. T o the
right of the wall is the mandala of Nam-mkhah-mdzodl-
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(iaganagaiija also already described (no.199 of my list, for
some details see fig. 278).
O n a portion coming o u t of the wall facing the door there is
the figure of Hjam-dpal/R.I~injuSI-r,in the centre of' the mandala called Ser-phyin gtso-bor-gyur hjam-dpal tiescribed in the
first section of' the Dpal-~nchog/Paramidya (see Bu-ston
fol. lob, no.200 of my list).
O n the wall to the left of the d o o r , is repeated the mandala
of Rgyal-bar-byeci-pa, already found in the temple of
*l'she-dpag-rnecllAmitayus.
'I'here are 146 figures in all.
111.4. ?'he chapel is dedicated to the Yurn-chen-mo, whose
statue, in the iraclitional attitude, is accompanied to the right
by that of Phrog-ma, red, a n d to the left by that of
(;rags-chen-ma, green.
O n the main wall is the principal mandala described by the
Kdo-1-je-sfiiii-po1Vajraga1-bha (110.295 of my list). T h e figure in
the centre (fig.279) represents Knam-par-snail-rndzadlvairocana, white, in sani2dhi-mudra. H e is surrounded by the
four Saktis, namely by Sems-ma-rclo-rje-malsattvavajri (to the
east), Kin-chen-rdo-rje-ma1Katnavajri(south), Chos-kyi-rdo-rjerna1Dharmavaj1-i (west), Kdo-lje-las-ma/K~~rn~avajri
(north). According to Hu-ston (Kclo-rje-siiiii-l>o-I-gyan-gyirgyud-kyi dkyilI~khor-gyi I-n;im-gzhag, folio 3 ) , in thisma~+ala Rnam-parsnirii-rndzatllvairocana is sirrrounded, besides by the four goddesses now nieritioned, I,y (;tsug-tor-hkhor-10s-bsgyur.ba1U>~!isacakra\,artin,1-4,
Ii;~\~i~
o ni g the fi~refingerof the right
ha~icl21 wheel a n d the let't lies o n the seat, Gdugs-dkar-gtsug101-ISit~tapatl-o~1jis:i,
Kgy;il-l,;rl!i-gtsi~g-to1-IJayosrjisa,Gsi-brjidphi1 ii-~>o-ski~I-I~;~-c~he, K 1i;11ii-~):1l~-lj~)l1i-o-b~ed-rnam-rgya
namely b y the I'ive (;tsirg-ro~-/LJs~jir,;t
( 1 ).
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------( 1 ) I c ~ O I ~ O ~ ~ ~ ; I;III
~ )'11-c.
I I ~itlc.llric-;rl
C ~ ~ I I I ~l \ i t l ~[ l ~ c f.i r s t .
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T h e r e follow the other Sour Buddhas of' the pentad, proportionally bigger than the other figures. They are accompanied
by the secondary divinities of the cycle, mostly the same as
those in the Rdo-rje-dbyins-dkyil-hkhor1Vajradhatu-mandala,
namely : in front of Mi-bskyod-pdAksobhya: Rdo-rje-semsdpahlvajrasattva; to the right: Rdo-rje-rgyal-pdvajraraja, to
the left: Rdo-rje-chags-pdvajraraga; behind: Rdo-rje-legs-pa/Vaj-rasadhu. And thus, in the same order, around Rin-chen-hbyun-IdanIRatnasambhava :
Rdo-rje-rin-chenlVajraratna,
Rdo-rje-gzi-brjidlvajratejas,
Rdo-rje-rgyal-mtshanIVajraketu,
Rdo-rje-bzhad-pdvajrahasa.
Around
Hod-d pag-medlAmitabha: Rdo-rje-choslVajradharma, Rdo-rje-rnon-polVajratiksna, Rdo-rje-rgyuIVajrahetu, Rdo-rje-smra-bdvajrabhasa.
Around Don-yod1Amogha: Rdo-rje-IasIVajrakarma, Rdo-rjebsrudVajraraksa, Rdo-rje-gnod-sbyinIYajrayaksa,Rdo-rje-khutshurlVajrasandhi. Then, Rdo-rje-sgeg-mo/Vajral8sya, Kdo-rjehphren-bdvajramalq Glu-mdGita, Gar-mdNrtya, Bdug-pamdDhupa, Me-tog-mdPusp2, Mar-me-mdDipa, Dri-rnd
Gandha.
Some details of this mandala can be seen in fig. 280.
TO-the left of the door there is the mandala of ~ i h - c h e n hbyun-ldan dbugs-dbyun, surrounded by his acolytes: Rdo-rjerin-chenlvajraratna, Rdo-rje-gzi-brjidlvajratejas, Rdo-rje-semsdpacl~ajrasattva,Rdo-rje-rgyal-polvajrarfija etc. (fig.281).
T h e other figures are much ruined. o n the wall to the left of
the door Mi-bskyod-pdAksobhya was represented.
T h e small temple had 13 1 figures in all.
111.5. This chapel is dedicated to Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana and therefore takes its name from him. His statue represents him with four faces flanked to the right by Rdo-rjesems-dpahlvajrasattva and to the left by Rdo-rje-hchanlvajrad hara.
O n the main wall is represented one of the mandalas included in the seven mavdalas comprehensively called Namrnkhah-dri-med-churi dkyil-hkhor explained by Hjam-dpalbdes-gtien, namely the third group of mandalas described by
Bu-ston as pertaining to the Mtshan-yan-dag-brjod-palmma-
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s;liigit i (13 o-\too. Mtshun-brjud-kyi dkyil-&hor-gyi bkod-pa, p. 18).
' 1 . 1 1 ~ ce11tr:i1 figure represents Rnam-par-snan-rncizadl~~iI - o r it.llite, with f'our faces and his two hands i n
s:~ln~cllli-m~~clr,?,
on which there is a vajra.
111 t t ~ ccentre of' his waist there is another image with fbur
I'iices. 11;imelyDan-pohi-sans-rgyaslkdibuddha who, in the four
arms to the right has a sword, symbolising the mystic wisdom,
and in the LOur arms to the left the book of supreme gnosis. I n
the centre o f this figure there is another small image representing H-jii~n-dpalye-Ses-sems-dpal>/Jnanasattva Maiijuiri with six
faces and with the same synlbols as Dan-pohi-sails-rgyas/Adibuddha. Around them are the.paintings o f : Sems-ma-rdo-rjel
Vajrasattvi, Kin-chen-sems-maIKatnasattvi, Chos-kyi-sems-lniil
Dharmasattvi, Las-kyi-sems-maIKarmasattvi, and the other
four Tathagatas of the supreme pentad, surrounded by their
acolytes, in the following order: MI-BSKYOD-PAIAKSOBHYA, Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva, Kdo-rje-rgyal-pol
Vajraraja, yellow, with the hook, Kdo-rje-chags-palvajraraga,
red, with bow and arrow, Kdo-rje-legs-paIVajrasadhu,green,
having the vajra in the lnudra of threatening. KIN-CHENHBYUN-LDANIRATNASAMBHAVA:
Rdo-rje-rin-po-chel
Vajraratna, yellow, with gem and bell, Rdo-rje-iii-ma/Vajrastirya, red, with solar disc, Rdo-rje-dpalIVajraSri, blue, with
the flag, Rdo-rje-&ad-palvajrabhasa, white, with a rosary of
ivory, S N A N - M T H A H - Y A S I A M I T ~A : Rdo-rje-choslvajradharma, red, in the act of opening a lotus flower, Kdo-rjer n o n - p o l v a j r a t i k ~ a ,blue, with the sword, Kdo-rje-rgyulvajrahetu, yellow, with a disc, Kdo-rje-smra-balvajrama, red, in
the act of touching his tongue. DON-GRUBIAMOGHASIDD H I : Rdo-rje-lasIVajrakarma, green, with bell and sna-tshogsrdo-rjelviivavajra, Rdo-rje-bsrun-ba1Vajraraksa, yellow, with
shield, Rdo-rje-gnod-sbyinIVajrayakSa, black, holding his teeth,
Rdo-rje-khu-tshurlVajrasa~d
hi, yellow, shakes the rdo-rjelvajra.
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O n the wall to the left of the door, there is the mandala of
Byan-chub-sems-dpah dbugs-dbyun, identical with the preceding, with the difference of a change in the central divinity. T h e
acolytes are the same. This is-the seventh mandala according to
the liturgy of the same interpreter.
O n the opposite wall there should have been the mabdala of
Mi-bskyod-pa/Ak~obh~a
equally inspired by the same source.
There are 135 figures in all.
111.6. This temple is dedicated to Rin-chen-hbyun-ldadRatnasambhava, .and it can be considered to be one of the most
beautiful in the whole of Kumbum, for the magnificence of its
paintings and the richness of its decoration.
T h e central st.atue represents the divinity from whom the
temple derives its name, and it is surrounded by four other
statues of lesser proportions. They are two on each side,
namely, those of Rdo-rje-rin-chedvajraratna, Rdo-rje-gzibrjidlvajratejas,
Rdo-rje-rgyal-mtshanlvajraketu,
and
Rdo-rje-bzhad-paIVajrahPsa.
T h e group is inspired by the mandala called Rin-hbyun
phyag-rgya bzhilCaturmudra-mandala of Ratnasambhava described by the Tattvasangraha (it corresponds to no.7 of my
list).
T h e major part of the frescoes instead is dedicated to the
great mandala called Nam-m khah-dri-med d kyil-hkhor-chenpo according to the liturgic system of Hjam-dpal-grags-pa:
namely it expresses symbolically the mystic ritual and the experiences exposed in the Mtshan-brjod1Nama-sangiti (no.273
of my list).
O n the left side of the door is painted the cycle of the divinities normally depicted in the external band of the mandala
(Bu-ston op. cit. p.9f). Besides the Mchod-pahi-lha-rnolPtij2devi, and the group of Rdo-rje-gzugs-ma/RGpavajra etc. we
also see Dban-ldanlkina, Uma, Indra and such other
Phyogs-skyonIDikpala, Gzhon-nu-Kar-ti-ka/Kumara Karttikeya
on a peacock, with six faces and six hands of which two above
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the head in the act of homage, Nagipo-chen-polMahakala of
dark colour, with trident, Dgah-byed-dban-phyugINandike6vara of dark colour, in the act of playing a d r u m and seated
oiter a d r u m (fig.287). While in the treatise of Bu-ston these divinities are in the posture of yab-yum namely accompanied by
the sakti, on the paintings of this temple the goddesses are represented separately.
Then follows the cycle of the planets: Ni-ma/Aditya, red,
with two hands that have a lotus o n which there is the solar
disc; he is on a chariot drawn by horses.
Zla-batsoma, white, he has ih his hand a lotus on which there
is solar disc; he is seated o n a swan.
Mig-drnarlArigaraka, red, in the right (hand) a knife, and in
the left a human head; he is seated o n a bull.
Gzah-lhagIBudha, yellow, with.bow and arrows.
Phur-buIBrhaspati, white, with a rosary and a kamandalu;
on a vase.
~ ~ e n - ~ a / S a n a i s c ablack,
r a , with a stick; seated o n a turtle.
Sgra-gcanlRahu, dark red, he holds the discus of the sun and
the moon.
Mjug-rinIKetu, black, with a sword and a noose made of serpents (fig.287).
Then there are:
1) Stobs-bzanIBalabhadra, black, with sword.
2) Rgyal-byedIJayanta, green, with four arms ; rosasry of
flowers, arrows, bow and cup. He is seated on a chariot drawn
by Indian cuckoos (kokila).
3) Sbran-rtsir-byed-paIMadhukara, white, in the right hands
carries a knife surmounted by a standard and the bow; in the
left arrow and cup. He is on a throne adorned with figures of
parrots.
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4) Dpyid-kyi-lhdvasanta, white, with bow and spade, arrow
and cup. He is on a cloud.
Then there is the cycle of the eight KluINagas: Klu
Mthah-yaslAnanta, red, Nor-rgyaslVasuki, yellow, Hjog-pol
Taksaka, black Stobs-rgyuIKarkota, white, Padma, white,
Padma-chen-poIMahapadma, black, ~ u n - s k ~ o r i l S akhapala,
ri
yellow, Rigs-ldanlKulika, r e d ; all in the act of adoration
(figs.282, 283).
T h e n is reproduced the cycle of the Lha-ma-yin-dban-pol
Asurendra, namely: Thags-bzan-rislVemacitrin, Stobs-ldan,
Rab-dgah, Rnam-par-snan-byedlvairocana; all with sword and
shield (figs.283, 284).
Nam-mkhah-ldin-gi-dban-po/Garu+ndra, with open wings
and the hands joined in an act of prayer. Mi-ham-ci-rgyal-pol
Kinnararaja, with the lute (phi-van), Dri-zahi-rgyal-polPiSPcaraja: of golden colour, with five crests.
Rig-hdzin-gyi-rgyal-poIVidyadharar2ja, yellow (figs.285,
286).
Below is the cycle of the Gnod-sbyinlyaksas. All have in their
nand the lemon (bijapfira) and the hawk. They are:
Gan-ba-bzan-po1Piirnabha-dra, blue ;
Nor-bu-bzan-poIManibhadra, yellow ;
Gnod-sbyinlyaksa, red ;
Rnam-srasIVaiSravana, yellow ;
Pi-ci-kun-da, red ;
Ki-li-ma-li, green ;
Sgohi-dban-po, yellow ;
Spyod-pahi-dban-po, yellow ;
.Hphrog-maIHariti, yellow,with her son.
O n the wall to the left of the door, namely on the north of
the temple, the central image represents (fig.288) Kun-tu-bzanpolsamantabhadra; h/s right hand is in the mudra of gift, and
the left has a lotus flower with a long stem.
Around him are fifteen figures which along with him form
the cycle of the sixteen Bodhisattvas (Bu-ston. op. cit., p.7).
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1) Hlo-gros-mi-zad-palAksayaniati, yello\v: sword in the I-ighr,
it lotus in the left in the m u d r i of dharmavyakhyina (1).

2) Sahi-siiin-poIKsitigarbha,yellow; the right hand touches
the earth (bhumi-sparsa); the left has a heavenly tree on a
lotus.
3) am-mkhah-siiin-poIAkisagarbha, green: in the right tree
from which gems rain; in the left the flag granting desires.
4) Nam-mkhah-mdzodIGaganagafija, yellow: in the right the
gem granting desires and in the left heavenly tree coming out
from the auspicious vase.
5 ) Phyag-na-rin-chenIRatnapwi, green: the right hand in the
act of donating gems; and in the left, on a lotus, the moon,
symbol of illumination.
6) Blo-gros-rgya-mtshoIMatisigara, white: in the right a
conch, in the left the sword.
7) Rdo-rje-sfiin-polvajragarbha, blue: in the right the vajra
and in the left the book entitled DaSabhumika-sutra.
8) Spyan-ras-gzigsIAvalokita, white: the left hand in the act
of donation, in the right a lotus.
9) Mthu-chen-tho@/Mahisthimaprapta, yellow: in the right
the sword, in the left the'lotus.
10) Zla-bahi-hodlcandraprabha, white: in the right disc
signed by the vajra, in the left the lunar disc on a lotus.
1 1 ) Dra-ba-can-gyi-hodIJiliniprabha,pink: in the right the
sword, in the left the solar disc on a lotus flower.
12) Hod-dpag-medIAmitabha,
white:
in
the
right
sna-tshogs-rdo-rjelvisvavajra, in the left a vase on a lotus
flower.
13) Spobs-pa-brtsegs-pa1Pratibhinakuta, yellow: the right
hand in the act of meanacing, in the left a lotus flower on
which
there is the sword.
......................................................................................
( 1 ) According to other sources abhayamudra and kamandalu. On this cycle
see pages 149, 243 and 2.30.
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Mya-nan-gyi-mun-pa-thams-cad-rnam-par-~oms-pahi-blo
-groslSarva-Soka-tamo-nirghata-mati, of saffron colour : in the
right hand vajra emanating several rays, and in the left the
spear.
15) Sgrib-thams-cad-rnam-par-sel-ba/Sarva-nivarana-viskambhin, blue: in the right hand the sword, in the left a small flag
with the sign of the vajra.
These bodhisattvas are divided into four groups, one for
every cardinal point. T h e following divinities are seen in the
lower line :
T o the north-east: Khams-gsum-rnam-rgyaVTrailokyavijaya:
has four faces of different colours and eight hands. T h e two
principal hands have vajra and bell in hamkara-mudra; in the
others, to the right, sword, hook, bow; in those to the left: bow,
noose, vajra. He has under his feet Dban-phyug/iSvara and
Uma.
T o south-east: Rdo-rje-me-ltar-hbar-ba/Vajrajv%lanala:
black,
he has four faces and eight hands; in the right vajra, sword,
bow and disc; in the left bell, noose, bow and k h a t v ~ n n g a(1).
T o the south-west: do-rje-khrag-thud~a~ra-~eruka: dark
blue, four faces and eight hands; in the two main hands he has
a vajra and khatvanga; with the next two he spreads the skin of
Rdo-rje-hjigs-byedlvajrabhairava, and then in the other two he
has bow and arrow, while in the last two he holds two skulls.
T o the north-west : Rta-mchog1ParamaSva : green, in his traditional representation. T h e n follow on the four doors of the
mandala, to the east Giin-rje-giedlyamantaka, to south Sesrab-mthar-byedIPrajbintaka, to the west Padma-mthar-byedl
Padmantaka, to the north Bgegs-mthar-byedlVighn8ntaka.
O n the small wall bordering the opening of the cella is reproduced the cycle of the twelve earths (2), as feminine figures
......................................................................................
14)

( 1 ) From the iconography it can be seen that this divinity is a duplication o f
the previous one.
(2) Namely, the normal ten nos 2-1 1 of my schema, plus two supplementary nos 1 and 12. T h e list of 13 earths in Dharmasangraha 65.
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in padm2sana and all with the vajra in the right hand. The
symbol of the left hand changes for each earthmhiimi (figs.289,
290).
T h e big figure in the middle represents:
1) Mos-spyod-kyi-sa1Adhimukti-carya bhiimi, of red colour:
in the left hand a red lotus (fig.290).
T h e n follow to the right:
2) Rab-dgah-bahi-sdpramudita bhiimi, red; gem granting
desires.
3) ~ r i - m e d - p a h i - s a / ~ i m abhiimi,
la
white; white lotus.
4) Hod-byed-pahi-salprabhakari bhiimi, red; solar disc on
lotus.
5) Hod-hphro-bahi-sa/Arci?;mati bhumi, green; 'utpala lotus.
6) Spyod-dkah-bahi-salsudurjaya bhiimi, yellow; emerald.
7) Mnon-du-gyur-pahi-sdAbhimukhi bhiimi, golden ; the
book of gnosis on a lotus.
8) Kin-du-son-bahi-sa1Durangama bhiimi, light blue; vajra
on lotus.
9) Mi-g.yo-bahi-sdAcala bhiimi, white; on a lotus a lunar
disc with a vajra above it.
bhiimi; pink; sword
10) Legs-pahi-blo-gros-kyi-sa/SPdhumati
on an utpala flower.
bhiimi, golden; book
1 1)Chos-kyi-sprin-gyi-salDharrnamegh2
of gnosis.
12) Kun-tu-hod-kyi-salsamantaprabhabhiimi, colour of the
sun at midday; image of the Buddha on a lotus flower.
T o the left of the central figure is represented the cycle of
the twelve perfections Phar-phyin1Paramita (fig.291), and not
ten as is the rule. They too are represented according to the
iconographic scheme of the bodhisattvas, but feminine in aspect, seated in padmasana. In the right hand all of them have
the cintamani gem to symbolise that these perfections grant the
desires of creatures.
T h e symbol in the left is different for each figure (1). T h e
twelve perfections
are:
.
......................................................................................
( 1) Also in this case

2- 1 1 correspond to the usual cycle plus 1 and 12.
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1) Rin-chen-pad-mahi phar-phyin/Ratnapadma-piramit%,red;
lunar disc on lotus flower.
2) Sbyin-pahi phar-phyin/Dana-paramit%, pink; grain and
gems.
3) Tshul-khrims-kyi phar-phyinf ila-paramita white; flower
of aSoka.
4) Bzod-pahi phar-phyin/Ksanti-p-mita, golden ; white lotus.
5) Brtson-hgrus-kyi phar-phin/Virya-paramita, green ; utpala.
6) Bsam-gtan-gyi phar-phyin/Dhyana-piramits, light blue;
white lotus.
7) Ser-phyin phar-phyinlPrajfi2-piramit% golden; with four
arms.
8) Thabs-kyi phar-phyinlupaya-paramits, green; vajra on a
lotus flower.
9) Smon-lam-gyi phar-phyidpranidhana-pfirnitii, yellow;
sword on a lotus flower.
10) Stobs-kyi phar-phyin/Bala-paramita, red; book of gnosis.
1 1) Ye-Ses-kyi phar-phyin/Jiiana-paramita, white; branch of
the tree of illumination.
12) Rdo-rje-las-kyi phar-phyidvajrakarma-piramit& variegated in colour; double lotus (sna-tshog-padmdviivapadma).
O n the wall of the cella to the left of the viewer is represented Hjam-dbyaris dkar-polWhite Mafijughosa, with his
mandala.
This is the image which I have already met with at Lhalung
and at Tsparang and which I could not identifv with certainty.
I had rightly imagined that it would be attached to a cycle connected with that of Vairocana, but I could not be more precise.
Their relationship with the tantra of Vairocana is made clear
by the Tibetan tradition which considers, as I have stated
above, the Namasangiti as derived from the Tattvasangraha.
T h e r e is therefore the need to complete the indications given
in Indo-7'ibetica 111/2.117 according to the new data collected in
this volume.
This divinity has four faces and eight hands; the two main
hands are in the act of explaining the law, the other three to
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the right have the sword, the bow and the vajra; those to the
left the book of gnosis, the arrow and the bell (fig.292).
Hjam-dbyans dkar-polWhite Mafijughosa, according to the
treatise of Bu-ston (p.3b) is surrounded by the cycle of the
eight hkhor-10s-sgyur-balcakravartins, namely, Gtsug-tor-chenmoIMahosnisa, Rnam-par-hthar-ba, Gzhi-byed-phun-po, Gyenhbyun, Gtsug-tor-gdugs-dkarlusnisa-sitatapatra,Gyen-hbyun-chen, Gtsug-tor-rnam-rgyallUsnisavijaya, Rgyal-ba.
All of them are yellow; in the right hand. they have a disc
and with the left they are leaning on the seat. In the other four
mandalas are reproduced the other four Tathagatas of the
pentad, and around them is developed the cycle of other thirtysix divinities: Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva, Rdo-rje-rgyalpolvajraraja, Rdo-rje-chags-pdvajraraga, etc. as in the
Tattva-sangraha (details in figs. 293-294). This cycle continues
on the opposite wall too, together with that of the sixteen
Bodhisattvas whom we have already met as acolytes of
Kun-tu-bzan-polsamantabhadra in this very chapel (details in
figs.295-296).
On the wall flanking the cella to the right is painted the cycle
of the ten investitures dbanlvaiita and of the twelve formulae
gzunsldharani. T h e first are seen to the right and the latter to
the left of the central divinity, who is the first of the first cycle,
namely, Tshe-la-dbanlAyurvaSita.
T h e ten DbanlVaiita are represented according to the
iconographic scheme characteristic of the Bodhisattvas, but are
of feminine aspect, seated in padmasana. Their right hand always has a lotus flower, while the symbol of the left hand
changes for every image, as it can be seen from the following
list (see Bu-ston op. cit. p.6a, figs.297, 299).
T s h e - l a - d b a n l ~ ~ u r - v a ~ ipink;
ta,
image of ~ o d - d p a g - m e d l
Amitibha on the lotus which she holds in the right hand
(fig.298).
Sems-la-dbanlcitta-vasita, white; red vajra.
Yo-byad-la-dbanlPari*t-a-vaiita,
yellow; flag with the cintamani gem.
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Las-la-dban1Karma-vaiita, g r e e n ; sna-tshog-rtio-I-jclvisvavajra.
Skye-ba-la-dbadupapatti-vaiita, n~ulticolored; branch of'
multicoloured j i t i ( 1).
~dzu-hphrul-la-dba-ddhi-vhiti,
g r e e n ; discuses of sun
a n d moon o n lotus flower.
Mos-pa-la-dbanladhimukti-vasita, white; flower of priyangu

(2).
Smon-lam-la-dbanlpranidhana-vaSita,
yellow; blue utpala.

Ye-Ses-la-dban1Jtiina-vasita, blue; sword on uptala.
Chos-la-dban1Dharma-vaiita, pink ; vase o n a lotus flower.
T h e twelve Gzunsldharani have in the right hand the
sna-tshogs-rdo-rjelviivavajra; the symbol of the left is indicated
below. T h e y a r e of feminine appearance (3).
Nor-ldan-gyi GzunsIVasumati, yellow; baskkt of grain.
Gtsug-tor-rnam-rgyai/Us1:1isavijaya, white; vase of rock crystal.
Hod-zer-canIMsrici, pink; needle a n d thread.
Ri-khrod-lo-ma-can/ParnaSabari,green
; h e a p of leaves.
Dug-sel-ma1Janguli. white; poisonous flower.
Sgo-mthah-yas-maIAnantamukhi, g r e e n ; the wonderful vase
containing inexhaustible treasures, kept o n a red lotus.
Skul-byed-maICunda, white; vase with a suspended rosary.
Ses-rab-phel-mal~un~ati,white; sword o n a blue utpala
flocirel-.
LAas-skyi-sg~-ib-pa-thams-cad-rnatn-par-sbyon-mdSar~~a-karm~
ratja-viiodhani, yellow; pink lotus with the sign of the
sna-ts hogs-rdo-rjelviivavajra.
l'es-Ses-n~i-zad-pal~i-za-ma.;og/Aksaya-jna-karanda, red ;
gemmed basket.
Sans-rgyas-than~s-cad-kyi-chos-k~i-n~dzod-dan-ldan
gzunsl
Sarva-buddha-dharma-koSavati, golden; multicolour-ed box.
( 1 ) Jn.\r7li~i1rnrgln?~rli/lor~r
nr.

(2) Aglnitr Kosl)rr~g/ricr~rcr.
( 3 ) This is dif'leretit from the list of the twelve dharani in the MahPvyutpatti.
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O n .the wall to the right of the door, namely the southern
wall, the same cycle is repeated, which we have seen on the opposite wall, with the only difference that in place of
Kun-tu-bzan-polsamantabhadra there is Spyan-ras-gzigs1Avalokita (fig.300) in the centre.
Immediately to the right' of the door, in the centre of the
wall is Rta-mgrin1Hayagriva surrounded by the cycle of the 28
lunar mansions (naksatra) and by various deities of an irate aspect (figs.301, 302, 303).
T h e 28 naksatras are of peaceful aspect; both the hands
joined in the act of adoration (fig.303). Below are seen:
Tshans-mdBrahmani, Drag-moIRudrani, Khyab-hjug-ma/Vaisnavi, Gzhon-nu-mdKaumari in the same attitude of the divinities of whom they are the Saktis, Dban-mo1Indrani as Indra
(fig.301, last row), Phag-molVarahi, black, on the figure of a
ghost (yi-daglpreta) (ibid.), her symbols are a fish, and a skull,
Rgan-byad-ma, red, on a yi-daglpreta, with knife and skull
(ibid.), Bhrihgiriti, black, with rosary and kamandalu (ibid.),
Tshogs-bdag1Ganapati with the face of an elephant, in two
hands sweets (la-du) and radish (la-phug) and in the other two
hands trident and axe, Sahi-lha-molprthvi, Rmugs-hdzinlJambhala etc. (fig.302).
There are 330 figures in all.
111.7. This chapel is rather ruined. Today the monks call it
the chapel of Rnam-par-snan-mdzad1Vairocana. We know,
both from the eulogy and from the i~lscriptions,that it was dedicated to Hjam-dpal ye-Ses-sems-dpah1Jiiina-sattva ManjuSri,
whose statue, surrounded by those of Rdo-rje-iii-mdvajrasurya
and Rdo-rje-sems-dpab/Vajrasattva,.is
seen on the small wall to
the south. T h e god has six faces. Therefore we are facing the
mandala described by the second commentator Sgeg-pa-rdo-rje
(on whom see Bu-ston, p. 13a), one of the m a d a l a s included in
the second series of mandalas corresponding to no.273 of my
list.
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O n the wall to the east the central figure represents the
mandala
..
of Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana, according to the
commentary of Avadhutipa Padmasambhava, similar to the one
described in the Sgyu-hphrul-dra-bdMayajala, the god is represented in the aspect called dbugs-dbyun, namely with the
image of the Adibuddha (five faces, eight arms) in the centre
of his breast. H e is also surrounded by the four Saktis:Sems-ma-rdo-rje-ma/Sattvavajri, Rin-chen-rdo-rje-mdRatnavajri,
Rdo-rje-padmdPadmavajri,
Rdo-rje-las-mdKarmavajri, and by the other four supreme Buddhas, each surrouded by his acolytes.
Around the mandala there is a series of sixteen bodhisattvas
partly different from those listed above (Bu-ston op. cit. p.21)
(1) :
~

East

South

West

North

p

p

p

-

~

Name

colour

symbol

Byams-pa1Maitreya
Hjam-dpaVMaiijuSri
Spos-gladcandhahastin
Ye-Ses-tog1Jiiinaketu
Blo-gros-rgya-mtshol
Sagaramati
Blo-gros-mi-zad-pa/
Aksayamati
Bzan-skyodBhadrapila
Spobs-brtsegd
PratibhnnakO~a
Mthu-chenlMahAsthima
Nan-son-kun-hdrenl
Apiyaiijaha
~~a-rian-hjomdSokat~ir~hata
Dra-ba-can1Jiliniprabha
Zla-ba-hodcandraprabha

yellow
green
blue
white
red or
yellow
yellow

kumuda
utpala
incensuir
standard
gem

blue
black

incensoir
book

red
yellow

lotus
hook

white
white
white and
yellow
white
green
green

sword
net
moon

Hod-dpag-medAmitaprabha
Narn-sfiin1AkiSagarbha
Nam-mkhah-mdzodl
Gaganagaiija
There are 81 figures in all.

( I ) See above p.149 and 236.

hook
sword
basket of
gems
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111.8. This chapel is dedicated to Byan-chub-sems-dpah-rdorjelBodhisattva-vajra, whose statue is on the southern wall, surrounded by those of Rdo-rje-chos1Vajradharma and
Rdo-rje-sgra1VajraSabda. This is thus thk seventh mandala of
the liturgy of the Mtshan-brjod1Nima-sanglti according to the
exposition of Sgeg-rdo-rje (Bu-ston p. 15b, in the group bearing
no.274 of my list).

O n the main wall, that on the north, is the first mandala according to the same liturgy of Sgeg-pahi-rdo-rje (fig.304). This
mandala is called "the mandala expressing the five mystic families in synthesis", because it includes the five Buddhas of the
pentad, each with his appropriate acolytes. T h e central figure
represents white Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana with four
faces and his two hands in the byan-chub-mchoghodhyagri
m u d r i ; he is repreduced in that special form called
dbugs-dbyun, i.e. as a moment of the absolute in which is contained the Adibuddha as infinite potency which is represented
in the centre of his heart. I n this way, during the meditative
process the divinities on whom the mystic fixes his mind are
imagined to reveal themselves in all their luminosity in the
centre of the heart to spread, afterwards, as luminous rays in
the immensity of space. Therefore this Rnam-par-snan-mdzadl
Vairocana should rather be called Rnam-par-snan-mdzad-chenpolMahivairocana. T h e image of an-pahi-sans-rgyaslAdibuddha, white, is visible in the middle of his breast. H e has five
faces and eight hands; in ihe four to the right he has the book
of gnosis and in those to the left he has the sword. In the middle of the breast of the Adibuddha is visible the figure of
Hjam-dpal-ye-SesIJAana-Ma~ijuiriwith six faces and two hands
in samadhi-mudra; in them a lotus flower on which there is the
book of gnosis. Four figures, placed around him represent the
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other- four Buddhas of' the pentad. I'hen bllow the four
I-r~others:Serns-mdSattvi, Kdo-rje-ma/Vajri, etc. and then in
parallel lines, the same gods as in the mandala of Vairocana in
the cycle of the Tattva-sangraha.
on the western wall, namely to the right of the door, is
painted a mandala reminding of another Tantra but analogous
to this, according to the classifications of the esoteric schools already met with, namely the Rdo-rje-siiin-po/Vr?jrahrdaya ( 1 ) .
In the centre of this mandala is represented Knam-par-snhmdzadIVairocana, white, with a face and two hands in samadhimudra, surrouded by the four mothers: Sems-mdSattvi, Rdorje-mdVajri, etc., by the five Gtsug-tor1Usnisa about whom we
have already spoken, and by the other four Tathagatas of the
supreme pentad, besides a great deal of minor deities.
There are 168 figures in all.
111.9. T h e chapel is dedicated to Phayag-na-rdo-rje-hchibdag. l ' h e great wall to the south is dedicated to the sixth of
the eleven mandalas contained in the liturgy described in the
supplement to the Ran-son-thams-cad-yons-su-sbyon-ba-gzibrjid-rgyal-polSarva-durgati-pariSodhana-tejorja.
About them
Bu-ston speaks at length in his work dedicated to this very cycle
and called Kun-rig-gz dkyil-hkhor-gyi bkod-pa (p.20 no.341 of m y
list). This mandala is known as the mandala of'
Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrapwi, surroundecl
by
the
eight
Lha-chen1Mahadevas and serves to favou the conversion of
beings who may be converted by the cult of the cight
Lha-chen1Mahidevas.
T h e central divinity of this mandala (fig.305) represents that
form of Phyag-na-rdo-rje/Vajrapani which is known by the
( 1 ) This too is fully described by Bu-ston in the Rrlo-rje-.\fiii~-~o-rRyari-~t
r ~ ~ dkyil-l!khor-,gyi
z ~ d
n~ci?n-gzhag.
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name of Khro-bo-Hjig-~-tet~-g~iin~-~-gyal/K~~odlia-T~~ail
aya. H e has four arms o f \vllich the two main ones have the
vajra and the bell, the other two the bow and the vajra. The
god is figured in the act o C putting uncler his fet Hjigs-bvetlpoIBhairava and Uma. A I - ~ I I llini
I ~ Cis~ the cycle of' the eight
Lha-chenIMah3devas :
1) Dban-phyug/Is\-;11-;I,blilck, with trident;
2) Brgya-byin/Intlra, white and yellow, with the vajra;
3) Tshans-paIBrahma, vellow, with the gem ;
4) Khyab-hjug/Vis~!i~,black, with dis,c;
5) Hdod-pahi-clbaii-ph~~ug/KameSvai-a,
red, with bow;
6) Tshogs-bdag/(;arjapati, white, has the head of an
elephant and carries tlie axe;
7) Bhringiriti, namely Bhrngiriti, whitish, with a box;
8) Gzhon-nu/Kunl;Tir;~,i\llio has six faces and carries the
knife.
T h e n follow : Stobs-bzaiiIBalabhacli-a, green, with the plough,
Dgah-bahi-dban-plivug/Ni~~iclikei\~ir~,
red, in the act of drinking, Nag-mo-chen-nio/MahikfiIi with a spear with three points.
T h e eight Lha-chen/hiahC~cle\.as have to be acconlpanied by
their Saktis .whom they embt-:ice with their 1ef.t hancls (figs
306-309). O n the small ~ ~ i 1 1to1 tlie nrest is I-epl-o(luredthe mandala serving to favour the cotl\fe~.siotiof' pcl.sot~swho may be
converted by the four Kg\f;~l-chen/(:;it
~rl.t~li~hfi~-:ljika.
In the
centre is seen Ph yag-na-~-clo-~-je/\.'iij ~ - ; i l , a ~ j i .\\.I~ite,represented
in the aspect of Ktlo-~~jc-sc~~ls-tl~~~~I~/\~;~j~-;isi~tti~;
he is surrounded by the f.ou~-Kgviil-che~l/(:;lr~11-1n;tli~1.fijika
in their traditional types. I'his is t i l t . 1 1 i i l . t l I~!;II,~(I;II;I of' tlle list already
quoted by Bu-stotl (~~o.:,:.',(i
01'
lisl). 0 1 1 tllc ~lortliern~\lallis
represented insteittl r l l c . f 0 r 1 1 - I11 I ~ I ; I I I ~ , ~ ; I ~tlie
; ~ , one destitlecl to
fa\lour the con\.ersioti 01' c . ~ - c ' ; l t~11.c.s\\-llo (.a11
coti\.e~-ted
through the cult of tllc r c t l r l ' i ~ \ ~ o g s - s ~ ~ ~ o i l (/ Il I~Oi k. :~$of'
~; ~~ ~~ l i ~
my list) in their t I - : ~ t l i t i o t l ; ~t l\,I"'.
I

~

c

b
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Every cycle is co~llpleted by the four Sgo-ba(Sgo-ba-bzhill
Dvarapali : Lcags-k y u l Ailkusa, Zhags-palPaSa, Lcags-sgrogl
S p h o ~ aDril-bulAvesa.
,
T h e r e are 80 images in all.
111.10. This chapel is wrongly called the chapel of Hfim-

mdzadIHumkara, because the central divinity of the group of
statues seen in the east represents Sa-kya-sen-gelSakyasimha.
O n he main wall to the south is a great mandala; its central figure, representing Me-ltar-hbar-bal Jvalanala, indicates that w e
are faced by the last of the eleven mandalas of the supplen~clltary liturgies of the Wan-son-sbyon-balDurgati-parihdhana,
the one which serves to purifv wrath by wrath (no.343 of lnv
list). Me-ltar-hbar-bal JvAAnala (fig.3 10) is a particular from of'
Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva; the god of irate aspect has in
his two main hands the vajra and the bell, and in the other
four bow and arrow, sword and hook; and tramples over Ulna
and Dban-phyugli~vara.
Around him is the retinue of his acolytes:
1) Hjig-rten-gsum-snari, with vajra;
2) tljig-rten-gsum-hdul, with a skull and the club;
3) Hjig-rten-gsum-hjig, with trident;
4) Hjig-rten-gsum-hchiil, with the axe;
with vajra as a cross;
5) Bdud-1-tsi-hkhyil-k)alAmrtakundalin,
6) Dbyug-snon-canINilada~lda,with the disc;
7) Mi-g.yo-baIAcala, with the axe;
8) Kta-1ngrinIHavag1-i\la,with lotus;
9) Dus-kyi-sriil-mo, with a skull;
10) Dus-kyi-dl~yug-~iia,
with club;
11) Dus-kvi-dgall-ba-mo, with the lunar disc;
12) Dus-kyi-gnod-sbyin-mo, with vajra (figs.31 1-314 ; deti~ils
of the central figure in fig.315).
'
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'Phe symbols of' these acolvres, \\.hich we have so briefly
hinted at, a r e all kept i l l tlle first l i i r ~ l r lo n the right, which is
the highest of all; t h e other tiantls haire the. syrrll~olsvisible in
the figures.

O n the western ~ ~ i i we
l l
ha\^ a n o t h e r tantric cycle, anyway
near to tliose representetl till now: namely to the
Sku-gsuri-thugs gsari hrgvan hkod-pa, whose liturgy has also
been tlescribed by Bu-ston iil his ( ~ . ~ a n - b u - ~ ~ ~ a . ) ~ -dkyil/)/~o(~-/
hkhor-,-)li nlclrn-gzhag. 'Phe niandala reproduced is the f0urth o f
the six mandalas of Yum-chen-mo, listed ant1 separately described in this work. T h e central divinity represents a n irate
form of Yum-chen-lno, with f o u r faces,a n d foul. hantls : ( h o w
in the right have the vajra a n d t h e hook ancl those in the lef't
the skull a n d the noose (fig.316). T o h e r mandala helong:
Mthah-mahi-zhal, multicoloured; has f o u r faces ant1 f'oirlhands: the first two h a n d s have chain a n d noose, the third tias
a skull full of blood a n d t h e last o n e has [he fingers in the
of producing a noise.
Mthah-gdon, blue; has f o u r arms: sword a n d gems, skull ancl
baton.
Pad-mahi-zhal-ma, reci; s h e has two a r m s : discus o f the sun
a n d of the moon.
Khro-mo-ma-bcas-ma; she has two a r m s : double vajra and
conch.
T h e n follow t h e male divinities who correspond to these f.! bur
Khro-mo: they a r e in the same position a n d have the same s.,rnhols.
CI;.~

T h e marjdala is concluded hy the twelve Phyogs-skyodDikpAas a n d the four Sgo-ba/(;uardiar~s of the Gates ant1 lninor
i~c.olytes. From the n u m b e r of' divinities incli~tletl in i t , this
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mandala corresponds to the plane of action ([us) and is used in
magic rites, and as said in the inscription, i t is called the mandala
of 33 gods (1).
O n the northern wall is the first mandala of' the Gsan-rgyan
known as the mandala of the mystic knowledge (ye-ses-kyi dkyilhkhorljfiana-mandala, Bu-ston p.2ft).
Its central divinity is the Yum-chen-mo with four faces arld
four hands, yellow; her two main hands are in the act of the
explanation of the law, the other two have a lotus and a vajra.
Around her:
1) h4thab.-yas-zhal-ma, with many faces and many hands,
white; her two main hands have the vajra and the lotus.
2) Nam-mkhah-dge-ma, blue; her right hand is in the act of
giving, and the left one has the cintamani gem.
3) Yid-hphrog, red; in her right hand. leaning on the side
she has a lotus which she opens with her left hand.
4) Grags-chen-ma, green; with the vajra and. the bell.
In the intermediate points, Me-tog-maIPuspa, Bdug-pa-ma1
Dhiipa, ~ r i - c h a b - r n a l ~ a n d hwhd
a , are followed by the other
Mchod-pahi-lha-molPiij2devis and the four Sgo-ba1Door-keepers.
T h e r e are 83 figures in all.
111.11.T. This temple, iesembling a veritable lamaistic pantheon, so many are the images covering its walls, is dedicated to
Don-yod1Amogha whose statue dominates the central wall, surrounded by his minor acolytes: Rdo-rje-lasIVajrakarma, Rdorje-bsrun-nalvajraraksa, Rdo-rjc-gnod-sbyinlvajrayaksa, Rdo-

rje-khu-tshurlvajrasandhi.

......................................................................................
( I ) U'ith central di\linity accompanied by 32 acolytes.
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In order to be clear, it is advisable to reproduce here the
schematic plan of the temple: N
statue
C

d

,

e
f

f

W

b

a

h

g

E

S
O n the walls c, d, e, f is the cycle proper of Kun-riglsarvavid
namely the group of the 37 images constituting its central nucleus and about which we have already spoken in the course of
this book.
Around them are painted the images of the sixteen
Bodhisattvas who complete the cycle, and so also the images of
the Srsvakas.
T h e sixteen Bodhisattvas, four for each direction, are:
Byams-pdMaitreya
East:
Mthon-ba-don-yod1AmoghadarSin

blo-groslsarva-Soka-tamo-nirghsta-mati

South:

spas-kyi-~lari-po/~andhahastin
pa ah-bar-hgro-bdSurarhpma

Nam-mkhah-mdzod/Gaganagafija
Ye-Ses-toglJfi2naketu
West: Hod-dpag-medIAmitaprabha
Zla-hodlcandraprabha
Rzan-skyon1B hadrapala
Dra-ba-canIJdiniprabha
North: Rdo-rje-siiin-polvajragarbha
Blo-gros-mi-zad-pdAksayamati
Spobs-pa-brtsegs-pa/PratibhMak~a
Kun-tu-bzan-polsamantabhadra
These figures vary only in the colour, that is to say, that each
group is represented according to the colour of its corresponding direction; but all of them are reproduced in the attitude of
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Rdo-rje-sems-dpah/Vajr.asattva. '17his means that in this case too
the authors of the paintings have followed the canons o f
Bu-ston. In fact we know that other authors like Gnur-pa
changed, according to the regiorl where the bodhisattvas were
~ l a c e t ltheir
,
poses as well.
T h e Sr.iv;~k;~sitre all dressed in monk's robes carrying the
vase for alms. They are:
East:
Dgah-bo/Nanda ( 1 )
Sgra-can-hdzin/Kahilh
$a-I-il?i-bu1Sariput1-a

R.lol?u-hgal-gyi-bu/M/ia~rdgaly,'lyana
south:

'~ab-l?bvor/~ubhfiti
Hchar-khaludayin
Ma-hgag-pdAniruddha
Kohu-di-nydKaurjdir~v;i
West :
~ e - b a r -kh h o r l ~ p ~ l i
Kta-thul/ASvajit
Ba-lail-bdag1Gavhpati
~un-d~al~-bo;~n;unda
North: hliil-chenlMahan?irna
Nor-sbyin-hdzin
Gail-poIPirrrja
Hod-sru h/KaSyapa
T h e n follow the twelve Pratyekabuddhas, who in the symbol
ogv of mandalas signify the twelvefold causal nexus
(~ratitya-sa?tlutp~da),
two for each main direction and one for
each intermediate point:
Gdun-ba-bsel-ba
Smra-bahi-sgra-can
Snail-ba-brtsegs-pa
Bse-ru-lta-bu
Hjigs-pa-med-pa
Dug-chen-hjoms
Dpah-bo-hdul-ba.
Rdzu-hphrul-cher-ston
Ses-rah-nlg),ogs-can
Seii-ge-sgra
U i-l>o-~.g\,;~l-l>;~ I'id-ni\lir~.......................................................................
( I ) k:xc ~ 1 1 1IIIC 14111. ill1 i 1 1 . i ~ 111 ~ h i hIi1113\
,
\ , I I I ~ ; I I IS~48.
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Details of these cycles and of the acolytes are reproduced in
figs.3 17-323.
O n the walls marked with the letters a, b, h, g are represented the supplementary divinities, belonging to the same
mandala, who are unfolded around the central grorip.
There are first of all, one for each wall, four tetrads, which
in the mandala proper occupy the area of the doors. According
to the custom usually followed by the schools of painting which
have frescoed the Kumbum, the central place is occupied by
the first figure of the tetrad. T h u s on the wall a is Khro-bo
Hjig-rten-gsum-snan-ba, who should have been placed on the
external door to the east; and he has on the right
Bdud-rtsi-hkhyil-ba/Amrtakudalin,
to
the
left
Dus-kyi-lcags-kyu-ma, and behind
Dus-kyi-lcags-kyu-ma
(fig.332).
O n the wall b (which corresponds, in the mandala, to the external door to the south) is Hjig-rten-gsum-hdul, to this right
Dbyug-snon-canINiladda, to the left Bdus-dbyug-pa-ma, and
behind Dus-kyi-zhags-pa-ma/KPlap%i . (figs.324, 325). On the
wall g (which corresponds to the external door west of the
mandala described by Bu-ston): Hjig-rten-gsum-bchan, who
has to the right hli-g.yo-baIAcala, to the left Dus-kyi-mtshan-rnolKPlarPtri,
and
behind
Dus-kyi-lcags-sgrog-m;l
(figs.326-327).
O n the wall h (which corresponds to the external door in the
north): Hjig-rten-gsum-hjig, to his right Rta-mgrinIHayagriva,
to his left Dus-kyi-gnod-sbyin-moIK~layaksi,
and behind
Dus-kyi-dril-bu-ma (1) (fig.328).
Around these four tetrads are the various cycles of secondary
divinities disposed along the external margins (phyi-ma) of the
mandala. As can be seen from the plates, and as can

.

( I ) T h e cycle o f the Khro-bo is described in the Sundaralarikara,
Bstan-hgyur, rgyud LXII, p.207.
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be deduced from quotations of the same text, mentioned both
by Bu-ston and by the inscriptions, these cycles are many and
varied: their iconographic representation differed from school
to school (1).
Since these are cycles not yet studied it is proper to give
briefly their names and characters.
Name
Tshans-pdBrahma
Tshans-mdBrahmani
Pho-tiddiita
Mnag-gzhug-yid-duhon-ba
Dban-phyug-chen-pol
MaheSvara
uma

PheAa Rnam-par-snanba
Mnag-gzhugded-dpon (2)
Brgya-byin/Indra

Colour
yellow

Symbols
kamandalu
lute
lotus
sword

~hite

trident

Vehicle
swan

Sakti

in the act
of opening the
lotus
bow
spear
red &
yellow

vajra

(1) T h e iconographic description and the position'of the divinities in the
mandala followed by Bu-st6n is that established by the Sa-skyalpa differentiating themselves from other liturgic schools (p.9a, b). T h e treatise of
Bu-ston must have served as a guide for the authors of the paintings of the
Kumbum, and they wanted to quote him in the inscriptions.
Bu-ston himself, after giving his own ideas, quotes also the theories of'
Rtsva-skya and Gnur-pa (op. cit. p.9-14) but prefers the liturgic interpretation that AtiSa has given of the cycle in his instructions (man-nag) (p.140.
Another exposition of the same mandala with some variations in the position
of the images and in their iconographic representation is attributed to
Kun-dgah-sAin-po (Bu-ston op. cit. p. l4ff.).
(2) T h e Alolialamkara makes a single category of the Pho-na and of the
Mnag-pa, Bstan-hgyur LXII.248.6. This text is obviously the bas~sof the
Tibetan tradition followed by AtiSa and Bu-ston.
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Table continued
Name
Bde-sogs-ma
Pho-iia Kun-tu-snan-ba
Khyab-hjugtVisnu

Colour

black

Mnag-gzhug Rdo-rjebde-ba
Pho-fia Rdo-rjeded-dpon
Lha-ma-yin Thagswhite
bzan-ristvemacitrin
Dri-za Zur-phud-lnagreen
balPaficaSikha
Mkhah-ldin-ser-miglnultiple
can
Gnod-sbyin Ku-be-ra
yellow
Srin-po Lan-ka-mgrinblack
bcullanka DaSakantha
Lto-hphyehi-rgyal-poblue
sa-bdag
Hbyuri-pohi-rgyal-po
grey
Dban-ldanli~ana
GSin-rje/Yama
blue
LHA-MA-Y I N (I)/ ASURA
Rnam-par-snan-byed
arrow
Sgra-gcantRPhu
Sum-brtsegs
Rab-sim
Keu-Si
Kun-tu-snan-ba

Symbols
lute
sword
disc

Vehicle

with Sakti

eagle
(nammkhahIdin)

tree for
impaling
(gsal-Sin)
tooth
disc
armour
and sword
lute

gem
sword

horse
corpse

noose

boar

trident.

bull

sword

buffalo

and bow
moon
mountain
ambrosia
vajra
mirror

with Sakti

(1) While the preceding names indicate the group: here are given individually the various gods and their retinues, according to other commentaries referred to by Bu-ston. T h e list of asuras is different from that already known.
Keu-Si is an abbreviation of ~ e r a n a k e ~(Alokalarhkara
u
p.249 = HiranyakeSin).
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Table continued
Name
NAM-MKHAH~~1~1Garuda
Mkhah-ldin-gsermig-can
Gyog-du-ma-can
Ga-ru-na1Garuda
DRI -ZA/PiSgca

Yul-hkhor-srunl

Yan-dag-SesISarhjAeya
Cali-ba-bzan-pol
Piirnabhadra
Hbrog-gnas1Atavaka
Ku-be-ra
Nor-bu-bzan-pol
Manibhadra
PaA-ji-kdPaxicika
Hdzam-bha-la/
Jambhala
Nor-lhahi-rgyal-po

Colour

Symbols

Vehicle with Sakti

hook

11

vajra
noose

17

17

garland of
flowers
'lute

moon
vase
box
club
IFrn
treasure
mongoose

11

fruit

SRINPOIRAKSASA
Srin-po Lan-ka-mgrinbcullan ka-daSakantha
Upakarna
Bum-snan
LTO-HPHYWURAGA
Lto-hphye Rab-brtan
Khyus- hgro

bow 8c
arrows
sword
club
vajra
gems

91
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Table continued
Name
Colour Symbols . Vehicle
HBY UN-POIBHCJTA
Hbyun-po Dban-ldanl
trident
kina

with Sakti
with Sakti

Y I-DAGSIY RE'TA
Phyi-sgrib-can
Nari-sgrib-can
Ran-bzhin-gyi-sgrib
-pa-can
Me-lcehi-h khor-lo-can
Sgo-kur-can

H DREIPISACA
Log-hdren
black
Giie-hu-thun-gnasgnon-me
spyhu-tshugs-thur-hltas
Sehu-mon-ta-ka-hjugpahi-hdre
Dar-dbyans-ta-ka-lcela- hjug- pa
Mu-rgan-ta-ka-myurbas-hjug-pa (1)

serapen t

sword
sword
sword

......................................................................................
( I ) It refers to divinities who can cause such poisonsldug, cause disturbance
to various parts of the body or provoke sicknesses; /?jug-pnhi-dug poison producing an illness; Ice-dug poison acting on the tongue, mjur-has-hJug-pa.hicdug
poison immediately causing sickness, so for the flesh, the teeth, the lips. See
Sundarilankara, fol. 137.6.
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Table continued
Name
acolytes of:
HBYUN-POHI-BDAG-POI
BHUTAPATI
Ri-dvags-rgyal-po
Skem-byed
Brjed-byed

Form

Symbols

in the form of antelope
aspect of youth
in the shape of fox
" of bird
" of dog
" of boar
" of worm
(1)
of vajra
" of cat
" of owl
" of duck (byu-gag)
" of wing
" of bat (ph-van)
" of bell
of woman
"

ICLUINAGA
Mthah-yas1Ananta
Hjog-po1Taksaka
Chu-lhalvaruna
~ u n - s k ~ o l i / Skhapala
an
Nor-rgyaslV3su ki
Stobs-rgyulKarkotaka
Pad-chen/Mahapadma
Rigs-1danIKulika

lotus
axe
lotus
conch
vase
plough
lotus

Frn

......................................................................................
( 1 ) kiln = k i t ~ .
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Name
Dgah-bo-sprin-phun
Dgah-bo-sprin

Syrnbols
sword
rain of' gems

with S;~kri

10 RIGS = 1 0 Phyogs-skyoh/
Di kpala
as in the traditional list
4 RGYAL-POICaturnlaharaji ka
as in the traditional list

9 PLANETS
the iconographical type is cii ffei-ellt t'i-om
the one quoted above
pa-sans/Su kra
flower
Phur-bu/Brhaspati
book
rnudra of' tlonatioll
Gzah-IhagiBudha
lotus kuniuda
Zla-batsoma
vase of ani111-osia
Mig-dmar/Angaraka
Sgra-gcan/Rihu
blue iotus
lotus
~i-ma/~ciit~a
spell-hd$anaiscai-a
fruit

28 KGYU-SKAKINAKSATKA; all are o f feminine
shape: instead o f b e i ~ i gi n
the act of' 1-encleri~ig
honiage to the H~rclclhawith
the hands joined together
above the head, in this cycle
each holcls his appropriate
synlbol.
-

11

I,

17

79

1,

II
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Table continued
Name

Colour

Symbols

Vehicle

red

earring
and
bracelet

vase

Snar-ma1Rohini
MgoIMrgaSiras
LagIArdra
Nabs-so/Punarvasu
Rgyal/Pusya
Skag/ASlesa
South
MchuIMagha

green
yellow
red
yellow
green
green

GreIParva-phalguni
DpotUttara-phalguni
Me-bzhi/Hasta
Nag-paICitr3
Sa-ri/Svati
Sa-ga/ViSakhP
West
Lha-mtshamsIAnuradha
SnrodJ yestha
SnubsIMiila
Chu-stod1Purvasad ha
Chu-smadUttarasadha
Byi-bzhidAbhijit
Gro-bzhidSravanB
North

green
yellow
yellow
green
red
white

on-gre/Satabhisa
Mon-gru1Dhanistha
Khrums-stodParvabhadrapada
Khrums-smadluttarabhadrapada
Nam-gru/Revati
Tha-skar/ASvini
Bra-fie1Bharani

yellow

bull (khyu-mchog)
antelope
serpent
lotus
vase
crow
-gem and
necklace

buffalo
dog
golden throne
bull
peacock
rat
horse

yellow
red
green
yellow
green
blue
red

flower

bird
measuring vase
tortoise
shield
man
weasel (sre-mo)
tortoise ( 1)

green

flower of
utpala

white eagle

red
green

eagle
golden throne

yellow

throne with
gems
horse
man
disc

red
green
blue

......................................................................................
(1) Ku-ma, Sanskrit k c m = Tib. rus-spal.
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r

-

1 able co~ltil~ued

Name
KHRO-BO-MA-RU W SHTSHE
dmyal srun (1)
BGEGS

Symbols

with sakti

with Sakti
77

Log- hdren
DRAN-SRON (2)
Me-bzhi

Mdun-brdar
Gya-gyu
Rgyud-mi-dad
A-gur

Tseu-malCauri

flaming gem
disc
disc with vajra
trident
box
axe
fire
disc
club
bow and arrow

......................................................................................

(1) Namely from the tshu-dnlyul and gran-d~nyal,having eight hot hells and
eight cold hells.
(2) In the Sundarala~ikarathe list is different: Kgyas-pa, Haradvasdza.
Ser-skya, Skye-dguhi-bdag-po, Rgyun-Ses. Gnas-mchog, Nag-po, <;zag-zan
(f.3.)
(3) Namely, inspite of the corruption oT . n a m e s , the eight
Kllro-mo-chen-rno of the cycle of the N u - r u g do,;-sprug.r, see Indo-Tibetic-(1
111/1.124: Gauri, Cauri, PrarnohG, Vaitali, Pukkasi, Ghas~nari,Slnasi~ii.
Car?clali. [Lacla = Rama "ladyw-L.(:.]
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Table continued

-

-

Name
Pramoha
BetaldVaitBli
Su kasdPu k kasi
GhusmariIGhasmari
TsandaldCandali
~ma~anilSma~2ni
BUD-MED
Kha-rag-khyun-btsun

Nag-mo
Dpal-ldan-rdo-rje- hgros
Hod-zer-can
Hjigs-byed-kun-hgro
SRIN-MO
Rgyal-ba/Jaya
Rnam-par-rgyal-maNijay3
Mi-pham-ma/Ajita
Rig-snags-hchanl
Vidyad hari

Symbols
standard
vajra
noose made of human intestines
skull
trident
flaming gem
flaming gem
disc
lotus
vajra
skull and club
bow and arrow
axe
lotus
vajra
disc
trident

RNAL-HBYOR-M~OGINI

.Yid-bzan-ma
.

Srivatsa (1)
disc
standard
umbrella
lotus
vase
conch
golden fish

--,-,------,,,---,------;---------------------------------------------------------------

(1) A sign on the chest of Visnu.
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Table continued
Name
HBYUW-BZHIHI LHA
Me-lha G.sal-byed
Chu-lha Sdud-byed
Rlun-lha G.yo-byed
Sa-bdag Lag-chen

Symbols

disc

KHY IM-LHA
Kun-snan

box with gems

RIHI LHA
Blo-hgros

gems

disc
noose made of serpents

flag

tree
KUN-DGAH-RA-BAHI LHA
Kun-tu-snan-bahi-blo-gros
heavenly tree
GNAS-KYI LHA
Sna-tshogs-sgo

disc

DUR-KHROD-KYI LHA
Hbyun-po-dge-ba

khatvanga

GROW-KHYER-KYI LHA
Bsod-nams-dge-bahi-blo-gros gems
Details on figures 329-33 1, 333-338.
This tantric cycle which, as I have already stated in the second volume of this series, has a great popularity in Tibet, has
been resumed in its essential scheme according to the indications given by Bu-ston. T h e accompanying liturgy is essentially
based on the tantric text Toh.483 De-bzhin-giegs-padgra-bcom-pa
yan-dug-par-rdzogs-pahi-sans-rgyas
Nan-son-thams-cad-yoiw-su-sbyon-
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ba gri-bgd-kyl-rgyal-@(ubrtug-pa (compare Toh. 485),which does not
have a Chinese version. T h e text must have had a notable diffusion
in India, because the bstan-hgyur has a large nober of works commenting upon it or dealing with its liturgy. Of all these commentaries, without taking into account individual explanations of special
liturgies, the most important are: the Sundaralankara of Vajravarman (Bstan-hgyur LXII. I), the Arthavyaiijanaurtti of
Buddhaguhya (ibid. LXI .34), the ~ i k aof Kamadherlu (ibid.
LXI.35), the Alokdankira of an unknown author (1) (ibid.
LXII.2), and the Kalpatika of Anandagarbha (ibid. LXI I I. 1 ).
According to the Tibetan traditions, among the numerous systems interpreting this text, the one which had more diffusion
goes down to the instructions given by AtiSa to his immediate
disciples. As it is mentioned in the very name of this Tantra,
this cycle and its liturgy were meant to assure both to the officiant and to the person commissioning the ceremonies prescribed in this tantra, a rebirth in good forms of existence. T h e
idea was to assure good karma, or to nullify the effects of a
possibly bad karma, i.e. to cancel the sins committed, in order
to accelerate birth in the body of Buddha, that is to say to obtain the 'condition of Buddha. Till this supreme end was not
reached, one would pray at least to be reborn among the gods,
o r if among men in a fortunate and prosperous condition, living whereby one could put into practice the teachings of the

.....................................................................................
( 1 ) Bu-ston does not know his name because he does not mention him in
his catalogue of the Bstan-hgyur.
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Great Vehicle, and spread its salvific truth. This is invoked at
the end of the ceremonies.
Then, one had also to think to get rid of the bad luck that
comes to-us in this life as a consequenceof sins perpetuated in
past existences. T h e ceremonies prescribed by the Durgatipariiodhana therefore served to vanquish illnesses and the
bad and noxious influences, with which bad deities o r noxious
demons, as deva, naga, tbe god of wind, Nam-mkhah-ldinl
Garu-da, Kinnara, may render life gloomy and hard.
Therefore the value of this text and of the rituals prescribed
by it is twofold: on the one hand, as in this last case, which is
especially an exorcizing one, by calling together the forces of
the supreme compassion symbolized by Vairocana. And with
the energies emanating from Him one could vanquish and free
persons from all the influences which can cause concern both
to the body and to the spirit. O n the other hand, this special
tantric liturgy serves another purpose as well: it is efficacious
not only in this very existence, but aims to determine a good
rebirth after death has closed the present existence. In a certain sense this cycle of the Kun-riglsarvavid represents, in the
Sa-skya-pa school o r in that of the Dge-lugs-pa, something similar to the cycle of the Bar-do which is so popular in the
Rdin-ma-pa groups. In this case too the issue is to pacify certain forces, symbolically expressed in the shapes of gods or
groups of gods, borrowed from folklore, and from the most
ancient religious traditions. This is to avoid that such forces, allowing themselves to become judges and severe wardens of the
law of Karma, force us into the most hard conditions of life,
and make us reincarnate to suffering. Thus it does not seem
strange to find in the long list of gods composing this mandala
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also the eight Khro-mo-chen-mo of the Bar-do cycle; although
their names appear so changed that sometimes it is difficult
even to recognize them (see p. 259). In general it seems that
the Tibetan tradition followed specially the Alokalankara; but
since this comment only hints at single divinities included in
the various groups, Lha-ma-yin, Hdre and so on, it seems that
Tibetan interpreters had somehow enlarged these lists and .inserted in the various mandalas some demons derived not from
the Indian tradition, but that they took them from the beliefs
of their own people: such seem to me some of the Hdre gods
mentioned by Bu-ston. It is not improbable that the iconography also maintained the remembrance of popular representations of Bon-po divinities, who entered to partake of Buddhist m q d a l a s through this cycle. T h e case is not new, and already in the course of this series we have seen some examples.
T h e author of the dkar-chag has counted 3 10 images in all.
111.12. This chapel is called an-soh-thams-cad-sbyori-bal
Sarva-durgati-pariiodhana. T h e 'main statue represents
Rnam-par-snxn-mdzad1Vairocana; to the right is that of
Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva and to the left that of Rdo-rjechoslvajrad harma.

As we learn from the inscriptions, on the walls are mainly
mandalas described by the supplementary section of the
Kun-rigISai-vavid.
O n the main wall is represented one of the eleven esoteric
mavdalas (see chapel 9 where some df them are reproduced)
which are included in the supplementary section of the
Kun-rigslsarvavid (Bu-ston, op. cit., p. 17b).
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In the centre there is Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva; to his
right Kun-tu-bzan-polsamantabhadra and to his left
Bde-ba-chenlMah2sukha
(fig.
339),
surrounded
by
Phyag-na-rdo-rjelvajrapqi, white, Rin-chen-rdo-rjelRatnavajra, Rnam-par-gsal-ba, Rdo-rje-laslvajrakarma. This central
mandala is surrounded by nine bands in which there are the
seven Buddhas, the pentad, the sixteen Bodhisattvas, the sixteen
gods
of
the
Bskal-bzanlBhadrakalpa
namely
Byams-pdMaitreya etc., as in the list of the inscriptions and as
in the mandala of Kun-riglsarvavid. T h e technical term by
which this mandala is called is: Shags-da7i rig-pa-dun ;liih-po
thams-cad brtan-par-byed-pahi hkhor-10s-sgyur-ba bzhihi dkyil-hkhor.
O n the eastern wall is painted t h e ' mandala of
Tshe-dpag-med1AmitZyus who gives long life in this existence
and good rebirth; namely the ninth mandala of the
supplementary section of the Kun-riglsarvavid (Bu-ston op. cit.
p. 22 a n d no. 342 of my list). In the centrq is
Tshe-dpag-med1AmitZyus in samadhi-rnudr-2 surrounded by
Phag-na-rdo-rjelvajrawi, Nam-mkhah-siiin-poIAkisagarbha,
Spyan-ras-gzigs khro-bahi-rgyal-po1KrodharZja Avalokita (1).
T o the left of the door is represented the second mandala of
the same series (no. 335 of my list). T h e central divinity is
Phyag-na-rdo-rje hchi-bdag-hjoms-pa, surrounded by the
Tathagatas Mi-bskyod-pdAksobhya, Rin-chen-hbyun-IdanIRatnasambhava, Chu-skyes-dam-pa, Gdon-mi-za-ba, all in the
mudra of giving o r of protection.
T h e follows the group of the Mchod-pahi-lha-moIPuj2devi
and four custodians of the doors.
T h e r e are 87 figures in all.
111.13. T h e statues seen in this chapel represent Tshe-dpagmed1Amitiyus in the centre, Rdo-rje-sems-dpahlvajrasattva to
his right, and Rdo-rje-choslvajradharma to his left. Therefore
( 1 ) Their iconography differs according to the schools (Bu-stim op. cit. p

22).
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the chapel takes its name from Tshe-dpag-med1Amit~yus.In
this chapel the mandalas of' the supplementary section o f the
K ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ . i g / S a ~still
- v acontinue.
vid
O n the southern wall, in the
cc~ltrc,is the fifth of the eleven mandalas listed by Bu-ston (p.
'LO, 1 1 0 . 338 of my list), it serves to favour the conversion of
tilose creatures who can - b e converted through the cult of
p l i ~ ~ l c tand
s
of constellations. In the centre is the figure of
Kdo-~je-hum-rndzad/Vajr-a-hiimk2ra(fig. 340), surrounded by
the images of the eight planets, of the 28 constellations, of the.
custodians of the doors as stated in the inscription.
O n the northern wall, namely to the right of the door, is represented the seventh mandala of the same supplementary section (no. 340 of my list). It has in the centre Khro-bo
Hjig-rten-gsum-rgyal1Krodha-Trailokyavaa (fig. 34 1) with

(1) T h e iconography is different from the one already met with on pages
191 and 258, as can be seen from the following scheme:

Name
pa-sans/Su kra
~i~-drnar/~ngaI-ak;l
P~uI--bu/B!-haspati

colour
white
red
blue

right
kumuda
vase
book

grey
white
yellow -red
yellow

l o t us

black

kumuda
lotus
giving
clul,

lel't
fruit
lamp
hand resting
on the hip
sword
club
i r tpala
axe
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four hands (vajra, bell, vajra, bow) (1). This god is surrounded
by:
colour
Name
Hjigs-byed Pra-mi-ta
Hjigs Bhai-ra-va
Hjigs Ku-be-ra
Hjigs Ye-ies-bhaira-va (2)
Hjigs Bhi-sa-nta
Hjigs Bi-te
wigs Ka-la-bhaira-va (3)
Hjigs Ganapati

symbol
gem

blue
trident
dark red club with
skull
dark
disc
green
dark red bow and
arrow
dark blueaxe
grey

sword

dark bluevajra

Sakti
Tsharis-ma/
Brahmani
Bde-sogdlndrani
Reu-dri-mdRaudri

Khyab-hjug-mal
Vaisr)avi
Va-ra-hi
Ma-nu-ha-ra-ma
Manohara
Tsa-mu-ndil
Camundi

T o the left of the door, one below the other, there are four
figures of Me-lhaIAgni, namely: hi-bahi-~e-lhalhntika-~~ni,
Rgyas-pahi-Me-1haIPaugika-Agni, Dban-Me-lhdVaSikaranaAgni, and Mnon-spyod-Me-1hdAbhicaruka-Agni (fig.342),
namely, the :our forms of the Fire God presiding over the four
different kinds of magic rites. They are those that serve to
calm, to make one to prosper, to submit, and to suppress.

......................................................................................

(1) System of Rtsa-skya. T h e mandala is described neither in the
Sadhanamala p.511 nor in the Krodharaja-trailokyavijaya-sadhana,
Btsan-hgyur, Rgyud, LXXXIII. 67 p. 11 1.
(2) Bu-ston p.20b Bhe-ra.
(3) Bu-ston: bhe. This list of divinities corresponds, at least partially, to the
astabhairava of tantric Hinduism. They are so listed for instance, in the
puralcaryarnava, p.473. ~ s i t a n ~(=a KPlabhairava), Ruru, Canda, Krodha,
Unmatta-bhairava, Kapalin, Bhisana (=BhiSanta of Bu-ston), ~ a m h 2 r a . - T h e i r
Saktis correspond to the eight Saktis of the same tantric system: Brahmi
(Tshans-ma),
Mahelvari
(Keuri-ma=Gauri),
Kaumari,
Vaisnavi
(Khyab-hjug-ma), Varahi ( i d . ) I ndrani (Bde-sogs), Camunda (id.),
Mahalaksmi (Manuharama = Manohara). Without the last goddess, they are
the seven mPtrkP about whom see Rao, Element5 of ~ i n d lronog-raphj
i
112.
379ff.
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T h e r e a r e 98 figures in all.
111.14. With this chapel w e pass again t o allother tantric
cycle, although it is held by the l'iberan schools as I~clollgingt o
the same g r o u p we have met till now: i t is [ h e Kdo-rje-rtsen~olvajl-agekhara,a text strictly similar to the 'I'attva-saiig~.aha.

T h e chapel has its name fro111 Sails-1-gvas-cl~os-l!d~i~~rgyal-po whose statue, alongwith hose of his acolvtcs, is seen
o n t h e southern wall. H e is the central clivinity of' rhe rrlal!?al;~
of' t h e family of action (Ins-kvi rig.:.\,
k o ~ . r r ~ ~ - kthe
l ~ l fifth
~ ) , mandala of the complex mandalas divided in mystic tanlilies exposed
in synthesis (bsdus-pa, no.154 of my list), according to the
Rdo-rje-rtse-mohi rgyud1VajraSekhat-a-tal1t1-a. Bu-ston speaks
o f it a t length in his B i d - r ~ u dR ( I u - I J o - I ~ I . ~ o'Ikvil-bkhor-oi
-vIo~~
bkotl-per, p.8
T h e description of the chapel is contained in the inscriptions
to which I refer. Moreover- these mandalas a r e all similar to
those o f t h e De-iiid-bsdus1Tattva-sangraha to which o n e must
refer in any case.
l'he mandala reproduced o n the eastern wall. south to the
d o o r , is t h e mandala of t h e synlbol of t h e verbal plane; a r o u n d
Knam-par-snan-mdzad1Vairocana there are, besides the many
divinities of the Garbhadhatu, many symbolic figures, nar~lely
to t h east,
~
in place of Rdo-rje-hunl-tndzadIVajrahii1nkara a trid e n t , to the south, in place of in-chen-hhril-dzadl~atnahu~ i ~ k i ta- adisc having a gem in t h e centre; to the west, in place
of Kdo-1-je-sde a lotus with the figure of vajl-a; to the north, in
place of' Las-kyi-hum-mdzadIKar111ahiimkar-a a vajra surr o u n d e d by a double vajr-a.
T h e o t h e r divinities a r e the same as those occurring in the
rna~!dala of the plane of action, which is I-epresented in fact o n
the western wall.
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T h e divinity in the centre is Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlVairocana surrounded by four Hum-mdzad/Htimkara and by gods
of the Garbhadh2tu in irate form (figs.343, 344).
There are 145 figures in all.
111.15.
The
chapel
takes
its
name
from
Saris-rgyas-sna-tshogs, main divinity of the fourth mandala of
the Rdo-rje-rtse-mo/Vajrasekhara, included in the m a d a l a
representing in synthesis and simultaneously the five mystic'
families (no. 174 of my list).

This mandala is described at length by Bu-ston, op. cit.,
p.lff. and it is composed of five mandalas: one in the centre
and four arranged around in the four directions. T h e central
mandala corresponds to the family of the TathagatasIDe-bzhingiegs-rigs, the eastern to the Rdo-rje-rigslvajra-kula, the southern to Rin-chen-rigs/Ratna-kula, the western to Padma-rigs/
Padma-kula, and the northern to las-kyi-rigs/Karma-kula. T h e
entire mandala comprises 189 divinities.
Every mandala, patterned on the central one, is divided into
five lotuses and comprises 33 gods. We have then a total of 33
x 5 = 165. Other twenty divinities, divided into four secondary
m e d a l a s , have to be added to them. They are located in the
Four corners, and into four others located outside the external
bounds. Altogether the mandala has 189 divinities. For the
purpose of' our study I shall reproduce the first mandala, the
central one, namely that of Rnam-par-snan-ni&ad/Vairocana,
on which the others are modelled, a n d then I give the list of di\li~~ities
contained in the others.

Central mandala (De-bzhin-gSes-rigs) of the great mandala of
the five families according to the Rdo-rje-rtse-mohi rgyud/~aira'
Sekhara-tantra.

I. I

Knam-par-snan mdzadlVairocana
four faces, two hands in bodhyagri-nludri
Kdo-rje-sems-palvajrasattva, white, vajra ant1 bell
2
Rdo-rje-rin-chenlVajra-atna,
vajra with gem and lxll
3
4
Rdo-rje-choslVajradhal-ma, lotus in left which the
right opens
5
Rdo-rje-laslVajrakarma, visvavajra and bell
6
Rdo-rje-sems-malvajrasattvi
7 Rdo-rje-chen-malMah2vairi
8
Rdo-rje-padmalVajrapa(i1115
9
Kdo-rje-laslvajrakarma.
11.10 Mi-hskyod-pa1Aksobhya
11
Kclo-I-je-sems-dpah/Vajrasattva
12
Kdo-rje-rgyal-po1VajraraJ"
13
Kdo-rje-1egsIVajrasidhu
14
Kdo-rje-chags-palvajraraga.
111.15 Kin-chen-hbyun-1danIRatnasambhava
16
Kdo-rje-rin-chenlvajraratna

17
18
19
IV.20
21
22
23
24
V.25
26

27
28
29
30
3i
32
33

Rdo-rje-bzhad-palvajrahiisa
Rdo-rje-gzi-brjidlvajraketu, sun
Rdo-rje-rgyal-mtshanlvajraketu, standard.
Hod-dpag-med/Amitabha
Kdo-rje-choslVajradharrna
Rdo-rje-rnon-polvajratiksna. sword and book
Rdo-rje-smra-balvajrabhasa, adamantine tongue
Rdo-rje-rgyulvajrahetu, disc.
Don-grub1Amoghasiddhi
Rdo-rje-IasIVajrakarma
Rdo-rje-bsrun-balvajraraksa, armour
do-rje-khu-tshurl~ajrasandhi, vajra
Rdo-rje-gnod-sbyinlvajrayaksa, hand on the mouth.
Sgeg-mo1Lasya
Phren-ba-nia/Mila
Glu-malGita
Gar-ma1Nrtyi.
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1I.EAST: RDO-qJE-RIGSIVAJKA-KULA, also divided in five
groups :
1) In the centre: Sans-rgyas-gzugs-can, blue; has the vajra in
his hand posed in the tirintiri mudra (both thumbs inserted in
the palms of the hands). O n the sides:
Khro-bo-rdo-rje-sems-dpah,
Khor-grier-can.
In the four intermediate points:
the four Khro-mo-sems-man
2) East: Rdo-rje-hum-mdzadlvajrahiimkara, four faces and
eight hands: vajra and bell, bow and arrow, hook and chain,
vajra and noose. He is surrounded by:
~hro-bo-rdo-rje-sems-dpahl~rodha-vajrasattva,
Rdo-rje-rgyal-polvajrarija,
Rdo-rje-chags-palvajraraga,
Rdo-rje-legs-palvajrasadhu.
3) South: Khro-bo-khro-grier-can (gem in the right hand).
He is surrounded by:

Bzhad-paI0hisa.
4) West: Khro-bo-rdo-rje1Krodhavajra (lotus in the right
hand).' He is surrounded by:
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5) North: Khro-bo-Rdo-rje-dranlKrodha-Vajr-ti,
with
the viivavajra in the right hand, surrounded by:
Rdo-rje-las-rablvajra-karma,
Bsrun-baI0raksa,
Gnod-sbyinlOyaksa,
Khu-tshurI0sandhi.
In the four corners: Khro-mo-sgeg-mo1Krodha-lasya, Khromo-phren-ba1Krod ha-mala,
Khro-mo-glu-malKrodha-g?tP,

1II.SQUTH: RIN-CHEN-RIGSIRATNA-KULA
1) In the centre: Sans-rgyas-hi-ma; in his two hands has an
ivory rosary and has a standard on the thumb. Around him are
the f o u r Rin-chen-gyi-sems-dpavRatnasattva, and in the intermediary points the four Sems-maI0Sattvi. according to the
same iconographic scheme.
2) East: Nor-buhi-hod-can (touches the earth with the vajra
adorned with gems), surrounded by:
Rin-chen-sems-dpahIRatnasattva,
Rin-chen-rgyal-po/Ratnar2..a,
Rin-chen-chags-paIRatnarPga,
Rin-chen-legs-pa1Ratnasadhu.
3) South: Rdo-rje-rin-chen-bzan-po (holds the vajra in the
right hand in varada-mudra), surrounded by:
Rin-chenI0ratna,
Gzi-brjidI0tejas,
Rgyal-mtshanlOketu,
Bzhad-paI0hasa.
4) West: Pad-ma-rin-chen (lotus in the hand in samadhimudra), surrounded by:
Pad-ma.
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Knon-polOtiksna,
KgyuI0hetu,
Smra-baI0bhisa.
5) North: Don-grublAmoghasidclhi (holds the visvavajra in
the hand in abhaya-mudri), surroundecl by:
LasI0karma,
Bsrun-baI0raksa,
Gnod-sbyinI0yaksa,
Khu-tshurI0sandhi.
In the four corners the same goddesses as in the other tiian?alas.

IV. WEST: PAD-MAHI-RIGSIPADMA-KULA.
1) In the centre : Satis-rgyas-sna-tshogs-gzugs-can
; his hands
in s a m i d h i - m u d r i hold a lotus. H e is sill-I-oulicledby fi~ur-I'admahi-sems-dpah1Padmasattva and b y four Sems-niaI0Sattvi.
2) East: Sna-tshogs-hkhor-l01Visv~icak1-a,with eight hands.
H e is surrounded by the same bodhisi~ttvasas it1 m:itjdala 111,
but of the mystic family of the lotus.
3) South : Rin-chen-pad-m:i/Katn:ip;~cln~;~
(with twelve faces
and twelve hands), surrounded b y :
Khro-gner,
N i- tnalOtejas,
Rgyal-mtshanI0ketu,
Bzhad-paI0hasa.
4) West : Hod-dpag-~iiecl ~ ~ ; ~ ~ - - ~ ~ i - ~ l art
l ~ ~ ;< \ ~, : I iI - i~ I - ~ ~
Amitabha (with twelve Fdces ancl a thous;itid II;IIICIS alld
'thousand eyes), SUI-rouncledb y :
Pad-mahi-sgrol-nialpadma-1a1-2.
Gzhon-nu Gdon-clruglSall~iiukh;~
Kutn~t-;I,n,itli f0u1. h;~tl(ls
(sword, book, spear, lotus).
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Mthu-can (equivalent to Pad-mahi-rgyu); four hands: disc,
club, spear, lotus.
Pad-mahi-smra-balpadmabh(equivalent to Tshans-pal
Brahma); four faces and four hands: rosary, stick, lotus and
kamandalu (fig. 366).
5) North: Pad-mahi-IasIPadmakarma (six faces and twelve
hands), surrounded by:
Pad-ma-gar-gyi-dban-phyuglpadma-nartelvara, with four
hands: hook, noose, trident and chain,
Pad-mahi-bsrun-balPadma-raksa,
with
four
hands:
- . .
abhayamudra, lotus, a r m o m , (sic)

Around him the four goddesses Sgeg-mo1LPsya etc.
V. NORTH: LAS-KYI-RIGSIKARMA-KULA.
1) In the centre: Chos-hdzin-rgyal-po with the double vajra,
surrounded by the four Las-kyi-sems-dpah1Karmasattva and in
the intermediate points by the four Sems-maI0Sattvi.
2) East: Rdo-rje-laslvajrakarma, surrounded by the four
corresponding bodhisattvas.
3) South: Rin-chen-1asiKatnakarma (right hand in varadamudra), surrounded by the-four corresponding bodhisattvas.
4) West: Pad-mahi-laslpadmakarma, surrounded by the four
bod hisattvas.
5) North: Las-kyi-rgyal-polKarmaraja, surrounded by the
four bodhisattvas.
In the intermediate points: Sgeg-molLasy~etc.
In the intermediate corners, between mandala and mandala,
there arc four minor mandalas with five gods each, namely:
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I . South-east : Rdo-rje-sems-dpawvajrasattva, s u r r o u n i e d
by:
Rdo-rje-lha-mo-sgrog-pa, embraced by the Buddha,
Rdo-rje-don-yod-dgah-ma, bow a n d arrow,
Lha-mo-gzi-brjid,
Dgah-bahi-rdo-rje, embraced by the Buddha, a n d in his right
hand is a standard which has the image of a sea-monster
(~nakara)
.
11. South-west: Pad-mahi-sems-dpah/Padmasattva, with eight
arms, surrounded by:
Lha-mo Rdo-rje-dpal/Devi VajraSri,
Rdo-rje-d kar-mo/Vajragauri,
Rdo-rje-sgrol-ma/Vajra-Tm,
Rdo-rje-spyan-ma/Vajra-locani.
I1 I. North-west : Rin-chen-sems-dpah/Ratnasattva,
rounded by:
Nam-m khah-rdo-rje/ Akiiavajri,
Skye-rguhi-bdag-mo/Praj;lpati,
Rin-chen-dpal-ldan-ma/Rat~~airimati,
Rigs-mdzes-ma.

sur-

IV. North-east: Rdo-rje-laslvajrakarma, surrounded by:
Las-kyi-rdo-rje-maIKarmavajri,
Rin-chen-ma/Ratna,
Las-ma/Karma,
Chos-ma/Dharma.
Outside the group of mandalas: Chu-lhalvaruna, Me-lhal
Aqni, Sa-IhalPrthvi and Rlun-lha/V%yu.
011

the western wall is painted the first mandala of the second
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group of the section of Rdo-rje-rtse-molVajrbSrkhara: which
serves to eliminate wrath by wrath, and it is meant for persons
able to understand the truth if it is explained to them in a
lengthy way (no. 185 of my list). The central divinity represents
Rnam-par-snan-mdzadlvairocana (Bu-ston, op.cit., p. 15b), surrounded by the symbols of the four Hkhor-10s-bsgyur-ba1Cakravartins, in the middle of a halo of flames. He holds in the
hands vajra, gem, lotus, double vajra.
Then in the centre of the mandala in the east of this first
mandala: Hum-mdzadIH~imk~ra
with four faces and eight
hands, surrounded by: Khro-bo-rdo-rje-sems-dpah/Krodhavajrasattva, Khro-bo-rgyal-poIKrodharaja, Khro-bo-chags-pal
KrodharPga, Khro-bo-legs-palKrodhasad hu.
In the centre of the mandala to the south: Khro-bo Khrogfier-can, surrounded by Khro-bo-rin-chenIKrodharatna,Khrobo-gzi-brjidIKrodhatejas, Khro-bo-rgyal-mtshanIKrodhaketu,
Khro-bo-bzhad-palKrodhahPsa.
In the mandala to the west: Khro-bo-rdo-rje-sde, surrounded by Khro-bo-rdo-rje-choslKrodha-vajradharma, Khrobo-rnon-poIKrodhatikwa, Khro-bo-rgyu/Krodhahetu, Khrobo-smra-ba/Krodhabhasa.
In the mandala to the north: Khro-bo-rdo-rje-hbab-pa, surrounded by: Khro-bo-rdo-rje-IasIKrodha-vajrakarma, Khro-bobsrun-ba/Krodharaksa,
Khro-bo-gnod-sbyinIKrodhayaksa,

Khro-bo-khu-tshur1Krodhasandhi.
In the intermediate corners the four Khro-mo-rdo-rje-semsma1Krodha-vajrasattvi (figs.34 1-350).
There are 209 figures in all.
III.16T. T h e divinity giving his name to this temple is
Mi-bskyod-paIAksobhya, whose statue is in the cella, surrounded by those of the four bodhisattvas of the mystic family
of the vajra, namely, Rdo-rje-rigslvajra-kula, Rdo-rje-rgyal-pol
Vajrajaja,
Rdo-rje-legslvajrasadhu,
Rdo-rje-chags-palvajrarPga.
This temple, which is one of the best for richness of decoration, is dedicated to the Rdo-rje-rtse-mohi-rgyudlvajraiekharatantra and is the mandala expressing comprehensively the five
mystic families and whose scheme I have already gven above.
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It is therefore enough to read the inscriptions with notes to
have an idea of the succession of cycles.
1 will only say that on the walls of the cella is represented to
the left the mandala of the family of Tathagata (de-bzhin-giegsrigs =no. 174 of my scheme; see fig.C on p.27 1, figs.351, 352).
On the wall to the left that forms a wing to the cella is represented the mandala of Rdo-rje-Hum-mdzadlvajra-htimkara,
namely of Sans-rgyas-gzugs-can. On the right wall of the cella
is the family of the lotus. On the wall on the right that forms a
wing to the cella (fig.353) Rdo-rje-hum-mdzadIVajrahumkara,
surrounded by the sixteen irate Bodhisattvas.
On the southern wall, the mandala of the mystic family of
the gem, rin-chen-rigslratna-kula (fig.354) surrounding Sansrgyas-fii-ma.
On the right of the door gre the gods of the external mandala
(figs.355, 356, 357, 358).
This mandala is summarily hinted at in the inscriptions; but
since there are very scanty descriptions it is not inopportune to
describe it in brief.
All these divinities are named by the generic name of rdo-rjerigslvajrakula "divinities of the family of the diamond", and are
included in the external mandala. In fact they have to be
painted in the border surrounding the five mandalas described
in the scheme reproduced above: in this case, then, on the rdorje-ra-balvajravali, namely, on the girdle of diamonds protecting the mandala and the entire consecrated place from bad and
contrary influences.
These divinities include, first of all, the cycle of the Bskal-bzanl
Bhadrakalpa; of the series of the 249 x 4 Buddhas
bodhisattvas, according to a usage to which I have hinted at
above, only sixteen Bodhisattvas may be-reproduced, four for
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each direction, that is to say the same as listed above on p.249,
iconographically represented as Rdo-rje-laslvajrakarma.
T h e n it is prescribed that the gods of elements be represented next: fire, earth, water and wind, then four adoring
goddesses: Bdug-pa-malDhGpa, Me-tog-malPuspa, Mar-memalDipa, Dri-chab-maICandhi, and they have to be repeated
five times for each cardin'al direction: five instead of only once,
because five are the mandalas included in the external girdle.
Regarding the fortysix divinities, both masculine and
feminine, recorded in the inscription, they form a well-defined
series, and it is summarily described by Bu-ston in his treatise
on the Rdo-rje-rtse-mo1VajraSekhara (p.1 1), but at greater length
in his other volume on the liturgy of the De-nid-bsdus/Tattvasarigraha, p. 17a :
EAST:

1-2.
Drag-po1Rudra
(Dban-phyug-chen-poIMaheSvara),
white, with four hands: with the first right he embraces UmP,
the other hand is in varada-mudra and holds a vajra; those on
the left hold a trident and a sword.
3. ~ h ~ a b - h j u ~ (equivalent,
l ~ i ~ ~ u according to Bu-ston, to
Sgyu-ma-rdo-rje/May%vajra),traditional iconography.
4. Rdo-rje-ser-mo, identical with the preceding.
5. Rdo-rje-dril-bulvajragha~a, red, with six faces, on a
peacock (equivalent to Gzhon-nu/Kum%ra);he has four hands:
to the right spear and vajra, to the left a hen and the bell.
6. Rdo-rje-gzhon-nu-malVajrakaum2ri,identical with. the
preceding.
7. Thub-pa-rdo-rjelMunivajra (according to Bu-ston, identical with Tsharis-palBrahmii), yellow; he has four faces and
four hands. Symbols and vehicle of Tshans-pa1BrahmB.
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8. Rdo-rje-zhi-ba-ma = Tshans-ma1Brahmani.
9 Rdo-rje-mtshon-chalvajrayudha (equivalent to G.yuii-drun),
yellow; shakes a vajra and rides a white elephant.
10. Rdo-rje-khu-tshur-malvajrasandhi, like the preceding.
SOUTH :

1. Rdo-rje-hkhyil-ba, r e d ; in the right: lotus and vajra; in the
left: disc of sun o n a lotus flower; h e is on a chariot drawn by
seven horses.
2. Rdo-rje-bdud-rtsi-maIVajramrta,identical with the preceding.
3. Rdo-rje-hodlvajraprabha, white; in the right: a vajra; in
the left: lunar disc o n lotus; h e is on a swan.
4. Rdo-rje-hod-malvajraprabha identical with the preceding.
5. Rdo-rje-dbyug-palvajradada, blue; in the fight: a vajra;
in the left: club; he is on a frog.
6. Rdo-rje-dbyig-pa-ma, identical with the preceding.
7. Rdo-rje-ser-smug (or: Ser-skya = equivalent to Mig-dmarl
Angaraka), red; in the right: red vajra; in the left: human
head; h e is on a ram.
8. Rdo-rje-rked-chiris-ma, identical with the preceding.
WEST:
1. Rdo-rje-glan-sna (or:, Myos-pa), white; in the right: vajra ;
in the left: plough; he is on a bull.
2. Rdo-rje-hju-ba-ma, identical with the preceding, but with
the khatvinga.
3. Rdo-rje-phreli-balvajramala, green; in the right: vajra; in
the left: garland of flowers; he is on a chariot drawn by cuckoos.
4. Rdo-rje-za-ba-ma, identical with the preceding, but in the.
left the trident.
,
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5. Rdo-rje-dban, pale yellow; in the right: vajra; in the left:
standard with the figure of a sea monster; he is on a boar o r a
chariot drawn by horses o r by parrots.
6. Rdo-rje-sgo-ba-ma, identical with the preceding, but red in
colour.
7. Rdo-rje-rnam-rgyal (Tshogs-bdaglcanapati), white; in the
right : vajra; in the left: sword; he is on a frog.
8. Rdo-rje-dgah-ba-mo, identical with the preceding.
9. Pho-tia-rdo-rje-tho-ba, yellow; in the right: vajra; in' the
left: pestle contrasigned by a vajra; h e is on a chair decorated
with flowers.
10. Rdo-rje-pho-fia-molvajradiiti, identical with the preceding, but she has the khatvanga in the left hand.
11. Pho-tia-rdo-rje-rlun, blue; in the right: vajra; in the left:
small flag; he is on an antelope.
12. Rdo-rje-mgyogs-ma, identical with the preceding.
13. Pho-fia-rdo-rje-malDOtavajri, red; in her two right hands:
vajra and sacrificial spoon; in her two left hands: club and sacrificial vase.
14. Rdo-rje-hbar-ba-mo, identical with the preceding.
15. Pho-tia-rdo-rje-hjigs-pa, blue; in the right: vajra; in the
left: club; he is on a lemur.
16. Rdo-rje-hphyor-ma, identical with the preceding, but in
the left a noose.
NORTH:
1. Rdo-rje-lcags-kyulVa,r?nkusa, blue; in the right: vajra; in
the left: hook, with the head of a boar; he is on a serpent.
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2. Bran-mo-rdo-rje-kha, blue, boars head; in the right: vajra;
in the left: sword; he is on a human body.
3. Bran-rdo-rje-dus, black; in the right: vajra; in the left:
club; he is on a buffalo.
4. Rod-rje-dus-ma, identical with the preceding, but in the
left: khatvinga.
5. Bran-rdo-rje-bgegs-kyi-gtso-bo, white, ekephant's head; in
'lis two right hands: vajra and axe; in the left two: trident an6
elephant's tooth.
6. Pho-fia-mo rul-ma, blue; in her right hand: vajra; in the
left: spatula (chags-Sin);she is on a rat.
7. Bran-rdo-rje-klu, yellow o r white; in the right: vajra; in
the left: standard with the figure of a sea-monster; he is on a
sea-monster.
8. Chu-srin-ma, white, with serpent's head; right: vajra; left:
as before.
South-east: Ma-mo-hjigs-ma, green; i n . the right: vajra; in
the left: sword and shield.
North-east: Dpal-mo, yellow; in the right: vajra; in the left:
lotus.
North-west: Dbyans-can, white; in the right: vajra; in the
left: lute.
South-west: Dgah-zlog-pa, green; is on a lion; in the right
vajra and disc; in the left: trident.
T h e same cycle continues on the wall left to the door (figs.359,
362).
O n the northern wall, around Chos-hdzin-rgyal-po, the mandala of the mystic family of action (=no. 178 of' my scheme,
figs. 363, 364). Other details in the figures 365-367.
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In this temple there should be 31 7 figures in all.
111.17. This chapel completes the preceding one because it
has partly new mandalas o f the Rdo-rje-rtse-molVajraSekhara
and partly it repeats some of those we have already met with. It
is known by the name of chapel of Sans-rgyas-fii-ma, from the
statue of this divinity which, surrounded by two acolytes, is
seen on the northern wall. Sans-rgyas-rii-ma is, as we have seen,
the central divinity of the mandala consecrated to the family of
the gem, namely the one south of the series of the five mandalas
composing the great mandala comprehensively expressing the
five mystic families.

Therefore, on its walls, beginning with that to the west, there
follow the various mandalas of the mystic families taken separately, beginning from those of the Tathagata; always remaining in this group, there are then the four mandalas addressed
to those people who are able to understand truth if expounded
in a diffuse form (nos.175-178 of my scheme).
These mandalas are used to eliminate passions in beings having passion, by recurring to the transfer of the very same passion. They centre themselves on the four fundamental signs:
namely those of the physical, verbal, spiritual and active planes.
In these chapels are reproduced the first three mandalas. T h e
first is almost equal to that of the Rdo-rje-dbyins1Vajradhatu
(figs.368-370), and the disposition of the divinities in them is
changed only partially.
T h e mandala of Gzuns-ma lha-mo is composed of- five
lotuses; in the central one (Bu-ston, op. cit., on the Rdo-rje-rtsemolVajrasekhara p. 14b) is do-rje-dbyiris-kyi-dban-phyug-ma/
' J a jradhatvisvari.
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East: Rdo-rje-thugs-ma; surrounded by Kun-tu-bzan-mol
Samantabhadri, De-bzhin-gSegs-lcags-kyu-ma, Dgah-ba-la-chagsma, Legs-ldan-ma.
South: Rdo-rje-dban-skur-ma, surrounded by Rin-chen-gtsomo, in-chen-sgrol-mal~atna-~m, Rgyal-mtshan-rtse-mohidpun-rgyan-ma1Dhvajagra-keyiira, Bzhad-ldan-ma.
West: Rtlo-rje-mtshon-cha-ma, surrounded by Rdo-rje-padmo,
Kun-hdzin-ma, Hkhor-lo-thams-cad-ma, Zlog-pa-ma.
North: Rdo-rje-kun-ma, surrounded by Dnos-grub-kyi-gtsomo, Thams-cad-bsrun-ba-ma, Mdans-slar-hphrog-ma, Gzunskyi-phyag-rgya-ma.
T h e third mandala is like the corresponding mandala of the
De-hid-bsdusITattva-sangraha.
In this chapel there are 162 figures in all.

IIL18. This is more than a chapel and can be termed a vestibule, an entrance hall, because from here one can ascend
higher floors. It is therefore called "the temple of access to the
city of the great liberation". T h e paintings are very spoiled.
Here are seen the eight types of mchod-rtenlstiipa, the 35
Buddhas of Confession, and many bodhisattvas.
T h e author of the dkar-chag had counted 51 figures in all.

111.19. With this chapel we come back to the cycle of the
Dpal-mchoglParam~dya.It is clear, however, that if one would.
have 'followed the order of the author of the dkar-chag, which
is the one followed by the person who created the Kumbum,
there would not have been such a discontinuity in the order,
because it is the rule of ritualistics to consider the side toward
the sacrificer o r the meditating person as east. Therefore, one
has to begin with the southern temple, which is also the first I
have described, and then one goes to the two chapels on the
right and again to the two on the left. Therefore, these are
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ideally connected with the main temple of which they form the
wings. By following this order one can pass regularly from one
tantric cycle to the other, without this undue return that 1 am
obliged by the uninterrupted course from right to left that I
chose to follow in my description.
This chapel takes its name from Me-ltar-hbar-ba/Jval8nala,
whose statue is on the small wall to the west, in the centre, to
whose right is Rdo-rje-mtshon-cha-win and Gdun-chenhdzin -ma to the left.
O n the main wall, that to the north, is represented the third
mandala taken from the first group of the tog-pa-thams-cadbsdus-pahi-rtsa-bahi-rgyud, second section of the same tantra
used to eliminate wrath with the transference and sublimation
of wrath. I n the centre is seen Rdo-rje-ltar-hbar-ba/VajrMala,
blue (fig.371), with two hands holding the vajra and the bell
(no.223 of my list).
Around him is the cycle of his acolytes, of whom there are
the principal ones (figs.372, 373, 374, see BU-ston, op. cit., on
Dpal-mchog, p.2 1b) :
-

Name
EAST:
Rdo-rje-mtshon-chahdzin-ma
SOUTH :
Gdun-chen-hdzin-ma
WEST:
Mdzod- hdzin-ma

-- -

colour

right

left

vajra

leans on the seat

trident
sword

9,

mudra of menacing
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Name

Table continued
colour

NORTH :
Zhags-hdzin-ma
INTERMEDIATE POINTS
Mdah-hdzin-ma
Khatvinga-hdzin-ma
H khor-lo-hdzin-ma
Ba-dm-sna-tshoghdzin-ma
4 Rdo-rje-gtsug-tor
blue
4 Rdo-rje-rig-pahirgy al-po

white

Rig-pa-mchog

blue

Khro-bo-tak-ki
GSin-rje-gSed
Khro-bo-ka-na
Rdo-rje-lcags-kyu
Rdo-rje-zhags-pa
Rdo-rje-ki-li-ki-la
Rdo-rje-siiems-pa
Rdo-rje-bsdams
Rdo-rje-khu-tshur
Rdo-rje-sde

right

left

noose

cranial skull

arrow
bow
khatvanga leaning on the seat
disc
bell with bell
flying bands
tuft
mudra of menacing
99

tuft of
hair between the
eyebrows
(m(lzotj - .s/~u)

lotus markedbv vaj ra .
blue
bow
black
sword
red
sword
blue
hook
yellow
noose
green
vajra
blue
vajra
yellow
vajra
red
vajra
white
lotus signed
and red by vajra

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

%9

99

99

99

'
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Table Continued'
Name

colour

right

left

Rdo-rje-gtshug-hchan
Rdo-rje-ptiyag-h tshal

red
l~lue

bow
vaj ra

arrow
mudr3 of
menaclng

Rdo-rje-rkan-gdub

I ~ l u eand
red
white
and red
blue

anklets
(~ziilura)
chain

Rdo-rje-sgrog
Rdo-rje-rnon-po

vajra

99

79

I(

leans o n the seat
77

'hems-dpahl
Vaj rasa t tva)
4 Lha-mo1Devi
Sgeg-mo/lA2s~i
Bzhad-ma1Hasya
Glu-maIGit5
Gar-maINrty2

blue
white
white
green
yellow

cuir-ass
spear
sword
noose
--

O n the eastern wall is represented the first four of the
esoteric ~natlc.hlas,the one serving in the conversion of those
creatures who can be converted through Dban-phyug-chen-pol
hIi~heiv;ira(110.206 of my scheme). This mandala (Bu-ston op.
cit. p. Ida) I-evolves around Dban-phyug-chen-po/Mahes\lara
1 - ~ ' 1 ) 1 ~ ' ~ e nwith
t t ' d h u r faces and eight hands (trident,
khat\,ailga, rosary and svastika, repeated tivoce) and continues
\\:it 11 I he f0llowing divinities:
with trident
Nag-po-chen-pol hfahakalii
l)S;'I~-byed-dl~aii-~~t~~~~~glNi~~~dikeS\~arawith
drum
LIriI-chen
with bell
(;a~--gvi-dbail-phy~1g1Na1-teS\.ara with spear
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Khatvanga
Ra-iati-rna-bahi-dbail-phyugl
Gokarnesvara
I)rag-mo1Raudri
Tshans-ma1Brahmini
Khyab-hjug-rnalvai~avi
Gzhon-nu-ma1Kaumari
Nag-nlol Kali
Nag-mo-chen-mo1MahakalS

hi-ba-rno/$iva
Srin-mo
Zhi-ba-rno
Bherutlda, with a noose made
of bones
Gtum-po
Hjigs-byed-ma/B hairavi

with skull
with trident,
sword, khatvariga, skull
with khatvanRa a n d skull
with trident

-

with trident
with roary
with disc
with bell
with sword
with knife (chu-gl-i)
touching her tooth
with khatvariga
with skull
(rv.s-pahi lu-gu
ryyud)
with vulture
with cat.

Below is seen the cycle of the Ma-moIMatrki running
around Nag-po-chen-poIMahakala, with ten arms (khatvariga
arld sword), surrounded by Drag-moIKaudri, Tshans-mol
Brahmani, K h y a b - h j u g - m a l v a i ~ a v i , Gzhon-nu-rnaIKaun~iiri,
Nag-rnolKali, Nag-mo-chen-molMahakali,
hi-ba-mo/Siva,
Sprin-mo. Further below is painted the Kdo-rje-rigsIVajrakula,
namely, ~ b a r i - ~ h ~ u ~ / i S v~ as rhaa,r i s - ~ a l ~ r a h m
Lha-chen-pol
5,
Mahadeva, Khyab-l~jugIVisnu, Kartika, Brgya-byinIIndra,
Zla-balSoma, ~ i - m a l A d i t y a , s p e n - b a l s a n a i ~ c a r a , Mig-dmarl
Angaraka,
Stobs-kyi-lhalBaladeva,
Dpyid-kyi-IhaIVasanta,
Rgyal-baIJaya, Rnarn-par-rgyal balvijaya, N O - r - ~ b ~ i n l ~ h ' a n a d a ,
Rlun-IhaIVayu, Me-lhalAgni, Lus-nan-polKubera, GSin-rjel
Yama, Tshogs-kyi-bdagIGanapati, all accompanied by their Saktis (Bu-ston, op. cit., p.4b, figs. 375-379).
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T h e other mandalas on the walls to the right and to the 1cf.t
of the door and on the eastern side, are describetl in the inscriptions.
T h e r e are 222 images in all.

111.20. T h e chapel takes its name f'rom the Hde-ba-can
rdo-rje-sems-dpahlsukhavati-vajrasattva who, surrounded by
Rdo-rje-kili-ki-la-ya-malvajrakilikila and by Kdo-rje-dran-ma/
Vajrasmrti, is o n the small wall to the west. This divinity gives
its name to the first mavdala of the cycle described in the first
group of the second section of the ~ ~ a l - m c h o ~ l : / S r i ~ ~ a r a m a
(no.210 of my scheme). This mandala is composed of' sixteen
gods beside the central one:

In the four directions:
Rdo-rje-mtshon-cha (or Yid-las-hbyuii-bdManasija)
"
ki-li-ki-lilvajrakilikili,white
"
dran-pdvajrasmrti, yellow
"
snems-pdvajradarpa?, blue
In the intermediate points :
Rdo-rje-dpyidlvajravasanta, yellow
"
sprinlvajramegha, white
"
stonIVajrasarat, yellow
"
dgunIVajrahemanta, blue
Outside the mandala:
Sgeg-moILasya, red
Bzhad-mdHasya, white
Glu-maIGit5, yellow
Gar-ma/N!tya, blue
Rdo-rje-lcags-k y u l v a j r h k u h , red
"
zhags-pal\'ajrapiSa, white
lcags-sgroglvajrasphota, green
"
h bebsIVajr~veSa,yellow.
7,
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T h e other cycles are described in the inscriptions to which 1
shall refer.
T h e r e are 130 images in all. Therefore, summing u p the inlages which have been counted in the various chapels we have a
total of 3400 images [in the third floor].

95 1. The fourth floor, the dome and the campuna of the Ku~nbum.
T h e fourth floor follows the same plan as the preceding ones
and is seven and a half cubits high.
It contains twelve chapels: now we a r e not faced by definite
cycles, but by long series of' masters divided in schools. T h e history of Buddhism is visibly reproduced through the images of
the most important figures: monks and kings, ascetics and doctors multiply on the walls. T h e statues of the saints and of the
divinities to whom the temples are dedicated are surrounded
by painted hangings on which is depicted the secular continuity
of the doctrine which is perennially vivified by new faithful interpreters.
Not all the chapels .are accompanied by inscriptions: only
chapels I, 11, V, VI, VIII, X and XI1 have long panegyrics,
mostly eulogies of the masters to whom they were dedicated.
Of great interest is the VII chapel which is named after the
three Chos-rgyal, namely Sron-btsan, Khri-sron-lde-btsan and
Ral-pa-can.
It is enough to read the inscriptions published in the appendix to have an idea of this floor: we are not reproducing them
because the pictures add nothing to o u r knowledge of Tibetan
iconography, nor d o they have such an artistic value which surpasses or is equal to the frescoes already studied.
T h e author of the dkar-chag has counted in it 1268 images
in all.
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Here is the end of the four main floors o f the Kuniburn,
over which emerges the bum-pa, namely the dome (literally the
pot), symbol of the seven coef'ficients of supreme illurnination:
in it there are four great temples dedicated to
Rnam-par-snan-mdzadIVairocana,
Kdo-rje-gdanlvajrgsana,
Sakyamuni and Yum-chen-mdPrajfiapararnita.
T h e great statues dominate the solemn temples with their
golden grandeur, surrounded by those of acolytes: they are
very many.
In the temple of Rdo-rje-gdanIVajrasana, T h u b-chen1Mahamuni is surrounded by two figures of ~ ~ ~ a n - r a s - ~ z i ~ s
alokita, by the Buddhas of the ten directions, by the sixteen
arhats.
In the temple declicated to S e r - p h y i n l ~ r a j ~ ~ p i r a m namely
ita,
to Yum-chen-mo, around the goddess and her two secondary
acolytes, is represented the cycle of the Tathagatas of the ten
directions with as many statues.
O n the wall are mandalas partly already met with in the floor
below, with the only difference that, while in the chapels below
the figures were flowing into one another freely without always
obeying the scheme imposed by the liturgy of the mandalas,
here the mandalas are scrupulously executed according to the
rigid design imposed by the liturgic rules.
Along this dome, which is compared to a blooming lotus
flower, there runs the usual corridor that the author of the
dkar-chag says is 128 cubits in length.
Inside the chapels, the mandalas multiply completely covering the walls with the wonderful vividness of their colours so as
to let them look as if illuminated. Unfortunately many
mandalas have suffered; water coming down on the walls from
openings or cracks in the dome has erased the frescoes: in
many cases, hurried restorations have not saved the ancient
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paintings ; elsewhere there have been attempts to substitute
new frescoes on points perished.
In this case too the inscriptions give a good list of the mandalas reproduced: and the author of the dkar-chag repeats or
completes their information. As I have said, these mandalas
generally are the ones we have already met with in the preceding chapels. For this reason and also because their own condition does not always allow a clear and useful photographic reproduction,I refer without hesitation to the summary description in the inscriptions published in the appendix.
But just to gave an idea of the patient work of the artists
labouring in these temples I shall reproduce as a sample of
ni
(fig. 330) and 1
paintings, a mandala of the S ~ k ~ a m u temple
shall refer to the number of divinities reproduced in these
chapels, according to the calculations of the patient author of
the eulogy.
The temple of Rnam-par-snan-mdzad/Vairocana had 7781
figures; that of Rdo-rje-gdanlvajrasana to the south 367; that
of Sakyamuni to the west 5653; that of Yum-chen-molPrajhaparamit2 5085. That is to say that in this dome of the Kumbum were painted 18,886 figures of gods in all. This number
gives a sufficient idea of the extreme care with which the artists
frescoed the walls u? this greatest sanctuary.
CAMPANA (Tib. hbreldrgha)
Then, one enters through a narrow staircase to the first floor
of the campana which is named hbre (drona) in Tibetan (1).
The corridor narrows down and runs around a central block,
on whose walls are depicted various divinities of terrific aspect,
pertaining mostly to the GSin-rje-gSedNam2ntaka cycle. This is
......................................................................................
( 1 ) Sce Indo-Tibetica 1.40, 4'1 ; and La Vallee Poussin, Staupikam in HJAS.
2.276 no. 2 who however does not seem t o know my work.
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the symbolic expression of the experiences described in that
catagory of Tantras dealing with the first of the two supreme
coefficients of illumination, that is to say of the praxis o r
medium (thabs), namely of compassion.
It would be clear to reproduce the scheme of this chapel and
to point out briefly the cycles o r divinities represented on its
walls.
W

1. GSin-rje-gSedIYamintaka, red, in the mandala of the five
gods,
namely, ' Ser-sna-GSin-rje-gSedlMatsarya-Yamantaka,
Gti-mug-GSin-rje-gSed1Moha-Yam~ntaka,
etc. in which recur
deities already met with at Tsaparang (1) and taken from the
..........................................
( I ) See note on next page 294
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19th chapter of the De-bzhin-giegs-pahi rigs khro-bo
giin-rje-gied dmar-pohi rgyud (2) according to the explanations of Virfipa (figs.38 1, 382) (3).
2. Rdo-rje-hjigs-byedlvajrabhairava, with nine faces and
thirty-four hands, taken from the seventh rtog-pa of the
De-bzhin-giegs-pahi rigs-kyi khro-bo hjigs-byed-kyi rgyud, according to the liturgical system of the lotsava of Rva (4)
(figs.383, 384 detail).
3. Gsan-ba-hdus-pa Mi-bskyod-paIGuhyasamaja Aksobhya, in
the mandala of thirtytwo divinities, according to the system of
Rdo-rje-hphags-pa (5).
4. Dpal-gsan-ba-hdus-pa Hjam-pahi-rdo-rjelGuhyasam3ja
Mafijuvajra, with his mandala of nine deities, according to the
liturgical system of Ye-ies-zhabslJfianapada (6).
......................................................................................
( 1)

Indo-Tibetica I1112.90.
(2) Toh.474, 475, and 476.
(3) Bstan-hgyur XLIII.96, 97 Rakta-yamari-sadhana. Cf. Bu-ston,
GSin-7je-gSed dmar-pohi [ha-lnahi mnon-par-rtog-pa Gjin-rje-kun-hjoms.
T h e central deity, red, with two arms, is surrounded by:
Gti-mug GSin-rje-gSedMoha-Yamantaka, white, embraced by TsartsikaJCarcika
Ser-sna GSin-rje-gSed/MPtsarya-Yamantaka, yellow, embraced by Phag-mol
Varahi
Hdod-chags GSin-rje-gSed/Raga-Yamantaka, red, embraced by Dbya~is-canma/Sarasvati
Phrag-dog sin-rje-gSedlfrsya-~am~ntaka, green, embraced by Gauri
While in the cycle of the thirteen divinities found at Tsaparang the divinities of the same name are represented with three faces and six arms, in
this mandala they have only one face and two hands. T h e symbols in the
whole cycle are: in the left hand a skull, a ~ ind the right a club.
(4) Indo-Tibetica III12.76ff.
(5) Indo-Tibetica 11112.182.
(6) About Gsan-hdus Hjam-pahi-rdo-rje1Guhyasamaja Mafijuvajra, see
Bu-ston, complete works T H A : (a) &an-hdus Hjam-rdor-gyispuh-thabs
Hjam-dbyaiw yid-hphrog
and (b) Gsait-hdw Hjam-rdor dkyil-cho-ga
Hjam-pahi-dbyans-kyi byin-rlabs-kyi rnam-phrul. According to the first work, describing the meditative and liturgic process through which ,the images of the
mandala are evoked with the imposition of special mystic syllables in one's
own body, the god is yellowish in colour, has two heads, with the two main
hands embraces his Sakti, identical with him, and in the other two holds a
sword and a lotus.
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Besides the main divinities and their acolytes, there are represented the most known masters of' the mystic revelations, inspired by the experiences symbolized by these gods (details visible in fig.385, to the left)..
O n the external wall of the corridor there are:
5. Khro-bo phyag-na-rdo-rje hkhor-lo-chen-potKrodhamahacakra-vajrapani, pertaining to the mystic family of
Mi-bskyod-paIAk~obhya,in the mandala of eighteen divinities;
it is taken from the Drag-po-gsum-hdul-gyi rgyud interpreted
according to the liturgic system of Dsa-ha-ri-pa (1).
6. T h e mandala of Spyan-ras-gzigs1Avalokita having nineteen
gods, taken from Gsan-ba-hdus-paIGuhyasamaja, according to
the interpretation of Atisa. Around it are represented the
yab-yum images of the sacred pentad in the same iconographic
type as that found in Tsaparang (2) (fig.386).
7. GSin-rje-gSed Hjam-dpal-rdo-rjelyamantaka Mafijuvajra,
with three faces and six hands, surrounded by four acolytes:
inspired by the Gdon-drug-gi-rgyudtsanmukha-tantra (3).
~ri
with six
8. Hjam-dpal g ~ l n - r j e - g i e d l ~ a ~ j uYamantaka,
faces and six hands in a mandala of nine divinities.
9. GSin-rje-gSedNamantaka, black, of the mystic family of
10. GSin-rje-gSedtYamantaka, red, in a mandala of thirteen
divinities, taken from the 22nd chapter of the GSin-rje-gSed
dmar-pohi rgyud (fig.385) (4).
......................................................................................
( 1 ) See Bstan-hgyur XLIV.71 Mahayaksa-senapati-nilambaradhara-vajrapani-mahacakra-mandala-devagana-stotra.
Cf.
Ru-ston,
Phyag-rdor
hkhor-chen-gyi bstod-pa bstod-pas don-thams-cad s p u b - p a , complete works,
vol.TH A .
(2) See Indo- Tibetica I I 112.64.
(3) This cycle corresponds, except for slight variants, to the first five acolytes o f the cycle o f Vajrabhairava, already described in Indo-Tibetica 11112.90.
(4) T h e complete description o f this mandala is found in the Bcom-ldan-Mas
@in-rje-gkd dmar-po lha-hcu-gsum-gyi hjomy-puhi mlshon-cha ahn rg-vud-hdrbs $mot1

11. GSin-rje-gSed dgra-nag taken from the Dgra-nag-gi
rgyud (fig.387) (1).
12. Many bla-mas and minor divinities, among whom are the
fifteen Ph yogs-skyon1Dikpdas.
In this lower portion of the campana 391 images in all could
,be counted.
Now we ascend to the upper portior. where the paintings
want to express through symbols those tantric experiences that
guide to the realization of the absolute and undifferentiated
unity of the coefficients of supreme illumination, namely the
praxis and the mystic gnosis (ies-rub).
In order to clarify its brief description, I add the schematic
plan of this chapel, marking by numbers the various tantric cycles represented here and their order:

1. Dus-kyi-hkhor-lolK2lacakra with four faces and twentyfour hands, surrounded by the gods of t h e cycle of the
spiritual plane, the four, symbols and the ten vases (fig. 388)

(2).
......................................................................................
lam jis-brjod-bcas of the eighth Dalai Lama. T h e iconography of the god is as
follows: red in colour, two arms; in the right club; in the left skull; vehicle:
the buffalo on which there is the figure of Yama holding club and noose. He
is embraced by his Sakti Rdo-rje-ro-lans-maIVajravetAi. See also Bu-ston,
Gs'ed-dmar lha-bcu-gsum-mahi dkyil cho-ga de-fiid gsal, complete works, Vol.
THA.
(1) Namely Krsnayamari-tantra. This peculiar form of GSin-rjegSed/Yamari is described for instance in the Dpal-ldan gs'in-rje dp-nag-gz
mnon-par-dogs-pa gsod-byed-pahi hjigs-run by Bu-ston, complete works, vo1.S~:
black colour, three faces: the central dne black, the right one white, and the
left one red; his two main hands embrace his Sakti, Ses-rab-malPrajiia, identical with him iconographically, holding in the right the gri-gug and the-skull; in
the other two to the right: sword and vajra; to the left: disc and lotus.
(2) us-kyi-hkhor-16 is well known. See Getty, Gods of Northern Buddhism,
2nd ed., p. 146.
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2. Kyai-rdo-rjeIHevajra, according to the initiatic system
known by the name of Dpal-ldan lhan-cig-skyes-pa
mi-hgyur-ba-chen, in the mandala. of nine divinities surrounded by the four mystic families of Kyai-rdo-rje1Hevajra
(fig.389) (1).

.....................................................................................
(1) In this cycle of nine deities, in the middle is Heruka with eight heads,
sixteen hands and four legs; in the sixteen hands there are as many skulls in
which there are several gods and animals: elephant, horse, ass, bull, camel,
man, antelope, Varuna, etc. Around him are the eight acolytes, namely the
eight Khro-mo-chen-moIMahakrodhi already met with: Gauri, black (@-gug
and fish); TsauriICauri, red (little magic drum and boar), V a i d i , yellow (tortoise
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3. Dpal-hkhor-lo-sdom-pa/Cakrasarkvaraaccording to the
system of Nag-po-pa (1) in the mandala of sixtytwo divinities.
4. Same cycle, but according to the liturgical system of
Luyipa (fig.390) (2).
5. Thirteen divinities of the cycle of Heruka mchog: four
skulls (fig.393).
6. Mandala of' the five gods taken from the
Mahamaya-tantra: four symbols, eight mystic letters (fig.392)
(3).
7. T h e gods of the Rdo-rje-gdan-bzhilcatuspitha (4).

and skull); Ghamsmari, green (serpent and skull); Pukkasi, blue (lion and
skull); Ri-khrod-ma, white (monk, disc); Gdol-pa-ma, blue (disc and skull);
Gyun-mo, of various colours (vajra, mudra of threatening). In his form of
Chos-kyi-dbyins ye-Ses-kyi no-bo rgya rdo-rje-hdzin-pa, the god is white in
colour; see Dpal Kyai-rdo-rje sgrub-thabs hkhrul spon by Dge-legs-dpal (complete
works, vol.NA). About Lhan-cig-skyes-pa-rdo-rjelsahajavajra see Dpal
Kye-rdo-rje-lhan-cig-skyes-pahi sgrub-thabs byin-rlabs man-nag dun-bcas, written by
Hjam-dbyans-mkhyen-brtse, according to the Sa-skya tradition and included
in Sgrub-thabs kun-btus, vol.NA.
(1) See Indo-Tibettca IIIl2.27ff. Bu-ston, complete works vol.JA:
Dpal-hkhor-lo-sdom-pahi sgrub-thabs-kyi hgrel-ba hkhrul-bn spon-bar-byed-pa.
(2) Fully described in Indo-Tibetica 11112.27 note.
(3) This mandala is also described by Bu-ston in his Sgyu-hphrul-chen-mohi
mnon-rtogs rgyas-pahi sgyu-hphrul-chen-mo hbyun-ba, complete works, vol.JA.
T h e central divinity of this cycle is a special form of Heruka, who, in the inscriptions of the sku-hbum, is called Mrion-med Heruka, but who in the text
of Bu-ston is called Sgyu-hphrul-chen-po rdo-rje sfiin-rjehi stobs. Iconographically he is blue in colour, with four faces (see fig. 387): the central one
blue, the others yellow, white, green; in his two main hands, embracing the
Sakti, he has a khatvanga and a skull, and with the'other two puts an arrow in
the bow. O n the head a n image of Aksobhya. T h e Sakti also has four faces
and the same symbols as the god.
(4) Already quoted above on p. 162.
O n this cycle and its liturgy Bu-ston has written a small treatise Dpal
gdan-bzhi-pahi dkyil-hkhor-pahi sgrub-thabs mi-brjed-par dran-byed-pa, complete
works, vol.JA. T h e central. divinity of this mandala is represented by
Rnal-hbyor-nam-mkhah/Yogmbara, blue, with three faces and six hands:
right one holds an arrow, presses the breast of the Sakti and holds a vajra;
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8. T h e
twentyfive
gods
of
the
mandala
of
Sans-rgyas-thod-pdBuddhakapala (fig.393).
9. T h e gods of the cycle of Bde-chen-ran-gcig.
10. T h e divinities of the mystic family of the Gur-mgon with
his mkhah-hgro-maldakini (fig.394 reproducing Sans-rgyasmkhah-hgro-ma yab-yum).
11. T h e divinities of the mandala of Spyan-ras-gzigs
padma-dra-bdpadmajala Avalokita (fig.395).
In all there are 577 images.
O n the extreme top of the building in a dark cell, whose
walls are also covered by paintings no longer visible today, the
statue of Rdo-rje-hchaidvajradhara smiles his mysterious smile,
he who is the symbol of the absolute in its immutability. Having
thus completed the ascension to the monument, and having
reached before the supreme principle of all things, the visitor
has gone through the various degrees of phenomenic exis-

......................................................................................
left: bow, skull, and bell. He embraces Ye-Ses-mkhah-hgro-ma/Jnana-cjakini,
white, with a face and two hands, in which she holds a khatvanga and a skull.
Besides the five Tathagatas of the supreme pentad, Rdo-rje-mkhah-hgromdvajradakini yellow, Ro-lans-ma/Veriili red, Gturn-moICandi blue,
Drag-mo dbu-skrdRaudri yellow, also belong to this cycle. All have the same
symbols as the main Sakti.

(1) This cycle is also described by Bu-ston in his Thugs-je-chen-popad-madra-bahi sgrub-thugs-rjehi hod-zer hbyun-ba,
complete works, vol.JA. T h e
god is white in colour, with three faces and eight hands. With his two main
hands embraces the Sakti keeping in the left a Jotus flower which he opens
with a vajra held in the left (sic). In the other hands to the right: hook, skull,
khatvanga, in those to the left: noose, head, gem. O n top is the figure of
Hod-dpag-medIAmitBbha. T h e Sakti is Rig-ma Gos-dkar-moIPandaravasini,
iconographically identical with the god.
Around it there should be the cycle of the thirtysix goddesses: Padmahi-spyan-ma, s in-chen-Pad-ma, Rdo-rje-can, Pad-ma-sgrol-ma, Pad-magos-ma, Padma-hbar-ba, Pad-ma-Khro-giier-can, etc.
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tence, and traversing mystic knowledge has transcended them
uniting himself with that cosmic consciousness, colourless and
undifferentiated, of whom Rdo-rje-hchanlvajradhara is the
svmbol. Having reversed the evolutive process that lets everything be born, the mystic has nullified it by his awareness, becoming himself that light that gives life to everything.

